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Programme of Events     May 2013 to April 2014 

 

Summer Programme – Tuesday Evening Nature Walks 2013 
30 April 2013 Nell Bank After Dark    Gordon Haycock 
  7 May  Ox Close Wood, East Keswick   Peter Riley 
14 May   High Royds — Bluebells and Birds   Lynn Loader 
21 May  Eccup      David Smith 
  4 June  Denso Marston Nature Reserve   Harry Allenby 
11 June  Otley Wetland Nature Reserve   Nevil Bowland 
18 June  Rose Tree Farm, Lindley Wood   Peter Riley 
 

Winter Programme 2013-2014   Tuesdays starting 7.30pm. Christchurch, The Grove, Ilkley 

10 Sept 2013 An Ethiopian Episode    Tom Lawson 

24 Sept   Flowers of the Ariège, French Pyrenees  Neil Barrett 

  8 Oct  Metal–Munching Earthworms, Evolution in Action Prof. Mark Hodson (York Univ) 

   Recorders’ Presentation:   Nicky Vernon 

22 Oct   Fungus Foray and Northern Highlands of Scotland David Alred 

12 Nov   Plant Wars     Prof. Sue Hartley (York Univ) 

26 Nov  The Secrets of Anglesey’s Ancient Rocks Paul Kabrna 

10 Dec  What’s in a Name    Tim Melling (RSPB) 

 

14 Jan 2014  Gardening For Wildlife and Wildlife in a Garden    Peter and Anne Riley 

28 Jan   Taiwan — Beautiful Island   John Flood 

11 Feb Bat Conservation at Leeds – 3 years on. Beyond Bats: to Bogs, Bombs and Big 

Houses — Working with the National Trust John Altringham 

25 Feb  In search of the Northern Lights   Dr Jim Wild (Lancaster Univ) 

11 March  Recorders’ Evening – Highlights from 2013  

25 March  AGM + Canary Islands – Landscapes, Origins and Oddities David Leather 

 
    

Botany Section Outings 2013 (Thursdays) 
25 April  Weeton Lanes and Rougemont 
  9 May  Bolton Abbey Estate, Nelly Park 
23 May  Timble 
..6 June  Whitmoor to Thruscross 
18-20 June Kirkby Stephen Area 
11 July  High Ox Close 
25 July  Kettlewell, Lane to Hoobank 
  8 Aug  Burley Moor, Coldstone to Woofa 

 
 
Birding Days 2013 (Ernie Scarfe) 
20 April (Sat) Gouthwaite and Scar House Res. 

27 April (Sat) Eccup Res Circular 

11 May (Sat) Leighton Moss RSPB 

23 May (Thurs) Blacktoft Sands and Hatfield Moor 

21 Sept (Sat) Leighton Moss RSPB 

12 Oct (Sat) Fairburn Ings & St Aidens RSPB 

23 Nov (Sat) Tophill Low 

 

 

Microscope Evenings Clarke Foley Centre  

First Tuesday of each month from October to March, 

7.30pm.     (John Hobson) 

 

Summer Visits 2013 
25 June (Tues) Rodley Nature Reserve 

29 June (Sat) Coach Outing — Potteric Carr YWT 

13 July (Sat) Kilnsey: Moths, Butterflies and Flowers 

21 July (Sun) Nethergill Farm, Oughtershaw 

27 July (Sat) Otley Wetland Nature Reserve 

 

 

Fungus Foray 
29 Sept (Sun) Farnley Hall with Tom Hering 

 

Coffee/Social Morning 2013 

  2 Nov 2013 (Sat) 

10am to 12 noon, Clarke Foley Centre, Ilkley 

 

Winter Coach Outing 2013 
  9 Nov (Sat) Saltholme RSPB 

 

Winter Walk round Fewston Reservoir 
  4 Jan (Sat) 2014 with Peter and Anne Riley 

 

Annual Dinner 
20 Mar 2013 (Thurs) at Otley Golf Club
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Foreword 

 

How delightful it is to be able start this 

Foreword with a favourable comment about 

the year’s weather for, despite a miserable, 

cold first half of the year, we had an 

undeniably brilliant summer from the 

beginning of July onwards. This was reflected 

for example in our Lepidoptera with numbers 

of both butterflies and moths being pretty 

woeful up to the end of June – no doubt also 

linked to last year’s wet summer – but 

wonderful thereafter. Our domestic moth 

trapping faithfully reflected this with by far 

our worst ever species count by the end of 

June and yet finishing the year with one of 

our best ever counts. I just hope you were 

able to get out there and really enjoy your 

nature watching while conditions were so 

generally favourable. 

  As far as our Society is concerned we 

remain in comparative good health. Having 

increased our annual membership fee for the 

first time since 2006 it has come as no 

surprise that our membership numbers have 

dipped somewhat but with around 450 

members by the end of the year we remain 

entitled to feel proud that so many local 

people still feel we are an organisation with 

which they wish to be associated. Whilst I 

hope this feeling is generated by the range 

and attractiveness of the events we have to 

offer I also like to think that our members are 

also motivated by a wish to belong to a 

Society that not only cares about our wildlife 

but which also tries to make a practical 

difference on the ground. This year has again 

seen a variety of reports, such as the State of 

Nature and the Wildlife and Countryside 

Link’s ‘Nature Check’ documenting ongoing 

declines in our wildlife and the increasing 

threat of species’ extinctions, and I hope you 

will share with me the view that an 

organisation like ours must do something, 

however little, to try to help locally. With this 

in mind we continue first and foremost to 

foster and financially support our local Nature 

Reserves – Ben Rhydding, Grass Wood, 

Otley Wetlands and Sun Lane – with which 

we are most involved, but also to support 

other organisations which are in the business 

of supporting wildlife within Wharfedale. The 

need for societies such as ours to get involved 

in this way is greater than ever and I remain 

grateful for your support as we continue to try 

to rise to the challenge. We are fortunate also 

in having such a strong team of volunteers to 

assist with the practical work on Reserves and 

I would urge others to ‘give it a go’ if you feel 

able, as we could always do with more help. 

  A highlight of the year has been the award of 

official Local Nature Reserve status by 

Natural England and Bradford Council to Ben 

Rhydding – this is a timely acknowledgement 

of all the hard work on the site in recent years 

by Steve Parkes and his ever-willing team.  

  As always our Programme of Winter 

Evening Meetings continue to attract good 

audiences (most Speakers are moved to 

comment about their size and enthusiasm) and 

the usual mix of views about whether or not 

the talk was worthwhile. The Programme 

ranged far and wide, in natural history terms, 

with every effort made to provide something 

to suit all, or at least most, interests. Our own 

Speakers tend always to attract the most 

acclaim and this year was no exception with 

special thanks to Anne Riley, Gordon 

Haycock, Mike Dixon, Neil Barrett and David 

Alred. The Microscope Group continues to 

thrive and the Birding Outings, Fungus Foray 

and other special events are well supported. 

  The Summer Programme also continues to 

attract good attendances with the Tuesday 

Evening Walks including several new venues 

which seemed to be much appreciated. The 

Special Events were again popular not least 

perhaps given the blessing of generally good 

weather and thanks must be extended in 

particular to Rodley Nature Reserve, Otley 

Wetland, Nethergill Farm and Kilnsey Park 

for acting as our hosts. A special thanks also 

to David Smith for his successful efforts to 

run Moth Traps at the latter two locations 
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which, as usual, stimulated much interest. The 

programme provided by the Botanists was 

splendidly varied and stimulating as 

evidenced by the level of support. 

  Michael Brear’s Coach Outings, to Potteric 

Carr and Saltholme, were well supported. I 

am very pleased that we can continue to run 

these events on a cost-effective basis not least 

because there is a strong social element which 

is most gratifying. The same can be said of 

the Autumn Fayre/Coffee Morning and the 

Annual Dinner which continue to thrive 

thanks to Christine Hobson’s organisation and 

the support provided by many members. 

David Brear’s excellent WNS website 

continues to show our Society in a splendid 

light. 

  As usual I must make special mention of our 

Recorders who remain the basis of what our 

Society is fundamentally about, namely 

recording and conserving our wildlife. They 

all do a wonderful job which is faithfully 

reflected in the comprehensive reports they 

produce for this Review. This record isn’t 

simply of great interest as of now but, I firmly 

believe, will be just as fascinating many 

years’ hence when people will want to look 

back at how things used to be and how that 

compares with their own experience. I must 

take this opportunity to express special thanks 

to John Flood, our Bird Recorder who is 

resigning at the end of this year after eleven 

years’ hard graft – the report in this Review is 

therefore his last. His thoroughness, attention 

to detail and scientific rigour have taken the 

Bird Report to unprecedented heights and we 

are indebted to John who will certainly have 

earned a good rest from this splendid 

endeavour.    

  Financially we remain in very good health 

thus enabling us to continue to support 

appropriate local causes as appropriate whilst 

also ensuring our own requirements are 

soundly financed. 

  As usual I would like to thank everyone 

involved in the running of the Society in 

whatever capacity, as well as all our members 

for their continued support. Last but not least 

thanks to all contributors to this Review plus 

David Leather and Anne Riley for their 

compilation, editing and production. 

 

Peter Riley, President 
 

 

 
Botany Group at Rougemont, 25 April 2013     Photo, Carmen Horner 
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In Search of the Mountain Ringlet 

Some years ago Pauline and I realised that in spite of 

walking the fells of the Lake District and the hills of 

Scotland for many years, we had no clear memory of ever 

having seen a mountain ringlet butterfly. We had seen 

other butterflies on the fells but not the UK’s only true 

montane butterfly. 

  To correct this sad omission we decided we should take 

action. Our ideal destination would be the Lake District 

as it is the nearest and only area in England which hosts 

the mountain ringlet. But where in the Lake District 

would we find it? We had the flight period in our field 

guide but little idea where the mountain ringlets occurred. 

We looked at the website of the Cumbria Branch of 

Butterfly Conservation, where, luckily, we found a list of 

their forthcoming excursions and one of these was a walk 

to look for mountain ringlets on Irton Fell. We were 

making progress! 

  So on 8
th
 June 2008, a fine sunny day, we set off walking up the gentle slopes of Irton Fell, (at the jaws of 

Wasdale), with a group of butterfly enthusiasts following our leader Steve Clarke to our first sightings of the 

mountain ringlet butterfly! At about 200m above sea-level we arrived at the site of the Irton Fell colony, and 

there they were, flitting about in the sunshine, flying just above the mat grass in a high meadow. We carried 

on walking steadily upward until we reached the next colony at the head of Greathall Gill, where we found 

yet more. We counted in total 50+ mountain ringlets that day – a very good introduction! 

  So, what are they like, these objects of our search?  They are small chocolate brown butterflies with black 

furry bodies, the dark brown upper wings have orange blotches round the edges. They tend to keep low and 

fly short distances, but they can be easily overlooked when not flying. Their flight period is about six weeks 

from early June to mid-July, and they are very particular about the weather conditions, flying only if it is 

warmer than 15ºC, with some sunshine and without too much wind. They occur only between 400m and 

750m above sea level and on areas of mat grass (which is the food plant of the caterpillar). However because 

they have not been studied very well, these conditions may vary, e.g. on Irton Fell mountain ringlets occur at 

200m to 300m and some years appear here in the last week of May.  

  In 2010, Cumbria branch decided to start a comprehensive survey of mountain ringlet habitats, enlisting the 

help of fell-walkers, (even non butterfly enthusiasts). They produced packs with instructions of when and 

where to go and ID guides with exactly which kilometre squares to survey. We were unable to take part in 

the survey that year, but in 2011 we did enrol and went to Borrowdale in the Central Fells on our first solo 

mountain ringlet expedition. 

  On 23
rd

 June, a lovely clear sunny morning, Pauline and I set off for the High Spy ridge on the west side of 

Borrowdale. We walked up to the col between Cat Bells and Maiden Moor, but as soon as we reached the 

top of the col the sun vanished behind a cloud bank, the temperature dropped below the magic 15ºC, and we 

felt moisture in the air. Hoping the conditions would improve, we walked south along the pleasantly 

undulating ridge through the first two kilometre squares where we expected to see mountain ringlets, but the 

temperature stayed resolutely below 15ºC, cloud continued to obscure the sky and we saw none. We arrived 

at Blea Crag where the third kilometre square began, and the rain started! We decided to sit down and have 

our lunch and hope the rain would abate. While we packed our rucksacks after lunch the rain stopped, the 

sun reappeared from behind the cloud and out came the first mountain ringlets, almost within arms’ reach, 

what a surprise! We happily walked along, each of us following our separate zigzag southerly routes, along 

the ridge to the top of High Spy, counting a total of 48 mountain ringlets along the way. This was what we 

had come for! But after we arrived at the summit of High Spy the cloud covered the sun again, the 

temperature dropped below 15ºC and the mountain ringlets dived for cover under the mat grass. We galloped 

off down the path to the valley and into the Scafell Hotel in Rosthwaite. I noticed one of the beers was called 

‘Doris’ 90
th
 birthday ale’; my mother’s name was Doris, so of course I had to have a pint. Half way through 

Photo: Cumbria Wildlife 
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my pint I realised it would have been my mother’s 110
th
 birthday that very day! One way and another, not a 

day I shall forget. 
  On the 14

th
 July of that year I returned to the Lake District, this time to Patterdale, to look for mountain 

ringlets on the fells around High Street. It was an absolutely superb day from start to finish, very warm and 

sunny all day. I began walking south up the ridge to Cauldale Moor. Near the summit I found two tired and 

very worn mountain ringlets, and by the end of the day I began to feel very much like them. Despite the fact 

that I walked over four more summits and through six additional kilometre squares (where it was thought 

mountain ringlets might be seen), made over 1000m of ascent and spent over seven hours walking, those two 

were the only mountain ringlets I saw. BUT, and a big BUT, on High Street I saw a golden eagle fly over me 

and then fly in a large arc over Hayeswater reservoir. What could I say about that? I was walking on feet as 

light as air back to the valley. 

  Cumbria branch were so pleased with both the response and results of the 2011 survey that they decided to 

repeat the procedure in 2012. However, as we sadly know, the weather was foul in June and July in the Lake 

District that year. We didn’t take part in this survey, and in fact few people did. 
  Finally, to bring the story up to date: because we were having such a wonderful summer this year, we 

decided to join in the 2013 Cumbria branch Mountain Ringlet Survey. We decided to visit Patterdale again 

because Martin Tordoff, the organiser of the 2013 survey, had discovered two new colonies there, one on 

Hartsop Dodd and a larger one on Kidsty Pike, so these two colonies were our objectives. We arrived in 

Patterdale at lunch time on 10
th
 July and I decided to make a start with a quick walk on Hartsop Dodd to 

count the butterflies at that colony. I set off up the steep climb from Hartsop village and the first mountain 

ringlets I encountered were just beyond the summit. I wandered around a bit but only counted eight mountain 

ringlets, so I walked back down, a bit disappointed and wondering if maybe we were too late in the flight 

period. I learnt later that I should have gone on along the ridge – the colony was about a mile further than I 

had walked! 

  The following day we set out for the much longer walk to Kidsty Pike on a perfect summer day typical of 

this summer – no problems about sunshine or temperature, but I was a bit worried, based on the previous 

day’s experience, that we were too late in July. It was a wonderful walk up from Hayeswater reservoir, we 

saw red deer, some with juveniles, Skylarks were singing, and four ravens were flying around kronking! But 

so far the only butterflies we had seen were nine small heath on the way up the lower slopes. We approached 

the summit of Kidsty Pike from the west along a very gradually ascending path, and when we were about 

100m from the summit mountain ringlets were suddenly popping up all around us; it was remarkable. We 

decided to have lunch at the cairn and then set about seriously counting the butterflies. It was sunny, calm 

and 21ºC, and, whilst we lunched on Kidsty Pike summit we watched many red deer on the slopes below us, 

and two ravens gave us an aerial display. After lunch we wandered around to the west of the top. Mountain 

ringlets were everywhere we walked, flitting about low over the grass, mostly singly. It was amazing. We 

walked across the shallow depression which links Kidsty Pike to High Raise and the spectacle of unending 

flitting butterflies continued. By the end of the day we had counted over 150 butterflies in two one kilometre 

squares. An incredible day out. 

  Later this summer, on 16
th
 July, I returned to the Lake District. This time 

I visited the Honister Slate Mines area which is considered to be one of 

the easiest mountain ringlet sites to visit, as it is a fairly steep, but 

reasonably short walk on good gravel tracks from the Youth Hostel at the 

top of Honister Pass. I chose a longer approach up from the Buttermere 

lakeside via Fleetwith Pike. It was a very warm day at 24ºC, calm but 

without sunshine, and I wandered about in the area where I had expected 

to see the mountain ringlets, but I saw only six small heath. Possibly the 

mountain ringlets had come to the end of their flight season, probably 

exhausted by the wonderful summer conditions. Hopefully they have produced more mountain ringlets for 

2014! 
  For more information about mountain ringlets:  

The Butterflies of Britain and Ireland by Jeremy Thorpe and Richard Lewington (British Wildlife Publishing). 

Aslo: http://www.cumbria-butterflies.org.uk/species/butterflies/mountain_ringlet.htm  

And http://www.cumbria-wildlife.org.uk/mringlet.html 

Ernie Scarfe 

Photo: Cumbria Wildlife 

http://www.cumbria-butterflies.org.uk/species/butterflies/mountain_ringlet.htm
http://www.cumbria-wildlife.org.uk/mringlet.html
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Close Encounters of Three Kinds – near you! 

I’ve had some close encounters recently – and as you know, like London buses they come in threes, each of a 

different kind.  Unnerving!  They just show how you’ve got to be watching all the time if you’re there in the 

wild, or even just sipping your afternoon tea. 

  First Sort of Encounter – don’t mess with sparrow-hawks!  We were 

having our tea when there was a commotion in the bushes across the 

yard.  Within a split-second a bird had hurtled in through our open 

window like a rocket, missing my scalp by about a millimetre, and 

splattering against the other window opposite.  It fell down to the sill but 

in a whisker flew off through the bottom opening, leaving behind a 

warm, but dead, fledgling blackbird!  You’d have thought that would 

have scared the hawk more than it did me, but no, within half a minute 

the commotion came back as loud as before.  The hawk had returned to 

strip the blackbird nest of any remaining chicks.  Never say die, 

especially if you are a sparrow-hawk with a nest-full of hungry brood at home, and the time and date for 

hunting is now!  And you never allow alien species to get too close without examining their credentials first! 

  Second Kind of Encounter. In November a year ago we made a brief trip to the top of Thruscross Reservoir, 

to the bridge over the Wharfe on Hoodstorth Lane. On the lane we didn’t wander far from the car, not a 

hundred yards either way, but in fading light as we got back I noticed a sizeable, open-ish, bush with a 

scattering of orangey-red berries.  Not a rowan (too late), not a rose (berries too small).  What was it?  I got 

closer down the bank and found something new.  So I took a tiny sprig of it back home to identify, and keyed 

it out in my hefty Stace’s 2010 Flora.  It was Khasia berry, or Himalayan cotoneaster (C. simonsii).  This is a 

19
th
 century garden introduction which escaped into the wild about a hundred years ago.  Phyl Abbot had got 

a ‘dot’ of it somewhere near, for her 2005 Plant Atlas.  She knew of only 12 locations for it in Mid-west 

Yorkshire.  Nationally, it seems to be widespread in the south, and preparing to come further. There could be 

one near you (watch out)!  But nevertheless a fine and decorative addition round here, to our list. 

  Questions. How did this single Himalayan plant get to just here?  Was there ever habitation, or a garden, 

round this bridge?  If so, when was it abandoned?  How long ago was that?  Or did a passer-by, who just 

happened to have a sprig of the bush in her pocket, chuck it away, just here?  Why?  Where did she bring it 

from?  Or did a passing bird just drop it?  Or have I just imagined the whole thing (I don’t think so)? The 

plot thickens Watson! 

  Close Encounter of the Third Kind.  When we moved to Ilkley and into this house one thing that appealed 

to us was its tiny garden, without a lawn.  Much of it is taken up by a vast marjoram plant.  The bees love 

this, which makes putting the washing out quite an adventure.  Last August a stranger joined the bees and the 

peacocks and the tortoiseshells.  It looked rather like a fritillary.  I don’t see those round here so I went 

indoors to fetch my (cheap and ancient) butterfly book and my camera.  It didn’t seem to match anything in 

the book, so I photo-ed it and emailed Dave Howson, our Butterfly Recorder.  He immediately put a name to 

it – a female silver-washed fritillary (see Colour Pages), and suggested I put a bucket over it so that he could 

come over and see it!  It crossed my mind that I should urge him to get in his car immediately, to hold down 

the beast until I could get the bucket.  Then I thought that might not quite work.  I could scarcely believe his 

ID, but you don’t argue about things you don't know about. 

  Later, Dave sent me recent Yorkshire info.  Mine turned out to be only the third record of the species for 

Wharfedale. The earlier ones had been by Jack and Dorothy Storey, and Jeanette Clapham, eight years or so 

ago.  The nearest populations are thought to be in Cumbria, and on the Welsh borders.  Eventually he found 

that there was also a history of introductions in the Harrogate area, so it looks as though it may have been 

one of those, out for the day to the senior Yorkshire spa town (not, of course, Harrogate!). 

  I know ‘zilch’ about butterflies, except that I find them very attractive.  We had a botany holiday in the 

Northern Pindos in Greece, a year or two ago, and were surrounded by all kinds of them, including loads of 

different species of blues and a number of white admirals.  It was one of these that, without so much as a by 

your leave, settled on the back of my hand, and stayed there for at least five minutes, drinking up my tasty 

sweat with its long proboscis.  It could obviously have feasted happily all day, but the tour leader called us 

away so we just had to move on. And I had to wave farewell to my new-found alien, and friend! 

  So just keep an eye out – aliens come in all shapes and sizes, and disguises.       Mike Atkinson 
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Archie’s Tale 

As I started writing this in July, it was Archie’s obituary. We hadn’t seen him for weeks and I feared the 

worst. 

  Archie first came into our garden and into our lives on 13
th
 October 2009. I 

was on the phone at the time, when out of the corner of my eye I saw a black 

bird with white around the head. My first thought (quickly dismissed!) was 

ring ouzel. I hastily ended my call with something like ‘I’ll have to go – 

there’s a ring ouzel that can’t be on the cotoneaster eating the berries.’ On 

closer inspection, it was obviously a male blackbird that had gone wrong. 

  I hoped he would return when Peter was at home – and he did, quite 

frequently, throughout the winter. The entry for my diary on 17
th
 March 2010 

reads – ‘Archibald the piebald blackbird much in evidence at the back’. And so 

he became known as Archie. 

  Of course he’s not ‘piebald or ‘pied’ or ‘part-albino’ (the latter a contradiction in terms as an individual is 

either albino or it’s not). He has a plumage abnormality. The most common types of plumage abnormality 

involve white feathering. The main pigments which produce colour in feathers are melanins (black, greys 

and browns) and carotenoids (yellows and reds). In albinism the enzyme necessary to produce melanin is 

totally absent therefore there is no melanin in feathers, skin or eyes. An albino bird will have pink skin and 

eyes because the blood shows through. It may not be all white – red and yellow feathers appear as normal so 

an albino goldfinch would be white with pink skin and eyes but with red and yellow feathers in the usual 

place. Vision in albino birds is poor, so they seldom survive into adulthood and are rarely seen. In leucism 

melanin is produced but not deposited in some or all feathers where pigment cells are defective. Like 

albinism it is inherited, so the pattern of white feathers does not change with moulting. These birds have 

coloured eyes and normal eyesight. Probably even more common than leucism is progressive greying. This is 

acquired and not inherited, and a bit like humans going grey with age! Pigment cells in individual feathers 

fail over time, so more white feathers may appear with each moult. This abnormality is difficult to 

distinguish from leucism without knowing the history of the bird. From the above I would have to conclude 

that Archie suffers from progressive greying because he has got whiter each year (or perhaps he’s a leucistic 

blackbird who also suffers from progressive greying… ). 

  The BTO are conducting an abnormal plumage survey and it’s worth taking a look at their website (search 

for ‘BTO abnormal plumage’). Many species are affected by plumage abnormalities and there’s an 

interesting photo gallery (Archie’s on there!) and a much fuller explanation. 

  He disappeared over the summer of 2010, but returned on 6
th
 September with 

more white in his tail. On 7
th
 November, I noted that ‘Archie is looking splendid’ 

as indeed he was, the strong yellow of his beak in stark contrast to the white of 

his head. He stayed through the winter, and by March 2011 his hormones were 

obviously kicking in because he started to chase every other blackbird in sight. 

We would see this black and white missile hurtling across the garden with loud 

clacking at intervals throughout the daylight hours. Other blackbirds weren’t his 

only target – on one occasion we saw him in hot pursuit of a male sparrowhawk 

leaving no doubt as to who was boss! 

  During April 2011 we found a nest near the back door but weren’t sure if it was 

Archie’s and didn’t want to hang around too closely so as not to disturb the 

occupant (nor did we fancy a high speed aerial attack!). 

  On 12
th
 July a visiting friend spotted Archie going into a nest in a Clematis on the side fence and we were 

mortified when it was raided by a magpie on the same day. About a 

week later Archie disappeared and didn’t return until 10
th
 November. 

  He was a regular visitor throughout the winter feeding on apples put out 

on the lawn, and by the beginning of March 2012 he’d learnt to perch on 

the fat square which hangs from the feeders.  

  By the end of March 2012 he was singing away for hours on end. On 

20
th
 April I saw him with a beak full of worms on the back lawn. On 4

th
 

May he was taking food over the fence into the (even wilder) garden 
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next door, and on the 27
th
 he was feeding two youngsters (with normal plumage) on our lawn. Archie was 

definitely a father at last, and we were very proud! 

  He disappeared then until the end of June and we wondered whether he’d had a second brood next door. 

We saw him intermittently through the next few months. 

  At the beginning of January 2013 he was around at the hedge at the very back of the garden, but over the 

next few days he gradually moved nearer the house. By mid-January he was definitely back in charge and 

starting to chase everyone else off. 

  On 9
th
 March I saw him with a female on the fence outside our bedroom 

window and for the rest of March he was around all the time. On 11
th
 April I 

noticed he had a rival who seemed to be nesting on an ivy stump near the back 

hedge. Archie no longer went as far as the back hedge – his territory seemed to 

have shrunk, but next day he was collecting very small worms, so his young 

must have hatched. He collected more worms the next day, but after that we 

only saw him without food. On 22
nd

 April there was a noisy altercation – a 

stand-off between Archie and presumably the ivy stump male. The second male 

would not back off – in fact he was pushing Archie nearer and nearer the house. I watched for as long as I 

could, even going out to tell the other blackbird that this was Archie’s garden! I didn’t see the end of the 

fight, but a week later Archie’s female looked as if she was building another nest, and on 1
st
 May Archie 

sang for hours. I didn’t see the other male, so perhaps Archie had won after all. Around this time there was a 

particularly vicious magpie spending a lot of time in the garden – he attacked several of the smaller birds, 

and although one shouldn’t anthropomorphise, he did seem to be a nasty character! 

  Archie was still singing on 5
th
 May and on 11

th
 May we watched him at the back 

pond for some time while we were having our tea. Then we didn’t see him and the 

bad magpie was around even more – had he killed Archie? I began to prepare myself 

for the worst because it was a bit early for him to have disappeared for the moult. 

Anyway, he appeared again at the pond (he likes eating tadpoles!) on 26
th
 May, and 

on 27
th
 he was around quite a bit, but worryingly he was chased and pecked by a 

female. Was it his wife in a temper, or was it a rival couple claiming the territory? 

  He was around over the next few days, but on 1
st
 June I saw him being chased off 

by another male blackbird – how undignified! By now he would be at least 4 years old (3 years is the average 

lifespan for a blackbird), so perhaps he was just past it! We had a few more brief sightings up to 13
th
 June, 

but he had definitely lost his position as top blackbird. The garden seemed quiet without him ruling the roost. 

There did seem now to be one particular male who was singing, but most blackbirds are very difficult to tell 

apart! Five weeks went by without a sign of Archie. Then, on 24
th
 July he put in a brief appearance. I phoned 

all my friends who knew about him. ‘Archie’s back’ I said ‘He’s not dead after all!’ 

  As I finish writing this in November, he still visits from time to time, and in autumn blackbirds are less 

aggressive as territories break down for the winter. Will he fight for our garden (clearly prime territory!) next 

spring, or is he just too old? Whatever happens, it has been a privilege to have such a character to share our 

garden. 
Anne Riley 

 

A Special Wild Place 

The thing about living in a Victorian pauper lunatic asylum is that when you write about it, it sounds as 

though you are making it up. You might begin with something like ‘In the background stands the blackened 

clock tower of the old hospital, rooks circling round it, living emanations of the soot that coats the mad 

Gothic stonework’, and your reader is quite likely to dismiss it all as some rather corny, clumsy and not very 

imaginative fantasy. But in fact this is the truth of where we live. 

  When we first came here, this ignored field was a knee-high drift of wild flowers, brazen with the shrill 

yellow of buttercups and ragwort, splashed with red and pink from clover and campion, and alive with 

butterflies and bees. Kestrels and owls routinely hunted overhead. The lapwings nested in a lavish flock of 

thirty or more, and the air was liquid with their calls and those of oystercatchers and redshanks. 

  Little ringed plovers bustled furtively around the pond, where the lone white duck was assimilated into the 

collective of the mallard. Early one golden morning, a young roebuck raced into the reeds and stood knee-
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deep in the water, watching me with an expression of astonishment that matched my own. We spent an 

afternoon watching a curlew just owning his space. There was a smaller colony of lapwing just yards from 

our front door. Song thrushes and redwings and the occasional glamour-model waxwing bejewelled the trees 

near the entrance. 

  Football pitches and car parking spaces have been laid out here now, to boost the development’s ‘appeal’. 

We don’t see the redshanks so much any more, and the heron appears less frequently. Our footpaths have 

been gentrified and officialised and surfaced with a strange glutinous material. They march self-importantly 

through what used to be a glorious organic tangle. Straight lines, order and manageability are the 

watchwords now.  

  But still the wildlife and the elements and the pond assert themselves. One section of path remains 

stubbornly washed out, gouged a foot deep into random curves and gullies by the overspill from the winter’s 

floods, strewing gravel and scorning the lines drawn by the planner’s ruler. Our resident pair of red kites 

spiral languidly above the trees beyond the clock tower. The flash of bullfinches still illuminates the little 

patch of woodland beside the road, and the oystercatchers solemnly continue to patrol their parish like a bevy 

of small clergymen, while bullying gulls dash and hector, clockwork moorhens paddle comically, and the 

shaggy, tattered heads of the bulrushes dispense seeds to grateful reed buntings.  

  In the spring, the pussy willow thrusts from the dark water giving an impression of sheer, vivid defiance. 

The silhouette of a curlew arcs across the cold white face of a new day’s sun, trailing its reflection across the 

metallic surface of the water. Toads laboriously make it back to their ancestral breeding spots and their 

subtle spawn promises continuing life.  

  Meanwhile, it is a delicious thought that just a few yards beyond the scrubby scribble of twiggy unregarded 

hedge, the harassed people fleeing the city, driving along the main road to the Lakes, have no inkling of this 

haven, the secret pond, the hub, the still centre around which everything revolves. 

Lynn Loader 
 

Nature Notes from Llangollen 

The year 2013 has been one of great contrasts. There was a very heavy fall of snow bringing down aerials so 

there was no TV for a week and the electricity was off for a day. Spring flowers bloomed very late – 

bluebells, wild garlic, primroses and cowslips came at the same time.  

  In summer we had very hot days and then heavy rain. On a walk up the lane on the road sides were 

hogweed, hedge parsley, tufted vetch and viper’s bugloss, the field gold with buttercups. I saw goldfinches 

but they never came to the feeder with the correct seeds. The spotted orchids were much taller and there were 

yellow mulleins on the bare limestone scree. 

  I have enjoyed many birds at the bird feeder – a blue tit and a robin feed together while I have my lunch. 

Chaffinches and nuthatch found it easy to feed, the blackbird and pigeon more difficult to get there and then 

cleared the lot as did squirrels! Bluetits nest in the garden and family parties fly by. 

  There have been plenty of cabbage white butterflies and a small tortoiseshell tried unsuccessfully to get 

through my window. 

  Apparently it has been a ‘mast’ year.  There was plenty of blossom on the apple trees in the orchard and 

apples until late November. Flocks of pigeons, jackdaws, magpies and carrion crows feasted on the acorns on 

the oak tree. After that the leaves stayed for much longer. It was ages before they changed colour. Through 

its branches is the sky, clouds and ever changing colours to enjoy.  Dorothy Marjoram, January 2014. 

 

Dorothy Marjoram’s 100th Birthday Celebration 

‘I had a lovely day, a card from the Queen, lunch out with the family, then a 

sing-song and party with the residents. I am the first centenarian in the 23 

years the home has existed. The Mayor and Vicar came and we sang On Ilkla 

Moor Baht ’At. Dawn made the cake – a work of art and John brought a book 

of my life – glad I had kept photos and cuttings. We had a good meal ending 

with pink champagne – a first for me! My room was full of cards and flowers. 

The orchid plant from the Nats is very tall – not seen one like it in the wild 

when last out with John. The winter syllabus looks as good as usual. Always 

glad to have news. Best wishes and love, Dorothy’ 
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Spadgers     

 

Not tuneful, 

but cheerful – 

you’ve got to admit: 

 

House Sparrows - 

garrulous, ubiquitous 

during my childhood, 

when they lost 

their sexual anonymity, 

thanks to Enid Blyton, 

who revealed in a story 

that the ones with black bibs – 

were boys. 

 

But in recent years,   

they’ve become 

rather less common. 

 

So when I hear that old familiar 

cheep-cheep chirping 

from a bush near my house, 

or spot one hopping neatly 

past the supermarket 

like a battery-operated toy, 

I’m glad they’re still around – 

not all victims 

of pollution-induced disease, 

habitat loss, and reduced food, 

but perky little survivors. 

 

     Linda Lee 

 
“Populations of house sparrows across the UK have fallen from about 12 million pairs in the 1970s to between 6 

and 7 million pairs today, with a greater reduction in urban and rural areas than in suburban ones.” The Guardian, 

24.9.2013 

 
 

Moth Trapping at Weston Hall 

In May this year one of the Weston Hall assistant gamekeepers contacted me to ask if Anne and I could go 

down to the Hall and check out a plague of caterpillars which were decimating a piece of woodland adjacent 

to the Estate. There was a real concern that the inundation was such that the trees themselves, a mixture of 

oak, ash and sycamore, may not recover. 

  We were a little slow to respond to this request, for one reason or another, until 

one day Anne suggested we called on our way home as we were passing 

through Otley. We were in fact quite staggered by what we found – the trees 

had largely lost their leaves and the ground was heaving with two different 

kinds of moth caterpillar and their droppings. In addition we were amazed by 

the wealth of bird song in the woodland which sounded more like the dawn 

chorus than the middle of the day and featured a nearby cuckoo in full voice 

which is hardly a common sound in this day and age!  

  We took samples and photographs but, as the caterpillars were of the 
Mottled Umber 
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somewhat nondescript variety, we didn’t get very far in identifying them and therefore sent the photos to the 

VC64 Moth Recorder. He responded within the hour identifying the two species as mottled umber and winter 

moth and also provided reassurance that the trees would recover (They did!). This set us thinking how 

productive it might be to be able to run a moth trap around the Hall. It was obvious that, although the fields 

and woodlands were not very flower rich, they were not in any way intensively farmed and all the 

caterpillars thriving in the woodland were evidence that, by today’s standards, this was a relatively unspoilt 

habitat.  

  As luck would have it, we then came across the Head Gamekeeper (Colin) while walking around the Otley 

Wetland Nature Reserve (the Reserve is on land leased from the Weston Hall Estate) and we chanced to 

mention if there might be any possibility of running a trap in the vicinity of the Hall. He responded in a fairly 

neutral way that he would ask questions and get back to us. We didn’t really expect a positive response, but 

within a week he phoned to confirm that the Estate would be happy for us to run a trap in the grounds. 

  Accordingly we waited for a suitable evening and, on 8
th
 July, I rang Colin speaking to his wife, Wendy, 

who could not have been more helpful agreeing a time to meet in the early evening, showing us where there 

was a power point in the grounds and providing us with a timer switch. We were on our way! When I 

returned at 6am the following morning it was obvious we were on a winner with the trap and the grass 

surrounding it, heaving with moths – the emptying and cataloguing was no easy task. Not long after I 

arrived, Colin and Wendy turned up and were clearly impressed by the catch. This included a ‘first’ for us 

namely a garden tiger – not a rare moth but decidedly scarce in this area following a significant decline.  

  Since the first effort three further trapping sessions have been held and a good variety of moths caught. The 

second trap was set on 23
rd

 July and this caught 67 species which was our second best catch ever anywhere. 

The final two traps were towards the end of August and the end of September. The total haul from the four 

traps came to 117 species – a good platform on which to build in subsequent years all being well. Within this 

total there were a number of scarce moth species namely crescent, sandy carpet, grey chi, buff footman, 

yellow-tail and Chinese character. 

  It has been a delight to have the opportunity to trap regularly at this splendid location. Colin and Wendy 

have continued to be unfailingly helpful and accommodating and appear to look forward to a trap session as 

much as we do! 

  Moths are fascinating creatures and opening a moth trap is somewhat akin to opening a Christmas stocking 

as a child – full of presents but you have no idea what they might be. All results are fed into the local and 

national moth databases thanks to our very thorough and committed Moth Recorders, Mike and Joyce Clerk. 

If you’d like to give moth trapping a try don’t hesitate to contact them or speak to Anne and me. Roll on next 

spring!            Peter Riley 

 

 

Great Crested News! 

As previously reported up to 600 great crested newt eggs per year for three years (2009–2011) were 

introduced by Gordon Haycock to the large pond at Nell Bank Centre under licence from Natural England.  

  Great crested newts are long-lived (typically 15 years), and are predominantly terrestrial, only returning to 

water to breed. Once the immature newt emerges from the pond, it will then take three years before it is 

mature and ready to mate. With these parameters in mind, we began monitoring the ponds for returning great 

crested newts in spring 2012 (three years after the first eggs were introduced) while no records of great 

crested newts were made there were unconfirmed reports from Centre staff. 

  In 2013 Gordon led a well supported Tuesday evening survey 

in May, during which wonderful views of palmate, alpine and 

smooth newts were enjoyed, however, no confirmed great 

crested newt. The following morning great crested newt eggs 

were recorded in aquatic vegetation on the periphery of the pond, 

leading to further efforts to confirm presence in early June. On 

the night of 6th June two males were observed displaying, and in 

the morning one male was captured in a bottle trap and 

photographed (left, complete with thumb nail!). 

  As there is still a long way to go until a great crested newt 
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population can be regarded as established, this is great news and is an early sign of successful survival and 

breeding in Wharfedale. Now for the bad news… 

  Great Crested Newt is a Priority Species on the UK BAP. The Action Plan objectives and targets listed for 

this species include:  ‘Establish populations in 100 appropriate unoccupied sites each year from 1995 to 

2005, ensuring that the species is found in sites that are representative of the range of habitats used and the 

geographic distribution. Maintain the geographical range of the great crested newt.’ 

  It is a sobering thought that Natural England commented at the time of applying for the licence (2009) that 

the Wharfedale introduction is the only licensed introduction for conservation purposes recorded in UK 

(many, many licenses are granted each year to move great crested newts to allow development). UK BAP 

action plans were re-written in December 2010 and the target was dropped. 

  However, a case can still be made for consolidating and extending the range of this species, and if members 

are aware of other potential suitable receptor sites, please contact...    Gordon Haycock. 
 

Our Introduction to Moths, and what happened afterwards 

I have always had a love of all natural history, but several years ago I saw an article in a magazine where the 

author had trapped moths in his garden, then taken close-up photos of them, and the results were stunning. It 

made me wonder what delights could be lurking in our own small garden, at the lower end of Wharfedale, 

close to Leeds/Bradford airport.  

  Then a few years ago we joined the Wharfedale Naturalists Society, and there are quite a few keen moth 

trappers. They organised an event where a moth trap had been set, and some of the moths were so beautiful 

that it finally decided us to buy a proper moth trap, a Skinner with a 125V MV bulb. 

  It was late summer 2010 when our trap arrived so we didn’t do much that year, but we did have some pretty 

moths. On the morning of our first setting we were amazed to find almost as many moths outside the trap. 

No-one had warned us of this. There was a stunning purple thorn on the side of the trap, what an exquisite 

moth, and a lovely lesser swallow prominent on the patio, extremely well camouflaged. 

  Later that year we caught another beautiful thorn, this time canary-shouldered thorn with its wonderful 

furry body, and delicate markings. At the same time we also had gold spot, and small phoenix, two more 

gorgeous moths. 

  In 2011 we caused great excitement to local moth trappers when a waved black turned up (we had no idea 

what it was until I sent a photo to Peter Riley, and he said send it immediately to Charlie Fletcher, our local 

VC recorder, who confirmed it, and also its rarity in Yorkshire). Moths that delighted us included large 

emerald, spectacle, burnished brass, the funny looking snout, and peppered moth, including a carbonaria 

form. 

  From July 2011 we also started to be involved with moth trapping at a Yorkshire Wildlife Trust Reserve, 

Grass Wood. This was arranged by Paul Millard, who had moved quite close to this wood, and no-one had 

trapped there much at all. We trap here with the permission of the Yorkshire Wildlife Trust, and all records 

are sent to them, partially in the hope that it may help with future conservation. It is a mixed woodland that 

also has areas of limestone pavement, and is a known site for the day flying cistus forester and speckled 

yellow.  

  It was on our first visit there that we kept catching a smallish moth that none of us could quite ID for sure. 

They looked very like a barred carpet, a very rare species, and we all thought surely not, as we had about 15 

of them. However they were confirmed as barred carpet by Charlie Fletcher, and this caused a lot of interest, 

as it seemed that from the numbers that we had caught in a small 

area of the wood that there was a breeding population. 

  2012 was a bad year for weather, and we didn’t trap much 

anywhere. However in September we were back at Grass Wood 

and, right at the end of the night, as we were dismantling the traps 

I spotted a large moth fluttering around a portable actinic trap. I 

eventually managed to catch it with help from my husband, 

David, and it turned out to be a tissue, a new species for us. And 

little did we know then but this was the start of something special 

with this species (right).  

  On hearing of our tissue in Grass Wood we were put in touch 
Tissue Moths 
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with a local caver, who has been monitoring tissues, and other things, at several caves in the area, especially 

in Littondale which isn’t too far from Grass Wood. A few of the caves he checks have tissues and heralds 

overwintering, but just one of them has spectacular numbers of them. Why is this cave so special to them? 

Where do they come from? David Hodgson has been doing extensive research for 10 years now (and that 

would be a whole article in itself), and still doesn’t know the answers. 

  Interestingly Paul, and ourselves, found a few tissues, and heralds, overwintering in some old mine tunnels 

lower down Wharfedale, in a couple of different places, and we sent our information to David Hodgson, 

making a note of certain conditions for him such as which wall they were on, height on the walls, depth into 

the tunnels, and anything else, such as the fact that tissues were always dry, but heralds were often were 

covered in condensation. 

  This September David and I finally met David Hodgson who took us down the main cave in Littondale. 

Last year wasn’t a good year for numbers of moths in the cave, but this year made up for it. It was the 

highest count that David has seen in 10 years, 387 tissues, including mating pairs, and 55 heralds. It was 

incredible to see, especially as the tissues are quite active, and David’s knowledge and enthusiasm about 

everything was wonderful. 

  So, the story continues. As numbers are so high this year we are looking at the possibility of trying to obtain 

permission to breed from a few tissues, to mark and release, then see if any of the marked moths turn up in 

any of the caves, as nobody knows where they come from, how far they travel, etc. 

  All this started from just seeing pictures of some of these beautiful and remarkable insects, so who knows, 

some of you who haven’t done much with moths may like to look out for some local events. There are plenty 

of keen, helpful moth trappers in the Wharfedale Naturalists Society. Peter and Anne Riley have been great 

in their knowledge and ID help, as has Peter Murphy for the micro moths, and Paul Millard too has helped us 

in many ways. 

Nyree Fearnley 
 

Nature’s Water Engineers 

Long ago, during a year spent in Virginia, USA, my favourite place was a nature reserve totally surrounded 

by ever widening urban development. Huntley Meadows Park had been, as its name suggests, a fairly 

unremarkable area of woods and fields until, in 1975, the US government turned the land over to Fairfax 

County. Nature’s premier engineers, American beavers, seized their chance and moved in, dammed the 

streams and converted the place into a wetland paradise. It had been made accessible by the construction of a 

boardwalk through the swamp leading to an observation tower overlooking the main beaver dam and pool. 

  In the spring and autumn the woods were at times alive with falls of American wood warblers – in stunning 

breeding plumages in the spring, more sombre on their return visits later in the year. The swamp and pools 

were the haunt of a myriad of mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians. 

  After a number of visits I decided that to appreciate the real charms of the Meadows I would need to 

experience it at night, for many of its more elusive inhabitants, especially the mammals, were mainly 

nocturnal. One very early morning in June found me climbing over the gate at 4am, the enterprise given an 

added frisson by being there out of hours. The woods were creepy and dark and passing through the dead 

trees at the edge of the swamp thousands of frogs were twanging and giving deep booms. 

  Out on the boardwalk visibility was good with a three-quarter moon. A few great blue herons took flight 

and I could hear a beaver gnawing not far away. In the middle, on the tower, I waited for dawn and listened. 

A barred owl called, ‘Who cooks for you?’ and the increasing light revealed several yellow-crowned night 

herons standing on the dam. A large beaver swam past then slapped its tail on the water as it dived before 

surfacing and clambering on to the dam where it was joined by another as they inspected their amazing and 

massive construction with, as I imagined, proprietorial pride. I crept away. 

  My final visit was on an August evening, a week before we were due to leave the States. The woodland 

edges had downy, red-bellied and pileated woodpeckers, ruby-throated hummingbirds, purple martins and 

wood ducks. Crossing the boardwalk a two-foot painted water snake was attempting to burrow after some 

prey in the mud below the water before coming up with just its snout showing, right beside me. Ten feet 

away, a musk rat with a long, thick, shiny tail was chewing on the vegetation. I climbed the tower to wait for 

dark and, as the light faded, a pair of river otters came out of the water and posed on the dam – for me a 

fitting finale to the year. 
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  This astonishing diversity of wildlife, the result of the beavers’ enterprise, was all the more welcome 

bearing in mind that the American beaver population, once numbering somewhere between 60 and 90 

million, had been decimated by trapping for the fur trade and eliminated completely from large parts of its 

original range by the end of the 19
th
 century. Their harvesting of trees and flooding of waterways was 

interfering with commercial activities. It illustrated what we lost when European beavers became extinct in 

Britain, again hunted ruthlessly for their fur. It seems likely that most beavers had vanished from Britain by 

the time of the Norman Conquest although relict populations survived until much later, possibly into the 17
th
 

century in North Wales and maybe into the 18
th
 in Yorkshire. 

  Archaeologists have been fascinated by the interactions of men and beavers going back to the Stone and 

Iron Ages and, in some cases, have found it difficult to disentangle environmental effects created by men 

from those of beavers. Early Man apparently often settled close to beaver created lakes, grew crops on the 

fertile fields resulting from their silted-up pools and used beaver dams to cross wetlands. 

  It is now acknowledged in both Europe and North America 

that beavers can make a major contribution to biodiversity 

through the construction and expansion of wetland habitats. 

European beavers have already been reintroduced into a 

number of European countries and the European Union 

Habitats Directive requires member states to consider the 

possibility. Active consideration is being given to beaver 

reintroduction in Britain with small colonies established at four 

fenced sites since 2001, including Martin Mere. Feasibility 

studies for a reintroduction to Wales are at an advanced stage 

and a preliminary study for their reintroduction to the wild in 

England has recently been published. Scotland leads the way 

with a five year time limited reintroduction at a site in 

Knapdale in Argyll, the result of a partnership between the 

Royal Zoological Society of Scotland, the Scottish Wildlife Trust and the Forestry Commission. 

  As one with garden ponds on different levels, the lowest held back by a dam, I can only admire and applaud 

the beavers’ constructions and imagine with what relish they would view the chance to get to work in the 

Washburn Valley or at Otley Wetlands! 

Denis O’Connor 

 

 

 

SOCIETY ACTIVITIES 
 

Visit to Potteric Carr – 29th June 2013 

The weather was beautiful for our trip to Potteric Carr and the drive out there was a delight – we spotted 

three hares in a field, several deer and huge drifts of poppies, making for a glorious start to the day. The 

youngest member of our group, Charlie, aged 8½, did a fine job handing out the leaflets and maps for us, so 

that on arrival, we all knew what we wanted to do.  

  We spread out and eagerly set off, some of us making a beeline for the rare black-necked grebe that we had 

read and heard about.  Just walking anywhere on this site was a pleasure, and we feasted our eyes on the 

tangle of wild flowers along the paths, with lots of orchids and an abundance of wild strawberries with their 

pretty flowers and delicious red fruit.  

  We also enjoyed butterflies galore, including peacock, ringlet, large skipper and comma, plus cinnabar 

moth, as well as a wealth of other insects. Mammal sightings included lots of grey squirrels, including one 

that was brazenly sunbathing on a bench, giving Charlie a giggle. A slow worm was also spotted basking in 

the sun, which was another great treat, and some of us were also lucky enough to spot some implausibly tiny 

froglets making their determined way across some of the damper paths. 

  The list of birds spotted ran to 37, including the elusive black-necked grebe, which several people logged 

and photographed. A hobby was another good sighting, but perhaps the best experience was enjoyed by 

those of us lucky enough to spend twenty minutes revelling in fabulous close-up views of a kingfisher from 
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the Piper Marsh hide, sitting on a perch and occasionally catching a small fish. The photographers among us 

were in their element, and we felt especially privileged when we were told by a seasoned local that he had 

been staking out that hide for years and never been lucky enough to have such good views. 

  The consensus at the end of this lovely sunny day was that this is a site that offers so much, and it is all the 

more impressive when you see it in its grim post-industrial setting, with the railways cutting through it and 

the main road so very close. It is a real testament to all the hard work of the Yorkshire Wildlife Trust and 

their dedicated volunteers, and all of us who went on the trip are grateful to them and to Michael Brear for 

organising it for us. 

Lynn Loader 

 

Visit to Nethergill Farm, 21st July 

We thought we had arrived early at Nethergill Farm: the journey to 

the upper reaches of the River Wharfe, where it becomes 

Oughtershaw Beck took less time than we had anticipated. However, 

a substantial gathering of Wharfedale Naturalists were already hard at 

work in the front garden of the farm when we arrived at 10 o’clock. 

  We were greeted by Chris and Fiona Clark, the owners, who helped 

us to park, carefully avoiding the reception committee of very fine 

free-range hens, and joined our companions in the front garden, 

curious to see what all the fuss was about. It turned out to be moths – 

dozens of them with specimens in containers for us to admire. Knowing nothing about moths except with a 

vague perception that theirs was another world to the one we generally see or are aware of, this was a truly 

revelatory moment, with such an array of creatures ranging from the glamorous gold spangle to the more 

dowdy others and, I am told, 38 varieties in total. 

  This, the product of a single night’s deploying of the moth trap, was indicative of what was to come, 

namely diversity in terms of habitats, plant life, insects, birds and animals. 

Chris and Fiona took us into their education centre, now complete with worktables and chairs, screens and 

cameras. Fortified by coffee and Fiona’s flapjack, they gave us an overview and update on the past year on 

the farm. Chris outlined the challenges of farming in Langstrothdale at a height of between 1,200 and 1,800 

feet in the northern part of England. Of 388 acres, 70 acres are grazing land with much of the rest being 

peaty unproductive moorland, but he has inserted into this, 30 acres of woodland of mixed species, totalling 

18,000 trees. 

  From our point of view the immediate crowning glory of the farm was the hay meadows and it was into 

these that Chris led us, heading down to Oughtershaw Beck. The seed bank of the farm has been enriched 

and native hayfield plants display an array of colour and scents. Eyebright, yellow rattle, knapweeds, 

buttercups, hawkbits, clovers and a range of rushes and grasses were just some of the plants we walked 

through. Keeping more or less in single file so as not to flatten the hay crop, we reached the beck and more 

plants appeared. Northern marsh orchids, fragrant orchids, ragged robin, valerian and meadowsweet were 

just some. 

  Above our heads, the air was full of insects and, with them, dozens of house martins and some swallows 

and swifts were flashing by, feasting on the bonanza. The martins and swallows repeatedly returned to their 

nests under the farmhouse eaves. 

At the beck we could see the results of the willow bundling which is combatting the erosion of pasture land 

on the north side of the stream. The willow bundling is also creating a small habitat of its own for mini-

beasts. 

  We continued up the bank to visit the newly established bird hide, made amazingly of recycled plastic bags. 

This is a work-in-progress with a walkway and bridge planned, and also a protected bird-feeding area. We 

returned to the farm with so many questions to ask – about the re-appearance of black grouse, red squirrels 

and nesting ravens and the disappearance of nesting buzzards. 

  We were also told about the success of Chris and Fiona’s introduction of white short-horned cattle, a native 

sturdy breed that thrives on rough grazing and the variety of weather conditions in these parts. 

  There was so much more we learned, but one last thing was the history of the farmhouse. It was built in 

1871 by a relative of Charles Darwin on the site of a much older farm building. Somehow this seems an 
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appropriate origin to the farm’s current development and philosophy. Diversity within the dales landscape of 

plants and their dependent animals seems the best way forward, while occasionally giving nature a helping 

hand. 

Janet Watt 

 

Nethergill Farm – Update  

Chris and Fiona Clark moved to Nethergill from Hampshire 

in 2005. One of their main objectives was to demonstrate 

that it is possible to run a Dales Hill Farm profitably and 

sustainably following the highest possible environmental 

principles. In effect they are running both a working hill 

farm and a nature reserve in an endeavour to demonstrate 

that they can co-exist. This initial objective has now 

developed into a Farming Food and the Environment theme 

in order to demonstrate that these activities are not 

intrinsically opposed to each other, but are all capable of 

being pursued harmoniously. Bearing in mind that the 

elevation of the Farm runs from 1200 to 1600 feet this ambition is, to put it mildly, somewhat difficult to 

achieve!  

  Not long after moving to Nethergill Chris and Fiona joined Wharfedale Naturalists and this proved to be the 

start of a partnership that has flourished ever since. Since 2008 a visit to Nethergill has been a standard 

fixture on our Summer Programme much to the delight of all who attend. First-timers usually come away 

eulogising about what they have been shown, whilst those of us who have attended every year are able to see 

for ourselves the staggering changes that have taken place in a relatively short space of time, both year on 

year and since we first set foot on the Farm.  

  One of these changes is the resurrection of the hay meadows which, slowly but surely, following restoration 

work involving the spreading of ‘green hay’, are returning to their former glory. This of course is the 

foundation for many other potential environmental gains affecting fungi, insects, birds, mammals etc. Chris 

and Fiona have also planted, on a grant-aided basis, 30 acres of woodland with 18,000 trees to enhance the 

biodiversity on the Farm and they have already been rewarded with glimpses of red squirrel and the return of 

black grouse. More tree planting is either planned or currently progressing including up the gill sides to keep 

the black grouse and reduce erosion. Work has also taken place, in association with the Yorkshire Dales 

Rivers’ Trust (part-funded by WNS) to curtail erosion on Oughtershaw Beck which runs through the Farm. 

This will reduce the amount of silt in the water, benefitting breeding trout, help to reduce flooding lower 

down the Wharfe and improve the habitat for species such as otter. 

  The basis of the farming operation is livestock – both cattle and sheep. The former are White Shorthorns, a 

gentle breed so rare as to be endangered. Their big advantage in this setting is that they are incredibly hardy, 

able to survive out in the open at Nethergill all year round feeding on even the toughest of grazing. The 

sheep are Dalesbred Ewes crossed with Hampshire Rams to produce particularly succulent meat. Other 

animals on the Farm include Bracken a working Dales pony who can be used to sustainably drag logs down 

to the Farm for firewood from the woodland high up the hillside, a practice not seen in the area since the 

1950s. Free range (very!) hens are of course present on the Farm providing a steady supply of eggs for 

breakfast. 

  As if running a working hill farm were not enough, Chris and Fiona also run a thriving upmarket Bed and 

Breakfast operation (with optional evening meal featuring Nethergill beef or mutton) taking advantage of the 

position of the farmhouse on the Dales Way which runs along the farm track past the Nethergill front door. 

This has recently been supplemented by spacious self-catering accommodation with ready meals provided on 

request!  

  Chris and Fiona are working on the above-mentioned projects, and others, with a variety of organisations 

such as Natural England, Yorkshire Dales National Park, Yorkshire Dales Millennium Trust, Forestry 

Commission, Natural England and of course WNS. Recently they have entered into a formal partnership with 

Yorkshire Wildlife Trust to promote their ambitions for the Farm wildlife and help publicise their activities 

to a wider audience. In addition a Field Centre has recently been added, thanks to a barn conversion, to 
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enable guests to better appreciate the farm environment and to facilitate visits by school groups and run 

natural history field events. Two nature-watching hides, made from recycled materials of course, are now 

available for guests/visitors to use. 

  It will be clear from all this that Chris and Fiona are determined to make their vision a reality and indeed, 

are well on the way to achieving this objective. From the WNS point of view it has been a singular privilege 

to have been given the opportunity to develop this relationship in the upper Dale through the provision of 

advice where appropriate, small-scale funding for specific projects and being made welcome at every 

available opportunity. On this latter point WNS Members should be aware that, subject only to a preliminary 

phone call (01756 761126) to check that it is convenient, they will always be welcome to turn up at the Farm 

and wander at will and gain first-hand experience of developments and the progress made towards 

effectively making the Farm a Nature Reserve. In the past our presence in the upper Dale has been minimal 

but that has all changed thanks to Chris and Fiona such that we all look forward to continuing to develop our 

healthy relationship in the years to come. 

  If you would like to know more, or perhaps consider staying at the Farm, just visit their website – 

www.nethergill.co.uk  

Peter Riley 

 

Fungus Foray at Farnley Hall, 29th September 

In 2012, Joan Powell arranged a preliminary visit to Farnley Hall grounds to see if the site would be 

worthwhile for the WNS 2013 foray. We were excited to find Pink Wax-cap, Hygrocybe calyptriformis, 

usually indicative of unimproved grassland, and our list suggested a good foray site. A date was agreed with 

Tom Hering, our expert leader, and the estate owner, Mr Guy Horton-Fawkes. 

  So on a sunny September Sunday in 2013 we met there. Sadly, Joan was no longer with us, but very much 

in our thoughts that morning as we enjoyed the freedom of the grounds. 

  The list was shorter than 2012, but Tom was very interested in 

Lepiota magnispora, new to him, and also the well-named 

inkstain bolete, Boletus pulverulentus, which quickly turned 

inky blue.  As long time Leicestershire recorder, he told us they 

had only three records, the last in 1995, which made this find 

more special. Fly agaric, Amanita muscaria (left), put on a 

good display under the birches. Hen of the woods, Grifola 

frondosa was much photographed. 

  Bruce Brown provided a list of the exotic trees we saw, 

including maidenhair tree and Tibetan cherry. The amazing 

weeping beech, Fagus sylvatica f. pendula, caught everyone’s 

imagination as we stood under the huge, twisted limbs, truly a tree of a magic garden. Later we were told it is 

probably the largest in England. Chinese bramble, Rubus tricolor, a new plant to some of us, was fruiting 

over a low wall. There was some tasting! 

  For those able to stay, we had our picnic sitting on cut logs under a tree enjoying the perfect day and our 

surroundings. Thank you Joan and Ann and to Mr Horton-Fawkes for making us so welcome. 

 

Audrey Gramshaw 

 

Visit to Saltholme RSPB 9th November 

Leaving Wharfedale in rain, 42 members arrived two hours later at Saltholme in sunshine, as had been 

promised by the weather forecast. Apart from one heavy shower the day was bright and still with excellent 

visibility and a wonderful cloudscape against the backdrop of the nearby chemical plants and factories. 

  In all about 48 species of birds were seen and, in particular, some of us were lucky enough to see a water 

rail while others saw a group of beautiful whooper swans, a little egret (now apparently virtually a resident at 

the reserve), and many goldfinches and greenfinches on the various feeders. There were also many water 

birds to be seen on the lakes. 
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  Looking up we saw two raptors — a kestrel 

and a sparrowhawk. 

  Our President, Peter, was told there was a 

long-tailed duck down the road outside the 

reserve and went off to find it. He arrived back 

and assured us that he did see it! 

  By the end of the day we had seen a number of 

starlings on the feeders and hoped to listen to 

and see a murmuration just before dusk. In the 

event, we did see some ‘waves’ of the birds 

coming towards the reserve but, unfortunately, 

by then we were on the coach leaving Saltholme 

and, in consequence, unable to hear them. 

  It was an excellent day and we arrived back in Ilkley at 6 o’clock. You guessed it – it was raining once 

more!           Jim Pierce 
 

Microscope Group 

The microscope evenings give us a chance to examine and learn about things in small detail. It also shows us 
the potentials of a good microscope when properly handled and the time to work at it. 
  The OLD SLIDES evening is a reminder that not everything we know about detailed construction is newly 
discovered, the work of previous generations achieved is very impressive. 
  The FUNGI evening included an impressive display of species prepared by people who know and love the 
subject (photograph below). Then the intricate details were studied under magnification. This really is a 
species where the more you know the more you want to know. 

  FOSSILS are of constant interest, especially when in the company of collectors who can explain the source 
and origin of many – worldwide! that they themselves have found. This was one occasion when a 
magnifying glass was of help, and probably sufficient. 
  DIY evenings give those attending a chance either to say ‘Have a look at this’ where the subject examined 
is their own speciality, or to bring along a specimen for identification or further background knowledge, 
because there is always someone there who can tell you. 
  POLLEN is one subject that is definitely one for the microscope, and one that quickly opens up to show its 
importance in so many aspects of life, especially in honey.  
 

The Joy of the Microscope Evening 

The joy of the microscope evening is that you cover such a variety of subjects. Who would think that slime 

mould could be interesting as a topic? Well it is, and we learnt that the stuff has its uses as well. 

  Themes for study vary from week to week, and as those attending lean towards varying aspects of biology it 

was suggested once, that for the following meeting we each brought something of our own passion to look at 

under the microscope. 

  Knowing that there would be a fair number of plant and insect specimens present I decided to treat them to 

a real thing of multiple interest. I took a fish. This was a last minute decision, so I removed a herring from 

the freezer – it had been there for a couple of months – and warmed it up a bit before setting off for the Clark 

Foley centre. 

  We meet in a smallish room, well heated with a row of tables and chairs round the edge facing inwards. 

Once settled I was lent a load of dissecting gear including a slab, by John Hobson, who knows about these 

things, and set to, cutting interesting bits from inside the herring’s guts, followed by skin and gills, then I laid 
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them and the fish out, pinned and ready for folk to view. Other members arrived, found a vacant place and 

proceeded to set their microscopes and equipment up. The tables on either side of me were claimed briefly, 

followed by an audible deep sniff, a gasp, and a muttering of ‘Maybe not,’ or ‘Ye gods!’ before whoever it 

was, packed up and walked firmly to the opposite side of the room. I continued with 

the task of the selection of specimens then looked up to find everyone else sitting 

facing me – positioned as close to a window as could be managed. Requests for my 

samples to view – briefly! came with the stipulation that I carry the thing over, but 

leave the fish where it was. 

  At the end of the evening John asked for suggestions for the following meeting. My kindly offer to bring 

another herring was met with a resounding cry of NO! and that included our esteemed President. The slab, 

pins and scissors were returned to their owner and I was told firmly that every trace of the fish had to leave 

the place with me. 

  Sometime later, as I walked across the central car park, I was the victim of a loud heartfelt cry of ‘It took 

me two weeks to get the smell of that herring out of my dissection gear.’ I ignored it and continued on my 

way.           Pam Braithwaite 

 

Winter Walk around Fewston Reservoir, 4th January 2014 

The weather forecast for this annual event, led by Peter Riley, was looking distinctly unappetising even as 

late as the morning of the walk. Nonetheless seventeen brave Nats members turned up for the 9-15am start 

and were rewarded with a mainly dry walk plus the usual Nats camaraderie and a surprisingly good selection 

of birds for the time of year. 

  We started off from Swinsty Moor Car Park walking upstream along the reservoir on the south west shore. 

The birds were a little dull to start, apart from three cormorants showing well, but activity soon picked up as 

we progressed including a good number of black-headed gulls and several common passerines. Jays were 

calling vociferously and goldcrests could be heard where the conifer plantation borders the path. Small 

winter flocks of starling were seen although winter thrushes were surprisingly hard to come by. Greylag 

geese were on the reservoir in small numbers although it was a surprise to only see one Canada goose on the 

whole walk – there can be some significant flocks in this area at this time of year. 

  Things became rather more interesting as we approached the top end of the reservoir at Blubberhouses 

where we observed moorhen, teal and tufted duck and a solitary heron surprisingly well camouflaged against 

the grasses on the far bank. However it was as we started the return journey along the north east shore that 

things became decidedly more interesting. A group of long-tailed tits were feeding in the alder trees with 

some four treecreepers among them – it is often the case at this time of year 

that long-tailed tits are accompanied by treecreepers although I have no 

explanation for this apparent connection. It quickly became clear that we 

were in the middle of a classic feeding flock which included other tits, robin, 

bullfinch, chaffinch, goldcrest and, best of all, two lesser redpoll feeding on 

grass seeds on the reservoir edge. All this, in addition to splendid close 

views of teal (left), made for very slow progress for a while as we all 

enjoyed the challenge of trying to get both ourselves and others on to the full 

variety of species present. This busy level of activity persisted for maybe 

two hundred yards and was undoubtedly the highlight of the walk.  

  Inevitably the activity level dropped as we progressed but we were still picking up new species such as a 

surprisingly solitary coot in the middle of the reservoir and a single goldfinch also feeding on the grass seed. 

  Apart from the birds (33 species in total) we did not come across any other significant fauna or flora with 

no flowering plants (hardly surprising) and the only fungi being several examples of bracket fungus. 

  The absence of rain was a bonus and in fact the lack of wind produced a very calm reservoir which, 

together with the varying mist levels over the hills, made for surprisingly attractive landscapes as we strolled 

around. 

  A lovely walk from any point of view and a grand opportunity to wash away those winter blues and 

consider the natural history delights to come, as we begin to think about the slowly lengthening days and the 

prospect of spring. 

Peter Riley  
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Obituary 

 

Joan Powell (1932-2013) 

Joan died on 4
th

 June 2013 after a short fight against liver cancer. Her two greatest 

interests were botany and mycology and she was a member of the Wharfedale 

Naturalists for 20 years or so. She played a big part in surveying the flowering 

plants of our area and was always the first to volunteer to search for rarer flowers in 

the National Park. Joan was a volunteer warden in Grass Wood and a hard worker 

in the Otley Wetlands Nature Reserve where she also monitored the fungi. Joan 

helped to organise the annual Fungus Foray led by Tom Herring, and also led two 

microscope evenings identifying fungi. She was one of the Friends of Ilkley Moor 

and helped in their working party as well as leading three fungus forays for them. 

Joan is sadly missed.        AB 

 

       
 

 

Records for 2013 

 

 

Weather 2013 

 

 Data Summary 

 
Average Daily Total 

 
Temperature Rain Temperature Rain 

 

 
Max Min mm Highest Lowest Daily Max Monthly mm 

January 4.61  0.65  1.74  10 -8 10 54.00  

February 5.39  0.32  1.86  11 -4 16 52.00  

March 4.52  -0.84  1.53  10 -5 9 47.50  

April 12.03  1.07  0.98  17 -3 13 29.50  

May 15.48  5.90  2.21  21 1 21 68.50  

June 19.53  8.47  0.62  25 3 5 18.50  

July 25.52  11.45  2.21  31 8 36 68.50  

August 21.90  10.68  2.11  28 4 23 65.50  

September 18.80  7.50  1.27  29 3 10 38.00  

October 14.00  7.97  4.02  18 3 16 124.50  

November 8.60  1.67  2.93  13 -4 25 88.00  

December 7.68  3.23  2.90  12 -2 10 90.00  

        Average 13.17  4.84  2.03  
   

62.04  

Total rainfall 
     

806.54  

Cantharellus 
tubaeformis   RC 
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Rainfall 

 In 2013 there was a substantial reduction in rainfall compared with 2012; a reduction of 535mm, 

from 1341mm to 806mm, although total rainfall was still greater than in 2011 or 2010. 

 It should be noted that the rainfall in February, March and May 2013 was higher than in 2012. 

 
 
 

Temperature 

 One of the most striking facts about 2013 was that, although the average maximum was slightly 

higher than 2012, the average minimum was lower. This hides some pertinent details: 

 The first 6 months of the year had lower average maximum and minimum temperatures than 2012 

and there were some very large diurnal ranges. This was especially noted by my wife Sheila whose 

chilli crop was very difficult to get growing in the greenhouse. 
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 This therefore meant that the second half of the year was warmer than 2012 but this manifested itself 

in higher maximum temperatures rather than higher minimum. We were still having overnight 

temperatures as low as 3° and 4°C in June and August 

 The first frost of the autumn/winter occurred on 4
th
 November but there were only three recorded 

days of frost in the month of December.  

 

Peter and Sheila Bancroft, Weather Recorders 

 

 

Botany 

New Taxon Records 

 

i) Established British Taxa 

On a WNS walk at High Ox Pasture, an unusual orchid was found.  The plant 

had the flower form of a Heath Spotted-orchid (Dactylorhiza maculata) and the 

scent of a Heath Fragrant-orchid (Gymnadenia borealis) – both growing 

nearby.  Because we had Neil Barrett with us, he was able to name the plant as 

an unusual hybrid, x Dactylodenia legrandiana (photo left). This hybrid is 

between plants of two different genera, as its first, generic, name shows, and a 

‘first’ for our records. 

Blue Fleabane (Erigeron acris) – one plant was found at Swinsty Moor 

Plantation by CH.  This is a plant of dry sandy places, and we have no other 

records for it.  It could have been brought in by machinery or by feet.  For the 

moment, it must be considered an unconfirmed record. 

  Last year, on our walk to Beamsley, an exciting find was made.  This was a 

new site for the recently-discovered Forget-me-not hybrid, Myosotis x 

bollandica.  (See under New Taxon Records and also BNB’s account of the 

find under ‘Beamsley/Ling Chapel’ in the 2012 Review.)  This year, Burley 

Moor was chosen for a walk, as there were old records from the Coldstone Beck area for both parents.  

  Burley Moor did not let us down, as we first re-found one parent, Creeping Forget-me-not (Myosotis 

secunda), then many plants of what turned out to be a second site in Wharfedale for the new hybrid.  (See 

BNB’s account under Section Outings – Burley Moor, Coldstone to Woofa.) 
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           ii) Recent Introductions 

New Zealand Alien hits Wharfedale!! – well, hardly.  However, three members all reported finding the same 

new species this year.  AMG and NV decided that they both had the same little plant in their gardens.  This is 

New Zealand Bittercress (Cardamine corymbosa).  AMG had had it growing on her patio, in cracks in the 

paving, also in planters, for two or three years, and NV had noticed it in 2012, in exactly similar spots in her 

garden.  On reporting it to the BSBI recorder for our vice-county, David Broughton, he said ‘Well done!  I 

was waiting for it to turn up!’  Coincidentally, BNB realised that his garden had an invasion of the same 

species, yet again in paving cracks and planters.  Our main reference book, Stace, describes it as a 

‘horticultural contaminant’, so watch out for it.  It has typical bitter-cress leaves, neat little white flowers, 

and is very low-growing. 

  BNB has been keeping an eye on the growth of a cotoneaster seedling in the hedgerow of the access road at 

OWNR since 2008.  It is now mature enough to have berries, and to be named as Franchet’s Cotoneaster 

(Cotoneaster franchetii).  It is a species from SW China which has bright red berries, each with 2 stones in it, 

and leaves which are silvery-woolly below. 

  Early Crocus (Crocus tommasinianus) has naturalised itself by the riverside at Ilkley, which it does quite 

readily.  It originates in SE Europe. (BNB) 

  Sharp-toothed Mint (Mentha x villosonervata) – was identified by BNB from the bottom of the Monk’s 

Road at Arncliffe, and confirmed by Michael Wilcox.  This is a very distinctive mint, being strikingly silver-

grey and woolly.  It is a sterile triploid.  We have recorded it from Greenhow, where it makes a long splash 

of silver marking the flow of a wet flush from a mineral-rich spring.  However, that is just outside our 

recording area. 

  Greater Periwinkle (Vinca major) – was recorded by BNB on Otley riverbank, near Wharfebank Mills.  

Surprisingly, this is our first formal record for it, although we have several for Lesser Periwinkle (V. minor), 

and they are both regular garden escapes. 

 

New Site Records 

N.B. Grid references may be mentioned as kilometre-squares, ie 1 km x 1 km, or tetrads ie 2 km x 2 km, or 

hectads ie 10 km x 10 km. 

            i) Special 

Two small sites for Silky Lady’s-mantle (Alchemilla glaucescens) were found on our walks. One of these 

was near the top of Hoobank Lane, Kettlewell, and the other was near the bottom path on High Ox Pasture. 

(WNS) 

  Fool’s Water-cress (Apium nodiflorum) was recorded by BNB growing in a ditch along a field edge near 

Huby. Although generally much more common in the east of the vice county, it is our furthest-east record. 

  Fran Graham, YDNP, found a new colony of Flat-sedge (Blysmus compressus) on private land near 

Arncliffe, and she then asked that a group from WNS should survey it.  The colony was huge, at 10,000+ 

spikes, and the field was full of other new site records for us.  These included Dioecious Sedge (Carex 

dioica), Few-flowered Spike-rush (Eleocharis quinqueflora) and Thread-leaved Water-crowfoot 

(Ranunculus trichophyllus).  

  KB, HMB and NV found Large Bittercress (Cardamine amara)  and Blinks (Montia fontana) in the wet 

corner of a field above Small Banks, Addingham. 

  In a small wooded gill, north of Low Snowden, two plants of Smooth-stalked Sedge (Carex laevigata) were 

found. (WNS) 

  HMB found our most south-westerly record for Alternate-leaved Golden-saxifrage (Chrysosplenium 

alternifolium) at Ings Beck. This is also a new tetrad record. BNB reported 4 other colonies from the 

riverbank near Knotford Nook.  These give us 2 further new tetrad records, as well as our furthest east. 

  BNB recorded 4 plants of Common Spotted-orchid (Dactylorhiza fuchsii) from the Piggeries field on Otley 

Chevin. 

  A second site was found for Harpur-Crewe’s Leopard’s-bane (Doronicum x excelsum) in a ditch at Weeton 

on a WNS walk. 

  One or two plants of the uncommon Dark-red Helleborine (Epipactis atrorubens) were found by PM and 

BNB on open access land at Kilnsey in 2012, but it was not until this year when they flowered that they 

could be named with certainty.  A really good find, enjoyed by WNS members on a visit (see next page and 

colour pages for illustrations). 
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  As a result of good hunting, three new colonies of Yellow Star-of-Bethlehem 

(Gagea lutea) were found on the river bank at Knotford Nook.  (BNB)  Five plants 

were in flower.  All were new sites, and in a new hectad, SE 2-4-. 

On walking to his butterfly transect, PM found a large colony of Northern Bedstraw 

(Galium boreale) at Kilnsey.  There are nearby colonies of this uncommon northern 

species on both sides of the dale. 

  New sites for Autumn Gentian (Gentianella amarella) – were found at the road 

edge of rough pasture at Halton Gill (2 small groups of plants) (BNB, CH, AT, 

NV), and on High Ox Pasture (about 20 plants) (CH).  The Halton Gill area also 

gave us new sites for Lesser Meadow-rue (Thalictrum minus) in some exposed 

limestone, also Marsh Valerian (Valeriana dioica) in wet rough pasture. 

  NF recorded lots of Common Rockrose (Helianthemum nummularium) by the 

permissive track above Hawkswick.  This is a new tetrad record, although it is 

known from the two tetrads next to it (JH, 1989). 

  One plant of Bristly Oxtongue (Helminthotheca echioides) appeared at the road edge, Panorama Woods.  

(ML&DL)  This is only our second record for this plant.  (The other one came from Joan Duncan in 2004 – a 

plant at the corner of Yewbank Terrace, Ilkley – and it turned out to be the last record she sent in.)  The plant 

is often found on rough ground and it may be a native, or not.  It is tall, with a branching head of dandelion-

like flowers. 

  A colony of Hoary Mustard (Hirschfeldia incana) plants by a footpath across waste ground in Otley has 

given us our second record for this species, which comes from S. Europe.  (BNB, confirmed by M. Wilcox)  

Our only other record for it was in 1964, in Burley Old Tip Field, as it was then. 

  On the river bank at Rougemont, a colony of Wild Privet (Ligustrum vulgare) was 

found, and also a new site for Toothwort (Lathraea squamaria).  (WNS)  The 

Toothwort site is a new tetrad record, and only the second one in its hectad.  BNB also 

found a new small colony under a willow on the riverbank near OWNR. 

  Yellow Loosestrife (Lysimachia vulgaris) – has been recorded from the small meadow 

at the top of Otley Chevin. (BNB, CH)  This native plant is not as common as it may 

seem. The introduced Dotted Loosestrife (L. punctata) is more vigorous and is often 

thrown out of gardens, and then gets mistaken for it.  Several Yellow Loosestrife plants 

were found at Farnley on the Fungus Foray, under the trees. (WNS) 

  BNB has been having a good look at the plants of Gregory Scar, Grass Wood.  He has 

found 1 clump of Wood Melick grass (Melica uniflora), and comments ‘probably less 

common than Mountain Melick hereabouts.’  He also recorded one shrub of Glaucous 

Dog-rose (Rosa caesia ssp vosagiaca).  Confirmed by Jesse Tregale 

  Our walk’s diversion at Bramley Head took us to a field with a good population of Musk (Mimulus 

moschatus) growing in the beck there. (WNS) 

  Along the riverside from Arncliffe to Hawkswick, NF reported quite a lot of Monkeyflower (Mimulus x 

robertsii), always a cheerful find. 

  AMG saw lots of Bog Asphodel (Narthecium ossifragum) in the area of Oughtershaw Moss.  This is a new 

tetrad record. 

  High Ox Pasture provided several new site records, including Sea Plantain (Plantago maritima), Bloody 

Crane’s-bill (Geranium sanguineum) and Dropwort (Filipendula vulgaris).  (WNS) 

  Robert Goodison (NE) re-found Alpine Cinquefoil (Potentilla crantzii) on land between Arncliffe Cote and 

Malham Tarn in June 2013.  He said there had been no records of it from there since the 1950s.  BNB has 

since visited the same area and found the plants.  WNS had no records of this species at all from here. 

  BNB found Ivy-leaved Crowfoot (Ranunculus hederaceus) growing in a pool on a path at Stainburn Moor 

Plantation; this is a new hectad record. 

  Near the river path opposite Ilkley Golf Club, PB&JB found 2 shoots of Yellow Rattle (Rhinanthus minor).  

This is the first record for this species in Ilkley since a very vague one from 1949! 

  PM found Glory-of-the-snow (Scilla forbesii) on the riverside at Drebley, probably washed downstream 

from someone’s garden rubbish.  (It used to be Chionodoxa forbesii.) 

Toothwort 
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  On our WNS walk on Burley Moor, John Webb showed some of the group a good marshy area near the 

head of Coldstone Beck where Marsh Arrowgrass (Triglochin palustris) was one of the plants found.  This 

gives us our only record for it on Ilkley Moor, and easily our furthest south. 

  On our visit to Nelly Park Plantation, Barden, we found a small patch of Cowberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) 

under conifers. (WNS) 

 

           ii) Other Site Records 

BNB found a colony of Common Michaelmas-daisy (Aster x salignus) at the edge of the river in Otley.  This 

is only our second record.  We may well have more, as the plant often gets over-looked in recording, because 

it is ‘difficult’. 

  A colony of Pill Sedge (Carex pilulifera) found in heathy ground in Sinclair’s Field, Otley Chevin. (BNB) 

  A plant of Greater Celandine (Chelidonium majus) was found in a grassy verge, Weeton 

village.  It is an occasional in our area, and this gives us a new tetrad record.  (BNB) 

  HMB reported Wild Basil (Clinopodium vulgare) from the river bank near Bolton 

Bridge. 

  A small plant of Spurge-laurel (Daphne laureola) was found in Middleton Woods by 

BNB. 

  A walk along Hanging Moor track produced a short list of plants, all able to adapt to 

short, flattened growth in a very open habitat.  These included Small-flowered Crane’s-bill 

(Geranium pusillum), New Zealand Willowherb (Epilobium brunnescens), Black Medick 

(Medicago lupulina), Parsley-piert (Aphanes arvensis), Selfheal (Prunella vulgaris), 

Biting Stonecrop (Sedum acre) and Mouse-ear Hawkweed (Pilosella officinarum).  Nearly 

all of these were new records for their kilometre-square. (NV) 

  A good flowering of Wild Carrot (Daucus carota) was seen for about 30m along the east 

side of Fewston Embankment. (CH, right) 

  A colony of Woodruff (Galium odoratum) was found growing on top of a roadside bank 

on West Chevin Road, Otley. (BNB) 

  There are a few plants of Prickly Heath (Gaultheria mucronata) scattered on the northern edge of Ilkley 

Moor.  A finding by BNB of a new patch above the Paddling Pool gives us another.  This plant is probably 

dispersed by birds, which eat its colourful purple-pink berries. 

  NV recorded Small Sweet-grass (Glyceria declinata) and Upright Hedge-parsley (Torilis japonica) from 

Redshaw Gill road corner. 

  KB found a plant of Stinking Hellebore (Helleborus foetidus) at the top of the river bank, Addingham. 

  BNB found Highclere Holly (Ilex x altaclerensis) in Otley.  This is only our third record for this smooth-

leaved holly.  It is probably more common than it seems, but Holly is well-known to be variable in its leaf-

form, and needs checking carefully (confirmed by Michael Wilcox). 

  Our finding of Bristle Club-rush (Isolepis setacea) on our walk up Coldstone Gill gave us a new tetrad 

record for it. (WNS) 

  A large patch of the garden form of Yellow Archangel (Lamiastrum galeobdolon ssp argentatum) was 

found near houses in Pool Bank Quarries. (NF, CH, NV)  NF also recorded the wild form L. g. ssp. 

galeobdolon from a wood at Farnley.  This is a new record for this kilometre-square, although the plant is 

quite frequent in this part of the Washburn valley. 

  A small plant of Common Bistort (Persicaria bistorta) was reported from BRGP, anglers’ side, by PB&JB. 

  Two new sites for Greater Burnet-saxifrage (Pimpinella major) were found in the verges of North Moor 

Road and Thruscross Road (HMB, NV), also Sneezewort (Achillea ptarmica) at North Moor Road.  A third 

site for the Burnet-saxifrage was found by BNB on the riverbank near Wharfebank Mills, Otley. 

  A big clump of Goldilocks (Ranunculus auricomus) was found growing close to the river, in Manor Garth 

Park, Otley. (BNB) 

  Another buttercup, Bulbous Buttercup (R. bulbosus) produced only a couple of plants in what turned out to 

be improved grassland near Pool Bridge.  This is a new tetrad record. (BNB)  Bulbous Buttercup is a plant 

that needs to grow where there is bright light, ie it cannot cope well growing among taller grasses, which 

provide too much shade. 

Wild Carrot  
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  A survey of Sun Lane produced some really huge Field Rose (Rosa arvensis) plants, one climbing way up 

into an Ash tree.  Two Allium species were also spotted under the hedge – Three-cornered Garlic (Allium 

triquetrum) and Keeled Garlic (A. carinatum).  (BNB, AT, NV) 

  A walk at Linton near the old railway line produced Sanicle (Sanicula europaea) and Crosswort (Cruciata 

laevipes). (NV)  BNB also found Sanicle not so far away in Wood Lane, Skirethorns. 

  A couple of plants of Bladder Campion (Silene vulgaris) were found in the verge of the A65, near the 

Addingham turn-off. (NV) 

  Comfreys are quite good at establishing themselves, when discarded by gardeners for doing too well!  This 

is particularly true of Hidcote Comfrey (Symphytum x hidcotense ‘Hidcote Blue’).  BNB found two colonies 

of it on wooded common land at Gravelly Hill. 

  PB&JB reported several plants of Fringe-cups (Tellima grandiflora) from the path behind Craiglands Hotel, 

Ilkley.  BNB also found it on Otley riverbank and again on the riverbank at Knotford Nook. 

  Goat’s-beard (Tragopogon pratensis) was reported from a road verge at Addingham, Low Mill. (KB) 

  On a stop at Holywell Halt, where there is an exposure of the Craven Fault, with a revealling Embsay 

limestone, HMB and NV found Hairy Violet (Viola hirta), a plant with a liking for basic soil.  They also 

found several Twayblades (Neottia ovata) in a thicket on the south side of the line, and Water-cress 

(Nasturtium officinale) in the beck.  BNB also found Water-cress at the side of a stream near Stainburn. 

 

Other Miscellaneous Records 

Among the Harebells (Campanula rotundifolia) growing above Dib Beck, one plant had pure white flowers. 

(CH) 

  DH reported that one of the many Common Spotted-orchids (Dactylorhiza fuchsii) at the Middleton 

Hospital site had distinctive long loose outer petals. 

  A record for Wallflower (Erysimum cheiri) from Bolton Abbey ruins came in from BNB.  It was first 

recorded here in 1862 by Louis Miall (as Cheiranthus cheiri), and it has not 

been mentioned by WNS members since 1951! 

  Our last record for Dropwort (Filipendula vulgaris) in Grass Wood was from 

AMG in 1995.  BNB found a few colonies still in the same area of Gregory 

Scar. 

  ML&DL found some Spring Sandwort (Minuartia verna) plants on a lead 

mine spoil heap at Troller’s Ghyll, whose flowers had abnormal numbers of 

petals, really ‘flore pleno’.  They did look very pretty (photo right). 

  This year, the Bird’s-nest Orchids (Neottia nidus-avis) in Grass Wood produced two flower spikes. (CH) 

  In a corner of Rougemont Wood, a white-flowered Primrose (Primula vulgaris) was found among clumps 

of the usual yellow-flowered form.  (WNS) 

  In Bastow, KB spotted a pink-flowered Devil’s-bit Scabious (Succisa pratensis) among the much 

commoner purple ones. 

Did you know.....?        That not all Scabious flower heads are the same. 

ML investigated 56 flower heads from Devil’s-bit Scabious at Middleton 

Hospital site.  She found that 46 were small (2 cm diam. or less) and 10 

were large (more than 2 cm.). ML found that one small flower head only 

had female florets in it, all the rest had both stamens and stigmas.  Our big 

reference book, Stace, says that Devil’s-bit Scabious and Field Scabious are 

both gynodioecious.  In both, the bigger heads are bisexual, and the smaller 

ones are female.  This does not quite fit with what ML found.  More work 

needed ....? 

 

Flourishing Plants this Year 

In 2012 BNB recorded a few plants of Common Fiddleneck (Amsinckia micrantha) by the roadside near 

Huby.  Their offspring in 2013 turned out to be prolific along the pavement edge.  This plant is an 

opportunist and an annual. 

  There was a good crop of Carline Thistles (Carlina vulgaris) in Troller’s Ghyll.  (ML&DL)  It also did well 

at Park Rash, as did Harebells (Campanula rotundifolia) and Burnet-saxifrage (Pimpinella saxifraga). (KB) 
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  The Blue Sow-thistle (Cicerbita macrophylla) colony growing by the old Little Chef, Ilkley, did very well, 

having been left alone. Also, the plants on Old Pool Bank generally looked taller than usual, and to have 

more flowering stems. (PS) 

  DH reported good numbers of Common Spotted-orchids  at Bolton Abbey Railway Station.  He also saw 

over 70 very large plants on the old Middleton Hospital site. 

  The number of Marsh-orchids (Dactylorhiza spp) – at BRGP (Bradford side) was the best for several years, 

at 120+. (SP, DH)  The hybrid plant D. x grandis  (Common Spotted-orchid x Southern Marsh-orchid) which 

had 13 flowering spikes last year, produced 16 this time. (NV) 

  Several comments were received on the wonderful shows of flowering Cottongrasses (Eriophorum spp) – 

the patches of glistening white being visible for long distances. 

  Dropwort (Filipendula vulgaris) made an amazing display near Conistone this year.  CH reported 500 to 

1000 plants, maybe, and said she had ‘never seen so many – the meadow was just white in places.’  Maybe it 

appreciated the wetness of 2012 (NV). 

  AMG enjoyed the sight of a patch of around 100 Fragrant-orchids (Gymnadenia sp.) when walking from 

Hubberholme to Yockenthwaite. 

  PB&JB reported that Dame’s-violet (Hesperis matronalis) plants were growing profusely along the 

riverbank between Cocking End and Ilkley Lawn Tennis Club.  This is a very good food plant for butterflies. 

(Try 1 or 2 in your garden.) 

  Bluebells (Hyacinthoides non-scripta) gave ‘a fantastic display’ at Deerstones. (KB) 

  The Toothwort at Bolton Abbey (east bank, below Hazel) looked very good this year. (JD) 

  On Otley Chevin, a field was reported by DBr as being ‘covered in flowers’ of 

Common Cow-wheat (Melampyrum pratense). 

  Our Giant Butterbur (Petasites japonicus) colony near Dob Park had 155 

flower spikes, when counted by NF on March 26th.  But then PR&AR reported 

170 on March 30th.  Any advance on 170?? 

  The Cowslips (Primula veris) on the mound by the Sailing Lake at OWNR 

have grown into a large colony, flowering well. (BNB) 

  SW reported that the Goldilocks colony in Menston has been spreading more 

thickly than ever, on both sides of the road.  An extensive colony was found 

along the verge edging a ditch along Weeton main street, although it had been 

attacked by vigorous lawn mower activity. (WNS walk) 

  PB&JB reported LOTS of Sheep’s Sorrel (Rumex acetosella) at Bow Shaw, north of March Ghyll reservoir.  

This undemanding little plant will seed and grow with a will on a poor sandy soil, where conditions don’t 

suit other things. 

  HMB reported between 30 and 50 clumps of Purple Saxifrage (Saxifraga oppositifolia) on the nose end of 

Pen-y-Ghent, ‘pretty in the sunshine among pockets of snow.’ 

  ML commented on a ‘heavy crop of berries on the Rowans (Sorbus aucuparia), also Ash (Fraxinus 

excelsior) keys were prolific, and Oaks (Quercus spp.) good for acorns and galls, including oak apples and 

knopper galls. 

  LL sent a lovely photo of Mountain Pansies (Viola lutea) looking great on Lea Green. 

 

Flowering Dates: 

Winter Heliotrope (Petasites fragrans) – ‘flowered at the end of December, 6 weeks later than 

 sometimes.’ (MHA) 

6 Jan – 1 plant of Cow Parsley (Anthriscus sylvestris) in flower at Denton. (NV) 

9 Jan – Male catkins of Hazel (Corylus avellana) in flower on the north side of Burley by-pass. (NV) 

 – also 2 Lesser Celandine (Ficaria verna) flowers in Middleton Ave., Ilkley. (DH&RH) 

 – Garden Primroses (Primula x polyantha types) in flower. (DA & MHA) 

 – Barren Strawberry (Potentilla sterilis) was in flower in Grass Wood. (CH)  It is always an early  

 flowerer. 

10 Jan – 1 male plant of Dog’s Mercury (Mercurialis perennis) in flower in Strid Woods. (NV) 

12 Jan – CH found over 20 Dog’s Mercury plants in flower in the Lindley/Farnley area, also Daisy (Bellis  

perennis), Creeping Buttercup (Ranunculus repens) and Snowdrop (Galanthus nivalis). 

13 Jan – 2 plants of Lesser Celandine in flower at the foot of a hedge, playing field near river, Ilkley. (NV) 
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5 Mar – 2 Coltsfoot (Tussilago farfara) in flower by road down to OWNR. (CH) 

Many Common Whitlow-grass (Erophila verna) plants in flower on the stonework of 

Bolton Bridge. (AMG) 

13 Mar – Lots of White-flowered Sweet Violets (Viola odorata) in flower Weston. (SW) 

20 Mar – But only 2 plants in flower at Violet Hill, Storiths, flattened by the snow. 

(HMB) 

29 Mar – 20+ Wood Anemones (Anemone nemorosa) in flower Middleton Woods. (CH) 

30 Mar – Opposite-leaved Golden-saxifrage (Chrysosplenium oppositifolium) in flower 

in Kex Beck, Beamsley. (HMB) 

31 Mar – A lot of Wild Daffodils (Narcissus pseudo-narcissus) in bud at Leathley. (CH) 

2 Apr – At Kettlewell, CH saw 6 flowerheads of Blue Moor-grass (Sesleria caerulea) in 

full blue colour. She also noticed a lot of Wood Anemone flowers at Appletreewick, but 

said they were not at their best yet.  This is, of course, further up the dale than Middleton Woods, which 

always has an early-flowering.  

 – AR reported seeing Dandelion (Taraxacum sp.) in flower, among others.  Maybe someone could  

report in 2014 when what HMB calls ‘National Dandelion Week’ occurs (when our roadsides are 

golden with them)? 

5 Apr – Yellow Star-of-Bethlehem gave a flower count of 12 at its site above the Old Bridge, Ilkley  

(DH&RH, also HMB).  Also Sweet Violets in flower there. 

16 Apr – 2 clumps of Marsh Marigolds (Caltha palustris) in flower at BRGP. (DH) 

19 Apr – DH saw 3 Bluebells in flower, at the Nell Bank edge of Middleton Woods. 

25 May – KB reported Spring Sandwort and Mountain Pansy in flower on Lea Green, and also Early-purple  

Orchid (Orchis mascula). 

  I think you can see from the above that about 9th January was the time when some of the botanists started 

cranking into action!!  They then went back into hibernation for February. In April, CH commented on how 

slow everything was, after the spell of cold weather. 

 

Notable Trees 

In Sun Lane, Burley-in-Wharfedale, an old Field Maple (Acer campestre) was checked out by BNB, AT and 

NV.  Its girth was 1.3m, which is very respectable for a smallish tree.  An Ash in Sun Lane was measured, 

and its girth was 3.8m. 

  A maple tree seen in Manor Garth Park, Otley by BNB was identified as Amur Maple (Acer tataricum ssp 

ginnala), and this was confirmed by the Acer referee via Michael Wilcox. 

  ML&DL saw a large Alder tree (Alnus glutinosa) near the river at Appletreewick. 

  NV noticed two Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus), which had been planted in front of farm buildings at 

Denton.  One of these was a fine rounded shape. 

  For our Fungus Foray in late September, we were able to explore some of the grounds around Farnley Hall.  

There were many interesting and unusual trees to see, most well-placed to grow into specimens.  Chief 

among these was a stunning Weeping Beech (Fagus sylvatica f. pendula).  This huge old tree had branches 

sweeping down in all directions from the centre. (See photograph page 44) 

There were some shapely hollies including a Silver Holly (Ilex aquifolium 

argenteomarginata), also some good Yews (Taxus baccata) and a tall 

Maidenhair Tree (Gingko biloba).  Some of the Oaks had large numbers of 

Knopper Galls on them.  These are caused by a parasitic wasp, which lays 

its eggs in the developing acorns, giving them characteristic deformities.  

At one time, the galls were valued as a rich source of tannins. 

  On a visit to Pool Bank Quarries, NF showed CH and NV an Ash with 

ten trunks springing from the base. Also a fine Ash tree was seen in 

Weeton village at a meeting of lanes, on a WNS walk. A large mature Holly was noted by KB, BNB, CH and 

NV near Beamsley. 

  On our walk to Timble Gill, we measured the height and girth of a Pedunculate Oak (Quercus robur), using 

the method given in the OPAL booklet.  Our tree had a girth of 2.3m at chest height, and an estimated height 

of 14.5m. 
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  Two large Wych Elms (Ulmus glabra) were reported by BNB.  One of these was on the riverside footpath 

near Cocking End, Addingham – a large mature tree with a girth of 2.5m (8ft).  It was seen at a Bradford 

Botany Group meeting. 

  The other was found in Grass Wood – a mature coppiced elm.  The girths of the largest two trunks were 

measured at 1.4m and 1.8 m. 

Botany Section Outings 

Rougemont and Weeton Lanes, 25th April     Leader: Carmen Horner 

Rougemont Carr is a very ancient site first held by the Crown in 1086.  Rougemont Castle was probably built 

in the 12th century.  It is situated above the steep left side slope of the River Wharfe at the point where it 

joins Weeton Beck.  It comprises a D-shaped ring work enclosed by a wide ditch.  Ring works were built 

from the late Anglo Saxon period as strongholds for soldiers, or as manorial centres.  Rougemont was the 

administrative centre for Harewood Manor. 

  Within the inner court there would be a Great Hall for the Lord of the Manor and other ancillary buildings.  

Rougemont is a rare type of ring work, having an outer bailey.  This large outer bailey would have had 

domestic buildings and accommodation for livestock.  The site was abandoned around 1366 when Harewood 

castle was built.  The only evidence of former occupation is the banks and ditches encircling the area.  The 

inner ‘D’ is now enclosed by woodland. 

  We had permission to use Weeton Church car park on a cloudy but fine day.  We had a good turn-out of 

members, perhaps as it was the first botany meeting of the year – all eager like cattle being turned out to 

grass!  A pleasant sight to greet us on this spring morning was a covering of Primroses in the churchyard. 

  From the car park we took the South East loop to Rougemont Carr, exploring the hedgerows en route.  The 

hedges on Gallogate Lane were predominantly a mixture of Field Maple, Hazel, Hawthorn (Crataegus 

monogyna), Ivy (Hedera helix), Holly, Elder (Sambucus nigra) and Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa), with a few 

surprises along the way. 

  We had a lot of spotters, so our plant list soon began to grow.  One of our first finds 

was Winter-cress (Barbarea vulgaris), lurking in a wet corner.  Next lovely patches 

of Lesser Celandine were soon seen – always a delight to see after a long winter.  The 

plants were slow in appearing this year with the very cold spring.  The leaves of 

Lords-and-ladies (Arum maculatum) were just unfurling, and a few fertile stems of 

Field Horsetail (Equisetum arvense) were just showing. 

  All the while we could hear the haunting call of the Curlew, the piping of 

Oystercatchers, the lovely tune of the Song Thrush and we had the occasional 

sighting of Swallows flying by.  We also saw one or two squirrels.  In the hedge, we 

found the leaves of Honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum) and, unusual for our area, 

Hop (Humulus lupulus) and Midland Hawthorn (Crataegus laevigata).  On a steep 

bank a nice colony of Red Dead-nettle (Lamium purpureum) was spotted, while opposite Paul had found a 

lovely specimen of King Alfred’s Cake on rotting Ash.  This fungus is always a good find to use as tinder 

when dried – it burns like charcoal. 

  We soon arrived at the path going east towards the entrance to the wood.  The mixed woodland is 

predominantly Ash, Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus), Beech (Fagus sylvatica), with some Pedunculate Oak 

(Quercus robur), Wych Elm (Ulmus glabra) and Crab Apple (Malus sylvestris).  Most of the smaller trees 

we had seen in the hedgerows were also present.  Hybrid Black-poplar (Populus x canadensis) was noticed, 

with its sharp, sticky sweet-smelling buds and lovely red male cones. 

  The conifers were Hybrid Larch (Larix x marschlinsii), Norway Spruce (Picea abies) and Scots Pine (Pinus 

sylvestris).  Not far away a pair of Red Kites was being chased by rooks. 

  The woodland floor was a treat to see with Bluebells, Daffodils (Narcissus agg.) and Sweet Violets, these 

last having white petals and a purple spur with a lovely scent, as the name suggests.  Common Dog-violet 

(Viola riviniana) was also seen along with Cowslips and more Primroses.  A lovely colony of Moschatel 

(Adoxa moschatellina) was found.  While looking at this, a fallen tree was spotted which we decided was an 

ideal lunch spot.  Around this area on the bank was a badger sett, the large recently-dug holes suggesting it is 

in use. 

  After lunch we took the steep fishermen’s path down to the riverbank where we found Few-flowered Leek 

(Allium paradoxum), Wood Forget-me-not (Myosotis sylvatica), Alternate-leaved Golden-saxifrage and a 
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good colony of Wild Privet.  Toothwort was found in abundance, parasitic on Poplar.  There were lovely 

pink, white and creamy yellow ones.   

  Returning to the woodland above, Three-nerved Sandwort (Moehringia trinervia) was seen.  With help 

from Bruce, Western Scaly Male-fern (Dryopteris affinis ssp affinis), Borrer's Scaly Male-fern (Dryopteris 

affinis ssp borreri) and a single plant of Soft Shield-fern (Polystichum setiferum) were found, and their 

differences explained.   

  As we returned by the side of Weeton Beck, Water Figwort (Scrophularia auriculata), Fringe-cups and 

Leopard’s-bane (Doronicum pardalianches) were all seen.  On reaching the road, we headed north into 

Weeton village, seeing lots of Goldilocks Buttercup in the verges. 

  To end our day, we explored the hedgerows on Wescoe Hill 

Lane, and had a few surprises – well hidden in the ditch were 

Hart’s-tongue (Asplenium scolopendrium) and one plant of 

Hard Shield-fern (Polystichum aculeatum).  A nice find was 

Midland Hawthorn again.  This one was just beginning to 

flower and had white flowers, each with two stigmas.  (Our 

usual hawthorn, Crataegus monogyna, has only one stigma per 

flower.)  The leaves are shiny and rounded, with shallow lobes.  

Also we saw Harpur-Crewe’s Leopard’s-bane, probably a 

garden discard. 

  We had a very interesting day, with the bonus of seeing some unusual species.  Unfortunately, we did not 

re-find the Lesser Water-parsnip (Berula erecta) in one of the ditches, which Bruce had recorded at a new 

site here in 2012.        Report by Carmen Horner 
(The information about Rougemont has been taken from a leaflet – Rougemont Castle – published by Kirkby 

Overblow Local History Group and available from the general stores at Dunkeswick.) 

 

Timble, May 23rd            Leaders: Olwen Middleton, Nicky Vernon 

After a very wet recce, Olwen and Nicky decided to re-jig their plans, having found one path under deep 

water!  So...   Our walk started at the top of Timble village, with a look at the old Holly trees lining the 

footpath leading south.  Wood Sorrel (Oxalis acetosella) was in flower around their bases.  

  The group then walked down the old bridleway opposite High Field Farm.  This has good verges, and 

Bluebells and Greater Stitchwort (Stellaria holostea) were in flower. 

  The path took us across three fields towards Timble Gill, and we found Cuckooflower (Cardamine 

pratensis), Field Woodrush (Luzula campestris) and Bulbous Buttercup, all early flowerers. 

  On reaching the tree-lined gill, we found plenty of ‘woodlanders’.  There was quite a lot of Hairy 

Woodrush (Luzula pilosa), some Sanicle and Wood Melick (Melica uniflora) coming into flower, also Large 

Bitter-cress, Wood Anemones and Wood-sedge (Carex sylvatica).  The gill is steep-sided and, after having 

negotiated it, we stopped for lunch at the foot of Redding Hill. 

  After our break, we investigated the interesting wet area where Bruce had found Greater Tussock-sedge 

(Carex paniculata) the previous year.  There were about ten well-formed tussocks, made by the persistence 

of old stems and leaf bases.  This is not a plant we come across very often.   We also saw Bog Stitchwort 

(Stellaria alsine), Marsh Thistle (Cirsium palustre), Water Mint (Mentha aquatica) and both Golden-

saxifrages.  There were two aged-looking Grey Willows (Salix cinerea) at the edge of the site. 

  Our path took us up towards a small wooded area.  At the path side was a little old Crab Apple, clinging on 

to life, and in the opposite hedge-bank, a colourful patch of Bitter-vetchling (Lathyrus linifolius) its rosy-

purple flowers fading to blue.  Red Clover (Trifolium pratense) was also putting in an appearance. 

  On reaching the small wood, which is on a poorly-drained slope, we saw a lovely sheet of Bluebells, 

brightened with Marsh Marigolds, several good clumps of Primrose, and one clump of the hybrid False 

Oxlip (Primula x polyantha).  The main trees providing the shade here were Alder, Ash and Oak. 

  A good find, made by Bruce, was of 2 plants of Smooth-stalked Sedge (Carex laevigata). This is a rather 

scarce plant, with a preference for shaded soils which are acidic, but have some base-enrichment. 

  On our walk back, we paused at a dry grassy bank at the bottom of Redding Hill, which appeared to have 

escaped ‘improvement’, having a good list of species, such as Mouse-ear Hawkweed, Harebell – a Timble 

‘special’, Sheep’s Fescue (Festuca ovina), Pignut (Conopodium majus), Spring-sedge (Carex caryophyllea), 

Betony (Betonica officinalis) and Autumnal Hawkweed (Scorzoneroides autumnalis). 
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Whitmoor, June 6th        Leader: Nicky Vernon 

For the second time, the intended walk had to be changed.  The recce had revealed that the interesting 

wetland area to be visited was as dry and crunchy as a bowl of cornflakes, with little evidence of spring 

growth, thanks to the preceding patch of weather. 

  However, the day was lovely and we chose to walk towards Bray’s Croft instead.  Construction work had 

recently been completed around the road-bridge.  We understand that it is aimed at reducing the risk of the 

stream getting blocked, and flooding the land behind it. 

  The meeting area by the bridge had plenty to look at for starters, with a flora including Common Figwort 

(Scrophularia nodosa), Sweet Cicely (Myrrhis odorata) and Hard Fern (Blechnum spicant).  Near the beck 

were large clumps of Greater Woodrush (Luzula sylvatica), typical of this part of the Washburn, and Aspen 

(Populus tremula) was demonstrating its habit of throwing up suckers over quite a large area. 

  We crossed the road, and followed Capelshaw Beck upstream, into a sloping field of rough acid grassland, 

with scattered Gorse (Ulex europaeus) bushes.  Much of the gorse nearer the beck looked sick or dead, 

whereas the plants higher up seemed healthy.  (In fact, throughout the season, much of the gorse seen looked 

brown and unhealthy.  I don’t know whether this was due to an infection or not.)   

  Near the beck were mats of Bog Stitchwort and the pretty pink-flowered Pink 

Purslane (Claytonia sibirica).  The grassland was rich in sedges, such as Green-ribbed 

(Carex binervis) and Common (C. nigra), as well as Heath Woodrush (Luzula 

multiflora), while patches of pink here turned out to be Lousewort (Pedicularis 

sylvatica).  

  The scenery by the beck was so attractive that we made it our lunch stop.  Carmen 

and Karen, two of our butterfly-spotters, were delighted to see a Green Hairstreak 

settle on the grass in front of them.  Moreover, it turned out to be a new site record. 

  We then walked uphill towards Lane End Farm and Bruce, appropriately, found two 

blades of Adder’s-tongue (Ophioglossum vulgatum), which can be a relic of 

unimproved grassland.  A couple of fields away we could see a long bank, pink with 

Red Campion (Silene dioica) flowers – quite a show! 

  Two old Apple (Malus pumila) trees marked an old hedge boundary, along with a lovely Bird Cherry 

(Prunus padus) in full flower. 

  On reaching the lane at Bray’s Croft, the banks down to the ford were covered with yet more Pink Purslane 

and some superb plants of Cow Parsley – and also thousands of seedlings of Indian Balsam (Impatiens 

glandulifera), getting ready to make their own impact in due time.  The soil must be good round here! (At 

this point, some of the group were invited to look at a small field close by – see under Surveys.) 

  The lane back took us past some hybrid Bluebells and Lady’s-mantles (Alchemilla glabra & A. 

xanthochlora), doing well in the verge, and a lovely meadow golden with Meadow Buttercups (Ranunculus 

acris), but also full of Daisies (Bellis perennis), Common Sorrel (Rumex acetosa) and Dandelion ‘clocks’.  

At the road junction, there were some fine clumps of Cuckooflower in the verge. 

  It had been a pleasant and colourful day, with over 150 species recorded on the main walk. 

 

Kirkby Stephen Area, June 18th-20th    Leaders: Neil Barrett, Nicky Vernon 

 

Tarn Moor, June 18th 
Our botany trip took us to the Kirkby Stephen area, where we had some wonderful sites to visit.  Each day 

we were blessed with sunshine, high skies and clear views. We had arranged to meet at Tarn Moor – and 

failed our first test by parking at the wrong spot – but it was not far out. 

  The road verges had been enticing us to get out and walk, with bright purple splashes from Northern Marsh-

orchids (Dactylorhiza purpurella), pink from Bird’s-eye Primroses and the mauve of Common Butterworts 

(Pinguicula vulgaris).  Rosettes of Sea Plantain at the tarmac edge reminded us that winters can be harsh at 

this altitude (260m), so the roads will need to be salted. 

  Tarn Moor is a large area with a range of habitats, and it includes Sunbiggin Tarn and Moors SSSI. David 

made the first find of the day, on an outcrop of carboniferous limestone.  He found a lovely plant fossil of 

what could have been a clubmoss, and looked like a sprig of Cryptomeria (Japanese Red-cedar). 

  Soon we were crossing peaty soils with areas of wetter and drier heath.  In the drier areas were Bitter 

Vetchling and Wood Anemones.  The wetter areas held clumps of Black Bog-rush (Schoenus nigricans) and 
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Marsh Marigold.  The fact that the peat was base-rich was made clear by the presence of the uncommon 

Broad-leaved Cottongrass (Eriophorum latifolium), not quite into flower and with shorter broader leaves. 

  But the big delight here was a large and accessible patch of Bogbean (Menyanthes trifoliata), in flower and 

looking wonderful.  The cameras went click, click... 

  On a grassy bank, with Common Thyme (Thymus polytrichus), Pill Sedge and Early-purple Orchids, a fine 

big spike of Moonwort (Botrychium lunaria) was found, then 1 or 2 more.  We moved on to a water sink 

edged by Tufted Forget-me-not (Myosotis laxa), Marsh Ragwort (Senecio aquaticus) and Marsh Speedwell 

(Veronica scutellata) and with Brooklime (Veronica beccabunga) and Water Starwort (Callitriche stagnalis 

agg.) growing in the wet mud. 

  The walk back took us through a more acid heathy area, with Sphagnum hummocks, decorated with the tiny 

red pincushion-leaves of Common Sundew (Drosera rotundifolia) and edged round the base with Star Sedge 

(Carex echinata).  Here too were Bottle Sedge (Carex rostrata) and Marsh Cinquefoil (Comarum palustre). 

  After lunch, we explored to the north of the road, firstly walking through carboniferous limestone 

grassland.  Here the flowers of Common Milkwort (Polygala vulgaris) were a dark blue among the yellow of 

Common Bird’s-foot Trefoil (Lotus corniculatus).  More Moonwort was spotted by the sharp-eyed, and a 

good long drift of Northern Bedstraw was found.  Heath Spotted-orchids (Dactylorhiza maculata) were seen, 

also lovely colonies of Chalk Fragrant-orchids (Gymnadenia conopsea).  There were plenty of orchids to 

keep us busy, and Neil was able to sort out some of the difficult hybrids for us, 

including Dactylorhiza x latirella (Early Marsh-orchid x Northern Marsh-orchid). 

  In a beck Midge found a native Crayfish, and held it 

long enough for everyone to get a look at it (right).  Not 

far away, an otter footprint was clear in the mud.  In the 

wetter acid areas, Creeping Willow (Salix repens) grew, 

its leaves silvery below (left). Bog Asphodel was nearby, 

as well as Early Marsh-orchids (Dactylorhiza incarnata), 

with the sides of their flower lips swept back, and in a 

few colour forms.   What a day! 

 

Augill Pasture, June 19th am. 

This is a small reserve of 2.7 hectares.  It is an SSSI and an SAC.  It is owned by Plantlife, but leased to the 

Cumbrian Wildlife Trust (CWT), which manages it.  Of the four sites we visited on this trip, this one was the 

least well known to everyone, but it did not disappoint us. 

  In the nineteenth century, there was a lead-smelting mill on the site, and the trees were cut down to use as 

fuel, leaving open land.  This was then worked as a hay meadow.  Northern upland hay meadow is now a 

rare and valued specialised habitat.  Its management today includes cutting and grazing. 

  There is a short circular walk round the reserve, which starts by taking you uphill through woodland.  Pat 

was already pleased with her day, as she had found a Twayblade in the verge, before even entering the 

reserve, but we were to see more. 

  The woodland was bright with Wood Forget-me-not (Myosotis sylvatica) and Bugle (Ajuga reptans), and 

we passed a good colony of Herb Paris (Paris quadrifolia) near the steps.   

Soon we were in the meadow above.  Here we wandered up through a general ground-cover of Sharp-

flowered Rush (Juncus acutiflorus), where we spotted one lovely plant of Greater Butterfly-orchid 

(Platanthera chlorantha), Twayblades and some Rock Lady’s-mantle (Alchemilla wichurae) – an 

uncommon northern species.  A ditch held a colony of white-flowered Bugle, looking surprisingly 

glamorous.  We found a good number of the rare little Frog Orchids (Coeloglossum viride) on the slope and 

some fine Northern Marsh-orchids.  Lots of Crosswort put a pleasant scent of dry hay into the air.  Heath 

Spotted-orchids, Devil’s-bit Scabious and Tormentil (Potentilla erecta) gave colour. 

  At the top, we found a mass of Saw-wort (Serratula tinctoria) and Melancholy Thistles (Cirsium 

heterophyllum).  Nearby, a beautiful colony of Globeflowers (Trollius europaeus) was given some protection 

from deer and rabbits, by having a cage round it. 

  Our path then took us back into the birch and ash woodland, where we found Wood Crane’s-bill (Geranium 

sylvaticum) and quite a few hybrid Avens (Geum x intermedium), as well as their parents, Wood Avens (G. 

urbanum) and Water Avens (G. rivale). 

  After lunch, we moved on to Waitby Greenriggs, with the delicate matter of getting parked there.  
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Waitby Greenriggs, June 19th pm. 

This wonderful reserve is a Local Wildlife Site, and consists of two short and converging lengths of disused 

railway line, one higher than the other.  The land was purchased in 1987 from British Rail by CWT, and it is 

the old cuttings and embankments that have developed such a rich flora.  The underlying rock on the banks is 

carboniferous limestone, and the soil tends to be thin, stony and base-rich, whilst that on more level ground 

is deeper and less base-rich. 

  Neil had arranged for us to meet the reserve’s warden, Alan Gendle, who led our visit.  He has wardened 

the reserve for around 18 years. 

  Alan told us that the original railway lines were built for the nineteenth century coal barons, and were used 

to take coke to Barrow-in-Furness, and then transport pig iron back. 

  The reserve is managed by putting sheep in from August to December to graze, to keep hedges etc. in good 

order, and to carry out scrub clearance as necessary.  There are plenty of rabbits on the reserve, but even so, 

it is easy for seedlings of trees such as birch to get established. 

  The entry steps took us down a steep cutting and onto the flat.  The banks were full 

of lime-loving plants, of which the immediate stars were Fly Orchids (Ophrys 

insectifera), with their velvety flowers.  Alan had carefully marked them with little 

sticks.  Yellow-flowered Hawkweeds (Hieracium sp.), covered with black glands, 

also stood out above the general sward, as did Hairy Rock-cress (Arabis hirsuta), 

Kidney Vetch (Anthyllis vulneraria) and Ox-eye Daisies (Leucanthemum vulgare).  

Graceful Oat-grasses, Meadow (Helictotrichon pratense) and Downy (H. 

pubescens) and Yellow (Trisetum flavescens), as well as Blue Moor-grass, stood 

even taller.  Along the way, there were patches of the neat white-flowered Burnet 

Rose (Rosa spinosissima). 

  Further along the line, the sides become more wooded.  Here we found an odd willow, which gave us cause 

to ponder.  Eventually, we found that there are two trees of an uncommon hybrid on the reserve, Salix x 

ehrhartiana (a cross between Bay Willow (S. pentandra) and White Willow (S. alba)), so maybe that was it!  

It certainly had the glossy leaves of Bay Willow.  

  Down the bank we found a few splendid Adder’s-tongue plants, 2 really big Frog Orchids (usually less than 

10 cm tall) and a lovely Greater Butterfly-orchid, too.  A Guelder Rose bush (Viburnum opulus) was in full 

flower, also a White Lilac (Syringa vulgaris).  This last was near where an old signal box had been, and 

could have been planted for the occupant’s enjoyment.  Saw-wort and Hairy Violet grew along here. 

  Looking over the bank edge, not only were there extensive patches of Globeflower to enjoy, but a 

wonderful backdrop of fields and hills as well. 

  Soon a ramp took us down to the lower line, where the soil was deeper and damper.  Here was an ideal spot 

for the many Bird’s-eye Primroses, Black Bogrush clumps and Butterwort.  Hundreds of Marsh Helleborines 

(Epipactis palustris) were nearly, but not quite, in flower.  Heath-grass (Danthonia decumbens) and Star 

Sedge were here, too. 

  We met a local lady, who told us how much pleasure she gets from her regular visits to the reserve 

throughout the year – always changing, but always with something to enjoy. 

  Alan took us for a short diversion on the way back, to Jubilee Park, on the edge of Kirkby Stephen, where 

he showed us some good plants of Bird’s-nest Orchid.  We also found some Martagon Lilies (Lilium 

martagon) and Londonpride (Saxifraga x urbium) to admire. 

  Many thanks, Alan, for taking us round and for sharing your in-depth knowledge with us, as well as for 

your many hours of work to keep the reserve at its best. 

 

Smardale Gill, June 20th. 

Smardale Gill is, like Waitby Greenriggs, a linear reserve, composed mainly of a section of disused railway, 

but is much bigger (40 hectares, compared with 4.4). It is a SSSI and a NNR, owned and managed by CWT. 

  We started our one-way walk at the Smardale Hall end, where we met Nigel and Lois Harbon, two CWT 

volunteers who know Smardale really well, and who accompanied us all day (and were then content to walk 

6 km back to their car). 

  At the Smardale Hall end, the underlying rocks are red sandstone, and there are steep wooded slopes down 

to the Scandal Beck.  The woodland is probably very old, although made much use of by man.  Many of the 
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trees are multi-stemmed, evidence of coppicing in the past.  The trees are mainly Oak and Ash, with some 

Birch scrub where it is drier.  Non-native tree species, planted some time ago, are gradually being removed. 

The understorey of the wood was full of flowers.  There was a 

LOT of Wood Crane’s-bill, looking lovely (left).  Hedge 

Bedstraw (Galium album) was in creamy white flower, and 

there were still Primroses out.   

  Some WNS members have visited Smardale several times, and 

so were able to comment on changes over the years.  We were 

disappointed to see that one of the earlier glories of the reserve, 

Common Wintergreen (Pyrola minor), is now severely in 

retreat.  In fact, we only saw one good plant, whereas 15 years 

ago, the plant had spread across the ballast towards the middle 

of the old track.  Now other vegetation has also grown across the ballast, providing too much competition. 

  Pat, John and Nigel were quick to see a red squirrel whisk across the track, whilst others were admiring tiny 

Micropteryx moths on the buttercup flowers; these are pollen-eaters, with metallic wings and long antennae. 

Mounds of yellow Common Rockrose were seen at the track edge, and aromatic Marjoram (Origanum 

vulgare).  Bloody Crane’s-bill (Geranium sanguineum) was flowering well and, to NV’s surprise and 

pleasure, some of it turned out to be the pale ‘Walney Geranium’ form G. s. f. striatum. 

  As we reached the stunning viaduct, with its elegant curve of tall arches, the wooded part of the walk 

ended, and the rolling countryside opened out before us.  Here we noticed a little railway ‘follower’ in the 

ballast, in the form of Small Toadflax (Chaenorhinum minus). 

  We were now in a section with lower banks and much more daylight, and we stopped near the old quarry 

buildings for lunch, where a plant of Rigid Buckler-fern (Dryopteris submontana) was spotted.  Nigel told us 

that sheep are put in to provide winter grazing on this stretch – fine except that one year they decided to go 

up to the top of the quarry, and Fell Rescue had to be called out to get them back down!  

  On one section of the line, ponies are used to provide the necessary grazing, and also because their feet help 

to keep the surface broken up. 

  Sheep-grazing encourages a short open sward, and low-growing plants, many like Mouse-ear Hawkweed 

with rosettes of leaves, above which the flowers are lifted on longer stems. 

  On a limestone bank, Nigel showed us the rare little sedge, Bird’s-foot Sedge (Carex ornithopoda), which 

has tufts of bright green leaves, and a flowering stem from which all the spikelet branches originate close 

together – hence ‘bird’s-foot’.  This was a ‘first’ for several of us.  Moonwort was noticed nearby. 

  The lovely banks of Melancholy Thistle were not quite in flower, but promising a great show.  Instead, 

there were Meadowsweet (Filipendula ulmaria), Betony (Betonica officinalis), Greater Knapweed 

(Centaurea scabiosa) and Salad Burnet (Poterium sanguisorba) to enjoy. 

  The stone wall of the railway cutting provided a few ferns for us, such as Wall-rue (Asplenium ruta-

muraria) and Brittle Bladder-fern (Cystopteris fragilis). 

  Both Chalk and Marsh Fragrant-orchids (Gymnadenia conopsea and G. densiflora) were seen in the taller 

bank foliage, and an impressive area of an uncommon form of Northern Marsh-orchid (Dactylorhiza 

purpurella cambrensis).  This has spotted bracts, and the leaves are more heavily spotted than usual.  We 

were told that the degree of spotting gets less as you progress into the reserve. 

  Towards the end of the track, the centre was heavily colonised by Slender Rush (Juncus tenuis) – this N. 

American species reached Britain in the eighteenth century.  It has sticky seeds, which have been spread by 

cartwheels and by feet.  It seems to stay near tracks and paths. 

  Finally, we left the track, saying goodbye to Lois and Nigel, and walked the short distance into Newbiggin-

on-Lune, where we found the cafe still open for a quick cup of tea before we departed for home. 

  We all wish to say a big ‘Thank You’ to Neil for taking all his usual care in organising our visit, and for 

arranging for Alan, Lois and Nigel to give us their help and time, which added greatly to each day.  We had a 

GREAT time. 

  My only query at the end, from Ann, was ‘Where are we going next?’ 

 

High Ox Pasture, 11
th

 July      Leader: Bruce Brown 

  Paul Millard initiated this visit, having mentioned lots of floral interest, especially gentians, whilst doing his 

butterfly transects over High Ox Pasture in 2012. WNS members were in the process of surveying Field 
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Gentians (Gentianella campestris) for the Yorkshire Dales National Park Threatened Plants Project, so BNB 

went along with Paul to check them out. High Ox Pasture is an extensive area of limestone grassland above 

Kilnsey and the now disused Coolscar Quarry. The pasture certainly was species rich and we counted more 

than 200 Field Gentians for the Survey. 

  So this year we decided to explore here more thoroughly on our July botany meeting, which turned out to 

be a hot summer’s day. There were plenty of parking spaces on the old quarry road climbing out of Kilnsey 

village for the dozen members present. We followed Mastiles Lane for half a mile then, on reaching open 

access land, we crossed a field to enter High Ox Pasture itself via a large gate. 

  Here we started recording species in the rich grassland, much more lush than the sheep-bitten short turf 

around Mastiles Lane. Living up to its name of Ox Pasture, this is cattle grazed country and the sward was 

being allowed to grow before they were put on. Everywhere was rather dry at the time of our visit, but 

normally wet patches were indicated by Bird’s-eye Primrose and a number of sedges, especially Tawny 

Sedge (Carex hostiana). 

  As we moved slowly northeast up the slope orchids became prolific, and we were fortunate to have Neil 

Barrett with us, one of our members who specialises in orchids, and so a great help with identification. 

Strongly scented Fragrant Orchids in full flower were frequent, identified as Heath Fragrant Orchid 

(Gymnadenia borealis) and were generally pinkish-purple in colour, but some pure white forms were also 

found. A few Fragrants with taller narrower spikes and not yet fully opened pink petals were considered to 

be the closely related Chalk Fragrant Orchid (Gymnadenia conopsea). Hybridisation amongst orchids is 

always likely and with Heath Spotted Orchid (Dactylorhiza maculata) growing with the Fragrants we were 

not surprised to find a good candidate for their hybrid (X Dactylodenia legrandiana) which Neil confirmed. 

Its lip shape and markings resembled a Heath Spotted whilst its scent betrayed Fragrant parentage. We also 

saw Common Spotted Orchid and lots of Twayblade, but Frog Orchid eluded us even though the terrain 

looked eminently suitable. 

  In 2012 Paul and BNB spotted a possible Helleborine, but too well nibbled to be identified. So we were 

really pleased to hear Paul had recently relocated a group of these around a limestone scree patch. On the day 

our many eyes increased the tally to at least 15 plants with around half developing flower heads, still in bud. 

But with their two-ranked leaves and dense white hairy stems we were able to confirm them as Dark-red 

Helleborine, a good record for this scarce plant in Wharfedale (see photograph on Colour Pages). 

  The gentians were an enigma – last year 200+, this year none! But we did 

spot a few Autumn Gentian or Fellwort in one small area with one flower 

out. Carmen and Fred Horner returned later in August and found a few more 

Fellworts, and just a couple of sites for Field Gentian, so way down on 2012 

figures. Was this due to our late spring, or drier summer, or just annual 

variations with only occasional ‘bumper’ years? 

  As we climbed higher up the pasture Bloody Crane’s-bill was eye-

catching, but the predominant colour amongst the scree and rocky outcrops 

was the bright yellow of Rock-rose augmented by Tormentil and Bird’s-foot 

Trefoil (Lotus corniculatus). It was absolutely stunning – bright yellow 

everywhere! In the afternoon heat we pottered a bit, stopped and gazed, and 

just enjoyed being there. Views across Wharfedale were magnificent. 

Eventually we returned by descending Low Ox Pasture and dropping down 

a steep slope by the side of Coolscar Quarry back to the cars. 

Report by Bruce Brown 

 

Kettlewell Lanes, July 25th               Leader: Heather Burrow 

On a lovely sunny morning we met in Kettlewell to walk through the village, and onto the lane that leads to 

Hoobank Pasture. 

  At first the lane is open, with a nice verge where we saw plants such as Raspberry (Rubus idaeus), Common 

Knapweed (Centaurea nigra), Meadow Vetchling (Lathyrus pratensis), Great Burnet (Sanguisorba 

officinalis) and Sweet Cicely (Myrrhis odorata) though many spring species were past their best for flowers. 

  The lane then enters a section bordered by mature trees, very shady and quite dark, even on a sunny day.  

Here we noted Common Figwort, Giant Bellflower (Campanula latifolia), the tall stems of Hairy Brome 

(Bromopsis ramosa), and also spotted the little leaves of Three-nerved Sandwort.  
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  The lane then emerges into the open again, but is gaining height, with a steep hillside below dotted with 

smaller trees such as Hawthorn and Hazel, and flowers such as Harebell and the gorgeous Betony. 

  Towards the top of the lane we sat for dinner on a banking covered in the leaves of Rockrose, where we 

found several eggs of the Northern Brown Argus butterfly.  As it was still sunny, we saw several butterflies 

too, including Dark Green Fritillary – a stunning butterfly, Small Tortoiseshell and Ringlet. 

  Other plants on this banking included Bloody Crane’s-bill, Slender St.John’s-wort (Hypericum pulchrum), 

and an uncommon Northern Lady’s-mantle, Silky Lady’s-mantle, which has small leaves covered in long 

silky hairs. 

  Also present were three grasses typical of limestone grassland – Blue Moor-grass, Meadow Oat-grass and 

Downy Oat-grass. 

  After lunch most people walked to where the lane ends and then enters open fields on the track to Hag 

Dyke.  Here Bird’s-eye Primrose plants were seen, although not in flower. 

  As we were now at the top of the lane, we retraced our steps, but as it was still 

quite early most of the group decided to take a look up Dowber Gill, a small dale 

that branches up from the bottom of the lane.  This little valley was a delight.  It 

is a steep hillside that supports a wide variety of flowers including Wild 

Strawberry (Fragaria vesca), Carline Thistle (photo left), Selfheal, Wild Thyme 

and Lady’s Bedstraw (Galium verum).  It was also alive with insects, including 

the Common Blue butterfly, and a very pretty micro moth (Autographa gamma). 

  A short way further up I was ahead, and suddenly the hillside above me was 

covered in Fragrant-orchids, beautiful to see (and smell).  Neil Barrett came to 

identify which species they were, and they were mostly Chalk Fragrant-orchid, although Neil thought that 

some of them looked to be closer to the Marsh Fragrant-orchid. They were wonderful to see in such 

numbers, and were also one of the flowers that were still in perfect condition – a fantastic end to a great day. 

  Thanks to Heather Burrow as the leader for taking us to this lovely part of the WNS area. 

Report by Nyree Fearnley 

 

Burley Moor, Coldstone Beck & Woofa, 8
th

 August    Leader: Bruce Brown 

Last year we visited the moorland habitat of Beamsley Beacon and found a species rich area by a spring with 

lots of forget-me-nots, including the rare Pale Forget-me-not (Myosotis stolonifera) and its hybrid with 

Creeping Forget-me-not (M. secunda), known as M. x bollandica (See 2012 Review). Burley Moor is 

another area where past records exist for M. stolonifera, particularly around Coldstone Beck, so it seemed a 

good idea to explore there this year. 

  BNB had an early look in March, following up the ravine of Coldstone Beck from Burley Woodhead at 

Robin Hole (SE149454). The snowdrops were still in flower by the roadside, and although the moorland 

vegetation was sparse during that cold late winter spell, some Myosotis leaves in the beck and in a ditch on 

Woofa Bank were spotted, promising well for our summer visit to come. The moorland was actually out of 

bounds for off-path meanderings during the grouse breeding season, so it wasn’t until early August that 

explorations could be resumed. 

  It was warm and sunny on the day of our meeting and 18 members came along to enjoy 

the last botany meeting of the season. We pottered gradually up the sloping path from 

Robin Hole noting common moorland species on the way. Ling (Calluna vulgaris) and 

Bell-heather (Erica cinerea) were colourfully in full bloom. Crowberry (Empetrum 

nigrum) and Bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus) were plentiful, although juicy berries were 

sparse. Around the lower beck sides Bracken (Pteridium aquilinum) was dominant, 

prohibiting closer inspection, until we reached the Ilkley path where we were able to 

drop down into the ravine of Coldstone Beck. From here our route was upstream along 

the beck-side. Lady Fern (Athyrium filix-femina), Lemon-scented Fern (Oreopteris 

limbosperma) and Hard Fern (Blechnum spicant) were common. Common Yellow-sedge 

(Carex demissa) and Star Sedge frequented the water’s edge, and further up Common 

Sedge became ubiquitous. Various rushes were seen – Bulbous (Juncus bulbosus) – 

frequent, Soft (J. effusus), Articulated (J. articulatus), Heath (J. squarrosus) and Toad (J. 

bufonius). Grasses included Common Bent (Agrostis capillaris) and Fescues (Festuca 

spp.) with Sweet Vernal (Anthoxanthum odoratum), Wavy-hair (Deschampsia flexuosa), 
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Mat-grass (Nardus stricta) and occasional Heath-grass (Danthonium decumbens) (drawing on previous 

page). We also came across the tiny Bristle Club-rush, which was nice to find. 

  We soon spotted a few Myosotis, which we found rather puzzling to identify, but after some discussion 

thought they should be M. secunda, the common acid moorland species. The spent flower heads appeared to 

be developing fruits, judged by some green swelling of the ovaries, which would preclude the infertile 

hybrid. Other typical marshy plants seen were Marsh Willowherb (Epilobium palustre), Greater Bird’s-foot-

trefoil (Lotus pedunculatus), Marsh Pennywort (Hydrocotyle vulgaris), Marsh Violet (Viola palustris), 

Marsh Bedstraw (Galium palustre) and Water Horsetail (Equisetum fluviatile). 

  We lunched by the beck-side looking on to the purple heather. Quite a number of butterflies were recorded 

by Paul and Karen in the lovely summer sunshine. A bit further upstream we took a small path to ascend 

Woofa Bank. The short turf of the steeper slope appeared somewhat enriched floristically with colonies of 

Thyme (Thymus polytrichus), Fairy Flax (Linum catharticum), Harebells, Common Bird’s-foot-trefoil (Lotus 

corniculatus) and Glaucous (Carex flacca) and Pill Sedges. We soon reached the ditch which partly encircles 

Woofa Bank cairn, no doubt man-made as waterworks to feed into the Lanshaw reservoirs. In its wetter 

sections an almost continuous line of bright blue stretched for several hundred metres, all forget-me-nots. 

They looked very similar to the beck-side plants seen earlier, so again we concluded M. secunda. None of the 

past records for the rare M. stolonifera had been re-found, which was slightly disappointing, but everyone 

enjoyed the day at its colourful best. As a bonus John Webb took some of us to a good wet flush close by 

that had lots of Sundew (Drosera rotundifolia) and Cranberry (Vaccinium oxycoccus) along with Marsh 

Horsetail (Equisetum palustre) and Marsh Arrowgrass. Our tally for the day was over 100 species. 

  Now comes the sequel. Specimens of our Myosotis were shown to Mike 

Wilcox who declared they were in fact the hybrid M. x bollandica, so the two 

of us returned a few days later for another foray. Apart from one colony by 

the beck-side which was definitely M. secunda, all the rest were the hybrid. 

So no wonder we found them puzzling to identify earlier. What we thought 

were fruits developing was in fact just a slight swelling of the ovaries, which 

soon turned from green to brown, then decayed, as the hybrid is infertile. In 

contrast the fertile secunda had much larger developing fruits which stayed 

green, and forced the sepals to open out as they expanded – these differences 

became much more obvious with the two plants seen side by side. No M. 

stolonifera was seen but it is likely that over the years the vegetative vigour 

of the hybrid has ousted this parent. So exciting results, and a second record for this newly described hybrid 

in Wharfedale. 

Report by Bruce Brown 

 

Surveys 
 

Bolton Abbey Estate Survey – Nelly Park Plantation, 9th May     Leader: Roy Lingard, Head Forester 

Our survey area this year adjoins Stoney Bank Wood in which we found 84 species, in May last year. Nelly 

Park is entered from a forest track off the Barden to Burnsall road.  Roy drove some of us up the track, while 

the more energetic walked, and we met near the top of the wood. 

  Here we found Parsley Piert, Sticky Mouse-ear (Cerastium glomeratum), Heath Rush and both Silver Birch 

(Betula pendula), with its upper branches turned down, and Downy Birch (B. pubescens), which has upward-

turning branches.  Sitka Spruce (Picea sitchensis) was identified by its needles – green above, with 2 white 

bands below. 

  Amongst the shorter under-storey vegetation was a clump of Marsh Violet (Viola palustris), with its 

rounded leaves, also Bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus) and Cowberry.  This last was an exciting find, as it is 

uncommon, but had been recorded on nearby Thorpe Fell in 1996 by Joyce Hartley. 

  Following the course of Gill Beck downstream, above the steep-sided banks a wet area held Floating 

Sweet-grass (Glyceria fluitans), Water Starwort (Callitriche agg.), Bog Pondweed (Potamogeton 

polygonifolius) and New Zealand Willowherb.  An eye-catching fungus, looking like a matchstick with a 

bright yellow head, was found at the edge of the stream.  Its name is Bog Beacon (Mitrula paludosa) and it is 

not often seen – probably because it is on show in spring and summer, when the fungi hunters are elsewhere! 
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  Here was a tranquil scene, the stream sides a vivid green of new growth, the trees not 

yet in leaf.  A view scarcely changed in 150 years since Atkinson-Grimshaw painted 

Ghyll Beck in 1867. 

  Moving on to a drier area we found Western Scaly Male-fern, Beech Fern (Phegopteris 

connectilis) and Giant Fescue (Schedonorus giganteus). 

  To our delight Town-hall Clock, or Moschatel, was seen nestling in the undergrowth.  

This plant has some features in which it differs markedly from other flowering plants, 

and is therefore in a family of its own.  It is a sign that another botany season has started 

for us in the dales.   

  Thank you Roy for again guiding us to a special area, and letting us explore its variety. 

Our species-count for the day was over 110. 

          Report by Heather Burrow 

 

BSBI–YDNP Threatened Plants Project (TPP) 

2013 was our third year helping with this worthwhile project, under the organisation of Fran Graham of the 

Yorkshire Dales National Park. 

  We were asked to check some land at Foxup, for which there was an old record for Lesser Butterfly-orchid 

(Platanthera bifolia).  (I am alarmed to find that an ‘old’ record can mean one from the 1980s or 90s.)  This 

beautiful little orchid is rare and in decline.  It is a plant of open grassland or open woodland, and is usually 

found on calcareous soils, such as base-rich grassy hillsides. 

  Since the old record only gave the kilometre-square, we had to work out where likely ground would be.  

First, we checked a north-facing field, but it had sheep grazing in it, and consequently the sward height was 

very low, and there was little to see in the way of flowers. 

  Next we moved to a lovely little steep-sided valley, with a slapestone beck running down.  The grassland 

here was much taller, with no stock around, and there were few trees.  The vegetation was much richer in 

calcareous species, with lots to see and enjoy. 

  We found Twayblade, and Northern Marsh-orchid and Early-purple Orchids.  We saw Burnet-saxifrage and 

Grass-of-Parnassus (Parnassia palustris), Knotted Pearlwort (Sagina nodosa) and Small Scabious (Scabiosa 

columbaria) and many others – but NO Lesser Butterfly-orchids.  Sadly, challenge failed. 

From 0 to 10,000! (10,405, to be precise) 

Our next challenge was to check out a new site for our ‘friend’ of 2011 and 2012, Flat-sedge (Blysmus 

compressus). (For some reason, this is forever associated in our minds with torrential rain, but 2013 provided 

lovely sunny weather for us.) 

  This new site had been spotted by Fran on private land, and she asked us to see how extensive the 

population was. 

  So off to a field in Littondale!  The land had calcareous flushes running into it, and into a pond, and then 

spreading out across a relatively flat area before joining the nearby beck.  Here we found our Flat-sedge.  It 

took us two days to survey and count them.  Our grand total of 10,405 flowering spikes was a definite under-

estimate!  Challenge met, I reckon. 

  Combining our findings for 2011 to 2013, the commonest associate plants for Flat-sedge in our survey areas 

were as follows: 

 Species   No. of Sites 

 Flat-sedge   14 

 Jointed Rush   13 

 Red Fescue    8 

 Quaking-grass    7 

 White Clover    7 

 Glaucous Sedge    6 

 Yorkshire Fog    6 
 

The field held other goodies for us, such as Marsh Arrowgrass, really big plants of Marsh Lousewort 

(Pedicularis palustris) and Blue Water-speedwell (Veronica anagallis-aquatica), with stunning views when 

we took a break to stand up straight. 

  Again, we have enjoyed another really interesting year helping with the TPP.  Thank you, Fran. 
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Surveying Large Yellow-sedge (Carex flava) at Malham 

Peter Welsh, the National Trust ecologist based at Malham, contacted WNS 

early in 2013, to see if anyone was interested in helping with any monitoring / 

survey jobs across the NT Dales estate. 

  This sounded tempting, with the result that 5 WNS members were detailed to 

survey the population of Large Yellow-sedge (Carex flava) at Malham Tarn on 

1st August. 

  Carex flava is a rare plant in Britain.  It is a Red Data list species, with a 

Vulnerable status.  Its main headquarters are at Roudsea Wood NNR in 

Cumbria, with around 2000 plants.  There are only 2 other small populations, 

one of them being at Malham, with around 20 plants or clumps counted in quick 

surveys in 2012 by Peter. 

  It is a tufted plant, and is the tallest of the yellow-sedges, growing up to about 

70 cm.  In the US it is called Hedgehog Grass, as it has spiky clusters of fruits.  

It prefers mineral-rich fens, with a regular movement of water through them. 

  At Roudsea, it grows in semi-shaded woodland below mainly Alder trees, but 

at Malham the plants are in a much more open mire habitat. 

  Our brief was to survey and report on the Malham population.  We chose to 

use the methodology developed for the Threatened Plants Project (TPP), ie to 

centre a rope circle of radius 1 metre round a 

target-species plant, then to record all the 

species within that circle, and also their 

frequency on a percentage cover scale.  Each 

target plant had its minimum and maximum 

heights recorded, along with sward height, 

also the number of flowering spikes per 

plant/clump. 

  We ended up with 13 circle surveys, which 

covered a total of 42 plants of Carex flava.  

Grid references were recorded and photos 

taken at each circle.  We did have difficulty 

in deciding whether a clump was one plant or 

more, and also in deciding on values of 

percentage cover.  We tried to keep trampling to a minimum. 

 

 

Findings: 

The sketch map shows the relationship between the survey 

areas and other local features of note. 

 

Table 1 shows the most common associate plants.   These 

agree strongly with a typical M26a Molinia caerulea - 

Crepis paludosa mire community. 

 

 

Table 1 - of Associate Species 

In all 13 survey areas Succisa pratensis 

In 12 areas  Carex panicea  Molinia caerulea Sanguisorba officinalis 

In 11 areas   Angelica sylvestris Filipendula ulmaria  

In 10 areas  nil 

In 9 areas  Caltha palustris  Carex nigra  Valeriana officinalis 

We recorded 34 other species present in smaller numbers of survey areas. 

The bar chart below shows the number of flower spikes per plant. 
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Comments: 

The Carex flava population seems to be squeezed into a linear corridor of fen, between the stream and the 

edge of the acidic raised bog on the south side.  On the north side, within a stream meander, a line of Fibrous 

Tussock-sedge (Carex appropinqata) plants limits its spread northwards.  The colony was originally 

protected by a fence, now just a few posts.  It does seem to have spread successfully to the east beyond this.  

We found 8 survey areas within the original fence, and 5 to the east, where it may be more acidic. 

  Overall, the plants appeared healthy, with a mixture of single-stemmed (presumably younger) plants, as 

well as multi-stemmed (presumably more mature) ones. In many cases, their height is below that of the 

general sward (at the time of recording), but this does not appear to be a disadvantage.  Most plants have 

flowering stems with well-developed spikelets, and appear to be well capable of competing.  (In the BSBI 

Sedges handbook by Jermy et al, Blackstock & Ashton, 2001, are quoted as saying that it ‘appears to need 

relatively open conditions for seedlings to become established.’) 

  We hope that our findings help with the formation of appropriate future management decisions.   

 

Wharfebank, Otley – a riverside site 

Back in 1998 when the old textile mill buildings were being transformed into the Wharfebank Business 

Centre there was a potential project to clear and improve the site around the Centre and create an attractive 

countryside park combining wooded and riverside access for the general public. Nothing much came of this, 

but in the process WNS members were invited to carry out a botanical survey, which took place in late May 

1998. The records amounted to 98 species which was considered fairly rich for an area of approximately two 

acres. 

  To the west of the Centre a public footpath crosses near to the riverbank, the richest area then (and still is). 

On the other side of the path there was a remnant of meadowland, and a lot of waste ground said to be 

contaminated with the clinker and spoil from the mill boilers. Much of this is now concreted over as a car 

park, but some weedy areas still remain. The iron sluice gates and supporting masonry are still intact, and I 

suspect in 1998 this marked the boundary of the recording area. The footpath continues westwards above the 

riverbank and bounded on the other side by allotments until it reaches a bend in the old A660 road (now 

bypassed). The old goit leading from the sluice gates to the mill buildings follows the southern site boundary 

mentioned as a derelict pond in 1998, and nowadays a fenced off ‘fen’. The east side of the Centre is more 

developed with access roads for the buildings, and plants are restricted to small areas of lawn, a wall-top 

garden and a steep bank down to the river edge. 

  Having been given the 1998 plant list by Nicky Vernon I thought it would be interesting to see what was 

present in 2013, with no major changes other than car parking areas having been made in the intervening 15 

years. A May visit gave a similar number of species, but a return was made in late July to record the grasses 

and later flowering plants, eventually ending up with 150 species. This did include a slight extension as the 

riverbank was too interesting to stop at the sluice gates, so recording continued to the SE1945 boundary near 

the path end. Being blessed with low water levels during our good summer it was possible to explore along 

the rough bank by the river edge below the path. 

  The rich fertile soil by the riverbank creates tall and dense growth by mid to late summer, and even the 

footpath gets overgrown if the vegetation hasn’t been beaten down. The habitat is equally suitable for native 

and alien species, washed downstream during the spates, some more prolific than others. Himalayan Balsam 

(Impatiens glandulifera) was present in 1998, but I doubt if as dominant then 

as it is today, head-high by mid-summer. Meadowsweet (Filipendula ulmaria), 

Meadow cranesbill (Geranium pratense), Great Willowherb (Epilobium 

hirsutum), Giant Bellflower (Campanula latifolia), Sweet Cicely (Myrrhis 

odorata) and Dame’s violet (Hesperis matronalis) manage to compete with it. 

Pink and white forms of Red Campion (Silene dioica) were to be seen nearer 

the water edge with Wood Stitchwort (Stellaria nemorum) and a colony of 

Michaelmas Daisy (Aster x salignus). It is a particularly good site for the Sand 

Leek (Allium scorodoprasum), recorded both in1998 and today. Over recent 

years I’ve sometimes seen hundreds of their rosy-purple heads along the path 

sides. The trees and shrubs include Alder (Alnus glutinosa), Wych Elm (Ulmus 

glabra), Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus), Elder (Sambucus nigra) and various 

Willows (Salix spp.). Some Plum (Prunus domestica) have spread from the 
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allotments and the Hawthorns include native Crataegus monogyna and the introduced red flowering hybrid, 

C. x media. On the east side is an attractive Weeping Willow (Salix x sepulcralis) now nicely mature. 

  A rough wall forms part of the bank above the river edge, a good habitat for ferns including Male Fern 

(Dryopteris filix-mas), Lady Fern (Athyrium filix-femina), Harts-tongue (Asplenium scolopendrium), Wall-

rue (A. ruta-muraria), but more interestingly one Hard Shield Fern (Polystichum aculeatum) and Brittle 

Bladder Fern (Cystopteris fragilis), my first Otley record. Here too was Harebell 

(Campanula rotundifolia), Three-nerved Sandwort (Moehringia trinervia) and the 

garden escapes Trailing Bellflower (Campanula poscharskyana) and Greater 

Periwinkle (Vinca major). 

  The meadow remnant was rather overgrown but still grassy with Fescues and Poas, 

Meadow Foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis), Crested Dogstail (Cynosurus cristatus) and 

Yorkshire Fog (Holcus lanatus), along with Ribwort Plantain (Plantago lanceolata), 

Meadow Vetchling (Lathyrus pratensis), Bulbous Buttercup (Ranunculus bulbosus) 

and White Clover (Trifolium repens). Around the car park edges were Buddleja 

(Buddleja davidii), Dog Rose (Rosa canina) and Hazel (Corylus avellana) shrubs and 

many weedy species such as Creeping Cinquefoil (Potentilla reptans), Silverweed 

(P. anserina), Coltsfoot (Tussilago farfara), Willowherbs (Epilobium spp.), 

Speedwells (Veronica spp.), Tutsan (Hyperichum androsaemum), Welsh Poppy 

(Meconopsis cambrica) and Opium Poppy (Papaver somniferum). A lot of the garden 

escapes from 1998 had gone, to be replaced by the newer ones mentioned. 

  Comparing the lists of 1998 and 2013 it was interesting to note 70 species present 

on both, so about 70% unchanged over 15 years, and virtually all natives making up 

the consistent numbers. Late May into June is a good time to visit the site with a 

pleasant walk along the footpath and a chance to explore nearer the water’s edge if the river is not in spate. 

Maybe slightly later into early July would be necessary to catch the Alliums in flower. On reaching the old 

A660 road, it is possible to explore further along the water’s edge for some distance, parallel to the Burley 

Road, with a few more interesting plants to find, but that’s another story.   Bruce Brown 

 

Nidderdale Hay Meadows Survey 

We had again offered to take part in the Hay Meadow surveying.  Dr. Kelly Harmar told us that there had 

been continuing interest among local farmers and landowners, and that there were more meadows to do. 

Consequently, we surveyed three meadows in the Fewston area and a further three meadows near the river in 

Nidderdale. 

 

Bray’s Croft Farm, Bramley Head, wetland area.  6th June and 18th July  

        Farmer:  Mr Stephen Marshall 

On our Whitmoor walk we had met Mr Marshall, who invited us to look at a small sloping field above 

Capelshaw Beck.  Some of us spent a short time there, and promised to come back for a more thorough 

survey, which we did in July.  Mr Marshall clearly appreciated the wildlife on his farm, including the special 

features of what he calls his ‘golden acre’. 

  Not far into the field you meet a small flush trickling across the steep bank and through the lower boggy 

part.  The upper part of the field is acid grassland, with Bluebells and Yarrow (Achillea millefolium).  There 

were clumps of Gorse and Bilberry on the slope, abundant Wavy Hair-grass and Heath Bedstraw (Galium 

saxatile).  On the lower parts of the slope were several Lemon-scented Ferns. 

  Along much of the wet flush there was a good colony of Musk. This plant is stickily hairy, with pale yellow 

flowers. Nearly all our records for it are from the Washburn area. The wet conditions at the bottom of the 

field proved very attractive to large patches of Meadowsweet, towering Marsh Thistles, Sharp-flowered Rush 

and colonies of both male and female Marsh Valerian. 

  We counted 16 Common Spotted-orchids, and saw Ragged Robin, Sneezewort and a little Marsh Ragwort. 

The bottom boundary between the field and the beck stood a little higher, and was shaded by a dry stone 

wall, together with Downy Birch, Rowan, Alder, Elder and Rusty Willow (Salix cinerea ssp. oleifolia). 

  In all, this piece of land has a range of habitats and is an attractive spot for wildlife.  We scored 80 plant 

species on our visits.  Many thanks for giving us access to it, Mr Marshall. 

 

Yorkshire Fog 
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Nats on the Fungus Foray at Lindley Hall 

dwarfed by part of the enormous Weeping 

Beech – the largest in Britain? 

 

 

 

Bryophyte Recording in 2014 

Secrets of the deep... 

I am writing this with rain lashing down outside as we end a rather soggy December, so its hard to appreciate 

now that spring and summer were rather dry resulting in low reservoirs in October and early November. Low 

water reveals the drawdown zone – an intermittently exposed area consisting of sediment deposited in the 

reservoir, gravels and bedrock. Whilst initially bare, this unpredictable and unpromising habitat is home to a 

special guild of bryophytes adapted to succeeding in this low competition environment. This is a testament to 

the adaptability of bryophytes, managing to eke out an existence in some of the most rigorous conditions in 

Wharfedale. 

  We were privileged to be able to investigate this habitat in October during the North West Naturalists 

Union bryophyte outing at Barden Lower Reservoir, turning up a list of bryophytes including unique records 

for some species this century in Wharfedale. Highlights included regionally rare mosses glaucous crystalwort 

Riccia glauca, and fountain smoothcap Atrichum crispum, and the wonderfully named acid frillwort 

Fossombronia wondraczekii and pitted frillwort Fossombronia foveolata. We also recorded the regionally 

scarce serrated earth-moss Ephemerum serratum and delicate earth-moss Pseudephemerum nitidum. Thanks 
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are due to all participants at the NWNU outing, but in particular Sue Grahame and Mike Wilcox for their 

microscope work to identify species from samples collected. 

  Having had such an enjoyable outing, and with dry days continuing, I decided to focus on our other 

reservoirs with a view to picking up further records in the drawdown zone before winter rain. Both Fewston 

and Swinsty Reservoirs yielded the regional rarity violet crystalwort Riccia huebeneriana and dwarf bladder-

moss Physcomitrium sphaericum. Violet crystalwort is a beautiful, shimmering thallose liverwort which 

forms little stars scattered across fine sediments and mud in the drawdown zone. It is listed as Vulnerable in 

UK but can be seen regularly in drawdown zone of reservoirs in Washburn Valley. 

  Subsequently a search at Grimwith Reservoir revealed a colony of flag moss Discelium nudum. This 

Nationally Scarce bryophyte has its world distribution centred in the Pennines. It is a tiny plant with minute 

leaves lacking chlorophyll arising from a green, photosynthetic ‘protonema’ (a mat of thread-like structures 

over the surface of the clay). Barely visible to the naked eye, it is usually detected when fertile as it produces 

masses of (relatively) large capsules wildly out of proportion to the size of the plant. To survive in the 

drawdown zone it produces spherical white tubers underground which are packed with starch. These persist 

underwater awaiting another dry spell when light and air return to stimulate new growth. 

  Unfortunately the rains started soon after the foray to Grimwith, and reservoirs re-filled submerging the 

drawdown zone once again. The assemblage of bryophytes making their home in the muddy margins of 

reservoirs and ponds are an important part of our natural heritage, however, they are difficult to conserve as 

they are unpredictable in time and space.  Pitted frillwort is a UK BAP priority species; simply recording its 

presence is a step forward as it can then be taken into account should major works be necessary to maintain 

reservoirs where it occurs. Recording our flora and fauna is the first step in conservation of these less 

obvious species.  
 

Bryo-diversity Hotspots Revealed 

The database of bryophyte records in our recording area has continued to grow, with over 650 new records 

received this year and work continues to produce an Atlas to represent the distribution of each species at a 

tetrad scale in our recording area.  

  Mapping all species records has revealed our ‘bryo-diversity hotspots’ and four tetrads have exceptional 

species counts (a tetrad is a 2km by 2km square). Firstly SD8682 – at the northerly edge of our recording 

area this tetrad includes Nethergill Farm, Oughtershaw Beck, limestone out-crops and Fleet Moss. At 187 

species recorded to date, this tetrad rivals the diversity experienced in Western Isles of Scotland. Similarly 

diverse are tetrads SD9078 (166 species) and SE0656 (165 species); the former includes Yockenthwaite and 

Raisgill, and shares many similarities with the Nethergill Farm tetrad. However, SE0656 is considerably 

further down the dale encompassing Strid Wood and Valley of Desolation on Bolton Abbey Estate. Strid 

Wood is well known for its complex geology, and the steep sided gill which forms Valley of Desolation 

rising up towards Carncliff Top provides both sheltered, wooded conditions and high moorland. With a 

change in elevation some 280m from the Wharfe to upland heath, the physical diversity within this tetrad 

promotes a vast spectrum of niches to be exploited by bryophytes. High bryophyte diversity also reflects the 

long continuity of humid woodland at this site; liverworts are especially diverse including species more 

usually encountered in Atlantic oakwoods of the west coast.  

  Our final notably diverse tetrad is SD8870 which includes Darnbrook House and Beck to the east of 

Fountains Fell. This tetrad features bryophytes typical both of lowland and upland situations, and also those 

associated with cooler, wetter climate of north-west and warmer, drier climate of south-east! The existence 

of north and south facing limestone crags, the beck, upland heathland, woodland and blanket bog on the 

lower flanks of Fountains Fell clearly provides conditions suitable for a wide diversity of mosses and 

liverworts which astounded and delighted visiting bryologists of the British Bryological Society (BBS) 

during the spring meet in Kettlewell. 

  It is likely that these four tetrads partly reflect accessible and popular places for bryologists to visit, and the 

expert knowledge of BBS members, however, these are high numbers of species for anywhere in north 

England. The juxta-position of limestone and blanket bog with woodland and watercourses and small 

settlements coupled with the transition from upland to lowland climate does mean that Wharfedale is proving 

to have an astounding diversity of niches for bryophytes. 
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  Recording in the drawdown zone has been a highlight in Wharfedale for bryologists confirming that this is 

a very special place for bryophytes nationally, however, there is clearly plenty more to be discovered as we 

investigate diverse habitats throughout Wharfedale. Mapping of records since 2000 is available from me by 

email, as is a map showing under-recorded tetrads for those wishing to contribute records. 

Thank you A big thank you to all members who have submitted records in 2013 these are much appreciated. 

I look forward to receiving many more envelopes and bags of moss in 2014! 

Gordon Haycock, Bryophyte Recorder 

 

 

Amphibians and Reptiles 

Amphibians 

Great crested newt Triturus cristatus 

Male adults were recorded at Nell Bank Centre by Gordon Haycock, with two on 30
th
 May and one on 4

th
 

June. The presence of eggs was exciting since it confirmed breeding and the success so far of Gordon’s 

introduction programme. 

Palmate newt Lissotriton helveticus 

All sightings by Gordon Haycock, at Nell Bank, Otley Wetland Nature Reserve, Sun Lane LNR, a Chevin 

Side garden and Birdcage Walk allotments, with first record on 16
th
 April. The maximum count at Nell Bank 

was 12, very low compared with that of 122 in 2012. No survey was conducted at Gallows Hill this year. 

Smooth newt Lissontriton  vulgaris 

No records 

Alpine newt Ichthyosaura alpestris 

Eight males and one female at Sun Lane on 23
rd

 April and one on 30
th
 May at Nell Bank.  

Common toad Bufo bufo 

68 males and one pair in amplexus were recorded at Otley Wetland Nature 

Reserve on 17
th
 April, with 51 male and 5 pairs in amplexus and spawn at 

Sun Lane on 23
rd

 April. Only tadpoles were recorded at Nell Bank on 30
th

 

May and 4
th
 June. A single pair in amplexus was seen at Birdcage Walk 

allotments also on 23
rd

 April. 

Common frog Rana temporaria  

With only seven reports of frog, the earliest spawn was recorded on 19 March 

in an Otley garden pond, with spawn reported at Otley Wetland Nature 

Reserve on 17
th
 April, a very late date reflecting the extreme cold weather in March and early April. 

Tadpoles were recorded at Nell Bank Centre on 30
th
 May and 4

th
 June, with adults at a pond near Stainburn 

Forest near Lindley and at Farnley Lake. 

Reptiles 

Reptile records this year were limited to one record of common lizard (Zootica vivipera) on Rombalds Moor, 

two slow worm (Anguis fragilis) records under refugia at Lindley Reservoir and one injured slow worm on 

Storiths Road near Barden Bridge.      Sylvia Jay, Recorder 

 

Mammals 

Insectivores Insectivora 

Hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus 

With a likely 25% decline in hedgehogs nationally in the ten years to 2011, it is pleasing that there were 39 

records of hedgehog this year, albeit this included 14 found dead, since these indicate the presence of 

hedgehog populations. Hedgehogs were confirmed in Wharfedale from Pool to Kettlewell, and in the 

Washburn Valley. 

Mole Talpa europaea 

Two were seen near Appletreewick, one at Trollers Gill and one at Parceval Hall, one near Lindley Wood 

Reservoir and a fourth reported from Birdcage Walk allotments. 
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Common shrew Sorex araneus 

One seen at Birdcage Walk allotments on 9
th
 March. 

Pygmy shrew Sorex minutus 

One found dead on Ilkley Moor summit on 27
th
 November. 

Water shrew Neomys fodiens 

None reported. 

 

Bats Chiroptera 

There were records from three households of pipestrelle species (Pipistrellus sp) flying over gardens in Otley 

and regular sightings over a garden in Ben Rydding in July and August. A 55 pipistrelle (Pipistrellus 

pygmaeus) was seen regularly over a garden in Menston. A larger bat species, possibly Daubenton’s (Myotis 

daubentoni) flying near Farnley Lake. 

 

Rabbits and Hares Lagomorpha 

Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus 

Rabbits are of course present in large numbers in Wharfedale, and at Sun Lane they 

are again present in plague proportions! 

Hare Lepus capensis 

Twenty-five sightings, mainly in the Washburn Valley, though also south of 

Knotford, east of Otley, at Addingham and Bolton Abbey.  

 

Rodents Rodentia 

Grey squirrel Sciurus carolinensis 

Undoubtedly under reported with only four records, one each at Otley, Ben Rydding, Burley in Wharfedale 

and Blubberhouses.  

Bank vole Clethrionomys glariolus 

Undoubtedly very under reported with seven records, at Low Dam (Washburn Valley), Otley Wetland 

Nature Reserve, Bolton Abbey, Sun Lane LNR and a garden compost heap in Ilkley. 

Water vole Arvicola amphibious 

A water vole was reported on Ilkley Moor near the Twelve Apostles, though this sighting seems unlikely and 

could not be confirmed.  

Field vole Microtis agrestis 

No records 

Wood mouse Apodemus sylvaticus 

Seen in gardens in Otley and Menston, and also at Weeton and the shelter overlooking the Strid at Bolton 

Abbey, no doubt attracted by seed put out for birds. 

Brown rat Rattus norvegicus 

Sightings in gardens, one in Otley and another in Menston. 

 

Carnivores Carnivora 

Fox Vulpes vulpes 

Thirteen records including several on Pool Bank. A scat found on Steeton Moor near Keighley contained 

fragments of glass.  

Stoat Mustela erminea 

Nine records including at Knotford Nook, Lindley, Pool Bank, Moorland Road Otley, West Hall Lane Ilkley, 

Weeton, Weston village, Addingham and Burnsall. 

Weasel Mustela nivalis 

Only two records, one at Farnley Park towards Leathley Bridge, the other on the road near Beamsley. 

Badger Meles meles 

Dead badgers were reported on Askwith Moor Road and Farnley Lane, with live animals seen near Lindley 

Wood Reservoir, near Timble and on the southern edge of Ilkley. Food is regularly put out for badgers in a 
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Ben Rhydding back garden and they have visited regularly over the past 4 years. This year the first was seen 

on 16th April with visits continuing almost every evening until mid September (in previous years they have 

been seen up to the beginning of November). Numbers were down with just one regular visitor and two seen 

on 1st July. This is a reduction in numbers compared to past years, suggesting that something may have 

happened to the clan. 

Otter Lutra lutra 

No live animals were seen this year. Sadly, two dead animals were reported to me in December 2012 where 

Gill Beck is crossed by the A660 west of Otley. These were found in the adjacent field by Nevil Bowland in 

February. Both were over 1m long so were either adult females, sub-adults or perhaps an adult female and 

nearly grown male sub-adult. Another dead otter was reported in October at Rylestone by Carmen Horner. 

  Interesting observations of otter signs in snow and ice at Otley Wetland Nature Reserve on 26
th
 January 

were made by Ernie Scarfe. These included many tracks in the overnight snow, slides down the moat bank, 

footprints on slush covered ice and holes in the ice where it had apparently swam under the ice and broken 

through from below. A fish had been dragged up the bank (with an obvious break in the ice leading to the 

bank) and a patch of fresh bloody fish scales on the bank and footprints leading away. Spraint was recorded 

at the reserve in February, July-September and November. The only other record this year was at Lindley 

Bridge downstream of Lindley Wood Reservoir in April. 

Deer 

Only roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) were recorded, with 43 sightings from Weeton up to Buckden being 

large increase from the 29 in 2012, and this may reflect the continuing national increase in roe deer numbers.  

There were no muntjac (Muntiacus reevesi) despite this species being confirmed in other parts of Yorkshire. 
 

Nearly 250 records were received from 15 people/households. 

CONTRIBUTORS: N Bowland, J Caddick, J Clapham, M&J Clark, J Dixon, D&N Fearnley, J Flood, G Haycock, C 

Horner, D&M Leather, K&P Limb, P Purvis, P Roe, E Scarfe, J Stidsworthy, J&F Topham 

Sylvia Jay, Mammal recorder 

 

 

Butterflies 2013 
Rarely have we had two such contrasting years. Here are 

quotes from two major national recording schemes about last 

year’s butterflies and the change in 2013. The UK Butterfly 

Monitoring scheme has just reported that 2012 was a disaster 

year for butterflies, the worst since recording began 37 years 

ago. The average number of butterflies counted per site was the 

lowest since records began and 13 species had their worst-ever 

year. The ‘washout summer’ was largely to blame. The data for 

these conclusions came from monitoring 1106 sites nationwide, 

mostly through transects. 

  Butterfly Conservation reports that it was a noticeable feature 

of summer 2012 that gardens seemed bereft of butterflies – the Big Butterfly Count averaged just 5 per 

garden. 2013 saw a huge improvement, thanks to the fine weather and recovering butterfly populations. In 

Big Butterfly Count 2013 there were 44,500 counts of butterflies over the country and during garden counts 

17 butterflies were seen on average, more than three times as many as in 2012. 

  The Wharfedale Naturalists Society followed the trend, and in 2013 twenty-two species did better than in 

2012, with only 5 species doing worse. 2013 was an excellent butterfly year, the second best this millennium. 

Thirty species were seen, second only to the all-time record of 32 in 2006.  

  Following the worst spring this millennium, Wharfedale and Washburndale had the best summer for seven 

years with most species of butterflies doing well, particularly the common Whites. In terms of sightings 

Green-veined White had its best year ever, as did Ringlet and Small Tortoiseshell. The poor spring seems to 

have affected the migrants, however, and once again few Painted Ladies were seen, and most Red Admirals 

delayed their entrance till August.  There was no sign of Clouded Yellow or Camberwell Beauty and the 

‘incoming’ Brown Argus again failed to appear.  

Comma 
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  Of the residents, Gatekeeper is a particular worry as there was a Vice-

County 64 crash in 2011, and 2013 for us was worse again. Holly Blue also 

crashed, but being cyclic should soon increase again, as it did after the 

earlier crashes of 2005 and 2009. Large Skipper did poorly with the worst 

year it has had for 5 years, and Wall continued its disastrous decline. 

However we may have gained a new resident species, Dingy Skipper. 

Several including a mating pair were seen by Dean Moore and DH on the 

Middleton Hospital site. 

  The summer held some quite unexpected happenings. Our only previous 

record of Silver-washed Fritillary was in 2006 but this year there was 

another, a female in Mike Atkinson’s garden. This was the first year with 

several sightings of Marbled Whites, all in Washburndale, centred on 

Stainburn Forest. Scotch Argus was seen near Kettlewell at Park Gill for the 

third successive year, but it was a surprise when David Brown, a tutor from 

Malham Field Centre, found a few on the historic Grassington site of 

Bastow Wood. Mike Barnham records in the Harrogate area, where in 2013 

he also saw Silver-washed Fritillary and Marbled White, and he speculates 

that these may have spread to our areas as a natural consequence of the good summer. However Scotch 

Argus was surely introduced to Bastow Wood. 

  Butterflies were seen from February to November*, and there were three more species seen than last year. 

Most observers saw some Small Tortoiseshells, Peacocks and Whites, maybe also Meadow Browns and 

Ringlets. 65 observers contributed over 4,300 records, this being 19% more than the 2007-2012 average.  

  More than 24,500 individual butterflies were seen in 2013, second only to 2006, and double the figure for 

2012. More Large and Small Whites, Peacocks and Tortoiseshells, and especially Ringlets were counted in 

2013 than in any other year this millennium. 

  In 2013 there were 22 records of 100+ butterflies, compared with 7 in 2012. Ringlet (10), Small Skipper 

(6), Peacock (2), Northern Brown Argus, Common Blue, Small Heath and Meadow Brown shared the 100+ 

records this year. In contrast only 10 Wall butterflies were seen, the fewest this millennium. 

  Over the last ten years it has become clearer how widespread the Green Hairstreak is in our area, and this 

year the efforts of two recorders [GH, TW] have found the insect in 19 different places on Barden Moor.   

There is plenty of good habitat on that extensive moorland still left for others to explore. 

  One indicator used to examine the relative fortunes of our species is Rank Order, based on the number of 

sightings compared with those of other species. This is a useful measure as it is independent of the total 

number of records in any year.  

  Comparing the 2013 Rank Order with that of 2012, the most significant improvers were Large White and 

Small White, both up 6 places. The Dark Green Fritillary achieved its highest rank this millennium. Orange 

Tip, Ringlet and Small Heath could not sustain the elevated rankings they obtained last year. Holly Blue 

tumbled down the order, losing 10 places following its sharp rise last year. All other species had smaller 

changes. 

* Butterfly Conservation reports a Peacock on the wing at Pool on 16 December. 

 

In 2013 the 4 species most seen in the WNS area were, in order: 

Small Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Green-veined White and Small White (Speckled Wood was 5th, Meadow 

Brown 6th, Ringlet 7th, and Large White 8th). Compare this with Butterfly Conservation’s Big Butterfly 

Count 2013 where the 4 species most seen in England were Small White, Large White, Peacock, Meadow 

Brown in Scotland Small Tortoiseshell, Small White, Green-veined White, Ringlet. 

  Considering the best butterfly sites, this year 22 species were seen on a private site, and 19 on another. 19 

species were seen in Upper Wharfedale at Lea Green/Bastow Wood. 18 species were seen on each of Burley 

Sun Lane, Ben Rhydding gravel pits (BRGP) and Otley Wetlands.  

  The two transects did very well. In Upper Wharfedale Lea Green/Bastow Wood had the second best year 

ever, and at the Sun Lane (Burley) reserve there were more butterflies recorded than in any previous year.  
 

Gatekeeper 
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  Details of individual species follow. The initials in square brackets denote individual observers whose 

names are at the end of the report. The number of observers is noted when these are few. ‘New sites’ denote 

new 1km. squares on the WNS map. This year only significant new sites are reported.  

  For each species the number of records in 2013 is compared with the average of the six previous years, and 

the percentage change is given. 

Hesperidae 

NB Although Small and Large Skippers appear very similar insects they use different grasses and have quite 

different egg-laying strategies. Large Skipper eggs are laid singly under a leaf and Small Skipper eggs are 

laid in groups and concealed in the sheath of the stem. These and other differences may explain why their 

good and bad years do not coincide. 

1526 Small Skipper Thymelicus sylvestris  

16% UP   37 sites  21 observers 

At last there has been an increase of sightings, after six consecutive years of 

decline. Again most records came from the areas of Ilkley, Burley and Otley. 

Seen in the Washburn up to Hoodstorth [MB, IW], at Timble Ings [DA, CG, 

KL, ES] and Stainburn Moor [DA, CG, DH, ES] There were 9 sightings in the 

upper dale [CH, AG, GL, ES, PM] 

  Recorded first on 9th July at BRGP [DH], and the last sighting was on 4
th
 

September at Timble Ings [DA]. The peak count was of over 200 in the 

Washburn on 26
th
 July [PR], and there were five counts of 100 or more in late 

July and early August at Stainburn Forest [DA, CG, DH, ES].  In 2006, 1250 Small Skippers were seen, but 

by 2012 the numbers had declined to 450. In 2013 the numbers had risen to over 1600. 

1531 Large Skipper Ochlodes venata 

22% DOWN  19 sites  13 observers 

Fewer sightings and sites than last year. Over half were seen in the area around Ilkley and Otley. There were 

six sightings in the upper dale, and eleven in the Washburn area. Two new sites, at Menwith corner [MB] 

and near Weeton [NF]. 

First seen (3) on 18
th
 June at Otley Wetlands [PR]. The last 3 were seen at Timble Ings on 9

th
 August 

[ES].The peak count was 15 in the Washburn on 26
th
 July [PR]. The only other count in double figures was 

10 at Otley Wetlands on 13
th
 July [PP]. The largest colony in Yorkshire used to be (until 2005) in the 

Stainburn Forest area, and there was a substantial colony at BRGP in the 1980s. 

1532 Dingy Skipper Erynnis tages 

   1 site  2 observers 

There have previously been isolated reports of Dingy Skippers in our area, but this year a colony may have 

been found. The first insect was seen by Dean Moore at the Middleton Hospital site on 8
th
 June. There were 

other sightings on 14
th 

and 18
th
 June, a mating pair was seen by DM on 15

th
 June and finally one was 

photographed on the 26
th
 June [DH]. The most seen on any occasion was 3. Being inconspicuous they could 

have been easily overlooked in previous years 

Pieridae 

1546 Brimstone Gonepteryx rhamni 

27% UP   20 sites  14 observers 

Over half the records came from Burley, and there were several sightings in Ilkley and a few in Otley. There 

were two new sites, in Upper Wharfedale at Scargill House [HF], and at Trollers Gill [KB]. The first 

Brimstone was seen at Otley Wetlands on 20
th
 April [PP]. The last report was from Ben Rhydding on 21

st
 

October [DH].There were five sightings in the Washburn, three near Lindley Wood dam [DA] and two 

others [MC]. There were two sightings in Upper Wharfedale [HF, GL].  Peak counts of 5 were seen at Dob 

Park on 6
th
 May [MC], and at Burley Sun Lane on 22

nd
 August [PR].  

1549 Large White Pieris brassicae 

42% UP   53 sites  24 observers 
Over twice as many reports as last year. The most seen were 13 on 2nd August at Burley Sun Lane [PR]. The 

majority of sightings were in the Addingham [KB] to Otley area, but the butterfly was seen widely over the 

two dales from Lower Greenfield [KL] in Wharfedale to DSQ (Duck Street Quarry) [MB] near the source of 

the Washburn. The first seen on 6
th
 May at Farnley [PP], and the last on 22

nd
 September in Burley [PR]. 
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  There were over 170 records of unidentified Whites, probably a mixture of Small and Green-veined Whites 

and a few female Orange Tips. The large number suggests that the reports of Small and Green-Veined 

Whites are UNDERESTIMATED. 

1550 Small White Pieris rapae  

99% UP   79 sites  25 observers 

Nearly three times the number of records than last year, an astonishing improvement. Many in the 

Addingham–Otley area, and several east of Otley. Seen widely in Wharfedale up to Nethergill, near 

Oughtershaw [PM].  There were many more Washburn records than in 2012, seen up to Hoodstorth [IW] and 

at Greenhow DSQ [MB].  The first sighting was on 1
st
 May in Ben Rhydding [DH], and the last was on 20

th
 

October in Strid Woods [PP]. The largest count was 59 on 3
rd

 August near Bolton Abbey (Cavendish 

Pavilion) [DH]. 

1551 Green-Veined White Pieris napi 

49% UP  132 sites  27 observers 

Our third commonest butterfly this year, found all over the area. First seen 

on 30
th
 April at Hoodstorth [DA], last seen on 8

th
 October at Lindley Wood 

Dam [DA].The largest count was 72 on 8
th
 August at Otley Wetlands [PR].  

There were 17 other counts of 20 or above, 13 more than last year. 

  Over 200 records this year, as there has been for over ten years. 

1553 Orange Tip Anthocharis cardamines 

2% DOWN  60 sites  23 observers 

More records than last year, and close to the six-year average. Found on more sites this year. There were 

sightings in Wharfedale from Gallows Hill Otley [ES] to Grass Wood [RF].  In the Washburn insects were 

seen up to Thruscross reservoir [KB, CH, NV] where Whit Moor was a new site [KB]. First seen on 2
nd

 May 

at Addingham [KB] and the last sighting was at BRGP on 3
rd

 July [DH]. The highest count was 17 at Otley 

Wetlands on 31
st
 May [PR], followed by 11 and 10 in May in the Otley vicinity [PP] 

 

Lycaenidae 

1555 Green Hairstreak Callophrys rubi 

77% UP   54 sites   22 observers 

The cold spring weather meant a late start to the season. The first report was nearly a month later than last 

year, being on 6
th 

May at Rushy Beck, Burley Moor [DH]. The last was on 19
th
 June at the same site [DH]. 

The largest count was 24 at Otley Chevin on 26
th 

May [DHN]. There were two new sites in Littondale, at 

Great and Little Skoska Moors respectively [TW]. Two visits on 14
th
 May and 12

th
 June found nearly 50 

green hairstreaks scattered around 19 different sites on the Barden Moors [TW, GH]. 

  Overall, in Wharfedale they were seen up to Scargill House [HF] with several sightings in the Grass 

Wood/Bastow Wood area [KB, CG, and others], and in the Washburn up to Humberstone Bank [MB]. 
 

  The next two hairstreaks live in the trees, oak and elm respectively. They are small and inconspicuous and 

are difficult to see even when they do come down to ground for any reason. Look for White-letter on 

creeping thistle, bramble, and ragwort.  Purple rarely leaves the trees. 
 

1557 Purple Hairstreak Neozephyrus quercus 

21 sightings, the most for seven years.  4 sites  3 observers 

The most interesting record was the earliest, on 25
th
 July near the Lindley trout farm, where a Purple 

Hairstreak landed on Nevil Bowland’s arm and then perched on a gorse bush to be photographed [PR]. There 

were several other sightings near the new site of Lindley Wood Dam [See Colour Pages, DA] and another 

group on the oaks at the Middleton Hospital site [DA, DH] where the last one was seen on 12
th
 September 

[DH]. On each of the main sites 4 insects were the most seen, in mid-August.  This year one was seen in the 

president’s Burley garden [PR].  

1558 White-Letter Hairstreak Satyrium w-album 

27% UP   10 sites  9 observers 

The first sighting was on 9
th
 July at BRGP [MT]. This was followed by others at the South end of BRGP and 

nearby until 6
th
 August [DH].  The last sighting was at Burley Sun Lane on 9

th
 August [DH] preceded by an 

earlier sighting on 3
rd

 August [PB]. Other sightings were on a river boulder(!) at Addingham [DM], near 
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Drebley stepping stones [PM] and close to Lindley Wood dam [DA]. Also seen at Bolton Abbey [PH], 

Menston [DMS] and on Castle Road allotments Ilkley [AB]. 

1561 Small Copper Lycaena phlaeas  

19% UP    32 sites   20 observers 

A good year, records above the average.  Coppers were seen in Wharfedale as 

far as Skyreholmes [PM], with many records from Ilkley, Burley Moor [DA, 

PB, DH] and Burley [also BS, PR, KR]. Seen in the Washburn up to a new site 

at Rowan Tree Yards [TH], Humberstone Bank [MB], and also at Greenhow 

DSQ [MB]. There were several records from Lindley Wood dam [DA] and 

Timble Ings [DA, NF, RF, KL]. The earliest sighting was on 27
th
 May at Burley 

Moor [DH]. The last record was on 8
th
October at Lindley Wood dam [DA]. The peak number of 25 was seen 

on 26
th
 August at Bow Shaw [PB]. 

1573 Northern Brown Argus Plebeius (Aricia) artaxerxes  

31% UP   20 sites   14 observers 

2013 was an all-round improvement on 2012. On 22
nd

 July the most insects, 123, were seen on the Scargill 

estate at Crookacre Wood [PM].The first sighting was on 19
th
 June at the Lea Green/Bastow Wood transect 

[IC].  The last was seen at Kilnsey on 9th August [PM]. The butterfly was seen on a number of other sites in 

the upper dale at Long Ashes [DL, EC, DH] several sites near Kettlewell including Park Gill [ KB, PM] and 

a new site near Hoobank Pasture [NF],  Strans Wood [AG] and Swineber Scar [PM]. It was also seen further 

South at Trollers Gill [KB]. The number of NBAs seen in 2013 was the most this millennium. 

1574 Common Blue Polyommatus icarus 

6% UP    44 sites   22 observers 

There was a strong recovery from a poor 2012, with one new site at Menwith Hill [MB]. 

  The insect was seen widely over Wharfedale with 50 (18 in 2012) records in upper Wharfedale as far as 

Low Greenfield [KL, AG]. There were 12 (3 in 2012) Washburn records mostly near Lindley Wood dam 

[DA]. The first sighting was on 9
th
 June at Middleton [DH]. At DSQ Greenhow there was the largest count of 

551 butterflies on 15
th
 July [MB], better than the 317 seen last year. Next largest numbers were both near 

Kettlewell, 60 at Dowber Gill on 18
th
 July [RF] and 50 at Park Gill on 14

th
 July [TH]. The last sighting was 

on 8
th
 October at Lindley Wood dam [DA] and this was the only real evidence of a second generation. 

1580 Holly Blue Celastrina argiolus 

60% DOWN   10 sites   9 observers 

There was the smallest number of records since 2001. Crashes like this occur every few years with the Holly 

Blue, it is assumed because of predation. The numbers should build again in the succeeding years.  

  The majority of sightings come from Burley [PR, DA, BS], and the others came from Ilkley [AB, DH, TH], 

Menston [AG], and Otley [CH, PR, ES]. The first sighting was on 1
st
 May in Ilkley [TH], and the last was on 

26
th
 September in Burley [PR]. The peak count was 3, seen on 14

th
 and 15

th
 August in Burley [PR]. 

 

Nymphalidae 

1590 Red Admiral Vanessa atalanta 

32% DOWN   45 sites   30 observers 

A big improvement on 2012 due to a strong Autumn showing.  

  The earliest record was on 6
th
 April in Otley [PP]. This was the only record before July. The last was seen 

on 25
th
 November in Burley [DP]. The peak count was 7 in Burley [PR] on 12

th
 September. 

  The majority of the records came from Addingham [KB], Ilkley [PB, DH], Burley [PR and several others],  

Menston [JC, AG]  and Otley [MC, PR]. 

  Seen in Wharfedale up to Beckermonds [KL], Arncliffe [CH] and Grimwith reservoir [GL].  Seen in the 

Washburn up to Birk Gill [TH] and Thruscross [IW], and at DSQ Greenhow [MB].  

1591 Painted Lady Vanessa cardui 

64% DOWN   19 sites   16 observers 

This is a migrant insect with widely varying numbers reaching us from year to year. 2007 was an average 

year, 2008 was poor, 2009 was good, and subsequent years have been poor, 2013 being a slight improvement 

on the others. 
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  The first sighting was on 25
th
 June at Yarnbury [ES]. There were two other sightings in Upper Wharfedale, 

one at Threshfield [GL] on 10
th
 August, and four insects on 2

nd
 August at High Ox pasture [CH], these being 

the most seen. There were two 30
th
 July sightings in Ilkley [DA, DH] and all other sightings were in August 

or September. The last was on 26
th
 September in Burley [JK].  

1593 Small Tortoiseshell Aglais urtica 

75% UP    151 sites

  41 observers 

It was seen throughout Wharfedale up to Low 

Greenfield [KL] and in Littondale to Arncliffe [CH]. 

Also at High Ox Pasture [CH}, and Grimwith [GL]. 

Going across the area there were sightings in 

Addingham [KB], Ilkley [PB, DH and others], 

Burley [KR, PR and others], Menston [JC, AG], 

Otley [MC, ES and others], Pool Bank and 

Rougemont [both NF]. Also in many places in the 

Washburn to Thruscross [CG] and beyond to Rowan 

Tree Yards [TH], and at DSQ Greenhow [MB]. 

  First seen on 2
nd

 February in Burley [BB], last seen on 10
th
 November in Addingham [DM]. The peak count 

was 91 near Kettlewell on 1
st
 August [ES], and there were thirty-nine other counts in double figures 

(compared with 2 in 2012). 

  The most records ever, indeed the most records of any butterfly this millennium, our commonest butterfly. 

1597 Peacock Inachis io 

13% UP    124 sites  37 observers 

A marked improvement on last year, with records above the six-year average. Peacocks were seen all over 

the area, as were Small Tortoiseshells. First seen on 16
th
 February in Otley [ES], and last seen on 31

st
 

October at Menston [JC]. The peak number was 100 seen on 2
nd

 August at Middleton [DA], and on 26
th
 

August near Beckermonds [KL]. The largest spring count was 8 seen on 2
nd

 May at Bolton Abbey [KL]. 

There were 54 counts in double figures compared with 12 in 2012, just 2 were in September, all the others in 

August. 

  Over 400 records this year, there has been more than 300 for over ten years. 

1598 Comma Polygonia c-album 

6% UP    48 sites   28 observers 

A considerable improvement on 2012. The first butterfly was seen on 2
nd

 February in Ilkley [PB], and the 

last was seen on 30
th
 November at Otley Wetlands [JDR]. This is the latest-ever Comma in the Wharfedale 

Naturalist’s records, which stretch back to 1946. In the spring, the best sightings were 2 insects in Burley 

[PR] on 16
th
 and 20

th
 April. The peak number was 12 seen on 20

th
 August at Lindley Wood dam [DA], and 

on 26
th
 August near Beckermonds [KL]. Bow Shaw [PB] was a new location for Comma.  

1607 Dark Green Fritillary 

40% UP    32 sites   20 observers 

2013 was a much better year than 2012. Although many of the sightings were in the Grassington area 

including one from Lower Grass Wood [EC] there were some in the Kettlewell and Kilnsey areas. Others 

were more widely spread There was one record from the Beckermonds area [KL], one from mid-

Langstrothdale [AP], one from Arncliffe [CH], and three from Mossdale above Conistone[ES]. 

  Outside Upper Wharfedale there were records from DSQ Greenhow [MB], Trollers Gill [DL], and one in a 

new area, Whit Moor, West of Thruscross [IW]. 

  The peak number of 22 was seen on 16
th
 July at Cove Lane Grassington [SG], and 20 were seen at Lea 

Green on 26
th
 July [CH]. The earliest record was on 25

th
 June at Mossdale [ES]. The last were seen on 5

th
 

September at Arncliffe [CH]. 

1608 Silver-washed Fritillary Argynnis paphia 

1 site    1 observer 

A female was seen in a garden near the Old Bridge in Ilkley on 9
th
 August by Mike and Dorothy Atkinson. 

Mike photographed it (see Colour Pages), so its identity could be confirmed although it was rather worn. 

Mike Barnham has also had a sighting of a Silver-washed Fritillary in the Harrogate area. 

  The only other record of this insect by the Wharfedale Naturalists was a male in Menston in July 2006. 
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Satyridae 

1614 Speckled Wood Pararge aegeria 

15% DOWN   58 sites   33 observers 

A marked improvement on last year, but still below its best years. The majority of the sightings were from 

Addingham to Otley, although one in ten was in the upper dale mostly at Bastow and Grass Woods but one 

record from Crookacre Wood [PM]. There were a number at Timble Ings [NF, KL and others] and up the 

Washburn from Lindley Wood [DA] to Whit Moor, Thruscross [KB, NV]. 

  The earliest sighting was on 6
th
 April at Ben Rhydding [AB] and the latest was on 26

th 
October in Menston 

[JC]. The largest number seen in the first half of the year was 7 on 26
th
 May on Ilkley Moor [PB]. The peak 

number of 42 was seen on 8
th
 September at Otley Wetlands [PP].  

1615 Wall Lasiommata megera 

75% DOWN      9 sites   9 observers  

The Wall decline continues unabated. Four were seen at different places and times in the Ilkley area [KB, 

AB, JK, KP] and there were two sightings at Lindley Wood dam [DA], one at Timble Ings [DM], one in 

Addingham [KB], one in Burley [PR].and one in upper Wharfedale at Lea Green [PM]. The first was seen on 

1
st
 June near Hebers Gill [KB], and the last on 25

th
 August at Burley in the president’s garden.  

1618 Scotch Argus Erebia aethiops 

5 sites   8 observers 

In the Park Gill area there were five sightings from 30
th
 July when 7 were seen [TH], to 5

th
 August when the 

maximum 17 were seen [ES]. There were two other recorders [KB, PM]. 

  Completely unexpectedly sightings were also reported from Bastow Wood, close to the original site that 

was known from the 1880s to 1927. As with Park Gill, we conclude that these must have been introduced. 

The first was on 1
st
 August by David Brown, a tutor from Malham field centre. Two sightings on the 9

th
 and 

10
th
 August [BT] confirmed their presence, and subsequently there were four more sightings [MM, PM] 

finishing on 19
th
 August when the maximum 2 were seen [ES]. 

1620 Marbled White Melanargia galathea 

3 sites   5 observers 

This is a butterfly that is established in the chalk Wolds in East 

Yorkshire, with outliers in the magnesian limestone area, but no 

further West. Before 2013 there had been just two individual 

sightings of Marbled Whites in our area, in 1992 and 1999 

respectively. 

  However this year there have been five sightings of the insect 

in and around Stainburn Forest. The first was on 26
th
 July when 

three were seen in the forest [PR]. Two visits took place on the 

following day to different regions of the forest and in each case 

one was seen [AG, DH]. Also on 27
th
 July one was seen at 

Lindley Wood dam [DA, photo left]. Finally on 10
th
 August one 

was seen at Low Dam which is higher up the Washburn [MH]. 

  There are also reports of 2013 sightings in the Harrogate area, and also the Shipley area. We shall have to 

wait until the situation is clearer before we can say why Marbled White has appeared amongst us. 

1625 Gatekeeper Pyronia tithonus 

39% DOWN   14 sites   11 observers 

The decline continues for another year. 

Most sightings were from Ilkley to Otley, but with none further up Wharfedale.  In the Washburn valley 

there were records from the Lindley area [DA], Timble Ings [DA] and the Thruscross area [IW]. First seen 

on 5
th
 July at Burley Sun Lane [DA], and the last was on 21

st
 August at Otley Wetlands [PP]. Good numbers 

only at Otley Wetlands where 62 were seen on 19
th
 July [PR], and at Burley Sun Lane where 13 were seen 

on 24
th
 July [PR]. 

1626 Meadow Brown Maniola jurtina  

16% UP    79 sites   28 observers 

Over 200 records this year, as there has been for over ten years. 
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  They were seen widely all over our recording area. There was a new site in Upper Wharfedale, at Deepdale 

Bridge [AG]. The first sightings were of 4 on 24
th
 June at Otley Wetlands [PP], and the last on the same site 

on 5
th
 September [DA]. The peak sighting was 120 on 19

th
 July at Otley Wetlands [PR], and the only other 

site where over 50 were seen on two occasions in July was Burley Sun Lane [PR]. 

1627 Small Heath Coenonympha pamphilus 

10% UP   50 sites   24 observers 

The number of records was the second best this millennium.  Over 60% of the 

sightings were in Upper Wharfedale, and these included nine of the ten most 

numerous. The most seen was 99 on the LG/BW transect on 11
th
 July [IC], 

and the most from another site was 60 at Dowber Gill on 16
th
 July [RF].  

There were 34 sightings in double figures. 

  Down the valley there were records from Trollers Ghyll [4 recorders], 

Beamsley Moor [PRE], Bolton Abbey station [DH],  Ilkley and Ilkley Moor 

[4 recorders], Burley Moor [PM] and Otley Wetlands [CH] In the Washburn there were sightings at Menwith 

[MB], Timble Ings [5 recorders], Lindley [DA], Leathley [KL], Stainburn Forest [CG, ES, DH], up to 

Humberstone Bank [MB] and DSQ Greenhow [MB]. The first sighting was on the LG/BW transect on 28
th
 

June [IP], the last 6 at Trollers Gill on 28
th
 August [CG]. 

1629 Ringlet Aphantopus hyperantus 

42% UP    83 sites   29 observers 

The most records ever in 2013, and easily our most numerous butterfly. Over one hundred insects were 

seen on ten (4 in 2012) occasions, mostly at Otley Wetlands [PM, PP, PR].The most seen were on 26
th
 July, 

344 on the LG/BW transect [IC]. Records came from all over our recording area with the exception of 

Littondale. There were 62 (35 in 2012) records in Upper Wharfedale including many sightings in the 

Bastow/Grass Wood area [various recorders], nine at Park Gill [TH, PM, ES and others] and two in the 

Buckden area [NF].A new site was found at Mossdale [ES]. Lower in the dale there were records from 

Barden Bridge [DL], Bolton Abbey station [DH], and Addingham [KB], through to Pool [NF], and Weeton 

[NF]. In the Ilkley, Burley, Menston and Otley areas there were a large number of records from many 

recorders. Seen in the Washburn near Lindley [DA], and Norwood Bottom [ES], several sightings at Timble 

Ings [DA, CG and others], others at Stainburn Forest [ES and others] and DSQ Greenhow [MB].The earliest 

record was on 27
th
 June at BRGP [DH], and the last was on 4

th
 September at Conistone Old Pasture [KB]. 

 

  In compiling this report I am very grateful for the help of many WNS members, Butterfly Conservation, 

and friends. Most of the records have come directly, but others have come via Gerald Light of the Upper 

Wharfedale Field Society, or Terry Whitaker the Butterfly Conservation recorder for VC64.  I apologise for 

any errors or omissions. (Late records may not have been included).  

 

Records were received from the following people:  

Alred, David & Joan (DA); Atkinson, Mike;  Barnham, Mike (MB), Barrett, Neil; Barton, Susan; Booth, 

Stephen; Bostock, Anne (AB); Brear, David; Brown, Bruce (BB); Brown, David;  Bullimore, Karen (KB); 

Burns, Peter & Janet (PB); Clapham & Gramshaw (CG); Clapham, Jeanette (JC); Clements, Wyn (EC); 

Clerk, M & J (MC); Court, Ian (IC); Dixon; John & Jenny; Fearnley, Nyree (NF); Firman, Hugh (HF);  

Fuller, Richard (RF); Goodwin; Simon & Sarah (SG); Gramshaw Audrey (AG); Haycock, Gordon (GH); 

Hardaker, Mary (MH); Hardy,  Peter; Hatton, David (DHN); Horner, Carmen & Fred (CH); Howson, D & R 

(DH); Howson P & D;  Howson, Tim (TH); Jakeways, Diane (DJ); Kyriakides, J & K (JK);  Leather, Midge 

& David (DL); Light, Gerald (GL); Lilley,  Ros;  Limb, Pat and Ken (KL); Mann, Barbara; Millard, Paul 

(PM); Mitchell, Michael and Alison (MM); Moore, Dean Harrison (DM);  Morris, Diane (DMS); Parkin, 

David (DP); Parkinson, Jane;  Pinder, Katy (KP); Powell, Anna (AP);  Powell, Ian (IP);  Purvis, Paul (PP); 

Radcliffe, Shaun;  Riley, Peter & Anne (PR); Robbins, Kathy (KR); Roe, Peter (PRE); Scarfe, Ernie (ES); 

Shackleton, Karen; Speed, B & P (BS); Stidworthy, John; Taylor, Martin (MT); Thompson, A & B; 

Threlfall, Brendan (BT); Vernon, Nicky (NV); Watt, Ian (IW);  Williams ,Colin 

 

David Howson, Recorder for Butterflies 
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Moths 

Macro-moths have been regularly recorded from April through to 

December 2013. The earliest moths were Tissue (1790 - Triphosa 

dubitata), Herald (2469 - Scoliopteryx libatrix) and Chestnut (2258 - 

Conistra vaccinii) in February, and latest Angle Shades (2306 - 

Phlogophora meticulosa) and Winter Moth (1799 - Operophtera 

brumata) in December. Some sites in Menston, Burley-in-

Wharfedale, Skyreholme, Ilkley, Otley and Pool-in-Wharfedale 

were regularly monitored using light trapping and wine roping. 

Further moth sightings were from occasional moth traps, country walks and house and garden searches. The 

busiest months for moth sightings were June (618 records), July (2651 records), August (1088 records) and 

September (576 records).  A total of 5,178 records were received from 19 sets of recorders for 298 species.  

 

  The weather in the first quarter, with frequent sub-zero temperatures overnight and substantial snow fall in 

March did not encourage moth trapping!  Regular monitoring of moths started in April. However, catches 

varied because good warm days in May and June had low overnight temperatures, resulting in either no 

moths or just single species in a trap unless located near woodland. The Yorkshire Naturalists’ Union (YNU) 

visited Grass Wood to record species and associated with this Charles Fletcher led a moth evening on 7 June 

with Wharfedale Naturalists Society (WNS) colleagues. Around 12 moth traps (actinic or mercury vapour 

type) strategically positioned around the wood resulted in a magnificent 370 individuals for 55 different 

macro-moths.  The exceptionally good weather from July onwards has resulted in excellent moth sightings 

recorded throughout Summer and Autumn. Evening trapping (5 to 10pm) in Nov or Dec can attract lovely 

late flying moths like Mottled Umber (1935 - Erannis defoliaria) and December Moth (1631 -  

Poecilocampa populi). 

The five most abundant moths over the 2013 season were:  

Large Yellow Underwing (2107 - Noctua pronuba) 221 records for 5641 individuals (18 June to 15 Oct);  

Dark Arches (2321 - Apamea monoglypha) 122 records for 1141 individuals (26 June to 28 September); 

Lesser Yellow Underwing (2109 - Noctua comes) 80 records for 658 individuals (12 July to 7 October);  

Marbled Minor agg. (2337x - Oligia strigilis agg.) (= Marbled Minor, Rufous Minor & Tawny Marbled 

Minor because these can only be differentiated by dissection) 136 records for 518 individuals (12 June to 16 

August) and Muslin Footman (2038 - Nudaria mundana) 42 records for 469 individuals (7 July to 1 

August). 

   

Highlights from 2013 were: 

0016  Gold Swift  Hepialus hecta 

2 individuals on the 17
th
 July at Grass Wood for this Local moth with only 25 sightings since 1961.  

0018 Map-winged Swift Hepialus fusconebulosa 

  19 records for 48 individuals between the 7
th 

June and 17
th 

July at Skyreholme, Grass Wood, Nethergill, 

Ilkley, Kilnsey and Timble for this Local moth abundant on moorland and frequently found near bracken. 

0161  Leopard Moth  Zeuzera pyrina 

1 individual on the 20
th
 July from Otley for this Common moth scarce in Wharfedale. 

0164  Cistus Forester  Adscita geryon 

11 records for 97 individuals between the 8
th
 June and 11

th
 July in Kilnsey area and Bastow Wood are 

excellent records for this Nationally Scarce B (Nb) day-flying species.  

1643  Emperor Moth  Saturnia pavonia 

1 larval on the 9
th
 Aug on Ilkley Moor for this Common moorland moth. 

1647 Barred Hook-tip Watsonalla cultraria 

1 individual on the 22
nd

 August at Sun Lane was a good first record for 

Wharfedale. This Local moth, associated with Beech trees, has spread 

further north since 2002 but only had 4 records in VC64 by 2012.  

1651  Chinese Character Cilix glaucata   

1 individual on the 25
th
 August. Locally scarce Common moth so a good 

record for Weston. 
Barred Hook-tip 
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1654  Figure of Eighty  Tethea  ocularis 

1 individual on 27
th
 August at Troller’s Gill for this Common moth. A moth fairly widespread across the 

county apart from the north-west but showing some decline in the last few years.  

1657  Common Lutestring Ochropacha duplaris   

2 records for 16 individuals on the 7
th  

and  21
st
 June at Grass Wood. A Common moth fairly widespread in 

small numbers in light woodland, especially amongst birches. 

1715 Plain Wave Idaea straminata 

1 individual on the 7
th
 August.  Good record from Burley-in-Wharfedale for this Local moth which is less 

common than Riband Wave. Plain Wave is usually a little smaller and has a more ‘silky’ appearance. 

1726 Large Twin-spot Carpet Xanthorhoe quadrifasiata 

8 records for 8 individuals between the 21
st 

July and 29
th
 August at Nell Bank, Ilkley, Burley-in-Wharfedale 

and Otley.  Good records for this Local moth widespread across the county but less common in the west. 

1737  Small Argent & Sable Epirrhoe tristata  

2 records for 2 individuals on 10
th
 June and 15

th
 July at Humberstone Bank.  Good records for this 

Common day-flying moth associated with high moors and limestone grassland which is rarely seen. 

1744  Grey Mountain Carpet Entephria caesiata  

 2 individuals on 17
th
 July at Grass Wood. Good record for a Common upland moth which may be 

suffering because of recent climatic change. 

1748  Beautiful Carpet Mesoleuca albicillata 

1 individual on the 7
th
 June.  A good record at Grass Wood for a Common moth thinly distributed. 

1761 Autumn Green Carpet Chloroclysta miata 

3 records for 7 individuals between the 7
th
 June and 7

th 
Oct.  Good records at Grass Wood, Ilkley and Otley 

for a Local moth thinly distributed in Wharfedale. 

1790  Tissue Triphosa dubitata   

Excellent numbers were recorded in 2013 for this Local moth thinly distributed in Upper Wharfedale. 

1805  Heath Rivulet Perizoma minorata  

1 individual on the 6
th
 August at Bastow Wood. An excellent record for a Nationally Scarce B (Nb) 

species only seen 9 times in VC 64 since 1945.  

1825  Lime-speck Pug Eupithecia centaureata 

1 individual on the 4
th
 July at Otley for a Common moth which is doing particularly well in lowland areas.  

1826  Triple-spotted Pug  Eupithecia trisignaria 

1 individual on the 11
th 

July at Ilkley for this Local moth. The larvae are often found on wild angelica 

growing under sallow bushes in damp areas. 

1839 Bordered Pug  Eupithecia succenturiata 

2 records for 2 individuals on 25
th 

and 28
th
 July at Burley-in-Wharfedale. Numbers have declined a little in 

recent years for this Common moth found on rough open land, verges or gardens. 

1856  Larch Pug  Eupithecia lariciata  

5 records for 5 individuals between the 13
th
 July and 1

st 
Aug. This Common moth is thinly distributed so 

good records for Ilkley, Burley-in-Wharfedale and Timble. 

1857  Dwarf Pug  Eupithecia tantillaria  

2 records for 2 individuals on 4
th
 and 7

th
 June at Menston and Grass Wood for this Common moth 

associated with spruce plantations. 

1867 Treble-bar Aplocera plagiata 

1 individual on the 18
th
 June at Otley. Good record for a Common moth scarce in Wharfedale with only a 

couple of earlier records in 1940s and 1950s in Grass Wood. 

1873  Welsh Wave Venusia cambrica  

4 records for 16 individuals between the 21
st
June and 3

rd 
August. Good records in Grass Wood, Parcevall 

and the edge of Otley for this Local upland moth.  

1879  Seraphim  Lobophora halterata 

1 individual on the 7
th
 June.  Good record from Grass Wood for this Local moth, associated with poplars, 

which is scarce in Wharfedale. 

1880 Barred Tooth-striped Trichopteryx polycommata  

4 larval records on 17
th
 June by hand searching at Grass Wood for this Nationally Scarce A (Na) moth. 

Unfortunately poor weather in March and April prevented adult moth monitoring in 2013. 
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1881 Early Tooth-striped Trichopteryx carpinata  

2 records for 2 individuals on the 6
th 

and 7
th 

May. Excellent records at Otley and Menston for this Common 

moth of broad-leaved woodland which is scarce in Wharfedale. 

1883 Yellow-barred Brindle Acasis viretata 

2 records for 2 individuals on the 25
th
 August and 23rd Sept at Burley-in-Wharfedale and Ilkley. Records 

are infrequent in Wharfedale and are more likely to be associated with the larger second brood.  

1884 Magpie Moth Abraxas grossulariata 

1 individual on the 11
th
 July at Ilkley. This Common moth is still fairly widespread in small numbers 

across the county but certainly not as common as it used to be and has declined further since 1989.  

1903  Barred Umber Plagodis pulveraria 

3 records for 18 individuals on the 7
th
, 17

th
 and 21

th
 June at Grass Wood. This Local moth is thinly 

distributed in broad-leaved woodland on the edges of the uplands so good records for Grass Wood. 

1904  Scorched Wing Plagodis dolabraria 

3 records for 5 individuals between the 18
th
 June and 13

th 
July. This Local moth is thinly distributed so 

good records for Sun Lane, Ilkley and Timble. 

1909  Speckled Yellow Pseudopanthera macularia  

4 records for 5 individuals from the 25
th
 May to 8

 th
 June at Grass Wood, Scargill House and Bastow Wood 

for this Common day-flying limestone species. 

1918 Lunar Thorn Selenia lunularia 

3 records for 25 individuals between the 7
th 

June and 25
th
July. Good records for Grass Wood but an 

excellent single moth record at Menston for a Local moth retreating to the uplands in recent years. 

1951 Grey Birch  Aethalura punctulata 

4 records for 8 individuals between the 19
th
 May and 7

th
 June from Parcevall, Grass Wood and Menston for 

this Common moth, associated with birch woodland, only recorded singularly most years. 

1992  Small Elephant Hawk-moth  Deilephila porcellus  

4 records for 4 individuals from the 7
th
 June to 18

th
 July.   Good records at Ilkley, Skyreholme, Menston 

and Burley-in-Wharfedale for a Local moth with an uneven distribution. 

2020 Figure of Eight  Diloba caeruleocephala 

4 records for 5 individuals between the 23
th
 September and 19

th
 Oct.  Good records from Burley-in 

Wharfedale and Otley for this Common moth which is possibly under-recorded due to its late flight period. 

2031 White Satin  Leucoma salicis 

3 records for 3 individuals between the 19
th
 July and 23

rd 
July from Burley-in-Wharfedale, Nell Bank and 

Otley.  This Local moth is associated with willows and poplars and has recently become more widespread. 

2039  Red-necked Footman  Atolmis rubricollis 

1 individual on the 9
th
 July at Burley-in Wharfedale. An excellent record for a Local moth of deciduous 

and coniferous woods which is scarce in Wharfedale. 

2056  Wood Tiger  Parasemia plantaginis 

2 records for 2 individuals on the 7
th
 and 8

th
 July at Timble and Kilnsey.  A Local day-flying moth of 

moorland and scrubby places. 

2057  Garden Tiger  Arctia caja 

2 records for 2 individuals on the 8
th
 and 13

th
 July at Weston and Timble.  Good records for a Common 

moth of open and rough ground with only 10 earlier sightings in Wharfedale since 1963. 

2078 Least Black Arches Nola confusalis 

2 records for 2 individuals on the 7
th
 June and 10

th
 July at Grass Wood and Menston for this Local moth. 

2114 Double Dart  Graphiphora augur 

1 individual on the 18
th
 June at Sun Lane. Good record for this Common moth in national decline because 

it appears to prefer the richer or calcareous soils, and consequently is generally absent on moors and heaths. 

2142 Beautiful Yellow Underwing Anarta myrtilli 

1 individual on the 5
th
 July at Skyreholme for this Common moth of heaths and moors which is scarce in 

Wharfedale.   

2162 Glaucous Shears  Papestra biren  

5 records for 16 individuals between the 5
th 

and 17
th
 June at Burley -in-Wharfedale, Grass Wood and Ilkley 

were excellent records for this Local moorland species.  
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2268 Suspected  Parastichtis suspecta 

1 individual on the 22
nd

 August at Sun Lane for this Local moth associated with woodland and heath. 

2286 Light Knot Grass Acronicta menyanthidis 

1 individual on the 5
th
 June at Skyreholme.  An excellent record for this Local moth associated with moors, 

damp heaths and bogs with only 2 earlier Wharefdale sightings in 1883 and 1997.  

2291 Coronet Craniophora ligustri 

7 records for 21 individuals between the 7
th
 June and the 17

th
 July at Grass 

Wood, Kilnsey, Parcevall and Skyreholme. Good records for a Local 

moth associated with ash woodland in upland calcareous areas.  

2312 Olive  Ipimorpha subtusa 

2 records for 2 individuals on the 1
st
 and the 14

th
 August at Ilkley and 

Burley-in-Wharfedale. Good records for this Local moth thinly 

distributed across lowland Yorkshire with only 7 earlier records in 

Wharfedale. 

2313  Angle-striped Sallow  Enargia paleacea 

2 records for 2 individuals on the 3
rd

 September at Menston and Nell 

Bank.  These are excellent records for this Nationally Scarce B (Nb) 

moth associated with birch woodland.  Sightings are particularly unusual this far north-west in Yorkshire. 

2335  Slender Brindle Apamea scolopacina 

   9 records for 19 individuals between the 18
th
 July to 4

th 
August. Good records for Sun Lane, Menston, 

Ilkley, Burley-in-Wharfedale and Buckden Gill for a Local moth.  

2344  Least Minor Photedes catiuncula 

12 individuals on the 10
th
 July at Kilnsey. Excellent record for RDB3 moth whose current range in the 

country is extremely limited. Recent local records prior to this are from the Malham and Kettlewell areas.  

2370  Twin-spotted Wainscot Archanara geminipuncta 

1 individual on 25
th
 August at Weston. Excellent record for this Local moth found mainly in southern 

Britain with no previous records in Wharfedale and only 12 records in VC64 by 2012. 

2391 SilkyWainscot Chilodes maritimus 

1 individuals on the 25
th
 July at Burley-in-Wharfedale.  Excellent record for this Local moth associated 

with reed beds and with no previous records in Wharfedale. 

2394  Anomalous  Stilbia anomala 

1 individual on 13
th
 August at Nell Bank. Good record for this Local moorland moth which uses Wavy and 

Tufted Hair-grass as its foodplants.   

2452 Red Underwing Catocala nupta 

1 individual on 23
rd 

September at Otley. A Common moth of woodlands, parks, riverbanks and gardens. 

2462  Mother Shipton  Callistege mi 

1 individual on the 8
th
 June at Bastow Wood for a Common day-flying moth of open grassy places. 

2476 Beautiful Snout  Hypena crassalis 

1 individual on 23
rd

 July at Nell Bank. Excellent first Wharfedale record for this Local moth with only 1 

VC64 record by 2012. The larvae feed on bilberry in woodland and sometimes out on open moorland. 

2484 Pinion-streaked Snout  Schrankia costaestrigalis 

2 individuals on 25
th
and 28

th
 Sept in Burley-in-Wharfedale and Otley for a Local moth scarce in Wharfedale. 

Conservation status of species categories: 

RDB3: Red Data Book 3: Recorded from 11-15  10 km squares in Great Britain. 

Nationally Scarce A (Na): Recorded from 16-30   10 km squares in Great Britain. 

Nationally Scarce B (Nb): Recorded from 31-100   10 km squares in Great Britain. 

Local: Recorded from 101-300   10 km squares in Great Britain. 

Common: Recorded from over 300   10 km squares in Great Britain. 

Migrant: Moths travelling to the UK. 

BRC ‘1945 to 65’: Biological Records Centre scheme (run by John Heath) with inclusive dates for sightings. 

  We forward all Wharfedale Naturalist Society moth records to the VC64 Co-ordinator for inclusion in the 

National Moth Recording Scheme (NMRS) for larger (macro-) moth species in the UK organised by 

Butterfly Conservation.  Earlier WNS macro-moth manual records (1945 to 2004) are been gradually sent to 

VC64 Co-ordinator for inclusion in NMRS (3,500 records sent for moths ‘A to C’ in 2013) and these will 
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eventually be viewable on species distribution maps on YNU website at www.yorkshiremoths.info      

Thanks again to Dr. Charles Fletcher (VC 64 Co-ordinator) for his support to fellow moth observers. 

  We are grateful for all the records received from:   

Mike Barnham, Karen Bullimore, Jeanette Clapham, E. Clements, David & Nyree Fearnley, Hugh Firman, 

Audrey Gramshaw, Fred & Carmen Horner, Dean Harrison-Moore, David Howson, David, Midge & Gordon 

Leather, Paul Millard, Dennis O’Connor, Peter & Anne Riley, Pete Roe, David Smith, John Stidworthy, John 

Stringer and Ian Watt.   

  If anyone is interested in taking up moth recording and would like further advice we will be happy to help. 

Our e-mail address is: naturefind@clerk54.plus.com  

Mike and Joyce Clerk, Macro-moth recorders  

 

Micro-moths 

Because of their generally small size micro moths have been vastly under-recorded in the past but the 

publication of the Field Guide to the Micro Moths of Great Britain and Ireland last year has gone some way 

to remedying this and many more macro moth enthusiasts are now starting to take an interest in these 

species. However, the difficulty in identifying some of these micro moths should still not be underestimated.  

Many of these moths are still rarely identified as adults but are recorded from leaf mines or larval cases only.  

  Among the very smallest of the micro moths are the Micropterigidae and what they lack in size they more 

than make up for in abundance. There are just five members of this family and, uniquely among moths, the 

adults have chewing mouthparts and eat the pollen of herbaceous plants and trees. They are active by day 

and can occur in large numbers. The forewings are glossy bronze or purplish and they are most attractive 

when studied under a hand lens. Micropterix aruncella has a forewing length of just 2.5 to 4.5mm. A number 

were recorded at Low Ox Pasture, Kilnsey on 10th July (PM). Another member of this family Micropterix 

calthella is slightly larger and is often found in some numbers in the flowers of buttercups. Several were 

recorded in Grass Woods during a YNU moth trapping group visit in June (CF).  

  These are common moths but Upper Wharfedale continues to produce some much scarcer species, two of 

these new records for VC64 this year. The Thyme Plume (Merrifieldia leucodactyla) is a day flying moth of 

chalk and limestone grassland, the larval food plant not surprisingly being wild thyme. Individuals were 

recorded at High Ox Pasture, Kilnsey on 8th and 10th July (PM). The larvae of Mompha miscella mine the 

leaves of various species of rock-rose and the adults can be found by day but also come to light. An adult 

was found at Crookacre Wood, Scargill, Kettlewell on 22nd July (PM). Providing adults are in good 

condition many species in this family can be identified by external features but particularly in the case of 

worn examples examination of genitalia can be required to confirm identification. 

  Last year another rare and very local resident Pyrausta ostrinalis was found at High Ox Pasture and Bastow 

Wood in July. It was pleasing to see this pretty little day flying moth appearing again this year at Low Ox 

Pasture on 9th July (PM). Another scarce and attractive moth Incurvaria praelatella was photographed near 

Bolton Abbey upstream of Cavendish Pavilion on 14th June last year. This year one was caught in a light 

trap in Grass Wood on 17th July (PM).  

  Further up the dale still, a moth trap is always set the night before the Society's annual visit to Nethergill 

Farm at Oughtershaw. The visit took place on 21st July this year and a good selection of moths was caught. 

However, while the range of micro moths at this altitude and in this type of habitat is always going to be 

somewhat limited a couple of interesting species were caught. Caloptria margaritella is very much a moth of 

upland areas, boggy heaths and moors where it breeds on mosses. Ten were caught that night. Another moth 

in the trap had us puzzled and we eventually narrowed it down to two species associated with conifer 

plantations – Retinea resinella or more likely Rhyacionia pinivorana. Wrong on both counts! When we sent 

photographs to the VC64 Recorder his comment was ‘It looks like a rather worn Olethreutes schulziana’. Of 

course it was. Still quite a scarce moth but we have caught it before at Nethergill. It just goes to show that 

it’s not always so easy, even with a nice new field guide to help us.  

 

  I am grateful to the following contributors: 

Mike and Joyce Clerk (MC/JC), Nyree Fearnley (NF), Charlie Fletcher (CF), Ken and Pat Limb (KL/PL), 

Paul Millard (PM) and Peter and Anne Riley (PR/AR).   

Peter Murphy, Recorder for Micro-moths 

http://www.yorkshiremoths.info/
mailto:naturefind@clerk54.plus.com
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Dragonfly and Damselflies  

Large Red Damselfly Pyrrhosoma nymphula 

Recorded between 31s May and 13th August at 

Otley Wetlands (OWNR), Timble Ings (TI), 

Lindley Pond, Burley and Otley. 

Largest counts 25
th
 May OWNR 50+, plus various 

other recordings as ‘Common.’ 

Blue Tailed Damselfly Ischnura elegans 

Recorded between 31st May and 13th August at TI, 

OWNR, Sun Lane (SL) and Ben Rhydding Gravel 

Pits (BRGP). 

No large count, but numbers described as ‘a few’ on 

various occasions. 

Azure Damselfly Coenagrion puella 

Recorded between 4
th
 June and 19

th
 July at TI, 

OWNR, Burley, Sun Lane, BRGP and Otley. 

Largest counts 31st May OWNR 15 and 8th June 

BRGP 20. 

Common Blue Damselfly Enallagma cyathigerum 

Recorded between 31st May and 4th September at OWNR, SL and BRGP. 

Largest counts  13th July OWNR ‘Great numbers’, 13
th
 August OWNR 22. 

Emerald Damselfly Lestes sponsa 

Recorded between 5
th
 July and 5

th
 September at TI, OWNR, Low Dam, Lindley Pond and Sun Lane. 

Largest counts 13
th
 August Low Dam 50 and 13th August  OWNR 50+. 

Banded Demoiselle Calopterix splendens 

Recorded between 18th June and 16
th
 July at OWNR, Otley and riverside between Otley and Leathley. 

Largest counts 16
th
 July Otley – Leathley 4+. 

Brown Hawker Aeshna grandis 

Recorded between 13
th
 July and 12th September at TI, OWNR, Lindley Pond, Lindley Wood, SL, 

Middleton Hospital Site, Low Dam, Knotford Nook and Gallows Hill. 

Largest counts 19th July OWNR 28 and 8
th
 August OWNR 33. 

Common Hawker Aeshna juncea 

Recorded between 26th June and 5
th
 September at TI, Low Dam and OWNR, Duck Street Greenhow, 

Lindley Pond, Lindley Wood, Sun Lane and Greenfield. 

Largest counts 19
th
 August TI 11. Over period early to mid July 80+ exuviae at TI. 

Southern Hawker Aeshna cyanea 

Recorded between 27
th
June and 26

th
 September at TI, OWNR, Lindley Pond, Burley, Sun Lane and Otley. 

Largest counts 13
th
 August  OWNR 5.  Over period 27

th
 June to end of July 24 exuviae in Otley garden. 

Migrant Hawker Aeshna mixta 

Recorded between 12
th
 August and 17th October at OWNR and BRGP.  

Largest count 5
th
 September OWNR 9.  

Common Darter Sympetrum striolatum 

Recorded between 29
th
 July and 17th October at OWNR, TI, Stainburn Forest, Lindley Wood, Knotford 

Nook, Burley, Sun Lane and Otley. 

Largest counts 13th August OWNR 30 and 5
th
 September OWNR 49. 

Black Darter Sympetrum danae 

Recorded between 18
th
July and 17th October at OWNR and TI. 

Largest count 5
th
 September TI  19. 

Ruddy Darter Sympetrum sanguineum 

Not recorded. 

Black Tailed Skimmer Orthetrum cancellatum 

Recorded only 9
th 

and 13
th
 July OWNR 1. 

 

Broad-bodied Chaser 
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Golden Ringed Dragonfly Cordulegaster boltonii 

Recorded between 26
th
 June and 26th July at TI and Low Dam.  

Largest count 15
th
 July TI 10. 

Emperor Dragonfly Anax imperator 

Recorded 17
th
 and 18

th
 July only at TI 1 only. 

Four Spotted Chaser Libellula quadrimaculata 

Recorded between 7
th
 June and 26th July at TI, OWNR and Otley.  

Largest counts 18
th
 June OWNR 11 and 18

th
 July TI 4. 

Broad Bodied Chaser Libellula depressa  

Recorded between 8
th
 June and 18

th
 July at TI, Low Dam and Sun Lane. 

Largest count 8
th
 June TI 2. 

 

Of particular interest in 2013 

The report is made up as usual from records submitted by WNS members, but for 2013 we have an 

additional recording from a non WNS member.  It is of particular interest as it is for a species not previously 

recorded in our area. 

  A male Keeled Skimmer was recorded at Timble Ings on 28
th
 July.  A close up image of the insect has been 

provided, taken by Ian Hargreaves, and passed on to us by Yorkshire VC 64 dragonfly recorder Tom 

Hubball.  This insect is likely to be a one off as far as our area is concerned, but it is worth bearing in mind 

when searching for and recording dragonflies in 2014. 

 
The few members who supplied records this year were: D & J Alred,  M Barnham,  N Fearnley,  D & R Howson,  P 

& K Limb,  D O’Connor,  P Purvis,  A & P Riley and E Scarfe. 

David Alred 

 

Ladybirds 

My first year as Ladybird Recorder and scarcely a ladybird in sight! 

  Despite the good summer, it has been a really poor year for ladybird sightings – the only ladybirds 

reported in any sort of numbers have been the alien Harlequin. First recorded in the UK in 2004, they 

have now spread as far as Orkney! They were introduced from Asia to the USA to control aphids (!), 

and then into Europe. As with so many introductions, once away from their natural predators they have 

an unfair advantage over native species. They are large, voracious and hardy. They eat the eggs and 

larvae of other ladybirds (our small 2-spot ladybird is particularly vulnerable as the Harlequin shares its 

favoured habitat (trees). 

  However, the rise of the Harlequin is probably only partly responsible for the poor numbers of our 

native ladybirds this year – the dreadful summer of 2012 also has a lot to answer for. Fewer ladybirds 

survived to enter hibernation and the intense cold snaps probably killed many of those off. Those 

emerging faced the miserable spring weather which delayed the emergence of aphids this year (a 7-spot 

ladybird needs to eat around 60 aphids a day). When the aphids finally got going there were very few 

ladybirds left to eat them (as gardeners will know to their cost!) So, the summer brood of ladybirds like 

the 7-spot has also been small. 

  However, as I write this in late autumn, Harlequin ladybirds seem to be appearing everywhere in our 

house – no doubt seeking hibernation quarters, so they at least have obviously managed to find food. It 

will be interesting to see what next year brings, and on a long term basis habitat loss of course is playing 

a big part in the decline of these and other insects. 

How to recognise a Harlequin 

• Size and shape: large (7-8 mm or about 1/4 inch), round.  

• Elytra (wing case) ground colour: pale yellow-orange, orange-red, red or black; highly variable.  

• Elytra pattern: 0-21 orange-red or black spots, or grid pattern; highly variable.  

• Most common forms in UK: orange with 15-21 black spots (succinea): black with two 

(conspicua) or four (spectabilis) orange or red spots.  

javascript:makePopup('ID_info/size.htm');
javascript:makePopup('ID_info/shape.htm');
javascript:makePopup('ID_info/elytra.htm');
javascript:makePopup('ID_info/elytra.htm');
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• Pronotum pattern: white or cream with up to 5 spots or fused lateral spots forming 2 curved lines, 

M-shaped mark or solid trapezoid.  

• Other characteristics: elytra with wide keel at base; legs almost always brown.  
 

7-Spot Ladybird Coccinella septempunctata 

Slow to appear this year. My first record was 6
th
 April, and Paul Purvis (PP) reported one on a fence post 

near Farnley Lake on 6
th
 May. No more records until 20

th
 July – one on the stockyard at OWNR (PP). 

During August I had several sightings in the garden of ones and twos. The biggest number I recorded was 

9 at Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits on 1
st
 August. PP counted three around Norwood Edge on 25

th
 August. 

  In September I had several sightings in the garden (and I was trying hard!), the biggest number being 9 

close together on knapweed seedheads on 21
st
 September. The last record was 22

nd
 September – a really 

poor year. 

Eyed Ladybird Anatis ocellata 

No records. 

Cream Spot Ladybird Calvia quattuordecimguttata  

Just one record from PP’s garden on 22
nd

 October. 

2-Spot Ladybird Adalia bipunctata 

Not a single record from our garden in Burley, and we’ve usually had quite good numbers on the oak trees 

and on tansy. PP had more success in his garden in Otley. The first was actually in the house on the kitchen 

table on 6
th
 January (presumably overwintering). It was the form quadrimaculata i.e. a black ladybird with 

two red marks at the front and two behind. He had garden records also for 29
th
 June and 4

th
 July. 

Adonis Ladybird Hippodamia variegata 

No records. 

10-Spot Ladybird Adalia decempunctata 

One in our moth trap on 20
th
 July. 

14-Spot Ladybird Propylea quattuordecimpunctata 

One in our garden on 8
th
 August. 

22-Spot Ladybird Psyllobora vigintiduopunctata 

No records. 

Orange Ladybird Halyzia sedecimguttata 

Occasional in our moth trap at Burley, and one at the front door on 23
rd

 July. PP had one on 3
rd

 November 

in his Otley garden 

Larch Ladybird Aphidecta obliterata 

No records. 

Pine Ladybird Exochomus quadripustulatus 

No records. 

Harlequin Ladybird Harmonia axyridis  

Not very many in our own garden, but reports of large numbers from various people in the 

Otley/Burley/Ilkley area. Susan Barton reported ‘many’ from her Burley garden. Pauline and Bruce Speed 

noticed many clusters on the pedestrian bridge over the railway on Burley station in October. David 

Howson noted a plague by the riverside path in the memorial gardens in Ilkley with several clusters of 10 

or more larvae and adults of various patterns on 23
rd

 October and on 26
th
 October he counted 330 adults 

and larvae (probably the majority) between the Old and New bridges in Ilkley. Paul Purvis supplied some 

very detailed records from his Otley garden between January and November starting with five under a 

shelter roof on 5
th
 January presumably hibernating (4 x f. succinea and 1 x f. conspicua colour patterns). 

From early September they started appearing regularly (larvae, pupae and adults). On 22
nd

 October he 

noted an alien invasion – out of the 53 counted, 37 were f. succinea, 10 were f. conspicua and 6 f. 

spectabilis plus 8 pupae. At least 50 were noted again on 27
th
 October and on 3

rd
 November when 19 

individuals were the f. spectabilis form so they were not all just the same ones.  On 7
th
, 16

th
 and 23

rd
 

November there were 27, 45 and 37 counted (what a splendid effort!). At the end of November PP was still 

seeing large numbers. The last record is from Tim Howson who found one in Ilkley on 8
th
 December. 

  Thanks to all those who have submitted records (mentioned in the text); apologies to anyone I’ve left out. 

 

Note: ‘our’ means Anne and Peter Riley 

javascript:makePopup('ID_info/pronotum.htm');
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Birds 

The Birding Year (From November 2012): we will remember the 

wet summer of 2012 for a long time and we have had time to focus 

on the final results from the disastrous breeding season which started 

to emerge during a rather unexciting autumn
1
.  The season was 

discussed at some length in last year’s report, so here we will only 

focus on the key final features emerging from the BTO surveys: 

 seven of the eight migrant warblers achieved their lowest 

productivity since records began in 1983: the majority build open 

nests so eggs and chicks will have been chilled, whilst insect food 

was hard to find in the heavy rain. 

 comparison of the nesting and ringing surveys suggested that many chicks had problems surviving 

once they left the nest. 

 the only species which enjoyed an average season were robins and thrushes who feed their young on 

soil invertebrates. 

And there were also other features reported by ringers which may affect a bird’s long term survival: 

 growth lines of weakness in the tail and wing feathers of some species were observed caused by 

periods of poor food supply in the nest and these could compromise survival. 

 there were some very under-weight birds around, particularly late-breeding adults, with fewer than 

normal laying down fat for migration. 

Of course these surveys are necessarily focussed on the commoner species, and there was to be an ominous 

report in the spring of 2013 highlighting how marsh tits 

had been affected by the previous summer in one part of 

England.  Studies have been carried out for 10 years in a 

number of woods in west Cambridgeshire.  There are 

typically between 30 and 32 territories there of which 

15% are occupied by single males.  In 2012 there were 

the first records ever of adults abandoning nests part way 

through incubation, which resulted in only 21 juveniles 

in the late summer compared with the usual 50-60.  The 

chart shows that in the spring of 2013 the number of 

territories had fallen from the usual 30-32 to only 19 

with a quarter with only males present.  The report 

concluded that events such as the very wet spring 2012 

can be a severe blow to fragmented populations of birds that may already be struggling.  I was reminded of 

this conclusion later in 2013 when our tiny population of wood warblers had their worst ever season, with 

many reports of only a single bird in Strid Woods and with none recorded in Grass Wood, whilst sightings of 

another species struggling to hang on in Wharfedale, the yellow wagtail, were few and far between! 

 

  The last two months of 2012 were of near average temperature and rather wet.  BTO were to report one of 

the worst autumns for many years for natural foods with supplies of berry and seed crops very patchy and 

with even the usually reliable bramble and elder performing badly.  Nationally it was reported that this led to 

a lack of tree seeds and to big increase in numbers of jays, coal tits and nuthatches visiting gardens with 

squirrels also turning up in increasing numbers.  However, looking at the garden records from WNS 

members we do not appear to have seen much evidence of this locally: this situation was to develop further – 

for the worse – in the (so-called) spring!  The autumn highlight in Wharfedale was definitely the return of 

waxwings which had been virtually absent in the 2011-2012 winter.  Good numbers flooded into the country, 

with 2,000 present by 7
th
 November and with our first sighting on the 5th (c.f. our earliest recorded arrival of 

10th October). The effects of the food shortage were apparent quite quickly with birds spreading out south 

                                                      
1
 This is not strictly true since twitchers enjoyed a dramatic time – with rarities turning up on both the eastern 

and the western sides of the country. 

 

Spotted Flycatcher, RL 
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and west in the second half of the month, followed by suggestions that some may have crossed to the 

continent
2
, along with numbers of winter thrushes.  Each autumn we look forward to the return of a number 

of ‘special’ winter visitors – waterbirds, waxwings and winter thrushes and we tend to overlook the fact that 

the season also produces massive movements of the commoner species around Europe.  While numbers of 

some species of wildfowl were arriving in our area in disappointing numbers because of the warmish 

autumn, one species where there was no shortage of arriving birds was the blackbird which dominated the 

winter thrush arrivals in the first week of November with hundreds arriving on the North Norfolk coast over 

the weekend and a minimum of 1,900 counted at Spurn on 6 

November.  Their arrival is rather highlighted by the fact that 

this species is notable by its absence from gardens in September 

and October, partly because it takes a low profile whilst it is 

moulting and partly because it can find food more easily in the 

countryside.  Birders were reporting high counts in excess of 20 

in walks around Otley.  In January, it was reported that record 

number of blackbirds were being seen in Scottish gardens 

whilst, locally, the peak January count of 7 in my garden was the highest I’ve recorded. 

 

A Historically Cold March: The first two months of the New Year were uneventful.  Temperatures were 

slightly below average which, nowadays, is unusual. Precipitation was also somewhat below average 

although we had a few days of snow in Wharfedale but, as days started to lengthen, we were pleased to hear 

the first songs of spring with both song thrush and mistle thrush reported singing around 10th January.  All 

this was to change with the advent of March which was to shatter too many meteorological records and was 

to lead to a remarkably cold spring: the effects of these months, and especially of March, appears to have had 

a major effect on the birding year and is the main theme of this year’s report. Once again the weather was 

dominated by a southerly displacement of the jet stream, which has become a worryingly regular feature of 

recent years producing the occasional cold winter or wet summer.  This displacement led to high pressure to 

the north which blocked milder Atlantic air and produced an icy blast from eastern Europe and the Arctic: it 

produced a host of unwanted records.  It was the coldest March since 1963, and the equal second-coldest 

since the series began in 1910. March was the coldest month of the ‘extended winter’, the first time this has 

happened since 1975, and the coldest calendar month since December 2010.  It was particularly cold in the 

second half of the month and, locally, a heavy local fall of snow on the 22nd was to hang around for the rest 

of the month.  The mean temperature for our region was a numbing 2.2°C, 2.9°C below the long term 

average.  Mean temperatures in the following two months were 0.2°C and 0.4°C below the long-term 

average giving a mean spring temperature of only 6.5°C in our region, 1.1°C below the long-term average
3
.  

The national press on the 22nd March were comparing the forecasts of 12 inches of snow and associated 

flood warnings with the previous year when the temperature was 2.9°C above the long-term average and the 

forecast was for a ‘barbeque weekend’!  The national situation around this date was dire.  There were worries 

that gas supplies were running out and that big business customers might have to be rationed, a situation 

eased by diverting two giant gas tankers from Qatar.  There were 800 emergency calls in Cumbria which was 

particularly badly hit and police appealed for help to rescue 72 motorists stranded in snow drifts up to 15ft 

deep. Many homes in Scotland and Northern Ireland were blacked out by power failures whilst sport was 

also badly hit by the weather with World Cup qualifying matches called off and racing abandoned at 

Doncaster and Newbury. Record numbers were recorded fleeing the country over Easter for warmer climes.  

Locally, schools were closed and flights from Leeds-Bradford disrupted with snow drifts blocking two 

access roads. Ilkley grammar school was closed on the 22
nd

 because buses were unable to get up Cowpasture 

                                                      
2
  In November and early December there were estimated to be 5,000 waxwings in the country.  In the first half 

of January, waxwings were seen leaving the Kent coast and it was estimated that numbers had fallen to ~1,500. 
3
  If the figures for April and May sound less dramatic, April nevertheless had its coldest day for 20 years with 

snow across the south-east and a four hour blizzard over London early in the month: overall, it was the coldest April 

since 1989.  May was the coldest since 1996.  It wasn’t just the UK which was suffering.  French ski slopes were open 

at the start of June, possibly for the first time ever, while Central Europe was hit by flash floods in the Czech Republic, 

Germany and Switzerland.  In Italy, rainfall resulted in a drop of a third in production of fruit and vegetables in the 

north whilst peach, nectarine and apricot production around Verona was down by 50%. 
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Road and many people went sledging in Riverside Park.  There was some train disruption with the Royal 

Mail apologising to customers who had not had mail for several days. 

…and how was nature coping with this appalling scene?  The situation was highlighted at the time by the 

terrible suffering on many farms.  Newly-born lambs are only able to survive for half-an-hour in freezing 

temperatures and sheep farmers braced themselves for the worst lambing disaster since 1947 and 1963 with 

thousands of livestock feared dead under snowdrifts.   Although some sheep were recovered from deep drifts 

and eight heavily-pregnant ewes survived in Wales by drawing air through the stone wall which they were up 

against animal losses were put at over 320,000 sheep and cattle.  It wasn’t just pastoral farmers who were 

suffering.  Early in April arable farmers were reporting stunted crops, with wheat, which is usually growing 

vigorously at this time, four weeks late, while the ground was still too hard to drill so that planting of 

potatoes and peas was already behind schedule.  Meanwhile, after the longest winter for 50 years, there were 

fears amongst conservationists that some hibernating species may die because they went to sleep without 

adequate energy reserves.  Further, that they faced coming out of hibernation to find frozen grounds and a 

lack of insects because of the late budding of plants.  By the start of April only half the expected number of 

hedgehogs had come out of hibernation, sightings of 7-spot ladybirds had fallen by a factor 10 this year, 

whilst many early varieties of flowers still had to make an appearance, e.g. there were records of only 4 

bluebell flowerings compared with over 1,000 last year.  Having set the scene we can now return to look in 

more detail at how our bird population was affected: 

 resident birds were hit by a double whammy.  After a severe shortage of natural foods last autumn 

birds waited desperately for the arrival of fresh buds and emerging insects but they failed to arrive on 

time.  

 both the arrival of spring visitors and the departure of winter visitors were affected by the weather. 

 birds struggled to survive through March; many didn’t make it whilst others were in a poor state at 

the start of the breeding season. 

The subsequent summer was to be an excellent one
4
: July, in particular, was the third warmest since records 

began in 1910.  The cold spring undoubtedly delayed the start of breeding but after last year's disastrous 

breeding season a critical question was ‘Might the cold spring have had any longer-term effects on the 2013 

breeding season?’ 

March - a shortage of natural foods: although there were reports of early-arriving chiffchaffs (in early 

April) desperately searching for food in grasses along the tide-line and around the feet of observers, the delay 

in the arrival of many migrants, for whatever reason, may have alleviated the worse effects of these food 

shortages.  This was not the case for our resident species where there were some spectacular records of 

species pouring into British gardens.  The most impressive garden invasion, by far, was by siskins because 

their supply of tree seeds had became scarce.  Sightings increased by 187% in gardens involved in the BTO 

Garden BirdWatch during March, the highest numbers since the 2007-8 winter.  Locally, the species was 

                                                      
4
  The mean temperature in our region was 1.4°C above the long-term average, and there was only 80% of the 

usual rainfall and 17% more sunshine.  The Big Butterfly Count bounced back after a rain-soaked 2012 (where numbers 

of butterflies were at their lowest ever) with the numbers of 12 of the 21 species monitored increasing by at least 50%. 
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BTO BirdTrack  for Reed Buntings BTO Garden BirdWatch  for Reed Buntings 
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recorded in 70% of reporting-members’ gardens, significantly higher than the previous peak in recent years 

of ~50% (in 2008).  More dramatically, counts during the period between January and April were very 

impressive.  In January there were ~30 in an Ilkley garden and up to 20 in a Pool garden during January and 

February.  March saw the highest winter count of 70 on the 8
th
 in the garden of a member (E&PS) and in 

adjacent gardens, with several counts there exceeding 30 during the first three weeks of the month.  In March 

and April, there were garden counts of 10 or more in Pool, Otley, Menston (3), Burley (4 gardens), Ilkley 

and Addingham.  It was also an excellent spring for lesser redpolls visiting gardens.  The other interesting 

species was the reed bunting.  It is largely sedentary but will move locally in search of food and does tend to 

visit gardens as natural seed availability is depleted. BirdTrack
5
illustrates how the species was far less 

common in the countryside during March, while Garden BirdWatch shows that there was a significant 

garden presence during this period.  Garden records tend to drop off in late March but this year continued to 

rise into April as the cold weather persisted into that month.  Locally, the number of gardens reporting the 

species was slightly higher than usual (25% of reporting gardens), with a report from Addingham that a 

January sighting was only the second garden record, while an Ilkley garden where the species was rare 

reported 4 in April: there were also May sightings from two Ilkley gardens. 

March - species struggle to survive: an early reported casualty of the weather were hundreds of seabirds off 

the east coast, especially between Aberdeen and Northumberland and especially involving shags but also 

puffins.  The BTO diagram shows a curve of ringed puffin losses indicating peak losses in late March.  Later 

we heard that it was the worst ‘wreck’ of puffins for 50 years and that 200 had been washed up on Yorkshire 

beaches, i.e. ~10% of the Bempton population.  Puffins are fairly hardy birds and adept at coping with the 

harsh conditions of life at sea. However, the storms came at a critical time when the birds were most 

vulnerable.  This is when they have moved closer to breeding grounds and go through the moulting process 

prior to the breeding season – this leaves them virtually flightless. It is thought, also, that the turbulent waters 

drove their principal food source, sand eels, to deeper waters whereas puffins are shallow feeders.  There 

were similar problems for land-based species.  The most worrying casualties were 8 stone curlews that had 

clearly arrived too early and were found dead early in April (in Norfolk (4), Suffolk (1) and Wiltshire (3). 

The species had had two poor breeding season and this loss is ~1% of the UK population of 400 pairs).  

Owls suffered terribly and there were reports of barn and short-eared owls found dead after deep snow, wind 

                                                      
5
  The BirdTrack scheme, which a number of WNS members contribute to, is run by BTO and encourages bird 

watchers to enter their birding records on-line throughout the year: the BirdTrack programme calculates the proportion 

of lists that each species appears on.  This allows BTO to map, for instance, migration (arrival and departures timings, 

as well as an indication of more or less birds involved than usual ) in near real-time as well as monitoring scarce birds: 

curves for all species can be found on the BTO web-site.  BirdTrack curves occur several times in this report to show 

how sightings of the more unusual birds in our area correspond with what has been observed nationally. 
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and flooding hampering their ability to hunt.  The adjacent BTO diagram shows the number of ringed barn 

owls found dead.  There was an exceptional increase in late March (the above diagram was produced early in 

April so the figure for that month is likely to rise).  This usually happens earlier in the year but late-March is 

just when these birds are supposed to be starting to breed! At this time of year we normally receive reports of 

birds that have been hit by vehicles on the roads but this year a high proportion have been found emaciated 

close to people’s houses and allotments. This is a sure sign that things are not well in the countryside and 

food resources are very low and was to be an ominous portent to the breeding season of those species which 

depend on small mammals, which appear to have been badly affected by the spring weather.  Locally, we 

know of three birds lost over the winter, two of which were found dead in snowy fields in March. 

March – a late migration season: there were the first reports of swallow numbers increasing on the Spanish 

side of the Straits of Gibraltar at the end of February but they did not seem to be pushing northwards.  

During the following month hirundines continued to trickle into the UK, often battling against fierce 

headwinds, but seemed to be held-up along the south coast, where they were having problems finding food.  

Early in April it was still being reported that many areas from the Midlands northwards were still waiting to 

record their first chiffchaffs and sand martins.  BTO BirdTrack was showing that arrivals were running two 

or three weeks late
6
.  It was only on 6

th
 April that the 

Yorkshire Post was able to report that chiffchaffs were 

being heard across the region but that other migrants 

remained few and far between.  This matched our own 

experiences with the first singing chiffchaff on that date
7
 

and with numbers building up thereafter from the 9
th
.  By 

the middle of the month BTO and the Yorkshire Post were 

reporting large numbers of sand martins, swallows and 

house martins (along with the odd swift) with the situation 

getting back to normal.  Locally, both sand martins and 

swallows were seen for the first time on 11
th
 with numbers 

building up rapidly after that; the first record of a house 

martin was on the 15
th
.  These dates were 26, 15 and 12 

days respectively later than the long-term averages. The 

first few days of May see the arrival of a number of species 

and these came on time with the first garden warbler on the 

4
th
.  The migrant season was to end with a bang.  In mid-

May it was being reported that one of the last arrivals, the 

spotted flycatcher, was running a week late, but all this was to change at the beginning of June when greatly 

moderated northerlies, coupled with a break in the weather further south, provided perfect conditions for 

those birds still held up on the continent to head north.  On 1st June Portland Bird Observatory reported 

spotted flycatchers pouring in all morning and it was estimated that in excess of 1,000 had passed through by 

mid-morning… but, meanwhile, we shouldn’t forget the other migrating species, i.e. the departing winter 

visitors.  The same NE winds that were keeping our temperatures low and discouraging the arrival of our 

summer visitors were also holding up the departure of winter visitors: this can be seen from the adjacent 

BirdTrack curve for redwings.  A spell of spring-like weather and a break in the persistent and strong NE 

winds during the second week in April and they were gone!  Locally, there were good numbers of sightings 

right through April until the 13th including a large flock of 250 on Sandwith Moor on that date – and then 

they were gone (although there were to be single sightings subsequently with a redwing on the 20th and a 

flock of 10 fieldfare on 1
st 

May). 

The 2013 Breeding Season: If it was easy last year to describe last year’s breeding season as dire it is a lot 

more complicated this year to try and answer the question ‘Did the cold spring and the late-returning 

migrants affect this year’s breeding season?’  What was quite clear from BTO ringers as the season got under 

way nationally was that it was going to be late.  At the end of the first week in April there were reports that 

                                                      
6
  It was not just in the UK that migration was very slow.  Ringers in Iceland reported that numbers of snipe, 

black-tailed godwits and redshank arriving to breed were unusually low. 
7
  The first record of a singing chiffchaff in 2012 was 11

th
 March! 

BirdTrack curve for Redwings 
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as birds had been prospecting sites as usual, far fewer had started laying eggs and things generally seemed to 

be a fortnight behind schedule. Early April checks on blue and great tit boxes timed to correspond with when 

birds generally start laying revealed little evidence of nest building, let alone laying.  This delay was also 

true of the rest of nature with signs of spring two or three weeks later than usual.  On 1st May it was reported 

that trees were bare, blackthorn blossom was nowhere to be seen and bluebell woods were distinctly lacking 

in colour. This delay was to affect the nesting habits of reed warblers at a study site in Norfolk where they 

were at least two weeks late laying, mainly because they had had to wait for the reeds to grow further. 

Indeed, reed growth was so retarded that many pairs were forced to use alternatives such as willows and 

nettles.  Locally, there was concern about the very small 

number of sightings of yellow wagtails this year.  There had 

been no growth in the Wharfedale hay meadows by the end of 

May and in early June and while things may have caught up 

later there were worries that this might have had an impact, 

i.e. with not enough cover for nesting birds.  Now, in 

November, we have the first preliminary assessment of the 

breeding season from the two invaluable BTO Surveys, the 

Nest Record Scheme (NRS) and Constant Effort Site (CES) 

ringing survey. An important input to understanding what 

may have happened is the temperature profile shown in the 

adjacent diagram. This shows that the mean temperature 

remained below the long-term average until the summer. As 

there is no doubt about the impact of the cold spring on the 

late start to the breeding season, differences between the NRS and CES results have led to the tentative 

conclusion that while some species may have been tempted by the warm summer to raise a second brood, 

species such as blackbirds and song thrushes may have been discouraged from such a course because the hot, 

dry conditions affected the availability of soil and leaf-litter invertebrates.  The main preliminary conclusions 

from the two studies are: 

 

 the adult populations of many species which suffered a poor breeding season in 2012 were 

significantly below the five-year average (CES)
8
.  This applied to all eight migrant warblers: 

chiffchaff (-20%), willow warbler (-23%), blackcap (-20%), garden warbler (-26%), lesser 

whitethroat (-33%), sedge warbler (-10%) and reed warbler (-8%): the numbers of willow warbler, 

blackcap, garden warbler and lesser whitethroat 

were the smallest since CES began in 1983.  

Amongst resident species those most badly affected 

were long-tailed tit (-25%), great tit (-22%), 

bullfinch (-21%), reed bunting (-18%), greenfinch 

(-16%) and chaffinch (-13%). 

 the start of laying was delayed for a wide range of 

species (NRS). This included early nesting species, 

such as blackbirds, robins and dippers, which were 

delayed by between 8 and 12 days, Later-nesting 

birds such as chaffinches and linnets were delayed 

by between 5 and 11 days, with great and blue tits 

delayed by 12 days.  Delays amongst long-range migrants were between 4 and 11 days. 

 there were only a few statistically significant differences in productivity compared with the five-year 

average.  Chiffchaff, willow warbler and whitethroat were all higher, possibly because they managed 

to raise an extra brood, whilst blackbirds and song thrushes were down because they didn’t have 

another brood as well as tits and pied flycatchers, in their case possibly because of food availability 

problems.  Tree sparrows were also down (NRS/CES). 

                                                      
8  Figures are only quoted if they statistically significant. 
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  Locally, results for some of the species discussed above were rather more encouraging.  The adjacent chart 

summarises Pete Roe’s ringing records for great tits; there were similar encouraging figures for blue tits and 

tree sparrows and those for the latter species will be shown later in the Classified List. 

  There is another class of species we must consider, namely larger and 

longer-living birds that will not breed if the female is in a poor condition at 

the start of the breeding season. We have already seen how badly barn owls 

were affected by the March weather.  This poor situation was further 

exacerbated 

by the fact 

that it 

appears to 

have been a 

poor year 

for small 

mammals.  I will concentrate here on the 

situation for tawny owls since we have both 

national and local figures to hand, and deal 

with the situation for other species in the 

Classified List.  Nesting tawny owls have 

been monitored in Lincolnshire and 

Nottingham since the mid-1980s and the 

adjacent chart shows the records for the 

number of chicks ringed in recent years.  In mid-April 82 boxes were checked and only 14 found to have 

birds, i.e. an occupancy rate of only 17% c.f. an average rate of 44% since 1996 (36 occupied boxes) and a 

peak of 75% (62 occupied boxes) in 2005: the number of occupied boxes is shown in the adjacent figure. 

Subsequently, there was evidence of a lack of prey with fewer voles and mice found in the boxes but rather 

more carrion e.g. the hind leg of a hare, a carrion crows head and a few shrews. The situation for small 

mammals was probably not helped by the song bird breeding season being delayed by a few weeks reducing 

the availability of young birds as prey.  The situation was no better elsewhere: in Norfolk a ringer reported 

that they had checked over 200 sites and found only 34 with birds breeding, 14 with pairs that were not 

breeding this year and 25 sites with single adults.  It was reported that to date 34 chicks had been ringed 

although 16 sites still had to be re-visited as either the chicks were too small to ring or the female was still 

incubating eggs and there was the comment that it was very unlikely that the total of chicks would come 

anywhere near the total of 391 chicks ringed in 2012. We can now look at the local situation and the number 

of tawny owl nests which Pete Roe has found in recent years: the above charts show the number of nests 

found each year and their productivity, i.e. young fledged/nest.  These show that it was a poor breeding 

season for the third year running.  We can put these figures rather more starkly. The last ‘good’ breeding 

year (2010) produced 29 young: in subsequent years the numbers of young have been only 9, 6 and 8.  

Another local ringer, Colin Harrison, recorded 7 young from 3 broods – a slightly higher productivity than 

last year and a good value compared with the long-term average of 1.90, but with the number of broods only 

60% of the long-term average of 4.75. The species has a relatively long average life of 4 years (BTO) but 
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with the young having a much lower survival rate in their first year than adults (30% c.f. 74%), so Pete Roe’s 

figures suggest we are facing up to an aging breeding population in our area – a worrying situation. 

 

Changing Times?  On this, the last of my 11 reports on our Wharfedale birds, it is perhaps appropriate to 

reflect on the state of our local birds.  Recent years have seen serious declines in the national populations of 

many of our most attractive migrants; we have seen the loss of the ring ouzel as a breeding species in the 

south of our Dale and, as we go to press, the growing possibility that we could also lose yellow wagtails and 

wood warblers as breeding species in the not too distant future.  We have had some positive changes 

including the massive increase in the local tree sparrow population and the return of barn owls spreading in 

from the Vale of York – thanks to the efforts of two local ringers, Pete Roe and Andy Jowett respectively.   

We have also seen the re-introduction of the red kite so that it has become a common sight particularly in the 

east of the Dale.  However, I suppose the most common comment I have heard in the past few years has been 

‘I’ve been out birding and it was very quiet!’  I suppose, too, that looking back over recent years I’m struck 

by how many extreme weather events we have had to face which can’t have been easy for our birds with 

problems not only from heavy rain during the breeding season but also trying to survive through cold 

winters.  Recent years have seen: 
 

2007 Wet summer with large rainfalls in May, June and July 

2008 Wet summer with large rainfalls in June, July and August 

2008/09 Coldest winter since 1995/6 

2009/10 Coldest winter since 1978/9 

2010/11 Coldest December for 100 years 

2012 Very wet summer with large rainfalls in April, July and August 

and second wettest summer since records began in 1910 

2013 Coldest March since 1963 and coldest spring since 1962 
 

Several riverside species, like kingfishers and dippers, have struggled with high river levels during the 

breeding season, but appear to be holding their own albeit with largish swings in annual sightings of them 

along the river: grey partridges have also been hard hit with poor breeding seasons with the young 

succumbing in long wet grasslands; the situation for these three species is examined in the Classified list.  

However, the two species which stand out as having been particularly badly hit by the conditions in recent 

years are the little owl and stonechat.  I have used annual sightings and the number of sites (or more 

accurately ‘areas’) where the species are recorded as indicators of the state of those birds in our area.  The 
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results can be seen in the adjacent charts.  For a variety of reasons these are crude and inexact so can only be 

considered as indicative but the diagrams are nevertheless quite powerful indicators that there appear to be 

serious problems for these species.  The stonechat is a species which has seen these periods of struggle in the 

past and it has come back.  It is to be hoped that it can triumph again – it will be interesting to watch any 

fight-back over the next few years. 

2013 Facts And Figures: for those who like statistics, the 9,840 sighting records were 2% up on 2012 and 

54% higher than in my first year as recorder.   The species for which the largest number of records was 

received was the common blackbird (232) whilst the barn swallow was the species recorded at the greatest 

number of sites (73), beating the curlew, the lead species for the last 4 years by 1 site. The numbers of 

species and sightings are summarised below with 2012 figures in brackets.  For each region, north and south, 

figures are also given for three or four areas within those regions: 

 Species recorded Sightings 

South of Barden Bridge 150 (148) 7,279 (7,549)  

Washburn (including Haverah Park) 123 (127) 2,043 (2,291) 

Otley Wetland 89 (100) 1,107 (997) 

Bolton Abbey Estate 96 (102) 1,005 (972) 

North of Barden Bridge 121 (118) 2,569 (2,146) 

Grimwith Reservoir 65 (77) 314 (271) 

Grassington area 100 (109) 1,118 (895) 

Littondale 62 (67) 320 (234) 

Upper Wharfedale (Starbotton - Oughtershaw) 65 (58) 234 (199) 

TOTAL 155 (155) 9,848 (9,695) 
 

The Society has been exchanging records with the Upper Wharfedale Field Society since 2005, and this has 

been the second year that we have exchanged records with the Bradford Ornithological Society.  The Society 

would like to thank both organisations for their contributions and their advice. 

One new species was added to the WNS list when a Denton Hall wedding party, containing a number of 

bird-watchers heard and then saw a yellow-browed warbler.  A BirdGuides report of 2 red-rumped swallows 

over Burnsall has not been included since no description was received.  Interesting sightings and events 

included: 

 Situation with mute swans appears to be evolving with far fewer at their Otley stronghold but more 

sightings from other parts of Wharfedale, especially in the Washburn. 

 Rare record of 2 white fronted geese on Chelker on 15th December – the first record since 1997. 

 Record gathering of mandarins in Strid Woods this autumn with a peak count of 70. 

 Record local counts of wigeon at start of year at Otley and Knotford, and teal in the north in the 

autumn, but continuing decline of pochard presence. 

 Some decline in red kite presence in area with small reduction in numbers of local nests, possibly 

because of some persecution in area.  Buzzards continue to flourish in area, whilst kestrels are 

struggling. 

 No big counts of oystercatchers in the spring because of the cold March but three sightings at the end 

of the year from 23rd November after a ‘hot’ October. 

 Good winter in 2012/3 for waxwings with large counts in several members’ gardens, but this winter 

was a very poor year. 

 Welcome record of two pairs of whinchat breeding on Barden Moor. 

 First northern sighting of a marsh tit since 2008. 

 Massive starling roost (of at least 30,000) at Grimwith at the end of the year 

 Remarkable recovery of tree sparrows continues with over 150 young ringed this year (compared 

with a minimal presence in our area as recently as 2007). 

 Sighting of a rock bunting at Bolton Abbey in 2010 has been accepted by the BBRC: it is 

undoubtedly the rarest bird ever reported in Wharfedale.  

Welcome numbers of members have continued sending in garden records with 75 species seen in (or from) 

gardens.  Peak species counts were 49 (Otley, M&JC), 47 (Addingham, DLR) , 44 (Otley, PP) and 42 
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(Burley, SB): a northern garden recorded 38 (Hebden, RL&TF).  There was a wealth of interesting sightings 

(in addition to record counts of siskin, lesser redpoll and reed buntings in the spring): 

 An Otley garden, with the benefit of backing onto the river, reported little grebe, cormorant, 

goosander and kingfisher (PP). 

  Remarkable record of a wigeon in an Addingham garden (KB). 

 Red kites were reported over 1/3 of gardens but none from west of Ben Rhydding. 

 Unusual sightings of both species of partridge (RL&TF, M&JC). 

 After so many people struggled (and often failed) to see cuckoo this year a bird flew over a Menston 

house (K&PL) and landed in a tree opposite. 

 An exciting spring passage for a Burley garden (SB) with a wood warbler heard and a marsh tit seen 

and heard. 

 Two members had tree sparrows nesting in their gardens and a third had a bird carrying food. 

 Other enviable birds included redstart (Hebden and Grassington), wheatear (Burley), whitethroat  

(Addingham) and spotted flycatcher (Beamsley, Hebden, Threshfield and a nesting pair in Kilnsey). 

CONCLUSIONS: let me take this opportunity to thank all of you who have contributed records over the 

past 11 years which has helped make this job such an interesting one.  I also wish my successor, Richard 

Fuller all the best and hope you will continue to support him every much as you did me. Much of the value 

of a local club report lies in consistency of recording over time, so the advice given over recent years still 

stands, i.e.   

 Regular birders’ views about local species populations and trends are welcome. 

 The inclusion of maximum flock sizes is a valuable indicator of the state of populations for many 

species.  

 Examples of breeding and interesting or unusual behaviour and, of course, garden records, are all 

valuable contributions to a full and interesting annual report. 

You can also greatly assist by submitting your reports in batches throughout the year if you generate a lot of 

records – either quarterly or half-yearly.  In particular, please try to avoid submitting large amounts all at the 

end of the year. Emailed records are of course welcome, with spreadsheet (ideally) or table attached, as well 

as written lists submitted by post or by hand at meetings. The schedule for the production of the Annual 

Report is very tight – it has to reach the Editors by the end of January.  Inclusion of any records received 

after Tuesday, 6th January 2015 cannot be guaranteed. 

 

CLASSIFIED LIST
9 

Little Grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis      038 Sightings/14 Sites 

Uncommon breeding/local migrant: population stable. 

The slow decline in the presence of this species in our area continues from a peak of 74 sightings from 26 

sites in 2010.  This is almost a species of the south with just the usual record of a bird around Grassington 

bridge during the winter: the bird was in its usual spot in January and then again in December, although it 

subsequently moved up to Conistone
10

 – so was this because of the high river levels at the time?  During 

the first quarter 6 birds were recorded along the river at four sites as far up as Grassington, which was 

fairly typical but well down on recent peaks of 10 birds at 6 sites in 2010 and the peak of 20 at 10 sites in 

2006.  There were two points of interest on river sightings.  Firstly a rare ‘garden’ record when a member 

reported two on the river at the bottom of his garden (PP); secondly, there were two very unusual records 

of birds on the river during the summer with a bird on the river at the Ilkley tennis club on 21st June and, 

                                                      
9   In the Classified List I have used the usual abbreviation of GP for Gravel Pit.  ‘Burley’ is Burley in Wharfedale, and 

when referring to Beaverdyke, Chelker, Fewston, Grimwith, John O’Gaunts, Lindley, Swinsty, Scargill and Thruscross, I 
mean the reservoirs or their vicinity at these locations.  Similarly, Otley refers to Otley Wetland Nature Reserve (formerly 
Otley Gravel Pits) unless otherwise specified.  Mid Wharfedale is taken as the area downstream from Barden Bridge and above 
Pool Bridge.  Upper Wharfedale starts above Barden Bridge, whilst Lower Wharfedale is below Pool Bridge.  In the 
Washburn Valley the dam at the southern end of Fewston is taken as the boundary between upper and lower Washburn.  I 
have also extensively used the ‘north’ and ‘south’ to identify the regions above and below Barden Bridge. 

10  The number of northern sites where the species is recorded in successive years since 2005 has been 4, 7, 2, 2, 0, 3, 
0 and 2. 
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even more unusually, a family of 3 just upstream of there on 28th September (both JF). Birds have 

traditionally tended to winter at Otley and Knotford Nook with subsequent records from Otley right 

through the year. At Otley, there was a good count of 5 during January with numbers dropping off 

subsequently and with a very early last sighting of 2 on 23rd February (although they subsequently re-

appeared during November with a peak of 4 the following month).  The good news this year was the re-

appearance of the species at Knotford Nook: numbers there had fallen from a peak of 10 in January 2005 to 

only 1 in 2010 and with none recorded in the subsequent two years.  This year up to 2 were present in the 

first two months.  From March onwards and through until the summer there were a number of sightings 

from small stretches of water in the area, especially in the Washburn with records from three possible 

breeding sites – a private lake, Low Dam and Kex Gill, although no records of breeding were received: 

there was also a record of a single bird at Ben Rhydding gravel pits.  In the autumn the action moves to the 

reservoirs and there were records of birds on passage from late August with several reports from John 

O’Gaunts and Scargill with a peak of 3 in late September.  There were also a number of sightings at 

Chelker from late August with a peak count of 5 there in early November (J&FTo) which, it was reported, 

was the highest number ever seen there.  

Great Crested Grebe Podiceps cristatus                 072 Sightings/07 Sites 

Common breeding resident/local migrant: population stable. 

This is usually a species of the south; after a rare northern sighting from Grimwith last year there were 

none this year.  Sightings were dominated by those from the well-watched Otley and Knotford Nook with 

60% of all records from there.  The peak count was 6 from each during late February and March.  Pairs 

were present throughout the breeding season, although breeding records were only received from Knotford 

Nook where there was a pair with 3 young on the small lake on 16th July, although this had dropped to 

only 2 young by mid-September.  The species is also recorded in the Washburn with sightings on Lindley 

Wood, Swinsty, Fewston and John O’Gaunts.  There was the usual futile attempt at breeding on Lindley 

Wood with reports of a bird on 3 eggs on 6th May, which had risen to 5 eggs by the end of the month.  

However, there was also a report that the nest was in a very exposed position; subsequently and, as usual, 

there were no indication that the breeding attempt was successful.  The other records were from Chelker 

where a pair was present all summer and seen with a large juvenile on 25th August: later, there was a 

record of 4 birds there on 5th September. 

Slavonian Grebe Podiceps auritus                        016 Sightings/01 Sites 

There was a well-watched bird on the large lake at Knotford Nook recorded on numerous occasions 

between 26th January and 17th February.  The species is a rarity for our area, recorded for the first time in 

1954 and seen in only 15 years in total, last recorded in three out of four years between 1996 and 1999. 

Black-necked Grebe Podiceps nigricollis                        001 Sightings/01 Sites 

Rare passage migrant 

There was a bird on the Sailing Lake at Otley on 12th January (PP), which was otherwise devoid of 

wildfowl at the time because of motorboat activity.  Otley has enjoyed a purple period for this rare species 

for the area with sightings in 2009 and 2010 (and possibly 2008) and including a long-staying bird which 

remained for a month during November and December 2009 and was seen by numerous members. 

Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo                  099 Sightings/21 Sites 

Common passage/long-staying visitor: numbers have markedly increased in recent years. 

The species is common in mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn with sightings in every month.  By 

comparison, sightings from the north were only ~10% of the total and from a fairly typical 5 sites.  In the 

north, as usual, over half the records were from Grimwith in the spring and autumn with a peak count there 

of 3 on 6th October.  The other northern records were around the Grassington area including two garden 

sightings of the occasional bird circling overhead or flying along the valley.  The most northerly sighting 

was of 3 birds flying down the river to the north of Conistone.   In the south the two main centres were 

Otley and Lindley Wood but peak counts occur at different times of the year.  The species is regular at 

Otley during the first quarter with counts in double figures and a peak count of 38 in January.  There is a 

similar pattern from Knotford Nook albeit counts were much smaller with a peak of 5 at the end of 

January.  In recent years late-summer counts from Lindley Wood have been very variable with a peak of 

54 in 2006 but only 7 last year. This year numbers built up from 28 in mid-August to 50+ in early 

September.  Elsewhere in the Washburn there were records of birds flying up Norwood Bottom, and from 

Swinsty, Fewston and John O’Gaunts with peak counts of 5, 7 and 6 respectively in the second half of the 
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year.  There were occasional sightings of birds flying along the river but an unusual sight of a bird over 

Hawksworth Moor at the end of July.  One site where the species is most unwelcome is Chelker because of 

the fishing there and records are scarce, but 5 managed to slip under the radar and were seen on 30th 

September, the only recording of the year from there. 

Bittern Botaurus stellaris     002 Sightings/01 Sites 

Rare winter visitor 

There was much excitement in 2010 with the arrival of the first bittern in the area since 

the first sighting of one in 2002.  Now it is almost becoming expected.  One was seen 

flying up from the reed bed ‘entrance area’, gliding low over reeds and landing in the 

middle of the reed bed on 5th January (PP): it was seen again on the 19th when it was 

watched circling over the reed bed (MB, DaS).  For the record, there was a second-hand 

report that a dog which was being encouraged to flush out a fox from the reed bed 

instead put up two bitterns on 20th February!! 

Little Egret Egretta garzetta                   001 Sightings/01 Sites 

Rare visitor but (one day) likely to become more common in future years. 

It is one of the big surprises and disappointments of recent years that as this species continues to flourish 

across much of England we still only get scraps off the table in our area with sightings still a rare event.  

Those readers who are enthusiasts for JB Priestley’s 

plays on the cyclical nature of time will not be 

surprised to hear that our President, Peter Riley, who 

recorded the first sighting of this species in May 

1997 at Lindley Wood, had his second sighting from 

the Washburn on 10th November when he saw a bird 

in the channel at the top end of the same reservoir.  

Although the species has been recorded in 12 of the 

17 years since the first sighting, there has only ever 

been a single visit in most years.  The only years 

when there was more than one visit were in 2008 (3), 

2009 (4 including the only record from the north) 

and 2011 (2).  However, there have also been three years when a bird dawdled in the area for some days in 

2002 (Otley), 2010 (Ben Rhydding gravel pits) and 2011 (John O’Gaunts)  The adjacent chart shows the 

months when birds were recorded (only once per visit).  The majority of visits would appear to be on post-

breeding dispersion between July and September (60%).  

Grey Heron Ardea cinerea              089 Sightings/33 Sites 

Common breeding resident: population stable/increasing. 

Records were down for the third year running from a peak of 131 sightings from 53 sites in 2009, partly 

because of a reduction in northern sightings: in 2009 there were records from 21 sites; in 2012 and this 

year they were only received from 9 or 10 sites.  In the north all but one of the sightings were of single 

birds and 40% of sightings were in the first two months.  Birds were seen all along the river as far up as 

Buckden, with the only multiple sighting being of two birds over the Hebden suspension bridge in late 

September.  Birds were also recorded flying over Threshfield Moor and from Greenfield: there were no 

records this year from either Littondale or Grimwith.  In the south there were records in every month and 

from all the way along the valley and from the Washburn; as in the north most of the records were of 

single birds but there were a couple of records of 3 or 4 birds at John O’Gaunts, several records from Otley 

of up to 2 or 3 birds, as well as 2 in front of Denton Hall and on the river near the Ilkley tennis club.  A 

single bird at Chelker on 25th August was reported to be a rare visitor.  There are two heronries in the 

south and east where the number of nests has been declining slowly over the past decade – in one from 42 

(and 95 juveniles) in 2004 to 27 (and 60 juveniles) this year; the decline has been more significant for the 

other with 19 (and 60 juveniles) in 2003 down to 5 (and only 10 juveniles) this year.  Productivity at the 

larger heronry was ~2.2/nest, slightly below the five-year average of 2.3. 

White Stork Ciconia ciconia                           001 Sightings/01 Sites 

Rare passage migrant/local escapee 

There have been sightings in 11 of the 17 years since the species was first recorded in 1997 (although the 

first sighting of what was definitely a wild bird was not until 2004).  Sightings of this species are very 
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variable with a peak of 12 records from 8 sites in 2008 but no subsequent records until this year when there 

was a single record of a morning flight over the Chevin on 15th May (AJ).  As usual, there is the 

unanswered question ‘How many free-flying birds are there at Harewood at the moment and was this one 

of them?’ 

Mute Swan Cygnus olor                   084 Sightings/12 Sites 

Common local breeding resident: population stable. 

The usual report for this species is that it is very localised, with a core region stretching eastwards from 

Otley into the lower Washburn, i.e. Farnley and with Otley (both at the Wetlands and the town bridge) 

remaining the species stronghold in the area.  This cosy picture was shattered this year with an extremely 

rare sighting of 2 birds flying past Linton Falls and landing on the river opposite Grass Wood on 6th June 

(GL*).  Further, there were perturbations in the regular Washburn scene with up to 6 juveniles seen by 

several observers on the three lower Washburn reservoirs at various times between January and April.  

Finally, there was an unusually high count of 10 birds on Fewston on 18th May (KM** – on the same day 

there had been 17 on Yeadon Tarn, far and away the largest number the reporter had seen there).  The only 

other sightings were from two fairly usual sites at the pond in front of Denton Hall (February) and from 

Ben Rhydding gravel pits (late April).    Numbers in the Otley area continue to disappoint with peaks of 16 

adults on the Wetlands (February) c.f. 35 in August 2010 and 19 at the town bridge, c.f. 41 at the end of 

2010.  If Knotford Nook is included there were only between 25 and 27 adults and 14 juveniles on the 

three sites on 12th September.  Breeding was recorded at both the Wetlands and Knotford Nook, although 

the reduction in numbers of young at each site during the second half of the year was worrying (although 

we obviously don’t know if any families moved off the site).  At Otley there was a peak of 11 on 10th June 

which reduced to none at the end of the year, c.f. 6 at the end of 2011.   At Knotford there was a pair with 7 

juveniles on 9th September, although only 2 young were seen in the middle of the following month.  At 

Farnley there was a good count of 14 including 9 first-year birds on 11th February and a bird sitting on a 

nest at the end of May with 4 juveniles seen there in the autumn. 

Whooper Swan Cygnus Cygnus                  002 Sightings/02 Sites 

Scarce passage migrant. 

A 2010 survey showed that while whooper swans had increased and 25,000 now wintered in the country,  

the numbers of Bewick swans had fallen by 11% to 19,000 since the last survey in 2005 and were at their 

lowest level since mid-1980s. Although this winter species is in a healthy state nationally, it was a 

particularly poor season for local sightings. The species is one that shows significant variability in 

sightings from year to year as can be seen in the table below; the 2012 produced the lowest number of 

submitted sightings for a decade: 
 

 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Sightings 8 4 10 8 11 15 31 21 2 

Sites 4 3 5 4 8 8 13 9 2 
 

The year seemed especially quiet after three years of plenty. In the spring 

there was 1 bird on Grimwith on 20th April (R&PG).  7 birds over 

Menston heading SE on 1st November were identified only as swans (RF).  

However, they have been included under this species as the date 

corresponds closely to the peak transit of birds passing through Yorkshire.  

It is a feature of this species that in virtually every year the number of 

records is dominated by sightings of birds on the ground (or, to be more 

accurate, usually on stretches of water) and it is those sightings that were in 

such short supply this year. We shall never know whether this was due to 

birds passing over without stopping or changing recorder habits.  

Black Swan Cygnus atratus 

Exotic Escapee 

This species is not on the British list.  There were four sightings of a single 

bird in the Otley area between 12th and 20th April, three times from the 

river below the town bridge and once from the Fishing Lake on the 20th. 
Whooper Swan 
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Pink-footed Goose Anser brachyrhynchus              017 Sightings/09 Sites 
11

 

Scarce passage migrant/visitor. 

It is interesting to look at the BirdGuides 

reports in early January for this species.  It  

showed that the first large scale winter 

movements of birds moving up from 

Norfolk to Lancashire took place as early as 

the first week of January and with a total of 

20,654 moving birds counted in January. 

BirdGuides further reported that most of the 

movement occurred in clear weather on 5th 

and 6th January, when a minimum of over 

13,000 birds were counted. The web-site 

said that weather conditions were slightly 

different in the southern Pennines on the 

two days, resulting in the birds following 

slightly different routes. On Saturday 5th 

the weather was murky over the South 

Yorkshire Pennines near Sheffield but clear 

in the Bradford area of West Yorkshire; 

Norfolk geese clearly avoided the bad 

weather and tracked further north through 

the Bradford area. The following day, with 

clearer weather over Sheffield, the geese took a more southerly route from Norfolk to Lancashire with a 

minimum of 3,630 birds seen over the Sheffield area in many flocks and counted by members of the 

Sheffield Bird Study Group. The adjacent chart shows the numbers of birds recorded on the Trektellen 

visible migration website across Yorkshire on January 5th and 6th.  Although we do not contribute to this 

particular web-site, this movement did not go un-noticed in our area.  On the 5th there were reports of 

flocks of 250 over Burley at 10am and of between 170 and 200 over Addingham at 12.30.  The following 

day there were several reports from Burley of flocks of 100 and 300.  Locally, there was a second surge of 

records during February with several sightings between the 9th and 28th of flocks of 100 or less.  The 

winter season finished with two records of a small group on the ground with 6 at Denton on 7th March 

and at Otley on 6th April, which leaves one wondering whether the same group might have dallied in the 

region for some time?  There were no records of passage birds over the north, which is almost certainly an 

indication of the lower density of observers in that region.  There were fewer recorded movements in the 

autumn with sightings on the 18th and 20th of September (40 and 20 birds) and on 19th October (165). 

Greater White-fronted Goose Anser albifrons     001 Sightings/01 Sites 

Rare winter visitor 

This is a rare species in Yorkshire with 2011 the last year when there was a large influx of wild geese into 

Britain escaping freezing conditions in Arctic Russia: there were record numbers in Suffolk (a flock of 

800) and there were also sightings in several parts of Yorkshire.  We had to wait until December of this 

year for our first record since 1997
12

 when 2 flew onto Chelker amongst 167 greylags on the 15th 

(J&FTo).  The birds were seen well but distantly so it was not possible to make an unequivocal 

identification between the albifrons race from Russia and flaviroostris from Greenland, although the pale 

colouring suggested they may have been Russian birds.   

Greylag Goose Anser anser                   128 Sightings/34 Sites 

Common resident breeder/visitor: recent significant population increase. 

This is one of those few species which, unfortunately, continues to prosper in our area.  Our friends in the 

north are spared the worst excesses with reports from typically 5 sites.  Grimwith remains its main 

                                                      
11  I must apologise that there was an error in these two figures in the 2012 report.  It should have read 013 
Sightings/07 Sites and not 019 Sightings at 12 Sites. 
12  The species was not recorded by the Society until 1959 and this was only the thirteenth year when it has been 
recorded. 

Sites 
5th 

January 

6th 

January 

Gibraltar Point, Lincs 430 75 

Spurn, E Yorks 0 800 

Sunk Island, E Yorks 115 970 

Barmston, E Yorks 60 0 

Filey Brigg, N Yorks 63 0 

Sheffield area, S Yorks 255 3,630 

Bradford area, W 

Yorks 
360 0 

Calderdale, W Yorks n.c. 227 

Northowram, W Yorks 856 n.c. 

Fleetwood, Lancs 3,150 21 

Whitburn, Durham 0 64 

Reston, Borders n.c. 2,300 

TOTAL 5,289 8,087 

 

http://www.trektellen.org/
http://www.trektellen.org/
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stronghold in the north with 60% of northern sightings from there; the highest count of the year there was 

~80 in early October.  There was a rather unwelcome count of 12 between Barden Bridge and Howgill in 

the second half of March; later, in early June, there were 3 pairs with 13 goslings over the same stretch and 

2 pairs with 7 goslings downstream of Burnsall.  In the south 60% of records were from Otley and the 

Washburn.  Large counts included ~150 at Otley (January) and 208 at Denton (fortunately down on 400+ 

and 900 in the previous two years) and 188 at Thruscross (both in February).  Later in the year there was a 

post-breeding flock of 225 at Lindley Wood in late August with a flock of 260 (probably flushed by two 

red kites) over Haverah Park in mid-November, and 167 at Chelker in the middle of the following month.  

As usual there were numerous reports of breeding from the moors and the valley bottom right across the 

south.  The first record was of a pair with young at Otley on 5th May, which was 3 weeks later than the 

first record last year, no doubt as a result of the very cold spring. 

Bar-headed Goose Anser indicus 

Exotic Escapee 

This species is not on the British list.  Last year there were several sightings of up to 7 birds between 

January and September.  This year a single bird was recorded on several occasions between late March 

and late May in the Addingham/Silsden area (with 3 recorded on one occasion): a bird was also seen at the 

end of May at the Barden View Point.  There were also 6 birds on Grimwith on 10th August. 

Canada Goose Branta canadensis                  109 Sightings/19 Sites 

Common breeding resident/visitor: significant population increase in recent decades and recent 

suggestions that numbers were levelling off probably premature. 

This species is slightly less widespread than greylag, being 

recorded at only 20 sites on average c.f. 33: it is also more limited 

in the north.  There was a record of a single bird with domestic 

geese at Grassington bridge during January but otherwise all the 

northern sightings were from Grimwith where the peak count was 

37 (early September), only half the count of greylags.  In the south, 

the Washburn and Otley remain the strongholds for this species 

with the majority of records (around 80%) from there: as with the previous species large flocks are found 

at the start of the year and post-breeding.  The peak count at Otley was 125 in January whilst in the 

Washburn the highest count was 56 around Thruscross in early March. The largest counts of the year were 

at the year’s end with 241 at Fewston and 221 at John O’Gaunts in December.   Elsewhere, in the south the 

species is less common and flock sizes are small while further west the species is quite uncommon with 

only two records from the Bolton Abbey Estate of a few on the upper reservoir on Barden Moor in the late 

spring.   As for the greylag, the first record of breeding was later than 2012 – 10th May at Otley c.f. 29th 

April last year.  Unlike the greylag all breeding records were from Otley or from the top end of the 

Washburn – Scargill and John O’Gaunts, Thruscross and Kex Gill.   

Barnacle Goose Branta leucopsis                         005 Sightings/02 Sites 

Rare passage migrant/probable escape. 

There were a number of sightings of a single bird between 13th April and 6th August.  It was first seen at 

John O’Gaunts when it flew in to join a group of Canada geese, but subsequently appeared to develop a 

preference for Addingham where it was recorded several times near High Mill from 2nd May.  After being 

seen flying over the Bolton Abbey Road on the 12th, it was subsequently recorded back again at High Mill 

where it appeared to have adopted a family of mallards for three weeks from mid-July. 

Shelduck Tadorna tadorna              005 Sightings/04 Sites 

Scarce passage migrant/visitor: may breed some years. 

The long-term average for the number of sites where this species is recorded each year is only around 

three: this year there were records from four sites after a good year last year with records from 6.  There 

were two birds on Fewston on 11th February, then sightings of single birds at Scargill and Grimwith on 

20th April.  In the second half of the year there 2 juveniles on Scargill on 29th July and 4 on Swinsty on 

4th December. 

American Wood (or Carolina) Duck Aix sponsa 

Exotic Escapee 

There was a male amongst greylag geese at Lippersley Marsh (Addingham Moorside) on 30th April: the 

species has been recorded in 7 years since the first recording in 1981. 
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Mandarin Duck Aix galericulata      061 Sightings/17 Sites 

Scarce visitor/escaped species but local breeding population now established. 

 The majority of sightings (over 80%) are 

between Ilkley old bridge and Burnsall and 

concentrated around Strid Woods; there are also a 

number of records from the east.  In the north the 

number of sites where the species has been 

recorded is a remarkably consistent five or six 

since 2007.  The most northerly record was of a 

male roosting at Linton Falls at the end of April.  

However, there were several records of largish 

groups of birds northwards from Water’s Laithe 

with a remarkable group of 14 (9 males and 5 

females) seen above Burnsall bridge in a snow 

blizzard on 23rd March (RL&TF) and, later, 6 

birds (5 males and a female) in a tight group at Water’s Laithe in early June.  There is always a good 

concentration of birds between Barden Bridge and Howgill and this also remains a good stretch to see 

females with young (with one there with two young on 5th July and another with 6 3/4-grown young on 

8th July).  In the south there were records along the river from Gallows Hill (where a female was seen with 

7 young on the 1st June), the Riverside Hotel in Ilkley, the Ilkley tennis club and Low Mill, Addingham.  

There has been little sign of the colonisation of the Washburn which looked a distinct possibility a few 

years ago, although there was a male on the lagoon at the base of the overflow of Lindley Wood at the end 

of April, as well as a female nesting in Farnley where she successfully hatched 10 eggs.  The social event 

of the year for this species is the winter gathering in Strid Woods. It is believed that the size of the 

gathering is dependent on the amount of beech mast and this year’s monster gathering rather added to the 

belief it had been a rich harvest this year. Last year there was a particularly poor harvest and the peak count 

was only 15: this year there was a count of 70 on 13th November (M&FS **), the highest ever count in our 

area (as can be seen in the adjacent figure of peak annual counts).  This brought out good numbers of 

watchers who produced a wide range of counts, illustrating that despite the male’s (rather garish?) plumage 

they have a tendency to skulk under the bank and are easily missed! 

Wigeon Anas penelope                    080 Sightings/08 Sites 

Possible scarce breeding (although breeding at the one site must now be in doubt) resident/passage 

migrant: population stable/increasing. 

It is good to be able to report a species which has had a 

second successive good year with record counts in the 

spring as well as breeding records from one site in the 

region: there were probably 3 juveniles on 3rd May and a 

grey morph female was seen with 2 young on 5th July.  

The year started with record counts at both Otley and 

Knotford Nook
13

.  Peak counts at both sites in the first 

quarter in recent years is summarised below: 
 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Otley 5 18 14 19 15 30 66 41 78 147 242 

Knotford Nook 1 20 80 24 18 54 80 56 69 118 170+ 
 

The changes in peak counts at the two main sites over the last decade are remarkable, and especially the 

increases in the last couple of years.  Peak counts were in January
14

 with numbers slowly reduced 

                                                      
13  It is perhaps worth recording that bird watching at Knotford is becoming an increasingly challenging exercise with 
access more difficult and large numbers of unwelcoming notices, not to mention a low fence right round the larger lake 
(apparently to keep out otters) with very limited access gates. 
14  One has to ask the question 'Is there any chance that birds commuted between the two sites at the end of January?'  
Although there is a very limited set of sightings the answer may well be possibly not.  The peak Knotford count was on 26th 
January.  At Otley there were counts of 178 on the 19th and 114 on the 30th. 
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thereafter.  Elsewhere in the south there was a remarkable count of 166 on Lindley Wood and 80 around 

the pond in front of Denton Hall in the second half of March.  In the north the species is only recorded on 

Grimwith where there was a peak count of 40 in February.  However, perhaps the most unusual sighting of 

the year was a lone male that appeared on the last day of March on the river upstream from Low Dam, 

Addingham.  It subsequently produced the first ever garden record in Karen Bullimore’s nearby garden on 

7th April after which it was seen almost daily and often with a female mallard until the 21st and was seen 

on the river again on 18th June.  The first southern record of the autumn was a good count of 16 on Lindley 

Wood on 6th September with a single bird at Otley on the 12th. 

Gadwall Anas strepera                    004 Sightings/02 Sites 

Scarce passage migrant/winter visitor 

In our area there has been a slow deterioration in the position of this species over recent years with the 

number of sites where it is recorded falling from four in 2004 (when there were 36 records) to three sites in 

2008 (with 10 sightings) to only two from 2009, one of which has always been Otley Wetlands.  There was 

a pair at Otley on 16th February and a single bird there on 11th March.  The second site has usually been 

Knotford Nook with sightings in 6 of the last 10 years, followed by 4 from Farnley Lake (2004-7) and once 

from Lindley Wood (in 2004).  The second site this year was an unusual one – John O’Gaunts, where the 

species has only been seen once before (2010) in the last 10 years.  There was a pair there on 3rd and 6th 

April (PBR, AJ).  This was another casualty of the ‘quiet’ autumn with, unusually, no records from either 

Otley or Knotford. 

Teal Anas crecca                    061 Sightings/13 Sites 

Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: probably in shallow decline 

It was a year characterised by some very high counts, especially in the 

autumn, a welcome feature for a species that breeds locally but is very 

secretive so there are rarely any records of breeding
15

.  60% of records of 

this species are from the Washburn where the species is recorded on many 

of the stretches of water there, 15% are from the well-watched Otley
16

 

whilst, in the north, sightings were, as usual, restricted to Grimwith and 

Mossy Moor.  The highest counts at the start of the year were in the 

Washburn with 40 on Lindley Wood on 9th January and 32 on John 

O’Gaunts on 9th February when two dog walkers noisily hunting for their 

missing dog put up all the birds.  Another high count came from Guiseley 

Ings, alongside the railway line, where up to 30 were seen on January 19th 

and which was said to be the highest ever recorded there (RF).  Spring-

time counts at other Washburn reservoirs were smaller, e.g. 10 on 

Fewston, 7 on Scargill and 2 on Swinsty.  Sightings at Otley were regular but never of high numbers: the 

peak count there was 15 in mid-January.  Elsewhere, there were also sightings from the pond in front of 

Denton Hall (7), whilst in the north counts in the first quarter were low (3), although there were 14 roosting 

on Grimwith in early April.  The species ‘vanishes’ during the summer with only three records between 

late April and late August, when one of the first counts was 30 at Otley on 26th (although there were no 

more sightings from there after the end of the month).  There were some exceptionally high counts in the 

autumn suggesting the species may well have had a good breeding season.  In the south there were up to 58 

at John O’Gaunts in late August and early September (AJ).  However, there were remarkable counts from 

the north with 84 on Mossy Moor on 22nd September and 138 at Grimwith on 6th October (both JF). 

Mallard Anas platyrhynchos 

Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population stable 

The species is common and widespread right across the region and tens of birds can often be counted in the 

winter by anyone who walks a mile or so along the river near a town or around many of the stretches of 

water in the region, although counts tend to dwindle along the upper reaches of the Wharfe (above 

Starbotton) and on the Skirfare.  In the north the highest counts at the start of the year were from the 

reservoirs with 150 at Grimwith and 84 at Mossy Moor: in the south there were 140 on Lindley Wood.  

Along the river there were ~50 between Barden and Howgill and between Linton Church and Grass Wood.  

                                                      
15  There has not been a record of breeding since 2010 when a female with 4 young was seen in the Washburn. 
16  There were no records from Knotford Nook – records form there are very rare. 
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At the end of the year high counts returned to Grimwith with 413 in early September and there were river 

counts of 180 between Ilkley Old Bridge and the suspension bridge at the end of September and 250 

between Barden Bridge and the Cavendish at the end of November. 

Northern Pintail Anas acuta                     02 Sightings/02 Sites 

Scarce passage migrant/winter visitor 

The species is recorded in most years and has been seen in every year since 2000, except for 2008.  It is 

usually recorded at two or three sites: this year there was a male at Knotford Nook on 15th March (RF) and 

a female at Grimwith on 6th October (JF). 

Shoveler Anas clypeata                    001 Sightings/01 Sites 

Scarce passage migrant 

The species is a regular but rare visitor recorded in most years, but usually at only one or two sites since 

the last hectic year when there were records from 5 sites in 2005 (with ten records).  This was a normal 

year with a single sighting at Otley of 3 males on the Fishing Lake (and later on the Sailing Lake) on 6th 

April (PP). 

Pochard Aythya ferina                    016 Sightings/02 Sites 

Uncommon passage/winter visitor 

The 2010/11 BTO Wetland Bird Survey reports that this is one of the species which has declined by 50% 

in the last 25 years.  This is reflected locally in a slow deterioration of the situation for this species which is 

in danger of becoming a rush: just 5 years ago, in 2007, there were 48 sightings from 7 sites.  Now the 

species is in danger of becoming a single site species – and even at Otley numbers continue to shrink.  

Records from Knotford Nook are now becoming rarer: counts in the first quarter of recent years at both our 

major wildfowl sites are summarised below: 
 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Otley 6 36 Present 38 5 13 16 30 14 14 8 
Knotford Nook 2 15 40 8 4 1 5 0 0 Present 0 

 

The number of sites where  the species has been recorded also continues to fall as can be seen below 
 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Sites 6 7 6 5 7 6 4 4 3 5 2 
 

The peak Otley count in January this year was 6 with the species not recorded on every visit, followed by 

regular sightings of up to 8 in February and then falling to a last sighting of 1 on 6th April.  The only other 

sighting was of a male at the pond in front of Denton Hall on 1st April (where a pair was recorded last year 

in mid-March).  The autumn showing was almost a non-event with a single male recorded at Otley from 

19th October.   This again represents a massive and rapid deterioration from an exceptional 28 in 2009 to 

5, 7 and 3 in subsequent years and now only 1. 

Tufted Duck Aythya fuligula       115 Sightings/15 Sites 

Common passage/winter visitor/local breeder: population probably stable 

This species is resident in the area throughout the year and is fairly widespread on reservoirs and open 

stretches of water in mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn, but is rare on the river and has a very limited 

presence in the north.  The only regular site in the north is Kilnsey where there was a peak count of 3 pairs 

and 2 males on 1st June.  It is perhaps not surprising that there was no repeat of last year’s spate of 

northern sightings but there was an unusual record of a pair on the river at Grass Wood on the 6th June and 

a couple of records from Grimwith with a high count of 16 roosting there at the end of September.   At the 

two main wildfowl sites in the south, Otley and Knotford (accounting for over 50% of southern records) 

numbers are generally holding up: counts in the first quarter of recent years at both our major wildfowl 

sites are summarised below: 
 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Otley 54 37 58 52 81 65 60 70 88 62 78 
Knotford Nook 50 30 57 62 28 34 24 19 14 26 34 
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The gloss was somewhat taken off the Otley figure when there were no records of breeding from there this 

year.  Records were received from several reservoirs in the Washburn with peak counts 20 at John 

O’Gaunts (mid-April), 15 on Fewston (late-March), 9 on Farnley Lake (March) and 3 at Scargill (early 

April).  There were also 2 pairs at Kex Gill.  There were breeding records with a brood of 2 chicks on John 

O’Gaunts on 2nd June and, later, broods of 2 and 6 young on 29th July: there were also broods of 3 and 7 

at Kex Gill on 29th June and a female with 7 young at Kilnsey on 8th August. 

Common Scoter Melanitta nigra        001 Sightings/01 Sites 

Scarce passage migrant 

Although sightings of this species are uncommon it is recorded in most years, in recent years usually from 

only one site, but occasionally two.  A female was present on Scargill on 7th April (JF). 

Goldeneye Bucephala clangula        064 Sightings/07 Sites 

Regular passage/winter visitor 

The 2010/11 BTO Wetland Bird Survey reports that this is one of the species whose presence in the UK 

has declined by 50% in the last 25 years.  This was another quiet year for this species with the cold spring 

coming too late to affect the species’ presence in our area.  In fact it is interesting to look at the number of 

sites where this species has been recorded in recent 

years as can be seen in the adjacent diagram, which 

highlights the influx of birds that occurs during a cold 

winter as happened in 2010/11 and, also, that records 

from the north are much less common
17

.  There were 

good counts at the two main wildfowl sites in the 

south (accounting for a very high proportion of 

southern records – almost 70%); the count at Otley 

was the highest count of the past decade. It is 

interesting to note that duck counts in the first quarter 

of recent years at both our major wildfowl sites do not 

show the peak count of numbers was any greater 

during 2010 than during less extreme winters as can be 

seen below: 
 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Otley 31 24 35 29 25 24 28 35 32 35
18

 46 
Knotford Nook 17 24 15 23 8 25 31 26 27 22 20 

 

Most of the other sightings were from the Washburn reservoirs with highest peak count by far from 

Farnley Lake with 15 (early February); there were also 5 at Fewston (mid-March), 2 at Lindley Wood (end 

March) and a lone male on Scargill recorded several times between February to April.  The only other 

sighting was from Chelker with 3 present on 13th January.  After the record cold March, the last spring 

sighting was a surprisingly early 20th April: the spread of sightings over the last decade has been between 

12th April (2012) and 21st May (2003) with an average of 25th April.   The average temperature in the 

autumn was above average, especially during a ‘hot’ October, so records were mainly limited to the two 

main sites with peak counts of 12 at Otley and 14 at Knotford: elsewhere the only other records were from 

Chelker (4 on 8th November) and Scargill (2 on 13th November). 

Smew Mergellus albellus                   002 Sightings/01 Sites 

Scarce winter visitor 

After a gap of seven years without any sightings between 2004 and 2009 inclusive, there was a record for 

the fourth year running when there was a single sighting of a red-head at Knotford Nook on 12th and 13th 

March (JF, AGG).  This is the most popular site for this species with 41% of sightings from there (followed 

by 21% from Lindley Wood and 17% from Chelker - sightings from Otley are rare). 

Goosander Mergus merganser       157 Sightings/42 Sites 

                                                      
17  The most regular northern site is Grimwith with occasional sightings from the nearby Mossy Moor.  In 2010 there 
was an unusual northern river sighting at Ghaistrill's Strid. 
18  Since last year's report showed a maximum count at Otley of 109 some doubt has been cast over the validity of this 
sighting.  It has therefore been replaced by the highest figure for which there is no argument. 
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Breeding resident and common winter visitor.  Population significantly increased in recent decades. 

This species is widespread throughout our area: it was also recorded on the Washburn reservoirs and 

regularly all along the river, as far up as Conistone.  It is rare above there with a single record from 

Buckden; there were no records from Littondale and two records from Grimwith.   Sightings are usually of 

1 or 2 birds, occasionally of 5 or 6, and with up to 8 sometimes seen in walks along the quieter stretches of 

the river.  On the reservoirs, and at the start of the year, there were 6 on Grimwith in January and what was 

described as an unusually high number of 6 below Lindley Wood in April.  However, the most interesting 

sighting of the year was from Lindley Wood with 37 on the 24th August (AJ).  Traditionally there has been 

a roost recorded here at the start of the year; the peak count was 89 on 4th February 2005 but there have 

been no records submitted since 20 were seen in 2008.  This was the first time there has been an autumn 

record of such an event.  There were occasional records of birds on the smaller lakes – John O’Gaunts, 

Swinsty, Farnley, Knotford Nook, Otley, Ben Rhydding gravel pits, Chelker, Mossy Moor and the Kilnsey 

trout farm.  The first record of young was from the river at Burley on 4th May but there were two 

interesting records of adults seen flying into holes in the first few days of the month, near the shelter on the 

eastern bank in Strid Woods and, rather further from the river, into a tree hole 12ft above the ground and 

near the Laund Oak on the back road (quite a way for the young ones to walk to the water!).  Most of the 

records of breeding were from the south but the most interesting one was from between Grassington bridge 

and Grass Wood when a female was seen with 15 young. Clutch sizes are usually between 8 and 11, 

although extremes of 4 and 22 have been recorded, but the perceived wisdom is that clutches of over 13 are 

most likely to be from more than one female.  

Osprey Pandion haliaetus                   012 Sightings/06 Sites 

Scarce passage migrant. 

This species is typically reported from 6 or 7 sites in most years; as usual a significant number of sightings 

were from the Barden View Point (i.e. 67%, although received records were somewhat down from there 

this year).  Otherwise sightings can occur anywhere in the region.  The only northern sighting was of a bird 

over Grimwith heading NNW on August 13th (KM**). In the south, there were Washburn sightings over 

Swinsty (May) when the bird caught a fish, and Lindley Wood (August) where the bird tried to land on a 

tree stump sticking up out of the mud but was spooked by a heron.  The other sighting was at Pool (May) 

where a bird flew low and downstream, occasionally almost hovering as if to look for fish.  There were 7 

sightings in the spring (April and May) and 5 in autumn (August): this ratio between spring and autumn 

sightings was in line with the long-term figure of there being slightly more sightings (57%) in the spring. 

Red Kite Milvus milvus               161 Sightings/42 Sites 

Re-introduced species (Harewood 1999 – 2003) now established and breeding  

There was good and bad news in this year's report on Yorkshire 

red kites, which is posted on the web-site of the same name.  It 

revised last year’s total of territorial pairs up to a record 100 for 

the first time; secondly, the number of young raised in 

Yorkshire has passed 1,000.  The report was encouraging in 

that some of this year's pairs were in new areas, so confirming 

the gradual geographical spread of the population away from 

the core area.  Also, that three pairs were in residential gardens 

and seven pairs were on golf courses. This was rather surpassed 

by the bad news.  For the first time this year there was a small 

fall in the number of territorial pairs, from 100 to 99, but this 

disguised falls in North (from 35 to 34) and West Yorkshire 

(from 57 to 53).  The report noted that ‘...the number of pairs in 

the western part of the established breeding range has 

significantly reduced and that this has coincided with the 

ongoing detection of illegally poisoned birds, an issue which is being addressed by Natural England and 

North Yorkshire Police.  Also, that shortly after last annual report was published, two further illegal 

poisoning victims were reported – bringing the number of known deaths from this cause in 2012 up to 

three – all in North Yorkshire. In May 2013 a further poisoned kite was found less than 2 miles from 

where one of the 2012 victims was discovered. There have been at least 25 Yorkshire-related Red Kite 

illegal poisonings recorded since 2000, 20 of which have occurred in North Yorkshire. This area has the 
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unenviable record of being one of the worst in the UK for offences involving birds of prey.’  So what 

evidence do we have for changes in our area?  Records submitted peaked in 2008 (270 sightings at 63 

sites) and have since been declining quite significantly.  I have tended to put this down to the increasing 

familiarity of the species in our skies and that recording a sighting is less worth noting down than it once 

was, although there has perhaps also been some reduction in records received from the Barden View 

Point. 

  However, there are two clear indicators of changing times as can be seen in the two diagrams below.  

The first shows the number of nests located by the local ringer, Pete Roe, where young were ringed. After 

the first nesting in our area in 2003 the number of nests detected increased to a peak in 2010 but has since 

been slowly decreasing. The second diagram shows the number of locations in the north where the species 

was seen
19

. Red kites have never been common in the north, i.e. north of Barden Bridge, so we can 

assume there is a high probability that all sightings will be noted down: this shows that the number of sites 

where the species was seen peaked in 2007 and have been falling slowly ever since: the only sighting this 

year was of one over Hebden Beck near Mossy Moor on 26th May (RL&TF).  In the south there is a 

preponderance of records from the east, generally to the east of Burley and Menston.  Further west there 

were several sightings over  Ilkley Moor (including as far west as Addingham Moorside) and a rare record 

from a member of the public of one over Ilkley town centre in February, the only sightings from further 

west being from the Barden View Point, although an enthusiastic Barden watcher (AGG**) reported 

counts there have significantly reduced.  Most of the sightings were of 1 or 2 birds but there were higher 

counts from the east with 8 over Weston (February), 6 over the Washburn (mid-April) and Weeton (mid-

June), and 4 over Lindley Wood (end of March)
20

.  The number of garden reporting over-flights fell from 

a peak of 13 in 2010 to 10 this year – Otley (4), Burley (3), Menston (2) and Ben Rhydding (1) with an 

Otley garden recording a peak rate of sightings of 2 or 3 a week once or twice during  the year, but most 

sightings described as rare. 

Marsh Harrier Circus aeruginosus                  007 Sightings/04 Sites 

Scarce passage migrant. 

The situation for this species returned to normal, i.e. of sightings from 4 or 5 sites, after an amazing feast 

of sightings last year, partly because two birds spent some of the summer on Barden Moor from mid-June 

with one bird staying into the second half of August.  The long-term average is that ~70% of sightings are 

in the autumn, which was what happened this year.  Spring sightings were from the Barden View Point (in 

April and May); the five sightings during August were over a short period between the 17th and the 26th.  

Although two of the sightings were from Barden View Point, the remaining three were widely spread from 

Grassington Moor, Kex Gill and Whetstone Gate. 

Hen Harrier Circus cyaneus                   019 Sightings/07 Sites 

Uncommon passage/winter visitor. 

It was a sad year for this species and the end of an era when, for the first time since the 1960s, this species 

failed to breed successfully in England.  Two pairs attempted to nest but both failed, although one of these 

appears to have failed naturally with eggs not hatching.  We had some unusual sightings in the area with 

                                                      
19  Figures are only shown from 2005, the year that WNS and UWFS started exchanging records. 
20  There was a record of 18 in the air at the same time over Rawden Hill, Low Weardley in mid-February, sadly a few 
hundred yards outside our area! 
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Ian Court, the YDNPA bird officer reporting that it had been a strange year for the species with birds 

turning up all over the place but never settling.  Birds had been seen food passing at Bowland but them 

making no attempt to nest.  What was happening - we can only speculate.  Were there so few birds now 

that they had problems finding a mate?  Alternatively, was it a food issue? Did the excessively cold spring 

affect food supplies at a critical time?  The species relies on supplies of voles and meadow pipits.  

Certainly some observers suggested the latter species may have delayed their return to the moors with 

numbers remaining in the valley, although later local BTO moorland surveys were to suggest numbers 

were normal.  A pair were seen at close quarters in the fields below Burley Moor on 20th April (D&SD) 

and there were reports at the same time (and into early May) of a pair seen sky-dancing elsewhere in the 

region (AGG**, AT**).  There was a later report of a female on Ilkley moor on 6th June (JG) and two 

other mid-year reports seen from traditional sites (AJ, K&PL).  Later, there were a number of sightings in 

the last quarter both from a traditional site (AGG**, VC**), but also with a ringtail seen on several days in 

late November in the Sandwith moor area (K&PL) followed by a couple of unusual sightings of a male 

hunting at Oughtershaw in the second half of December (C&FC). 

Montagu’s/Pallid Harrier Circus pygargus/ macrourus (?) 

Rare visitor. 

Tony Gough, one of our local raptor experts, had distant views of a harrier species over Lower Fell 

Plantation from Barden on 29th June: he watched it fly west over the valley but only had poor side-on 

views. Tony concluded that it was either a first summer Montagu’s or Pallid Harrier and has submitted a 

record to the YNU on that basis, but could not make a positive identification without seeing the under-wing 

and head patterns well. Tony concluded that statistically it was most probably a Montagu’s, but impossible 

to rule out a Pallid which is now being seen much more frequently in Britain than it was 10-15 years ago. 

Buzzard Buteo buteo        196 Sightings/71 Sites 

Scarce breeder/passage migrant/visitor: population has increased recently. 

Nationally, the species continues to expand its 

population
21

.  The national success of the species was to 

lead to howls of protest in May when Natural England 

gave permission for an estate to destroy a number of 

buzzard nests and eggs as they were causing serious 

problems preying on pheasants: the Secretary of State 

subsequently said the Government had consulted 

National Gamekeepers organization but not the RSPB.  

National England said that non-lethal but radical 

measures were sometimes justified where they did not 

harm the species conservation status
22

. The species is one 

of the most frequently reported ones in our area, recorded 

at a remarkably consistently and large number of sites varying only between 71 and 74 in the last five 

years.  The number of nests located by Pete Roe, our local ringer, has settled down in low double figures - 

as can be seen in the adjacent diagram – with Pete reporting that that are at least 10 woods in our area in 

mid-Wharfedale which he doesn’t manage to get round and which undoubtedly contain more nests.  Unlike 

a number of other raptor species whose breeding season was significantly affected by the cold spring, this 

species had quite a reasonable year with the number of nests slightly up (+10%) on the five-year-average; 

the season had started with a spell of slightly bad weather with rain and wind and this had some effect on 

productivity with one nest damaged by wind and failing and another deserted, so that productivity was 

slightly down (by -10%).  This species was well reported in virtually all parts of the region, usually in ones 

and twos.  Records are rather less common in the north (25% of sightings and from 25 sites compared with 

46), perhaps reflecting the lower density of observers in some of those parts – there were numerous records 

from around Grassington, and good numbers from Littondale and the top of the Dale but they remain 

uncommon around Grimwith with only two sightings, both in May. There were several northern reports of 

                                                      
21  Natural England estimate that there are now between 57,700 and 80,000 territorial breeding pairs! 
22  Three weeks later, RSPB were to be accused of hypocrisy when they admitted on the blog of the Conservation 
Director that it had killed 3 gulls and 292 carrion crows last year; it had also destroyed 76 gull’s nests and the eggs of black 
swans and geese. 
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family parties in August with 5 birds over Grass Wood in August and 4 birds over Greenfield and Ackerley 

Moor.  There were also reports of 4 circling around the fields to the east of Hawkswick (February) and over 

a Grassington garden (May), where the number was reported to be the highest count ever.  Although there 

were rather fewer records from Barden View Point this year the site still managed to record the highest 

total of the year with 15 at the end of August.  The species is a frequent sight in the Washburn with a peak 

count of 7 over the lower valley in February and a party of 5 over Lindley Wood in April. 

Sparrowhawk Accipiter nisus       090 Sightings/34 Sites 

Common breeding resident/passage visitor: population stable. 

The number and range of sightings reflect a widespread but thin distribution 

of this species; reports were received from a good selection of sites in mid-

Wharfedale and the Washburn but the species is rarer in the north (from 10 

sites c.f. 24), with 75% of northern sightings from the well-watched 

Grassington area; the other sightings were of a single bird in a Kilnsey 

garden (late January, November and December), one over Burnsall in 

March, and 2 birds in Greenfield in late August.  In the Grassington area 

several of the records were from gardens in Grassington, Threshfield and 

Hebden.  In the south most records are received from gardens (40%) and 

from the Barden View Point (15%) with, elsewhere, records thinly spread 

throughout the region and with no other particular hot-spots.  The species 

always generates worried interest and grim reports of prey being consumed 

when it is seen in gardens (over 50% of reporting gardens) with reports from right across the south 

including Pool (1), Otley (3), Burley (3), Menston (1), Ilkley (6) and Addingham (2), in addition to the 

northern gardens already reported.  Pigeons were a popular prey but other birds taken included 3 

goldfinches, a siskin and a bullfinch.    Breeding records included 4 young females ringed in a nest in the 

usual site in Middleton Woods and 3 in Burley with one other chick missed because it was already flying. 

Goshawk Accipiter gentilis       No sightings this year 

Scarce passage migrant: may breed in the area. 

In our area the species struggles to maintain a foothold and no records were received this year, although 

there were second hand reports that there had been a couple of sighting from one site.  Several visits by 

‘goshawk watchers’ to another site produced no results whilst visitors to one of the most profitable sites in 

recent years were shocked to find all the trees in the area had been felled.  However, I am happy to report 

that I can end this report on a more positive note; Richard Fuller, the new recorder, got off to a flying start 

when the first set of records he received included one of a goshawk displaying on 2nd January (AJ)! 

Kestrel Falco tinnunculus       124 Sightings/55 Sites 

Common breeding resident/passage visitor: national population decline 

The approach to ringing kestrel young is to put up a box whenever the ringer hears of a pair in the vicinity 

and rely on them adopting it and laying their eggs there. Sadly, Pete Roe reports that many of these boxes 

remain empty as the number of nests where he rings young has plunged, as can be seen in the adjacent 

diagram, from a peak of 13 in 2007 to a low of 

only 2 this year.  Thirty years ago, he reports, 6 

eggs in a clutch was common, now 4 is more 

usual with a few 5s and only rarely now, 6.  

Although infertile eggs are rare for this species, 

adults now rarely raise all the young in a nest.  

There is therefore a dismal long term trend with 

this the fourth year running that the number of 

nests has been disappointingly low.  Points made 

at a recent raptor conference included an 

observation that the number of nesting kestrels in 

a Strathclyde area had declined since nesting 

buzzards increased and that 70% of their prey are 

voles which, as we will see later, had a poor spring.  For the moment the species remains common and well 

recorded throughout the region, albeit with proportionally fewer sightings from the north (~25%).  The 

greatest number of northern records was from the Grassington area and the top of the Dale with the highest 
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northern count from there of a family of 4 and 2 other birds at Greenfield in mid-September.  Otherwise all 

the records were of only 1 or 2 birds.  In the south the species was well distributed throughout the region 

with no particular hot-spots and with almost all sightings of 1 or 2 birds.  Unlike the previous species 

where members’ gardens are popular hunting grounds, this is a rare garden visitor with records from only 

10% of gardens c.f. over 50% for sparrowhawks. 

Merlin Falco columbarius                   027 Sightings/09 Sites 

Scarce breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population probably stable. 

Finding merlin nests is a demanding task requiring much patience tramping the extensive and remote 

moors around Ilkley.  This proved impractical last year with the appalling weather and only one nest was 

found on the southern moors, although it was felt likely that three other nests were successful, but this year 

3 nests were found on the southern moors and it looks highly probable that a pair bred successfully on the 

northern moors although no nest was found.  This represented a fairly good year compared with results 

over the last decade.  In the south two of the three nests were along the southern edge and just outside the 

WNS area.  One nest produced 4 ringed young, another 3 young with 1 infertile egg; unfortunately, the 4 

young were predated in the last nest when the young were 12-15 days old.  All that was left was four 

separate piles of feathers with feather quills bitten and crushed suggesting a fox was the culprit.  Such 

incidents are bound to distort the statistics when so few nests are involved so productivity was only just 

over 2 compared with the usual 4.  Apart from breeding records sightings were few and far between.  In the 

south the most regular sightings were from the Bolton Abbey Estate with regular reports of aggressive 

behaviour including conflicts with a red kite (April) and a buzzard (May) and an attack on a kestrel (July): 

there was also a sighting on Burley Moor.   Both sightings in the north, from Grimwith and Oughtershaw, 

were in August and of 3 birds suggesting family groups.  

Hobby Falco subbuteo                    018 Sightings/06 Sites 

Scarce summer visitor/probable breeder: population increasing. 

As usual the majority of reports were from Barden View Point (i.e. 2/3) with others spread thinly across 

the south but, unusually, a rare record from the north when a bird flew over the road from Grass Wood to 

Kilnsey Wood on 15th August (IC).  Birds were seen at Barden between 2nd May and 12 September with 

3 birds recorded on 28th August which were confidentially identified as juveniles (AGG**).  Elsewhere, 

there were sightings around Rombalds Moor (April and August), Knotford (late July) and Swinsty 

(September and October); one of the Swinsty sightings was also identified as a juvenile (RF).  Hobby 

nests are notoriously difficult to locate and finding one remains the Holy Grail for local birders. 

Peregrine Falco peregrinus                   024 Sightings/10 Sites 

Scarce resident/passage/probable breeder: local population possibly increasing. 

There seemed a distinct shortage of records this year with records only received from 10 sites, well down 

on the five-year average of 16.  In the north 5/6 records were from the Grassington area or Littondale with 

one sighting from Burnsall.  There was one record of breeding, with a pair successfully raising 3 young; 

only single birds were seen at another traditional breeding site and there was no sign of any breeding 

activity.  In the south almost 80% of records were from the Barden View Point (between April and 

November): there were also nearby records from Barden Fell and Strid Woods.  The only other records 

were of a juvenile at Addingham Moorside (mid-October) and from Thruscross in early December. 

Red Grouse Lagopus lagopus (C) 

Common breeding resident: population generally stable but subject to setbacks. 

In our area the species is locally common on the moors around mid and upper Wharfedale, although not 

well reported.  In the north the majority of reports (75%) were from the well-watched Grassington area 

with a flock of 32 seen in 5 inches of snow on Threshfield Moor on 19th January and 25+ on Grassington 

Moor in mid-August and on Threshfield/Boss Moor on Christmas Day.  South of Hebden Beck 10 were 

reported around Mossy Moor and up to 10 on a Grimwith circuit.  Records from the Littondale and the top 

of the Dale were sparse and counts small, e.g. 2 on a BBS count on Plover Hill.  In the south 1/3 of records 

were from the Bolton Abbey Estate with peak counts of 49 on Barden Fell and 22 on Barden Moor.  

Further east there were counts of 31 on Rombalds Moor with the highest counts of the year from the top of 

the Washburn with 70 on Pocklestone Moor in late February (E&PS) and between 50 and 80 at Hoodsport 

at the end of July (PD&JBP).  There were several records of breeding with the first record of chicks on 6th 

June, rather later than last year's 16
th
 May. 
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Black Grouse Tetrao tetrix                   004 Sightings/01 Sites 

Rare breeding resident: Northern Pennine Black Grouse Recovery Group seeking to increase population. 

This species was recorded annually in Wharfedale until 1986 but then only in two years until three males 

and three females were seen in the autumn of 2009 in upper Wharfedale.  Since then it has been seen in the 

same area every year: this year there were four records. A single male was reported during a spring survey 

of leks (IC), but subsequently there were peak counts of at least 4 (2 males and 2 females) in May and 6 in 

mid-December (3 males and 3 females) (C&FC).  However, there were a couple of encouraging pieces of 

news during the year. Firstly, that it is planned to release males in the Yorkshire Dales later this year.  

Secondly, after a truly awful breeding season in 2012 when a sample of 35 hens raised only 7 chicks 

between them, the warm, dry conditions in June 2013 saw a record breaking breeding season with each 

hens producing, on average, 4 chicks, with some having 10 or 11 young: this average was almost four times 

higher than in recent years. 

Red-legged Partridge Alectoris rufa  (C) 

Uncommon breeding resident, all from released birds: population stable except where releases occur. 

The species is perhaps not as common as one might expect and is probably under-recorded anyway. It can 

appear anywhere across the region: sightings are usually of up to 4 birds except in areas where birds are 

released.  In the north Grimwith, as usual, topped the records with 168 around the reservoir, shortly after 

the summer release.  In the south 57 were seen sheltering from the wind on the back road below Barden 

Fell in early February.  There was a rare garden record from Hebden of a single bird at the end of April 

(RL&TF).  There was also an interesting record from the Washburn with a mixed flock of 15 red-legged 

and grey in a spinney near Lindley Farm on 26th January (D&NF). 

Grey Partridge Perdix perdix              023 Sightings/17 Sites 

Uncommon breeding resident: population declining. 

The national press reported in August that the species was slowly recovering from a disastrous breeding 

season in 2012 but that it would take some time to recover to the levels of the previous year: also, that 46% 

had survived the winter because food had been put out for them.  The species, though, can ill afford set-

backs such as this.  In Edwardian times it is estimated there were a million pairs in the country but numbers 

declined rapidly from the 1950s with the introduction of herbicides to cereal growing systems, as well as 

destruction of hedgerows and the decline in mixed farming.  The herbicides did not kill the birds but 

affected the food chain of young birds.  Young birds need 2,000 insects a day to thrive and survive but 

insect numbers are much reduced.  In the past 40 years there had been a decline of ~86%.  In our area the 

species has seen a roller-coaster ride in recent years as can be seen by the two adjacent diagrams.  Bad 

weather resulted in sightings halving between 2008 and 2010, showed some recovery in the following two 

years but then fell again after the disastrous 2012 breeding season.  The chart of the number of sites where 

the species is recorded tells a slightly different story: this shows that it has been the north which was 

particularly badly affected between 2008 and 2010 but that it is now showing a slow but steady recovery.  

The northern records were clustered between Hebden in the south, through Lea Green to Starbotton and 

Buckden Pike in the north: most sightings were of only 1 or 2 birds but the most northerly sighting was of 

10 birds in two groups (which was also the highest Wharfedale count of the year).  In the south almost 40% 

of records were from the well-watched Otley with up to 4 birds seen there along with the only breeding 

record when an adult was seen with 1 young on 13th July.  There were two records from the Washburn 
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with a mixed group of 15 red-legged and grey near Lindley trout farm and 2 at Scow Hall near Swinsty.  

There were five sightings on the moorland edges around Ilkley from Askwith, Denton and Ling Plantation 

in the north and Hawksworth Moor and Addingham Moordside in the south.  The highest count was of 6 on 

the back road by Barden Fell in mid-November. 

Reeves's Pheasant Syrmaticus reevesii 

Exotic Escapee 

Although two exotic pheasants are now on the British List (Golden and Lady Amherst), this species is not 

and any sightings will be of escapees.  There was a male seen on 21st March and again on 30th close to 

Crag Farm near Lindley Wood, from which it had presumably escaped or been released. 

Common Pheasant Phasianus colchicus (C) 

Common breeding resident subject to extensive rearing/releases: population stable overall. 

This is a common bird which many people don’t bother to record.  It is subject to significant releases 

throughout the area ensuring they are numerous in most areas, especially on the valley sides and moorland 

fringes: in the north there were good numbers around Grimwith and the southern end of Littondale (around 

Hawkswick), and in the south around the Bolton Abbey Estate.  The species was a not entirely welcome 

visitor to members’ gardens, being recorded in 35% of reporting gardens  The first quarter was the most 

popular time for visits: these were usually uncommon and often only of a single bird.  However, daily visits 

were reported to an Otley garden (M&JC) during this period, whilst there were peak counts of 8 and 6 in 

two Ilkley gardens (CG, NH).  There was one record of a female visiting a Kilnsey garden with several 

young on 30th May (EC *). 

Water Rail Rallus aquaticus                   005 Sightings/02 Sites 

Scarce passage/winter visitor. 

The species is usually recorded at only two sites, Otley and Sun Lane but with the number of sightings 

dependent on the severity of the winter.  There were 37 in 2010 and 11 in 2011 but this year we had to 

make do with only five sightings.  At the start of the year there was a record from Otley on 27th January 

and from a new site, Castley (near Arthington), on 11th April both by AJ.  Later the volunteers of the Otley 

Working party were rewarded for all their efforts by the sound of several calling from the reed beds on 16th 

November: birds were also recorded at the end of the month (PP) and in mid-December (SR**). The 

species is a winter visitor with 46% of sightings during the first quarter: the April sighting was a relatively 

late one – summer records are very rare with only 5% during the summer months (between May and 

August) 

Moorhen Gallinula chloropus                   087 Sightings/24 Sites 

Common breeding resident/passage visitor: population probably stable. 

There appears to be a healthy and stable population of this species across the 

entire region although they appear significantly less common above Barden 

Bridge.  In the north most records were from along the river above Barden, from 

Grassington, and around Conistone and the bottom end of Littondale: the peak 

northern count was 7 at Conistone in November.  There was a record from 

Grimwith in October which was somewhat unusual.  There was also an unusual 

sighting below the Grassington bridge with a bird perched on a garden feeder at 

the end of January.  In the south the species generally appears to be restricted to 

the lowland reservoirs and watercourses (although there was one on Ilkley tarn in 

July), and was widely reported from such sites across mid Wharfedale and the 

Washburn with 35% of southern records from the Washburn.   As usual the 

greatest concentration in the first quarter was at Otley where numbers peaked at 

8 in February (compared with 12 in March last year); counts at Knotford are 

slightly smaller with a peak count of 6 in March (although this was the highest 

count from there since 2009).  In the Washburn the peak count during this period was 6 on Fewston.  

However, the southern hot-spot for this species is in Addingham where there were 8 in the Rectory garden 

and 3 by the river in February.   In the autumn the highest count in the area was 14 at High Royds in 

October.  The first young were reported from Sun Lane on 2nd June and there were also sightings of 

juveniles from Otley, Knotford Nook, Ilkley tarn and Conistone. 

Coot Fulica atra                      71 Sightings/10 Sites 

Locally common breeding migrant: population stable. 
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The distribution of this species is far more restricted than the previous one (the five-year average number 

of sites where it is seen being 30 and 13 respectively).  It is essentially a bird of the south, with the 

exception being the small population at Kilnsey trout farm (where there were 3 in January and a bird on a 

nest in early June).  It is regularly recorded at Otley, Knotford, Chelker and the Washburn Reservoirs and 

breeds at a number of smaller sites in mid-Wharfedale and the Washburn: almost 70% of records were 

from the well-watched Otley and Knotford Nook.  As usual there were largish winter counts from 

Knotford and Otley, and good counts from Chelker.  Peak counts at the start of the year were 87 at 

Knotford, 66 at Otley and 20 at Chelker (these figures for the first two sites well down on the first-quarter 

peaks of recent years of 300 at Knotford in 2005 and 178 at Otley in 2010, not to mention last year's totals 

of 162 and 111 respectively).  Numbers drop off in the summer with Otley counts down to ~20 - 30, rising 

to a peak of only 37 in the last quarter.  Counts in the Washburn are small with a peak count of 10 at John 

O’Gaunts in April, where there is the greatest Washburn presence. Single families were recorded at 

Knotford Nook where there were 5 juveniles on 1st June (although only 2 were recorded 10 weeks later) 

and at Otley where there was a family of 2 juveniles: there was no subsequent report of young on Fewston 

after a pair was seen at a nest in late May. 

Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus                  191 Sightings/61 Sites 

Locally common breeding migrant: population probably increasing. 

This is a bird that has established itself as a widespread breeder throughout the whole area in recent 

decades (being typically recorded at around 60 sites, roughly equally split between north and south).  The 

north certainly had the most impressive set of records for the year with the first sighting from there for the 

second year running with 5 birds at Arncliffe Cote on 3rd January (GL*) and with good counts during 

February of ~40 at Kilnsey on the 16th and 55 near Linton Church on the 24th: the highest count from 

Grimwith, which often records the largest counts in the area, was at least 39 on the 18th.  By comparison 

the first record from the south was of a single bird at Gallows Hill on 8th January (E&PS) with the first 

record from Otley of a single bird the following day; the highest southern count of 25 was from Otley at 

the end of March.  On the whole, peak counts occur during March when there are flocks of pre-breeding 

birds, but the cold March seems to have discouraged that this year and the Otley count was the highest 

southern count of the month: in the north 30+ birds were counted flying along the river at Burnsall on the 

21st whilst Grimwith managed a count of 40 a month later on 23rd April.  These figures compare with last 

year’s peak count for the area of 95 at Grimwith on the 16th March. Most of the few records of breeding 

this year were from the north with young seen between 26th May and 5th July. The last sightings of the 

summer were again from the north with a single bird at Grimwith on 18th September: the last sighting 

from the south was of a single bird at Otley on 31st August.  The regional temperature during October was 

2.1°C above average, which may explain several subsequent sightings in the area.  Were these early 

returnees – or birds that may have stayed in the area?  There were 2 birds at Arncliffe Cote on 23rd 

November, a bird on Barden Moor on 10th December and one on the Chelker dam wall amongst large 

numbers of lapwings on 15th December. 

Little Ringed Plover Charadrius dubius                 015 Sightings/04 Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant: stable population. 

This species is restricted to the south with the majority of records coming from the Washburn.  If the extent 

of records this year was disappointing
23

 it was quite a good year for breeding with young recorded at all 

three of the sites in the Washburn where birds were seen.  At one site two pairs bred with 2 remaining 

young ringed from one of the nests after at least one chick had already fledged.  One young was ringed at 

the second site.  The situation at the third site was tinged with tragedy when all three young in the first 

brood perished when they fell down cracks in the concrete wall and could not be rescued, but the pair 

subsequently raised a second brood where 2 young were ringed.  The only other record was from the 

Barden View Point, a new bird for the site, where two were seen flying around the fields below the watch 

point early in the season on 3rd May and which then flew off overhead. 

Common Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticula                 009 Sightings/01 Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant: population stable. 

This is the larger relative of the previous species and is usually found along estuaries or the coast and only 

occasionally breeds inland: we are extremely lucky that one of these spots is at Grimwith.  In a typical year 

                                                      
23  The most recent 'good' year was 2011 when there were 27 sightings at nine sites 
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there are records from a total of between two and four sites with a peak of seven in 2006, but records from 

other sites are usually of passage birds and, with a very poor summer passage, there were no other records 

this year.  The Grimwith count is usually around 3 pairs but there was one estimate of at least 4 pairs this 

year (IC).  The situation on breeding sites around the reservoir has been evolving in recent years as birds 

have been spreading out from the traditional site within the area alongside the sailing club.  One pair was 

seen there but there was a pair at the eastern end of the northern shore and another very visible pair nesting 

at the western end of the dam.  The first record of young was of two on 26th May (PD&JBP) with 

interesting and similar sets of records on 5th July (GL*) and 12th (IC) showing how dispersed the birds 

have become.  Sightings on the first date included 2 adults in the boatyard, an adult in the NE corner, 2 

adults with a flying juvenile by the Gate-up Gill outflow, an adult with a flying juvenile by Blea Beck 

outflow and an adult at the W end of the dam. The final sighting of the season was a distant one of 6 

including at least one juvenile in the NW corner of the reservoir on the 10th (RF).   

Golden Plover Pluvialis apricaria      062 Sightings/31 Sites 

Uncommon moorland breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably in decline. 

The species is typically recorded at around 26 sites, with rather more sites and records from south; the 

large counts are always in the south. In the north most records were from the well-watched countryside 

around Grassington (60%) with only two records from the top of the Dale and single sightings from 

Littondale and Grimwith.  In the south most of the records are from the moors above the Washburn and 

around Ilkley with few from the Bolton Abbey Estate. There were no records of the very large pre-

breeding flocks (i.e. several thousand) reported in previous years, perhaps another casualty of the cold 

spring?  The highest counts were only 330 on 4th March and 200 on 13th April both from Sandwith Moor, 

the site where these large flocks are usually recorded: there were also 250+ at Barden on the 4th April and 

200+ at Scargill on the 20th. At the end of the season there were several widespread counts of 100+ in the 

last two months of the year from Sandwith Moor, Weeton, the Chevin, Chelker and Barden.  The highest 

counts from the north were 30 along Tinker’s Lane near Hebden on 7th April at the start of the season and 

26 at the season’s end on Grassington Moor on 27th July and along Malham Moor Lane on 10th August: 

subsequent counts were all single figures.  Breeding records are few and far between with a nest with four 

eggs discovered on Yockenthwaite Moor on 19th June and records of juveniles from 7th June on Ilkley 

and Grassington Moors: there were several records of alarming birds suggesting they had nearby young. 

Northern Lapwing Vanellus vanellus      179 Sightings/50 Sites 

Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population may be declining. 

The species is recorded throughout our area although with 60% of northern 

records from the well-watched Grassington area and a minimal presence at 

the top of the Dale (where the only record was of 5 birds seen on the 

‘Postman’s walk’ at Buckden in early June).  The first northern record of the 

year was of 8 flying up river at Grassington on 20th January, although 

sightings did not start to build up until the middle of the following month.  

There are fewer records of large flock sizes in the north with peak counts at 

the start of the year of 70 over Threshfield Moor and 45 by the river at Linton 

church in the second half of February: the highest count from Grimwith 

during this period was 27. There were also 35 at Skirfare bridge although subsequent records from 

Littondale were very limited. The largest northern counts were in post-breeding flocks with 300 at 

Grimwith during the second half of August and ~100 along Malham Moor Lane at the start of the month.  

Subsequently, there was the odd double-figure count until late November.  The species is widespread 

throughout the south with the first record of 3 at Otley on 5th January, which had increased to ~200 by the 

12th; although this sighting was of an overhead flock and numbers subsequently fell there.  Other early 

high counts were 70 at Knotford at the end of the month and ~100 in front of Denton Hall in mid-February. 

In the Washburn there were counts of 85 at Scargill in mid-February and ~50 at Thruscross early the 

following month, although a Washburn watcher (PBR) reported that in general there were small numbers 

in lower Washburn walks but reasonable numbers on the moorland edges.  Chelker remains a good spot to 

see large flocks in the autumn and there were estimated to be 1000+ there at the end of August and 

continuing high counts right through to the end of the year with 550 in mid-December: there was also a 

sizable count of 300 along the old railway line at Otley at the end of the following month.  There were 

extensive reports of breeding from across much of the region with the first young reported from Otley on 
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10th May and from Kilnsey in the north on the 20th with the last record of young from Grassington Moor 

on 21st July. 

Dunlin Calidris alpina        003 Sightings/03 Sites 

Scarce passage visitor: probably still breeds in the area but numbers much reduced. 

It was a fairly average year with records from three sites.  Between 3 and 5 birds were seen at Mossy Moor  

three times between the 3rd and 25th May, and there was a bird on the summit of Great Whernside, also on 

the 25th (all BT).  A record on the eastern side of Grassington Moor on 28th July (GL*) was probably a 

passage bird.  

Jack Snipe Lymnocryptes minimus      002 Sightings/02 Sites 

Rare migrant/winter visitor. 

There has been a dearth of sightings of this species in recent years, which is particularly disappointing 

after the last year of sightings (2006) when the species was seen on 8 occasions at Otley between early 

January and late March.  In the spring there was a single sighting from a track in the main reed bed at 

Otley on 11th March (E&PS): the sighting has been accepted by the BOG Rarities Committee.  In the 

autumn, a member of the public (Steve Peel) was walking on Middleton Moor on 17th October when a 

bird rose up from just in front of his boot and flew at about 3m height for about 50m and landed in a tall 

rushy area.  Fortunately, Steve is a senior grassland specialist with Natural England and quite familiar 

with birds of the wet grassland. He described the bird as having characteristic striped markings on the 

back, much smaller than a common snipe and with a shorter bill and a rather weaker flight.  The BTO 

BirdTrack shows that October is the peak month for sightings nationally.  It is also the peak month for 

local sightings with 22% then, followed by March with 18%. 

Common Snipe Gallinago gallinago      050 Sightings/29 Sites 

Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population stable or in shallow decline. 

There is probably more variation in the numbers of sightings and of sites for this species, particularly in the 

south, than for most other fairly widely distributed species, although it is not clear to what extent this 

reflects changing numbers of birds.  After two very good years followed by two poor years, this was a 

relatively good one for sightings as can be seen in the following table: 
 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Sightings 34 69 66 44 40 50 

Sites 28 27 33 23 19 29 
 

Records were thinly spread throughout the region although, as in 2012, no records were received from the 

top of the Dale this year: also, in the south, 1/3 of southern records were from the Washburn, mainly along 

reservoir shores.  The highest northern counts were of 4 on Foxup Moor during a BTO BBS survey on 20th 

April (GL*) and 3 on the western shores of Grimwith on 28th August (JF).  In the south there were several 

impressive counts.  Castley near Arthington produced at least 10 on 11th April (AJ) (the site produced a 

count of 16 in 2012).  There were two good counts from Menston:  there were up to 12 at a new site, 

Guiseley Ings, on 19th January – alongside the railway (where one is dependent on someone flushing the 

birds when they walked across this little-visited spot) – and 10 at High Royds on 22nd October (both RF).  

The other high count was of 12 flushed from the reeds at the eastern end of John O’Gaunts on 4th 

December (PBR). 

Woodcock Scolopax rusticola       026 Sightings/16 Sites 

Scarce breeding resident/passage migrant/winter visitor: probably in decline. 

It was a good year – the best since 2010 when there were records from 18 sites.  As usual there were more 

records from the south.  In the north all but two of the records were from Grass Wood with sightings of 

single birds from there between mid-February and the end of July.  The other records were from Hebden 

along with a very encouraging record from Greenfield where a woodcock survey produced 2 roding birds 

in early June, a big advance on the last survey in 2003 which had drawn a blank.  In the south 70% were 

from the Washburn, several a by-product of the search for nightjars.  There were several over Sandwith 

Moor, Norwood Edge and in Timble; also records from Lindley trout farm, whereas 2 of the 3 in Farnley 

Wood were close together suggesting there might have been a nest in the area.  Elsewhere, and in the first 

two months of the year there were records from Otley, where a bird was disturbed on the edge of the access 
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track, Farnley, Middleton Woods and from Pool.  There were also records from Park Plantation on Barden 

Fell (March) and Langbar (June). 

Whimbrel Numenius phacopus       001 Sightings/01 Sites 

Scarce passage migrant. 

A bird was seen feeding in a field near Sandwith Moor on a very windy 15th May at 1530 (BM**). A few 

days earlier there had been a record of 2 birds just outside our area seen over Bingley Moor 12th May (AJ). 

Curlew Numenius arquata       201 Sightings/72 Sites 

Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population stable. 

The curlew is a widespread and well–reported breeding bird throughout 

the area at suitable sites: in fact, on the basis of the number of sites where 

the species is recorded, it is rather more widespread than the other major 

wader species, i.e. it is typically recorded at ~76 sites c.f. 66 for 

lapwings, 58 for oystercatchers and 26 for golden plovers.  Birds arrive in 

the south distinctly earlier than in the north and there are usually largish 

pre-breeding flocks before birds disperse to breed, but there was a 

distinct shortage of them this year.  The first record of 5 birds was from 

Otley on 5th January which had risen to 100 by the 12th but fell away 

quite sharply after that.  The only other large count was of 147 in front of 

Denton Hall on 9th February, a very disappointing total compared with 

recent years.  By comparison birds were not recorded in the north until 

22nd February when one was heard at Conistone. Subsequently all the 

counts from the north were in single figures except for 10 at Grimwith in 

early February and 15+ between Buckden and Kettlewell early in April.  Birds are dispersing to their 

breeding grounds on the surrounding moors by the end of March and there were only 17 left in front of 

Denton Hall on the last day of March which was down to 2 a week later.  Now the main evidence of them 

is of their haunting calls from the moors and with the odd displaying bird seen.  There are never a large 

number of breeding records: the first in the south was from the south of Rombalds Moor on 1st June (a few 

days later than last year's 26th May): in the north the only record was from Grimwith on 5th July 

(significantly later than 4th June in 2012).  By early July numbers are thinning and counts are usually in 

single figures.  The last record from the north was of 5 on Grassington Moor on 14th August.  The 

situation is significantly different in the south. In August and September one is more likely to record 

counts in single figures, although there was the occasional record of a few tens.  Winter visitors arrive 

during October and there was an extremely high count of 650 at the traditional wintering ground in front in 

front of Denton Hall on the 28th (TK**), one of the highest of recent years, although that was to be the 

highest count in the last quarter with numbers dropping below 100 by mid-December.  The species was 

uncommon elsewhere in the south with the few counts that there were usually in single figures. 

Common Redshank Tringa totanus                  049 Sightings/21 Sites 

Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable. 

This is a species which is more frequently reported from the south (more than 80% of records) than the 

north, but with much greater variability in the number of sites where it is seen at between 8 and 21 (with a 

five-year average of 15); in the north the number of sites where it is recorded is typically at 7 or 8
24

.  

Records were received from across much of the region.  In the south 35% of southern records were from 

the Washburn (generally around reservoirs) and 20% from Otley, with occasional moorland sightings.  In 

the north most of the records were from along the river up as far as Conistone with one sighting from 

Hesleden in Littondale and with the only upland record from Mossy Moor.   Birds arrived much earlier in 

the south than in the north.  The first sighting was at Otley on 8th February but sightings were rare until 

20th March after which they increased quite rapidly: the first sighting in the north was not until 10th April.  

Most sightings are of only 1 or 2 birds with peak counts in the first half of the year of 5 in Haverah Park 

and 4 at Otley and High Royds in the south in late March and April, and 3 at Conistone in the north in late 

April.  The first record of young was from Rombalds Moor on 3rd June with other records from Kex Gill 

and High Royd, Menston.  The last records were from Hebden in the north on 14th July and in the south 

from Scargill on 29th July. 

                                                      
24  This year there were records from 14 sites in the south and 7 in the north. 
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Common Greenshank Tringa nebularia                 002 Sightings/02 Sites 

Scarce passage visitor. 

The species is a scarce visitor to our area but is nevertheless recorded in most years (although, unusually, 

not in 2010 and 2012).  This year there were both spring and autumn records with an overflying bird near 

Hebden on 26th April (KM**) and a bird at Fewston on 27th August (PBR).  

Green Sandpiper Tringa ochropus                  005 Sightings/03 Sites 

 Scarce passage visitor. 

There are sightings of this species in most years, but only of single birds.  In recent years, too, sightings 

have been from only a single site, sometimes two and very occasionally, three.  On this basis this must be 

regarded as better-than-average year with records from three sites, all in the Washburn and all on autumn 

passage.  A bird was recorded at Lindley Wood three times between the 13th and 24th August (MB**, 

PBR, AJ), at John O’Gaunts on the 22nd (AJ) and at Kex Gill on 7th September (TK**).  August is the 

peak month for local sightings with 36% of sightings then (and with 79% between June and October). 

Common Sandpiper Actitis hypoleucos                  092 Sightings/36 Sites 

Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: national population decline not apparent locally. 

One of the pleasures of a spring walk along the river is to catch sight of this 

bobbing bird and then watch its characteristically flicking wings as it flies 

low over the water to its next perching stone – and it was an above average 

year for enjoying this sight.  We are lucky that this is a relatively common 

sight along rivers and bodies of water throughout the area with a higher 

density of sites in the north (from right across that region).   It was a dead 

heat for the first arrivals of the year with records from Hawkswick and 

Strid Woods on 13th April.  There were some impressive totals from the 

north with, as usual, the highest count of 26 from Grimwith on 26th May 

(recorded as usual by PD&JBP); there were 13 in the 4km stretch between 

Linton church and Grass Wood on 30th April and 8 pairs between 

Kettlewell and Barden on 7th June.  Elsewhere, birds were recorded above 

Foxup in Littondale and beyond Hubberholme at the top of the Dale.  In the south over 50% of the records 

were from the Washburn reservoirs with a further 30% from the Bolton Abbey Estate, mainly along the 

river but also at the Barden reservoirs: sightings were usually of up to 4 and there were no counts matching 

those in the north.  The first breeding records were of two pairs with young at a site in the Washburn on 

3rd June: 2 young were seen at Lower Grass Wood whilst the adults called to them from the undergrowth, 

and there was a record of pair with one young at Lindley Wood.  The last records of the year were from 

Lindley Wood on the 9th September in the south and from downstream of the Grassington sewage works 

on the 22nd. 

Mediterranean Gull Larus melanocephalus                 004 Sightings/04 Sites 

Rare but probably under-recorded visitor. 

The majority of sightings of this species are from the Barden area which has led to some speculation that 

the species could be breeding at the gull colony at the upper Barden reservoir: a bird was heard calling 

there on 20th April (IC). There were two sightings on the 12th and 13th March in the Bolton Abbey area 

with an adult summer-plumaged bird over the Wharfe near the Cavendish Pavilion at about 4pm on 12th 

May (KM**); it was very vocal and seemed to be taking an active interest in one of several Black-headed 

Gulls it was with. A bird was then seen the following day between Bolton Abbey and Bolton Bridge 

(RP**). The other sighting was an evening sighting of a juvenile bird over Lindley Wood on 28th August 

(AJ). At the moment reported sightings are restricted to gull enthusiasts: I look forward to the time when 

the species is sufficiently common in our area for ordinary birders to be confident enough to send in 

sightings of it. 

Black-headed Gull Larus ridibundus (C) 

Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population may be declining after big increase in 

recent decades. 

Small gull numbers are most evident in winter as birds come into roost.  In the north the large mainly 

common gull roost at Grimwith included c250 black-headed on 5th January and c450 at the end of the year 

on 24th November. The favourite southern site for these roosts is Swinsty with 1,500 on 4th January and 

24th December. In the north there were a number of records around Grassington and several from the 
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fields at the bottom end of Littondale, but records were again rare from the top of the Dale with only a 

single sighting. North of Howgill most of the sightings were in single figures, the only exceptions being 

February records of 51 in the fields around Hawkswick and ~60 along the riverside at Linton church; also 

90 between Yarnbury and Hebden the end of November. The species was common right across the south 

with Otley regularly recording 200 birds in the early months of the year and, while counts at Knotford 

Nook were often somewhat lower, there were 318 in January. The highest counts are always around 

Barden Moor with several thousand birds breeding at the upper reservoir. Elsewhere there were regular 

counts of a few tens with the species very evident in the centre of Ilkley and ~70 typical along the riverside 

between the old bridge and the suspension bridge.  Highest southern counts at the end of the year (apart 

from the roost at Swinsty) were 370 at Knotford, 200 at Otley and 160 on Guiseley Moor. 

Common Gull Larus canus                   096 Sightings/39 Sites 

Common passage/winter visitor: small number of breeding records. 

This species winters throughout the area in large numbers, sometimes stunningly so in the north. Numbers 

are particularly evident on late winter’s afternoons as birds come into roost.  In the north there is a large 

roost at Grimwith: this year at least 2,500 small gulls (approximately 90% common) had been counted by 

1540 on 5th January (GL*): at the end of the year there were 4,500 on 24th November, again mostly 

common. In the south there were 1,200 at the Swinsty roost on 4th January and 950 on 24th December.  

Outside the roost, many counts are in single figures but a number of medium-sized counts were found in 

both the north and south.  In the north the species is more widespread that the previous one, e.g. with a 

number of records from the top end of the Dale: in the first four months of the year there were counts of 

117 at Hawkswick and 50+ at Kinsey in February, and 40+ at Buckden in early April.  The last spring 

record was from the riverside at Conistone on 20th April.  In the south there were 1,200 at the Swinsty 

roost on 4th January, as well peak counts at Otley of 200 in January as well as several high counts in the 

Washburn with 136 at Lindley Wood in mid-March and 200 heading west over Scargill in early April.  

Further up the Dale there were often flocks in the fields along the back road at Barden Fell with a peak 

count of 57 in February.  The last spring sighting was from Scargill on the 7th April.  There were three 

summer records of a second-summer bird at the upper Barden reservoir on 20th May (IC), at Scargill on 

11th June (JF) and at  Linton camp on 29th June (GL*).  The first returning birds were recorded at the 

Barden View Point on 28th July (AGG**) and above Grassington on 30th (GL*). 

Lesser Black-backed Gull Larus fuscus                  074 Sightings/34 Sites 

Uncommon breeding resident/passage visitor: probably declining due to control at breeding sites. 

This species winters in the area and breeds on local moors, when not disturbed by gamekeepers concerned 

by their propensity to eat anything that moves.  Sightings were fairly evenly split between the north and 

south with the species fairly common right across the region except for Littondale and the top of the Dale 

where sightings are relatively rare.  Most records in our area are of birds passing over singly or sometimes 

in small groups of up to 4.  There were several records of largish groups of between 10 and 30 birds – a 

group of 11 on the gantry at upper Barden reservoir (May), 10 at Scargill including juveniles (June), 30+ 

on the edge of Threshfield Moor (August) and, at Grimwith, 20 (August) and 26 (September).  However, 

there were two records of exceptional numbers.  In the south there were 200 recorded over John O’Gaunts 

heading west at dusk on 6th April (AJ), while in the north there were 350 along Mastiles Lane on 27th 

August (along with 15 herring gulls) (KM**)! 

Herring Gull Larus argentatus                   007 Sightings/04 Sites 

Uncommon visitor. 

This is now a distinctly uncommon bird in our area with only a few records each year and from typically 

four sites. Records are received from both the north and south, mostly in the spring and autumn, and 

usually of a single bird: Grimwith remains the most reliable site to record this species.  In the north there 

were records from Grimwith (February, September and October) (GL*, K&PL, JF).  In the south there 

were records of a juvenile at Otley (August) and Lindley Wood (September) (both AJ).  The only records 

of two or more birds were from Grimwith at the end of September (GL*) plus a remarkable record of 15 

birds (along with 350 lesser black-backed) in Mastiles Lane on 7th August (KM**). 

Yellow-legged Gull Larus michahellis      001 Sightings/01 Sites 

Rare visitor. 

Identification of some members of the gull family is one of the more challenging tasks we face and, 

indeed, effort to clarify the relationship between various species and sub-species continues. The 
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publication British Birds agreed that michahellis was a separate species from herring gull argentatus in 

1993 but this split was not accepted by the BOU until 2005.  Sightings of the species have increased since 

the mid-1980s as the European breeding population has expanded (coupled with advances in identification 

and watchers becoming more aware of the differences).  Numbers peak between mid-July and the end of 

August as young birds disperse, whilst it is estimated that ~1,000 birds winter here with most records from 

central, eastern and southern England.  It remains a very scarce breeder with typically only one pure pair 

breeding along the south coast, although there are two or three mixed pairs each year where the birds breed 

with herring gulls or lesser black-backed birds, thereby creating new challenges for the gull aficionados 

amongst us.  Locally, we were swift off the mark with the first record in 2001 and this was the fourth year 

with a sighting.  A bird was seen and described (J&FTo) on 7th November just above the northern edge of 

Strid Woods, initially on the river and then perched on a rock.  This area appears to be a particularly 

profitable one to look for this species. 

Great Black-backed Gull Larus marinus     004 Sightings/03 Sites 

Uncommon passage/winter visitor. 

This is a species that is becoming quite rare in our area: it is amazing to remember that as recently as 2005 

there was a record 20 sightings at 7 sites.  This year there were 4 birds over Grassington Moor on 30th 

March (BB), three birds on a circuit of Grimwith on 9th September (JP) and a single bird there on 6th 

October (JF), dwarfing the herring gull standing alongside it.  At the end of the year there was an adult on 

the lower reservoir at Barden on 10th December (KM**). 

Common Tern Sterna hirundo       016 Sightings/03 Sites 

Scarce passage migrant: occasionally breeds. 

The first sighting of the year was of 3 birds at the Fishing Lake at Otley on 20th April and the last from 

there of a single bird on 16th July: there was a peak count of 6 birds with 3 over the Fishing Lake or on the 

shingle island, 1 over Conservation Lake and 2 over the Sailing Lake on 13th July (PP).  Unfortunately, 

although there was a pair sitting on eggs on 12th June, the attempt failed (PRo).  Away from the wetlands 

there was a sighting over an Otley garden of 2 birds flying over at 19.20 on 7th July heading west and then 

returning with one carrying fish 10 minutes later (E&PS).  There was an unusual sighting of a single 

passage bird at Lindley Wood on 6th September (AJ). 

Feral Pigeon Columba livia (C) 

Common resident breeder: population probably stable. 

This species is vastly under-recorded so it is difficult to draw too many firm conclusions about its 

distribution.  The conventional wisdom (i.e. the unchanged comment used in the last few Reviews) is that 

it is seen mainly in the urban areas of Ilkley and Otley with a few small groups in rural areas.  The only 

high count was of 80 over Otley in August.  Otherwise small groups, usually of less than 10 birds can turn 

up anywhere where there is human habitation – from a farm in Haverah Park, the Cavendish Pavilion in 

Strid Woods, around Kettlewell village and around a barn above Buckden.  Records were received from 

~15% of reporting gardens, nowhere with any great enthusiasm.  I had the doubtful record of the highest 

count of 23 at the end of June which was good news for the pet shop in Otley where I get my bird-food 

from but not for matrimonial harmony! 

Stock Dove Columba oenas       051 Sightings/24 Sites 

Common breeding resident: population stable. 

This is very much a rural bird in the area and is certainly much under-recorded since many people remain 

nervous about identifying the species with confidence.  Sightings are well but thinly distributed throughout 

the region although most were of just 1 or 2 birds.  In the north, unusually, counts from the Grassington 

area were minimal whilst 65% were from Grimwith where there was a peak count of 5.  The highest 

northern count was from Halton Gill with 9 in mid-May.  In the south they were recorded across the region 

and were reported to be easy to see in the Washburn (PBR) with typical counts of 10-12 on Washburn 

walks. There were two exceptionally high counts in November with 30+ over Coney Warren (Barden Fell) 

(J&FTo) and 80 feeding in stubble with feral pigeons at Weeton on 29th (RF) (with 20 in the same area the 

previous month).  Elsewhere, they were regular at Otley with a peak count of 7 at the end of the year. 

Wood Pigeon Columba palumbus (C) 

Common breeding resident: population stable. 

This is an under-recorded species, which is usually present in reasonable numbers all year throughout the 

region but with a tendency to move to the lower parts of the valleys in winter.  Most of the counts in the 
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north were in single figures although there were fairly regular higher counts from Grimwith during the 

summer:  the highest northern counts were from there with 150 at the end of September and 80+ in early 

August when birds were attracted in by the food put out for the large numbers of red-legged partridge 

released there in the summer.  Elsewhere, the only other count in double figures was 27 at Conistone in 

March and 15 at Howgill in April.  In the south counts were noticeably higher, primarily in the first and 

last quarters: at the start of the year there were ~130 on Barden Fell in January, 110 in fields in front of 

Denton Hall and at Farnley Lake during February and 190 at Otley in March.  Single figures were ten the 

norm during the late spring and throughout the summer (apart from regular double figure counts from 

Otley).  In the last quarter by far the highest count of the year was from Addingham on the last day of the 

year with 400+ over Addingham heading west (DLR): other century counts were 130 at Swinsty in 

November and 112 between Lindley Wood and Dob Park.  I have reported that, nationally, the numbers of 

gardens reporting this species had been increasing during the past decade perhaps at the expense of 

collared doves.  Locally, in recent years, garden reporting of wood pigeons and collared doves have been 

roughly equal – this year the figures were ~50% of reporting gardens for this species and ~40% for the 

next.  Typically counts are of only 1 or 2 birds although a couple of gardens in Otley and Burley reported 

daily visits by 4 birds at times during the first quarter: the peak count was a flock of 14 in another Burley 

garden at the end of the year.  

Collared Dove Streptopelia decaocto (C) 

Common breeding resident: population stable. 

It tends to be concentrated in urban, suburban and village environments and is surprisingly rare in rural 

habitats and is probably not well reported.  This species, like the bullfinch, is notable because the majority 

of records (almost 60%) are from gardens – and quite a few of the rest (almost 20%) were of my sightings 

from towns and villages in the north.  The most unusual sightings were of two rare records from Grimwith 

on 20th April and 9th May.  The species is recorded in ~40% of reporting gardens.  On the other hand, few 

gardens reported it as a daily visitor. It is more usually recorded as a weekly visitor and can often disappear 

for several weeks at a time. A Burley garden reported that the species had disappeared for 4 months at the 

start of the year, which hadn’t happened before.  Also, it is rarely seen in large numbers; there were several 

records of 4 birds with higher counts of 6 in Burley (August) and 5 in Menston (January) gardens; an 

Addingham garden reported that numbers were down this year. There were several garden records of 

young. There was an early report from an Otley garden of a bird carrying a twig (nesting material?) on 

19th January with the first record of young on 27th May. 

Cuckoo Cuculus canorus                   075 Sightings/38 Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant: population declining. 

Arrival dates for this species are remarkably consistent, varying between the 17th and 23rd April over the 

last 10 years with an average date of the 19
th
. After the late arrival of many species this year, held back by 

the cold spring, there was no repeat of last year’s strange cuckoo arrival where there were early records on 

22nd and 23rd April but then nothing until 2nd May.  The first record was from Denton Moor on the 22nd 

with records building up immediately after that: the first record in the north was on the 30th when a bird 

was heard on Appletreewick Pasture.  Subsequently, most records this year were of single birds, with 

records of two restricted to May and from Thruscross, Timble, Addingham Moorside and Barden
25

.  The 

first record of two birds was the most dramatic of the season when a female was seen being mobbed by 

meadow pipits, one of which was on her back – on Addingham Moorside on 1st May; it looked as though 

she wanted to mate but the male was discouraged from approaching by the pipits and eventually cleared off 

(N&MM).  The majority of records (just over 80%) were from the south and from an average of 24 sites 

c.f. 10 in the north.  There also seemed to be a rather higher proportion of birds heard (~80%) rather than 

seen, c.f. 70% in recent years, with an increasing proportion of people admitting that they had not seen the 

species during its brief visiting season.  In the north results were from several widely spaced areas: 35% of 

records were of birds heard in the south calling from the direction of the Bolton Abbey estate, 30% from 

the Grassington area and 20% from the top end of the Dale (from Starbotton, Hubberholme and 

Yockenthwaite) between 1st May and 11th June: there were two records from Grimwith (on 25th and 26th 

                                                      
25  I heard from one of the keepers on Barden Moor that there were definitely two cuckoos on Barden Moor – and 

that one always sung outside his bedroom window at 0500 every morning.  Your recorder regrets to admit that he didn't 
manage to get round to checking on the accuracy of this early morning sighting. 
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May) but none from Littondale.  In the south over 80% of records were from three areas – the Washburn, 

Rombalds Moor and the Bolton Abbey Estate (~20%, 30% and 35% respectively).  In the Washburn rather 

more records were from the middle to the top end, i.e. from Norwood Bottom and Low Snowden, across to 

Timble and Blubberhouses Moor and up to the north of Thruscross.  Records were spread across the full 

width of Rombalds Moor from Burley to Addingham Moorside, with the usual start-of-the-season records 

from Burley Moor (where Coldstone Beck is a popular spot for the first sighting of the year, although it 

was pipped at the post this year by Denton by one day)
26

.  There were records from the moors to the north 

of Ilkley from March Ghyll reservoir across through Denton to Askwith Moor and Weston.  However, 

there was no doubt about the most unusual sighting of the year.  It was from Menston (K&PL) who were in 

their house when they heard a cuckoo call and then saw it fly over the house and land in a tree opposite!  

The time when members living on the edge of Ilkley Moor used to complain about being bombarded 

incessantly with calling birds as well as with the odd one landing on their lawns seems an age away, 

although that was still the case when I started this job of recorder in 2003! 

Barn Owl Tyto alba                    012 Sightings/08 Sites 

Increasing breeding resident 

The introduction described the terrible toll that the cold and snowy spring 

had on this species with a large increase in the number of ringed birds 

reported dead, especially in the second half of March. We were not 

immune from this locally with three of the five pairs that bred locally last 

year losing a mate – a female was killed on the railway line at Greengates 

early in the year but then two birds, one certainly a female, were found 

dead in the snowy March, one at Otley.  This was not the end of the 

species’ problems as became clear across the country as the breeding 

season got under way, although analysing the situation was complicated 

because the breeding season was perhaps five or six weeks later than 

normal.  Birds in poor condition may choose to skip breeding for the year 

while the poor spring weather appears to have been bad for small rodents, 

the staple diet of most Barn Owls, and some seem to have abandoned 

attempts at breeding part way through due to lack of food.  BTO reported 

at the end of July on comments coming in from ringers across the country 

including: 

 ‘Only 60 found breeding in Lincolnshire so far, where we would have normally expected around 

200 pairs by now: birds remain absent from many traditional sites. Only 55 chicks have been 

ringed compared with 160 by this time last year, although several pairs are just starting to nest.’ 

 From NW Norfolk, ‘I’ve just got in from checking 30+ boxes, and have got just three on eggs, 

three sites had dead owls in or under the boxes, and just five sites held any Owls at all.  I have now 

checked over 200 sites and only 34 pairs are breeding, 14 sites have pairs that are not yet breeding 

and 25 sites had single adults’. 

 From Cornwall, which was where the comments on the delayed breeding season came from 

‘Seven sites which were occupied last year were empty this year (with one unoccupied for the first 

time in 17 years!), three sites were occupied but there was no breeding, six sites had chicks, but all 

in small broods, and three had failed at the egg stage...’ 

The end of season news from the Barn Owl Conservation Network (BOCN) was, if anything, even 

gloomier.  They reported that the 2013 season appears to have been poorest since 1958.   As with the BTO 

reports in the introduction, BOCN workers reported very high levels of adult mortality with most birds 

found dead at roost sites or in the open.  Those analysed had lost ⅓ of body weight and starved to death, 

with some farmers reported seeing owls dying on the wing.  This year also saw a catastrophic drop in the 

number of nest sites occupied and the number of chicks produced with most workers reporting a drop of 

between 90 and 100%, although parts of Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire bucked the trend.  In these 

areas in Eastern England between ⅓ and ⅔ of sites produced young with brood sizes of between 3 and 5.  

Workers there found that some traditional nest sites, unoccupied earlier in the year, had eggs and recently 

hatched young in September and October – as of early November many owlets had only recently fledged, 

                                                      
26  The last record was also from there on 11th July. 
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some had only just left nests whilst a few birds were still on eggs. The BOCN further reported indications 

in the early months of spring that field voles had not begun to breed and numbers were particularly low. 

Workers found unusual prey in nests such as frogs, beetles and even occasional earthworm rather than 

small mammals.  The number of voles only started to rise in mid-summer encouraging some birds to start 

breeding.  Turning, now, to the local situation: after three years where we saw a significantly increasing 

presence in our area the above situation was reflected in a significant fall in the number of local sightings 

and locations, although not all the nest records were received this year so no direct comparisons are 

possible with previous years.  Birds were seen on the eastern edges of the Washburn and in the general 

area around Otley, Burley and Hawksworth.  There were reports of successful breeding at three sites 

where 4, 3 and 3 young were ringed.  However, there was a gloomy report from a fourth site which started 

with 6 eggs and where only 2 young were ringed (with a further bird already fledged), but where a three-

quarter grown young was found dead under the box and 2 young had been eaten. 

Tawny Owl Strix aluco                    069 Sightings/35 Sites 

Common breeding resident: population stable. 

Records are received from across the region but are far more numerous from the south than the north with, 

typically, records from ~27 sites in the south and ~10 sites in the north A significant proportion of the 

records are of single birds and of birds heard.  All but one of the records from the north were from the 

Grassington area, undoubtedly reflecting the fact that it is far and away the best watched area in the north: 

the only other record was of a bird heard calling at Beckermonds.  Most of the northern records were of 

birds heard calling but birds were seen being mobbed by two blackbirds in Hebden near the river, in 

Hebden Beck and on Kirk Bank north of Netherside Hall.  In the south birds are widely distributed 

throughout the area, although there was a high proportion (50%) of southern records from the Washburn 

(20%) and from people who heard birds calling from their home (30%).  As in the north and apart from a 

number of nest records many of the records were of birds heard.  The champion tawny spotters are David 

and Nyree Fearnley whose work takes them round the Washburn in the evenings and who saw birds at 

Pool, Stainburn, Lindley Wood, Bland Hill, not to mention 2 birds found dead near Dyneley Arms on Pool 

Bank (February and August).  There were also occasional sightings of 2 birds roosting in Hebers Ghyll by 

Karen Shackleton on her regular visits walking dogs there.  It was another poor breeding year as has 

already been discussed in the introduction. Pete Roe found 6 nests with some regular nesting sites 

unoccupied; one nest failed after being predated by a squirrel and there was also a record of a young bird 

eaten, usually a sign that food is scarce.  Another ringer, Colin Harrison, reported the number of broods 

was only 60% of the long term average. Although tawny owls are a fairly long-lived species it is of 

concern that there have been three successive poor breeding seasons.  Since it is usually the young birds 

that are more likely to succumb in the winter we have an ageing breeding stock in our area.   

Long-eared Owl Asio otus                   009 Sightings/04 Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant. 

It is not possible to give a balanced view on the breeding season for this species since not all breeding 

records were received, although it was reported that it had been a poor one.  As usual, there were records of 

birds nesting at the upper end of the Washburn.  A nest in woods on the north of the river produced 2 

young but also the comment that two other eggs or young had disappeared and could have been eaten.  

There was also a breeding record  from the Bolton Abbey Estate where adults with 1 young were reported.  

Otherwise, a bird was seen flying over Penny Pot Lane on 17th February. 

Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus                  007 Sightings/06 Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant/resident: population either stable or in shallow decline. 

After a year of plenty in 2012 with large numbers arriving along the east coast during October and 

November 2011 and a record number of sightings across Wharfedale it was back to earth with a vengeance 

in 2013.  The species seemed remarkably scarce and there were the lowest numbers of records received 

since I have been recorder as is shown in the following table: 
 

 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Sightings 30 32 20 27 12 16 21 48 7 

Sites 18 15 9 16 9 10 15 23 6 
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I have written in the introduction how hard-hit were owls by the cold spring, especially barn owls but also 

short-eared owls.  Although there were no local records of dead short-eared owls, could there have been 

losses in our area?  The only multiple sightings were from Grassington Moor with birds seen in January 

(Lea Green), March and July (with the bird's behaviour in the summer sighting suggesting it might have a 

nest nearby).  Elsewhere in the north a bird was seen over Fleet Moss in February.  In the south there were 

records from Whetstone Gate (January), Draughton Heights (February) and Barden Moor (May). 

Little Owl Athene noctua                   022 Sightings/15 Sites 

Locally common breeding resident: population stable. 

It was another depressing year for this species and any recovery from the 2010/11 winter still seems a very 

long way away.  Indeed the sightings submitted this year suggest that the collapse of this species in our 

area continues as can be seen from the charts in the introduction showing annual sightings and the number 

of sites where the species was recorded.  The chart of sites suggests there has been a complete reversal of 

populations since 2005 when the species was more widespread in the north.  Although these charts can be 

no more than indicative, it is undoubtedly true that this is now a difficult species to glimpse in our area.  

There were only three sightings from the north from Conistone Dib (April), and in a wood south of 

Starbotton on the eastern side of the valley and near Nipe Barn, south of Kettlewell (both June).  The 

situation was rather better in the south but still with only nineteen reports received.  There were three 

sightings from the Washburn – John O’Gaunts and Brown Bank Farm, both sites where the species had 

been regularly seen in the past, and from the Kex Gill area. There was also a single sighting from Otley, 

once another regular site.  In the Barden area there were a couple of sightings from the back road on 

Barden Fell and a record from a barn near Barden Tower, a new site for this species.  However, a 

significant proportion (40%) of southern sightings were in the south-east of our region southwards from 

Ben Rhydding and around Menston, which is the only light in an otherwise gloomy scene.  In addition 

there were also a couple of records from that general area but just outside the WNS region  with 3 young 

ringed on the moorland edge at Baildon as well as 3 seen regularly at a field in Bramhope.  From a cursory 

glance at BOG records in Airedale the species certainly seems to have been more recorded from there.  The 

only other records were from Pool, Askwith and Addingham. 

European Nightjar Caprimulgus europaeus                 014 Sightings/02 Sites 

Scarce passage migrant – bred in area for several years running. 

There was an interesting lecture on this species at BTO’s Yorkshire Conference in September last year 

from a Nottinghamshire ringer who reported the county hosted 1% of the UK breeding population; the 

speaker had ringed 1,000 birds there.  It was one of the few species that hadn’t suffered from a disastrous 

breeding season in 2012 and, indeed, had done quite well; the birds had arrived late and had then chosen 

shaded areas for their nests.  He reported that the female stays with the chicks typically for ~14 days after 

which the male takes over so the female can breed again.  The second nest is typically ~70m from the first 

nest when the first nest is successful and 105 metres when the first nest fails.  In our area the species 

appears to have re-established itself in a small way.  The days when a visit to Timble Ings to hear and, 

hopefully, see the species was one of the popular WNS summer evening walks have long gone (since 

2007).  After a gap with no records in 2008 and 2009 and a highly successful year in 2011 when the species 

was reported from 5 sites, the bird appears to be established at two other sites within the Washburn with the 

first records from there in the last days of May (AJ).  Subsequently, there were reports of up to 4 at each 

site (E&PS, RF, JAr**, RL**).  In addition, two birds were heard in a wood on the edge of Rombalds moor 

and just outside the WNS area. 

Swift Apus apus (C) 

Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population in decline. 

A feature of the season for this species was its rather strange start. The first national arrivals were 

particularly early, with the first on 23 March on St Agnes, Isle of Scilly, whilst Shetland recorded its 

earliest ever sighting on Fair Isle on 16 April.  On the whole, though, the species was affected by the cold 

spring and arrivals were late.  Birds only became more widespread in the first few days of May and then 

only arrived in very small numbers; when Swifts arrive they normally arrive everywhere at once but that 

didn’t happen this year and it took a second wave of arrivals on 15 May for them to become truly 

widespread this spring.  This situation was broadly mirrored locally.  A feature of the last decade has been 

the variability of the arrival date – between an early 15th April in 2006 and a very late 29th April in 2011.  

This year the first sighting was not the latest ever – two birds were seen over Burley at 7am and 1 or 2 past 
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the Barden View Point both on 26th April, and amongst swallows over the river at Appletreewick the 

following day.  Subsequently, though, the build of sightings was slow and maximum counts over the next 

fortnight were only between 1 and 3. It was not until the 21st May that there were any counts in double 

figures. The season is particularly short for this species and it seemed no time at all before there were 

reports in early July of good numbers of birds screaming frantically over Otley and Grassington feeding up 

before their long flight back to their wintering grounds. Subsequently, people start reporting ‘last sightings’ 

from the start of August with, as usual, the last ‘last sighting’ from Barden View point on 20th. 

Kingfisher Alcedo atthis                   047 Sightings/24 Sites 

Uncommon breeding resident along suitable rivers and lagoons: population probably stable 

This is probably the species where I struggle most often to make sense of the set of records I have received 

– and that was certainly the situation again this year.  Why did I not receive any sightings before mid-

March – was it that people were not watching in the right places or were there no birds there?  Thereafter, 

why were records so rare in the first 6 months of the year compared with what was to come later?  There 

were only 10 sightings in the first six months but 32 in the second half.  We have one clue here and that 

was a record from Pete Roe who reported that a pair at Ben Rhydding successfully raised 3 broods (in two 

holes 20 feet apart) and at least 12 young – so it may well mean that it was a very good breeding season 

and what we were seeing was post-breeding dispersion.  Again we have two October sightings which give 

some credence to this with reports of a bird at Chelker on the 10th, which a regular watcher of that site 

(J&FTo) reported was the first sighting ever from that site and from Oughtershaw on the 18th which was 

only the third sighting there in 8 years (C&FC).  The above charts show the annual sightings and the 

number of sites where birds were recorded.  The pattern is not dissimilar to that 

for grey partridges with the north being hardest hit but, in this case, making a 

robust recovery this year.  The centre of activity there, with a feast of sightings 

and 60% of northern records between 28th April and late November, was along 

a stretch of river from Hebden (and along the lower reaches of the beck) and up 

as far as Grass Wood.  At this last location a nest was washed away last year 

and a bird was seen carrying food there in early June (GL*).  Later in the 

summer there were sightings slightly to the north – from along the Kilnsey beck 

(July and November) and Conistone (September). Elsewhere there were 2 

sightings in Langstrothdale, one already mentioned and the other from above 

Yockenthwaite.  In the south of the northern region there were 2 sightings 

above Barden bridge and up as far as Appletreewick.  In the south there were 

sightings all the way along the river from Knotford Nook to Strid Woods where 

there was the first sighting of the year on 16th March.  There were also several 

records from Otley Wetlands. 

Green Woodpecker Picus viridis                  049 Sightings/29 Sites 

Common breeding resident: population stable. 

The species is recorded throughout the area with slightly more records from the north than the south but 

from significantly more sites there; it is heard perhaps twice as often as it is seen.  For the second year 

running there was a significant shortage of records.  In the north, a significant proportion (over 40%) of 

records were from the well-watched Grassington area and from the top of the Dale (25%); there were two 

records from Littondale and, as usual, none from Grimwith.  One of the most reliable spots in Wharfedale 
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to see this species is the stretch of river between Burnsall and Linton and this also recorded the highest 

count of the year anywhere, i.e. 3 in mid-March.  The other region which can often yield a couple of birds 

is the stretch between Buckden and Yockenthwaite.  There were several records around Hebden village 

and the Grass Wood complex. The bottom end of Littondale is usually a fairly reliable spot to record this 

species but this year it was only recorded there in mid-April and December.  The number of records from 

the south this year was very disappointing.  The most reliable areas to see this species are in the Washburn 

and the Bolton Abbey Estate: 80% of southern records were from these two areas.  The only southern 

record of 2 birds was from the former area (from along Norwood Bottom in late March), whilst Haverah 

Park proved a good spot to see the species.  They were reported not to be as numerous this year on Barden 

Fell.  Elsewhere in the south, the species was rare with the only other records from around Pool and at 

High Royds.  All four records of breeding were from the north with the first record of at least one juvenile 

in Grass Wood on 31st July; over the next two weeks there were also records from Kilnsey, Bastow Wood 

and Oughtershaw (where the breeding record from Nethergill Farm was the first record of breeding that 

high up the dale). 

Great Spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopus major    123 Sightings/51 Sites 

Common breeding resident: population stable. 

It is fairly common to common throughout the more wooded parts of the area 

but, contrary to the previous species, significantly more abundant in the south 

(with, as usual, 80% of sightings from there): it is usually seen in ones and twos.  

Records were received from across most parts of the north right up as far as 

Greenfield although there was no repeat of the rare sighting from Grimwith last 

year. The highest count of 5 was on a mid-April circular walk between 

Hawkswick and Arncliffe.  In the south records were received from right across 

the region with most of the high counts from the Washburn (which produced 

35% of southern sightings) with 4 around Farnley, Swinsty and Timble Ings.  

Elsewhere, there were counts of 3 on circuits of Otley and Middleton Woods.  

The other area where sightings were regular was the Bolton Abbey Estate, 

although the peak count from there was only 2.  There were numerous records 

of young with the first one of an adult feeding young in a tree at Farnley next to 

a nesting mandarin!  The other significant difference compared to the previous 

species is that it is a popular garden visitor seen in almost 50% of reporting 

gardens from right across the region including Otley (2), Menston, Burley (2), Ben Rhydding, Ilkley (3), 

Addingham (2), Hebden, Grassington, Threshfield and Kilnsey.  This is a species whose presence peaks in 

the summer when adults bring young into feeders.  The first report was during June and the last one from a 

Burley garden on 29th August, which was reported to be much later than usual. 

Lesser Spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopus minor    004 Sightings/04 Sites 

Scarce breeding resident: population probably in decline. 

The species is struggling in the UK but the situation appears to have stabilised in our area over the past five 

years with records from around four sites.  However, there were no sightings from perhaps the most 

reliable location in the area, a private wood in the Washburn, where a bird nested in 2009 and from which 

there have been sightings in most recent years.  There have also been no records from Middleton Woods 

since the last sighting in 2008.  Sightings came from two regions and two contributors: the mid-Washburn 

(PBR) and the Bolton Abbey Estate (J&FTo). The latest ‘hot’ spot is around Dob Park Bridge, where a pair 

nested in the past and where one was seen last year: this year one was heard drumming 100 yards to the 

south on 10th April; the other Washburn sighting was along Top lane (on Norwood Edge).  The other ‘hot 

spot’, the Strid Woods area, has been a long-term site for fairly regular sightings – the only problem is the 

extent of the woodland there! This year, for the second year running, John and Freda Topham had two 

sightings in the area with a bird on the back road on 8th January and a male in the woods on 1st May. 

Skylark Alauda arvensis                   046 Sightings/25 Sites 

Common breeding resident: national population decline but probably holding own in area. 

The species occurs throughout the region but is slightly more widespread in the north than the south.  The 

first sightings were much delayed.  The first was again from the Chevin but not until 1st April c.f. 23rd 

February last year.  The first northern sighting was from Lea Green, where the first record last year was on 

5th March, but was not until 10th April this year.  Once again the majority of northern records (~ 2/3) were 
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from the Grassington area where there were 6 along Hebden Beck and 5 around Edge Lane/Moor Lane 

area and in a walk on Grassington Moor.  There were no records submitted from the top end of the Dale or 

from Grimwith and, while there were only two records from Littondale, one was of the highest northern 

count of 8 on a BBS walk over Foxup Moor.  In the south there were good numbers reported on the moors 

around Ilkley and the Washburn, but only one record form the Bolton Abbey Estate of a single bird on 

Barden Moor.  On the moors to the north of Ilkley there were counts of up to 8 on Farnley, Askwith and 

Denton Moors, which were reported to be the usual numbers (PBR).  To the south of the river there was 

the occasional record of single birds on the Chevin, and of up to 3 pairs on Rombalds Moor and 6 birds on 

Hawksworth Moor.  There were reports of a family party of 4 young on Hawksworth Moor on 7th June.   

At the end of the breeding season there was a record of an adult with a barely-fledged juvenile along the 

western edges of Grassington Moor on 21st July.   

Sand Martin Riparia riparia                   059 Sightings/28 Sites 

Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population fluctuates. 

It was a remarkable start to the breeding season with the very late return of summer migrants as discussed 

in the Introduction.  The adjacent curve 

shows the BirdTrack curve for this 

species. The arrival date broke all local 

records. The long-term average arrival 

date, i.e. since 2003 is 16th March with a 

quite narrow spread between 9th March 

(2008) and 17th March (2003): this year 

the first arrivals were not until 11th April 

at Pool and the 13th at Hawkswick in the 

north
27

.  If birds had realised what lay 

ahead at the hands of some mind-less 

idiots in Otley they might have opted to 

stay in Africa.  On 15th June one of our 

local ringers, Pete Roe, reported that he 

had found that 16 out of 30 nests on Mickling Beck had been dug out and the contents strewn onto the 

gravel and a number of others had been blocked out.  This species can ill afford such harassment.  Pete Roe 

also reported that 20 years ago there had been 3 colonies along the river between the Denton toll bridge 

and Manor Bends and that as many as 300 young could be caught on a Sunday morning, so much so that 

they had to let some go; this year there were probably only 10 nests!  A Cheshire ringer who had been 

studying this species for 23 years involving 200 mist-net sessions reported he had caught and ringed over 

6,000 adults and recaptured almost 1,200 in the following year.  He had estimated the average survival rate 

was ~35% but that the figure had varied between 10 and 60% depending on the rainfall in the Sahel where 

they winter, i.e. there are fewer insects in dry years
28

.  There were records all along the Wharfe as far up as 

Conistone with 30+ nests below the bridge.  Perhaps the largest colony in the region, and its most northerly 

one, is upstream of Hawkswick where there were reports of 100+ birds in early June.  Elsewhere most 

colonies varied in size between half-a-dozen and ~60: although the Hawkswick colony appeared to be 

doing well there were reports of reduced numbers from some other sites.  There were no records from the 

top of the Dale or from Grimwith.  Records from the Washburn were scarce, as usual, with early records of 

~12 at the top end of Lindley Wood and ~20 along the eastern shore of Thruscross in mid-April quite 

possibly passage birds since there were no later sightings from either site. 

Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica (C) 

Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly in decline. 

                                                      
27  To be more accurate I should have said …in recent times.  I have written in the past on how the arrival date for 
this species has advanced enormously over the years since the Society was formed (and these figures were used in a paper 
'Patterns of spring arrival dates differ in two hirundines' by Tin Sparkes from the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology in 
2007).  The first time the species arrived in March was not until 1957.  The latest day ever was 19th April in 1954 and the 
last time there was an April arrival was in 1993 when birds arrived on the 8th. 
28  The British population, estimated at between 250,000 and 500,000 pairs in the mid-1960s, was reduced by 80% after a Sahel 
drought in 1968/9 followed by another drought in 1983/4.  Since then numbers have increased but have not reached the mid-1960s 
numbers. 
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This year swallows and sand martins arrived at the same time with sightings from Pool and Hawkswick on 

11th April.  This compares with the average arrival since 2003 

of 27th March with spreads between 16th March (in 2010) and 

4th April (in 2003).  However, there is not nearly the same 

dramatic advancement in arrival date over the years as for the 

previous species. The latest arrival date ever was on 14th April 

in 1975 and 1977.  This species appears to be well distributed 

throughout the area, mainly in rural areas wherever suitable 

nesting sites exist, with most counts during the season being of 

small numbers, but with larger figures recorded at the end of 

the season during September.  The species seems to have had a 

reasonable and slightly above average breeding season as 

shown in the adjacent diagram.  At the end of the season it is always a challenge to record the last bird of 

the season and there was a succession of last sightings during September – from Otley (22nd), Hebden 

(23rd), Threshfield (24th) and Hawkswick (26th), where the sighting emphasised the frantic haste of 

pairing up, breeding and raising young in a few short weeks with the latter still being fed.  However, as 

usual, the last sightings were of birds passing the Barden View Point on 5th October. 

Red-rumped Swallow Hirundo daurica 

Rare over-shooting migrant 

I arrived in Burnsall on the 3rd June after completing my second BTO survey along the river from Barden 

to find great excitement in the Wharfe View Tea Rooms when I ordered my breakfast.  Not only had there 

been an osprey over, I was told, but 

that there had also been a very rare 

bird over the river a few days 

previously. A later investigation on the 

BirdGuides web-site showed that two 

red-rumped swallows had been 

recorded over the river with other 

hirundines mid-afternoon on 26th 

May. The adjacent diagram taken from 

the BTO BirdTrack scheme gives an 

indication of the likelihood of seeing 

this species, i.e. the long-term average shows a peak chance of seeing it in early May.  This year, the 

arrival of overshooting migrants had been predicted by BTO on the 24th; the weather had been suitable 

during the previous week and warmer weather and lighter winds were also predicted for the coming week: 

BTO concluded that the 27th and 28th could well be the best time for birds arriving from the south and 

east.  This forecast proved remarkably accurate with several sightings of this species around the country 

between the 23rd and 29th.  It seems quite likely, therefore, that the Burnsall sighting is a genuine one.  

However, no description of the sighting is available so the sighting has not been included in the 2013 list.  

The species is not on the WNS list of accepted sightings in Wharfedale. 

House Martin Delichon urbica                   059 Sightings/33 Sites 

Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly in decline. 

It is again worth recording past arrival dates compared with this year.  The average arrival date since 2003 

has been 4th April with the earliest 24th March (in 2004) and the latest 17th April (2010).  This year was 

quite late – the 15th April – as later migrants due during April were beginning to ‘catch up’.  However, 

there can’t have been many birds back since sightings were scarce for the subsequent three weeks with the 

first count in double figures not until 11th May when 10 were recorded over Addingham with 27 along 

Norwood Bottom 10 days later.  This species is recorded throughout the area.  In the north there were 

sightings from a number of the villages throughout the north, right up to Foxup in Littondale and from 

Hubberholme and Yockenthwaite at the top of the Dale.  Counts were usually in single figures but there 

were three counts of 10 from Littondale – over Hawkswick, Halton Gill and Foxup.  The only sighting 

from Grimwith was the last sighting of the north with 4 passage birds on 18th September.  Counts tend to 

be a little higher in the south, although large flocks were rare and with most of the double-figure counts 

tending to be at the end of the season with by far the highest count of 150+ over Kilnsey quarry on 25th 
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July and 60 on the roofs of two houses in Addingham on 25th August: there were also records of 25 over 

Rombalds Moor (joining with swallows to harass a hobby) at the end of August and, later, 20 over Fewston 

in mid-September with the last record over Burley on 22nd September.  

Meadow Pipit Anthus pratensis                   101 Sightings/38 Sites 

Common breeding resident/migrant/passage visitor: population in decline nationally but probably holding 

up locally. 

The species continues to be well represented on moors 

throughout the region but is rather more widespread in the 

north: there has been some reduction in the number of sites 

where the species is recorded in the last few years.  Most birds 

move off the high ground in the winter although the odd bird 

may remain on our moors throughout the period.  This may 

well have happened on Threshfield Moor in 2012/3 with 

sightings of a single bird on 13th December and then again on 

13th January.  The cold spring certainly appears to have 

delayed the species return to the moors this year with only one other record in the first three months and 

sightings only starting to ramp up after the first week in April: this was around three weeks later than in 

2012.  Although there was the odd comment about concentrations of birds in the valleys coupled with 

lightly populated moorlands, things appear to have got back to normal by the time the local BBS surveys 

were carried out for the BTO in the second half of April.  BBS walks produced totals of 58 on Foxup Moor 

on 20th April (the same count as last year) and 27 and 20 on Boss Moor and Threshfield Moor respectively 

in early June: in the second half of June there were counts of 27 on the walk up Great Whernside from 

Providence Pot and 26 between Yarnbury and Mossdale.  In the south there were reported to be respectable 

numbers on the moorland edges in the Washburn with counts of 30 to 40 on Washburn walks, up to 40 on 

Hawksworth Moor and 47 on an extensive walk over Barden Fell. Records of breeding for this species tend 

to be of birds seen carrying food and this was recorded between 25th May (only 5 days later than last year) 

and 25th June and with a single record of a juvenile on Grassington Moor on 21st July. By September most 

birds are starting to move and 91 were counted during a walk on Rombalds Moor on the 12th, while later 

in the month there were reports of very mobile little groups from Mossy Moor, Thruscross and Grimwith.  

The warm autumn resulted in some late records although all from the north.  The last southern record was 

from Hawksworth Moor on 1st October but there were northern records from the Grassington area right 

through to the end of the year with the most notable counts being 11 between Mossy Moor and Yarnbury 

on 25th November and a group of ~12 near a dew pond at the top end of Bastow Wood on 21st December. 

Tree Pipit Anthus trivialis                   024 Sightings/10 Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably increasing. 

This is not one of the species which is monitored in the BTO NRS and CES surveys but looking at the drop 

in sightings this year it is easy to believe that their 2012 breeding season, like that for all the migrant 

warblers, may well have been a disastrous one. This is 

a species that is more common and widespread in the 

north than the south.  The adjacent diagram shows the 

number of northern and southern sites where the 

species was recorded. After three good years when the 

number of northern sites was high and the number in 

the south was increasing – so that the total sites had 

grown from 15 in 2009 to 20 in 2012 – this year saw 

the total drop to only 9 with the north particularly 

badly hit: there was an associated drop in the total 

number of sightings from 52 in 2011 to 24 this year.  

In the north, the strongholds are at the top end of the 

Dale along Langstrothdale from Buckden and around 

the Grass Wood area.  Counts from the former area, which have produced some of the highest counts in the 

past, were disappointing. After a count of 5 on the ‘Postman’s Walk’ last year, two observers on the walks 

in early June recorded only 1 and 0.  Counts are rarely as high in the Grass Wood complex and most counts 

from there were disappointing, although there was a single record of 6 in Bastow Wood on 5th June with 3 
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displaying birds (FJ via IC).  There was one other high count of 4 between Kettlewell and Starbotton Fell 

on 1st August (E&PS), which may well have been passage birds; also single birds at Kettlewell and 

Dowber Gill.  In the south all the records were from the Washburn (c.f. 80% last year) and from some of 

the most traditional sites.  All but two of the sightings from Timble were of single birds: there were single 

records of 3 birds in both June and July.  There were also records of 2 birds from the Norwood 

Edge/Sword Point area and from Sandwith Moor.  The only other Washburn sighting was of a single bird 

at Swinsty on 30th May.  The edge of the moor above Hebers Ghyll used to be a reliable site for this bird 

and hopes were raised last year when a bird was recorded there for the first time for several years but this 

year, once again, the hillsides fell silent. 

Yellow Wagtail Motacilla flava                   007 Sightings/06 Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: struggling to hold on in our area despite significant decline over 

recent decades. 

This comes into the same category as the previous species, i.e. a bird 

which is scarce in our area and where sightings were significantly down 

this year, i.e. there 

were 22 records 

from 11 sites as 

recently as 2010.  

Poor breeding seasons add to the sense of gloom for 

this species and it is difficult to feel optimistic about 

its future in our area despite valiant work by Ian Court 

at the Yorkshire Dales NPA persuading farmers to 

delay cutting their fields for silage. After last year’s 

difficult breeding season there were additional 

worries this year, described in the Introduction, that 

there might not be enough nesting cover in late-

growing hay fields. This is a species where the 

situation is quite different in the south than in the north.  Records in the south are of passage birds
29

 with 

the species hanging on as a breeding bird in the north.  In the south there were passage records of single 

birds from Knotford Nook (May) and Lindley Wood (Otley).  In the north it was a very difficult year for 

seeing this bird. All but one of the records were from Littondale with single birds seen or heard at Halton 

Gill (AP, IC), near Litton (K&PL) and from Skirfare Bridge (AP).  There was also a rare record of a male 

along the river between Yockenthwaite and Deepdale in June (also IC).  There was no evidence of 

breeding this year. 

Grey Wagtail Motacilla cinerea                  081 Sightings/38 Sites 

Common breeding resident/partial migrant: population probably increasing. 

There were records from across the region, albeit with a higher proportion from the south: the species 

seems to have pretty-well fully recovered from a temporary set-back in 2011, although there was a 

comment from regular northern watchers (C&JA*) that they had not seen as many this year.   Although 

there is a perception that the species is subject to winter movements there were southern records in every 

month this year although sightings were rare at the start and end of the year; by comparison the northern 

sightings occurred between 17th March and 9th September.  In the north there were widely spaced records 

along the river as far as Yockenthwaite, with occasional sightings in Littondale and Grimwith.  Sightings 

were usually of 1 or 2 birds although there were late summer sightings of 4 birds from Hebden, along 

Hebden Beck and from Skirfare bridge.  In the south there were records from right along the river (which 

included 30% of southern sightings from the well-watched stretch in Strid Woods).  Another 30% of 

records were from the Washburn with sightings up as far as Low Dam as well as the Haverah Park 

reservoirs: there were no records from Otley this year. The first record of breeding was of a bird carrying 

food at Hebden Beck on 7th May with 6 young ringed at Denton bridge on the 13th (which was followed 

by a second brood of 4 ringed there on 19th June) and with records of young fairly common thereafter.  

The species is a less common garden visitor than the pied wagtail but was recorded in three gardens – from 

Otley (2) and Addingham. 

                                                      
29  There has only been one southern breeding record since 2000 - in 2008 on the river to the east of Otley. 
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Pied Wagtail Motacilla alba                   124 Sightings/54 Sites 

Common breeding resident/partial migrant: population possibly increasing. 

Rather unusually, there were rather more grey wagtail sightings in the first couple of months than of this 

species.  The first pied wagtail sightings were not until 21st February when there were 24 at High Royds 

(RF) with a Grassington garden record three days later.  Subsequently there was a slow build up of 

sightings during March and a much faster one the following month.  The general feeling is that the 

population of this species is in a healthy state: it is found throughout the region with rather more records 

from the north and with the species present in good numbers there.  The species is recorded all the way 

along the river with sightings right up to Greenfield and sometimes in good numbers: there were 10 adults 

and 4 juveniles between Linton and Grass Wood in early June, 4 on the Postman’s walk around the same 

time and 12 at Grimwith at the end of September.  There are always good numbers in Littondale, too, with 

10 on a circular walk between Hawkswick and Arncliffe and 7 adults and 5 young around Foxup, both 

during June.  There were two rare records of a white wagtail: there was one at Halton Gill on 27th April 

(IC) and one seen several times in a Grassington garden from 9th May with a pied wagtail also present for 

comparison purposes (C&JA*).  In the south the species was well recorded along the river and also around 

the Washburn reservoirs: it is uncommon at Otley.  The highest counts were at the start and end of the 

season with fewer higher counts during the breeding season than recorded in the north.  There were 5 

between Barden Bridge and Addingham, 4+ at Thruscross and 3 in Haverah Park during the summer.  

Also, in addition to the very large first sighting there were counts of 9 from Swinsty and Lindley Wood in 

early March: at the end of the season there were 20+ at Menston in late September and early October and 

10 at Scargill in late September.  There were numerous records of breeding with the first record of a bird 

on eggs on 13th April and young ringed on 13th May with the last record of 2 young at Greenfield on 26th 

August.   The species is a more common garden visitor than the previous species but still uncommon (seen 

in ~15% of reporting gardens). 

Waxwing Bombycilla garrulus                   036 Sightings/08 Sites 

Scarce winter visitor with reports in most years. 

As is often the case with this species it was a year of two halves with 

reasonable numbers at the start and a very minimal presence at the end.  

After a rather slow start, the end of 2012 saw reasonable numbers flooding 

into the country with 3,000 by mid-November (up-rated in the New Year to 

5,000) – a good number although still well below the last big influx of 

12,000 in 2004/5.  Shortage of natural foods saw birds spreading out rapidly 

across the country by mid-month with reports from as far south as the 

English Midlands, East Anglia and North Wales.  As we moved into the 

New Year there were further reports of birds leaving the Kent coast in 

search of a suitable wintering area or, more importantly, a more reliable 

source of food – probably to western France and northern Iberia; also that by 

mid-January the numbers of birds in the country had fallen to around 1,500.  

In the south of our area all the records were restricted to the east from Otley 

through to Ilkley and down to Menston with no records west of Ilkley.  

Counts were high, with a peak of 185-200 in the Otley car park on 18th January.  Subsequently, there 

were peak counts of 55 in February (Pool), 40+ in March (Guiseley) and 41 in April (Otley).  Members’ 

gardens didn’t miss out on this feast of visitors with some good numbers recorded, some on multiple 

visits, from Pool (50), Burley (3 gardens with peak counts of 14, 15 and 40) and Ilkley (2 gardens with 4 

and 33).  There was a single and late lonely count from the north of a bird in Threshfield on 14th April.   

The final local count was of several in the Otley churchyard on the 27th April.  There was a record from 

Shipley on the following day and a remarkably late record from Beadnell, Northumberland on 12th June, 

then almost nothing for the rest of the year with the autumn proving remarkably quiet for the species.  A 

powerful depression coming across the Atlantic in mid-October saw spectacular falls of many species 

along the Yorkshire coast but only a single waxwing – at Spurn on 10th October, their earliest record.  

After that most of the action was from the far north with isolated records in Eastern England.  BirdGuides 

records only served to emphasise the quietness of the season with 22 records submitted in the first week in 

November compared with a colossal 1011 in 2012!  We did manage one local sighting – but only by the 

narrowest of margins.  BirdGuides reported 2 birds in the Ilkley Tesco car park on the 29th December. It 
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was only the second West Yorkshire sighting in December, although there were small groups in Sheffield 

and in the Scarborough area throughout the month (as well as a single record from Harrogate). 

Dipper Cinclus cinclus                    115 Sightings/39 Sites 

Scarce breeding resident: population stable/possibly increasing. 

The species can be found on the major rivers throughout the region and occasionally along becks some 

way from the main river. Like the kingfisher it is affected by bad weather and there have been significant 

variations in sightings in recent years as can be seen in the adjacent diagrams. The species nests quite close 

to the water and is vulnerable to high river levels during the breeding season.  Consequently, the species is 

more likely to suffer in the south of the region where river levels will be higher, as can be seen with the 

reduction in the number of sites in the south were the species is recorded in 2009. 

  In the north it was recorded right along the river as far as the top of the Dale at Beckermonds. It was also 

recorded throughout Littondale with sightings from Hawkswick, Arncliffe and Foxup. Away from the 

Wharfe there were also sightings in the stream below Troller’s Gill in February; also of a bird along 

Dowber Gill flying over Providence Pot in April.  In the south it was recorded all the way along the river 

with almost 40% of southern sightings from the well-watched stretch through Strid Woods.  Records from 

the Washburn were less common (less than 15 % of southern sightings):  there were several records from 

Leathley, upstream of Lindley Wood and as far north as the Fewston overflow and at Low Dam.  There 

were also a couple of sightings of a bird at Lower Barden reservoir in late May.  The species nests early 

and a bird was seen carrying nesting material on 2nd March in Strid Woods with an adult feeding 2 young 

at Appletreewick on 27th April. 

Wren Troglodytes troglodytes (C) 

Common breeding resident: population increasing. 

The species is widespread and fairly numerous throughout the region, generally in the valley bottom, 

although there were 4 on a Grimwith circuit in late May.  Walks along the river during BTO late-April 

WBBS walks produced 12 on a 5km stretch between Barden and Water's Laithe and 11 on a 4km walk 

between Linton church and Grass Wood.  In the south a 6 mile walk around river and moorland in Ilkley 

counted 17 and there were 16 on a circuit of Haverah Park.  The species was seen or heard in ~50% of 

gardens, although sightings were uncommon. 

Dunnock Prunella modularis (C) 

Common breeding resident: population stable. 

This is a widespread and successful resident throughout all parts of the area usually recorded in ones and 

twos but with longer walks producing moderate counts anywhere, e.g. 6 on a Grimwith circuit and around 

Weeton, and 5 around Otley.  It is a common garden species recorded in ~60% of reporting gardens. 

Robin Erithacus rubecula (C) 

Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/increasing. 

A familiar and much-loved resident present in good numbers throughout the area, and which is particularly 

noticeable in the late summer when it continues its song when most other birds are almost silent: counts on 

walks around the region included 13 on a Haverah Park circuit, 12 at Otley, 11 on a circular walk through 

Strid Woods, 8 around Grimwith and 7 on a circular walk around Hawkswick and Arncliffe.  It was 

reported from ~60% of reporting gardens with records usually of single birds except during the breeding 

season when two adults are present or, later, when an adult is seen with young. 
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Black Redstart Phoenicurus ochruros      004 Sightings/01 Sites 

Scarce passage visitor. 

The BirdGuides web-site reported a male feeding on the Bowling Green at Ilkley Lido mid morning on 1st 

May. Later in the day the bird was seen by local birders (K&PL, MB** and AGG**) at around 4pm.  Your 

recorder, turning up early the next morning, was only able to report that the bird was no longer around! 

Common Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus                 093 Sightings/46 Sites 

Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably increasing. 

The first sighting of the species was of a male in Norwood 

Bottom on 15th April after which the number of sightings 

grew rapidly.  This compares with an average arrival date 

of 11th April over the last 10 years with an earliest date of 

31st March in 2006 and the latest the 23rd April in 2004.  

The adjacent diagram shows the number of sites where the 

species is recorded in the north and south.  It is encouraging 

to find a migrant species which is doing rather well right 

across our area. The extent of the species presence has 

increased slightly faster in the south than the north.  

Nevertheless there still remain proportionately more 

records from the north.  In that region, the main 

concentrations are in the Grass Wood area and at the top of the Dale, although counts in Grass Wood were 

disappointing this year with peak counts of 1 in Lower Grass Wood, 4 in Grass Wood and 1 in Bastow 

Wood c.f. 6 in Grass Wood and 4 in Bastow Wood last year.  On the 

‘Postman’s walk’ 11 were counted c.f. 9 last year.  There were also 

significantly more sightings this year in Littondale from Hawkswick up as 

far as Foxup, although all were of small numbers.  A garden in 

Grassington was delighted with a sighting of a male in their garden in late 

May and a juvenile was seen in a Hebden garden in July.  In the south over 

50% of records were from the Washburn (probably the easiest place to see 

the species in the south) and 30% from the Bolton Abbey Estate (the most 

popular place to look for the species).   Numbers were reported to be 'okay' 

in the Washburn with 6 between Lindley Wood and Folly Hall Wood, with 

4+ in the Wood and 5 pairs in the John O’Gaunts area.  There were 7 in Strid Woods.  Pete Roe ringed 45 

young in 9 boxes, mainly in the Washburn but also in the Denton area, i.e. productivity of 5.0, which 

compares with 29 from 7 nests i.e. 4.1 productivity in 2012.  The last record of the season was 3rd 

September at Barden View Point. 

Whinchat Saxicola rubetra                    017 Sightings/08Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population in decline. 

It is a pleasure to be able to record a positive feature in this year’s report for this stunning migrant and, 

although many of the sightings were probably of passage birds there was excellent news of breeding from 

Barden Moor.  There were a number of records from there between 26th May and 14th August with several 

records of young (RF and FJ via IC): the first breeding record was on 26th June with two pairs recorded in 

the vicinity of the lower reservoir, one with possibly between 4 and 6 young and the other seen with a 

single young (FJ via IC).  There was also a count from the moor of 7 birds on 8th August (J&FTo).  At the 

start of the season (up until the end of April) there were records of single birds from Bland Hill and Denton 

Moor.  There were several sightings from early August.  In the south, from Barden Fell, Snowden Moor, 

Coldstone Beck (Burley Moor) and with the last southern sighting from Whetstone Gate on 23rd August.  

There were two autumn sightings in the north from Grimwith with 2 birds there on the 19th August and the 

last local sighting of the autumn, a very late bird there on 12th November (PBR). 

Common Stonechat Saxicola torquata                  018 Sightings/06 Sites 

Part resident/scarce breeder/passage/winter visitor: population increasing (until last 2 years!). 

If there was a glimmer of good news for the previous chat there is nothing but unmitigated gloom for this 

one.  The introduction showed the annual variation in sightings as well as the number of sites where the 

species was recorded, since this species and the little owl are the two species which have suffered most 

from the poor weather in recent years.  Total sightings have fallen from over 100 in 2007 to only 18 this 
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year, and 5 of those were on the extreme southern edge of the region and relate to a breeding pair a couple 

of hundred yards outside our region.  The number of southern sites where the species was seen has dropped 

from 21 in 2008 to only 5 this year.  The two main sites in the south (producing 70% of all sightings) are 

Barden Moor and Whetstone Gate, at both of which birds bred successfully (although note the comment 

that breeding was actually just outside the area).  There was some evidence that the species might be 

spreading out slowly from Whetstone Gate.  The other sighting was of a pair on Sandwith Moor at the 

beginning of December.  In the north the number of sites has fallen from thirteen in 2007 to one this year 

and that a November sighting at Grimwith which may well have been a passage bird. 

Wheatear Oenanthe oenanthe                   118 Sightings/43 Sites 

Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable. 

The arrival date for this early-arriving species was remarkably late.  The average date over the past 10 

years has been 18th March with quite a small spread between 7th March in 2011 and 27th March in 2007.  

The first sightings in the north were from Hebden Beck and Threshfield Moor on 7th April and not until 

the 10th in the south on Askwith Moor – the first ever April arrival at least in this century
30

.  On that same 

date of the 10th there were records from a number of sites across the north: two of us were in Hebden Beck 

on 10th April and were aware of birds arriving that day – there was a minimal count in one area in the 

morning and 18 in the same spot in the afternoon.   It was a typical year with sightings received from right 

across the moors of Wharfedale with rather more from the north (i.e. over 60% of the total).  In the north 

over 60% of those northern records came from the Grassington area with good numbers on Grassington 

Moor and along Hebden Beck including counts of up to 30 in the first area and 18 in the second.  

Elsewhere numbers are usually significantly less and usually measured in ones and twos – an early count 

of 5 on upper Foxup was described as of passage birds.  Numbers in the south are smaller than in the north, 

i.e. most were of ones and twos with high counts only at the start and end of the season, e.g. 11 in 

Coldstone Beck on 30th April and a similar number on Barden Fell on 4th September: 30% of the records 

were from the moors around the Bolton Abbey Estate.  The first record of breeding was of birds carrying 

food on 4th June on Grassington Moor with the first juvenile seen on the 16th in Dowber Gill.  The last 

record of the summer was from Malham Moor Lane on 6th October in the north and from Addingham 

Moorside on the 28th in the south. 

Ring Ouzel Turdus torquatus                   020 Sightings/09 Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population declining. 

The species hangs on at an average of around 10 sites with, for the last 

decade, all southern records (typically 3 or 4 sites) being of passage birds.  In 

the south there was an interesting variation on this with one record of a bird 

singing on Barden Moor on 20th May although, sadly, there were no further 

records from there.  The other two records were late in the year with several 

sightings of a bird on Addingham Moorside from 18th September to the 30th, 

and a very late record of a bird on Ilkley Moor on 5th November.  In recent 

years surveys such as the BTO Atlas and last year, for the RSPB, have shown 

that the species can turn up anywhere on the remoter and less visited parts of 

the moor.  In the north there were records of passage birds with a rare sighting in Littondale on 20th April 

but with no surveys this year most sightings (60%) were restricted to two standard areas where birds were 

seen right through the breeding season.  At one of these sites there were several records of 4 or 5 birds for 

the first three weeks from mid-April, although all the subsequent records were of only a single bird.  The 

situation at the other site was very encouraging with three sightings of 4 or more birds on 7th May and 5th 

and 16th June (JP, JF, E&PS).  In the late summer, on 9th August, there was a rare (second-hand) report of 

a juvenile at the top end of the Langstrothdale. 

Blackbird Turdus merula (C) 

Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing. 

The blackbird is a common and widespread breeding bird across the whole area, albeit much under-

reported; it is present throughout the year, with winter numbers being enhanced by the influx of continental 

                                                      
30  BTO's BirdTrack shows single records in the UK in January and February but a rapid build up on 5th and 6th 
March, with most of early sightings in the SW.  In Yorkshire the first record was on 19 th March but the 10th sighting 
wasn't until 7th April.  In 2012 the first observation in Yorkshire was on 15th March and the 10th on 18th March. 
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migrants. Good numbers can be seen on any walk in the area and the species seemed particularly numerous 

at the start and end of the year.  The situation at the year’s start was a reflection of migration reports in 

October and November, 2011 of good numbers of birds arriving from the continent with 70% of birds from 

Scandinavia, Denmark and Germany and the remainder being short-haul birds.  On 7th November it was 

reported that winter thrush arrivals the previous weekend had been dominated by blackbirds with hundreds 

arriving on the North Norfolk coast and a minimum of 1,900 counted at Spurn on 6th November.  In our 

area a winter thrush survey around Menston produced 18 in mid-January, which was reported to be three 

times greater than later counts (RF).  Later a BBS count by the same observer in the Otley area produced a 

count of 21 which was the highest since the survey was first done in 1994.  A February count of 9 in a 

Grassington garden was described as a lot for the garden.  In the south there were also reports of good 

numbers visiting gardens at the beginning of the year with 10 in Menston, 7 and 6 in Ilkley and 6 in Otley.  

All this changes at the other end of the summer as the species disappearance is one of the features of the 

end of summer, lasting between September and October.  At the end of the breeding season birds moult 

and tend to hide away as the process requires a lot of energy and they are less manoeuvrable on the wing.  I 

noticed this in my own garden with no records in September and birds only starting to re-appear during the 

following month, whilst counts on walks around Grimwith reduced from 11 on a walk in early summer to 

only 2 in October.  Counts built up again at the end of the year with December counts of 34 on an Otley 

circuit and 20 between Lindley Wood and Dob Park.  One of the most interesting records was from an 

Addingham garden where 15 birds were reported coming into roost on the 22nd (DLR); also that a bird 

which was killed when it flew into a garden shed there had been ringed in Sweden. 

Fieldfare Turdus pilaris       81 Sightings/39 Sites 

Common winter/passage visitor. 

The species is well reported throughout the region, although there 

tend to be rather fewer records from the north (no doubt reflecting 

the lower density of watchers there as much as anything).  At the 

end of 2012 there were significantly fewer than usual records, only 

60% of the number in 2011, which may have been because the 

supply of natural food was reportedly reduced after the awful 

summer encouraging birds to move on.  Certainly counts at the start 

of the year were disappointing with peak counts of only ~50 in the 

first two months.  Numbers, as usual, started to build up during 

March with mixed winter thrush flocks of 100 to 150 around Strid 

Woods in the first half of March, 500 over Pool in early April and a last large count of 250 over Sandwith 

Moor on the 13th.  The highest count in the north was a flock of ~70 over a Threshfield garden in mid-

March.  Fieldfare were reported in ~25% of reporting gardens although counts were generally in single 

figures with the peak count of 10 in a Kilnsey garden in late February.  Birds usually leave between 10th 

and 26th April with an average date of the 16th (over the past 10 years): this year there were a number of 

records around the 13th but a late group of 10 reported from near Laund House on 1st May.  There were 

good numbers in the autumn from early October with a number of counts in the hundreds mainly from the 

south.  In the north there were counts of ~100 from Hawkswick (October) and Threshfield Moor 

(November).  In the south there were over 500 at Barden View Point in mid-October, an interesting bike 

ride from Otley to Barden in early November which reported small flocks everywhere and a large flock of 

100+ near Barden, and counts of between 300 and 500 during November from Sandwith Moor (coming 

into roost), Burley Moor and Ben Rhydding.  It was a good season for garden records with the species 

recorded in an excellent above-average total of 8 gardens with a peak count of 150 seen in Addingham 

(DLR). 

Song Thrush Turdus philomelos                  131 Sightings/53 Sites 

Common breeding visitor: population still apparently increasing. 

There were extensive sightings throughout the region: most sightings of 1 or 2 birds, although there was a 

surprisingly high count of 8 on a Grimwith circuit in early March and reports later in the season that 

Hebden was ‘full of thrushes’ (RL&TF).  Although the species was reported in nearly 50% of reporting 

gardens, virtually no-one reported any period of daily visits during the year – mostly the species was only a 

rare visitor albeit there was the occasional garden reporting weekly sighting.  The very welcome exception 
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to this was a Hebden garden (RL&TF) where 3 territorial birds fought it out in their garden in mid-April 

and two later went on to breed and raise young. 

Redwing Turdus iliacus                    084 Sightings/35 Sites 

Common winter/passage visitor. 

Records of this species in our region are less extensive than for the 

fieldfare as it is recorded at an average of only 33 sites c.f. 50 for the 

fieldfare.  However, sightings were more extensive this year compared 

with a poor 2012 (from 35 c.f. 20 sites), which may well have been 

helped by the BTO Winter Thrush Survey: sightings are also far more 

frequent in the south (no doubt for the same reason as for fieldfares).  

Northern records at the start of the year were primarily from the 

Grassington area with a couple from Littondale: northern counts were 

also significantly lower with the largest count ~50 in Grassington on 

the 8th April and with a slight majority of records in single figures.  

The impact of the Winter Thrush Survey was illustrated by the fact 

that 40% of northern records at the beginning of the year were on April 10th, a survey day!  In the south 

there were records from across the region with almost all of the sightings in January from gardens and 

most in single figures: the exceptions being 84 in Haverah Park and 16 in an Ilkley garden.  Subsequent 

large counts were usually of mixed flocks with peak counts of 100 in February (Clifton), 150+ in March 

(Denton Hall and Strid Woods) and the peak count of the winter of 500+ between Pool and Castley on 9th 

April.  The Introduction describes how the redwing departure was delayed in April by the same easterly 

winds that brought March’s freezing conditions.  The last big count of the spring was 250 over Sandwith 

Moor on the 13th with a single bird hanging around Otley until the 20th. The end of September is 

‘changeover time’ with the first redwing flocks arrivng as swallows streamed out of the country in biblical 

proportions.  The first records in the area were from Hawkswick on 10th October and from the south two 

days later, both involving flocks of ~100.  Thereafter northern records were scarce and restricted to the 

Grassington area with the top count 39 over a Threshfield garden in mid-October.  Southern records were 

extensive (almost ten times more frequent) with the majority of counts in tens, interspersed with counts in 

single or three figures: peak counts were 200 in the Weeton area in November and 150 in Menston in 

December.  It was an excellent winter for garden sightings with records from 12 gardens, the highest total 

since 2009.  The highest count was of up to 200 seen from a Burley garden.   

Mistle Thrush Turdus viscivorus                  097 Sightings/48 Sites 

Common breeding resident: population stable/possibly increasing. 

The species is widespread throughout the region and usually only recorded in ones and twos but with 

occasional records of small groups or concentrations.  There were 6 flying together at Otley in January but 

most of such sightings were at the end of summer when there were some remarkable counts, especially in 

the Bolton Abbey Estate area, although the first sizeable flock of 10 was recorded on the eastern shore of 

Thruscross on 29th August.  Subsequently, there were 24+ in fields near the Barden View Point on 7th 

October (including a rare sighting of a leucistic bird in white plumage) (AGG**) and 35 at Coney Warren 

on the 18th (J&FTo).  The species is a less frequent visitor to gardens than the song thrush, reported from 

only 30% of gardens (c.f. almost 50%), and then generally only as a rare visitor.  An Addingham garden 

reported the species was a more frequent visitor than usual in the first four months and also an unusual 

event when all five thrush species were present in the garden at the same time on 25th January (DLR).  The 

highest garden count was 4 at Grassington eating berries off a small cotoneaster on 18th January (C&JA*). 

Sedge Warbler Acrocephalus schoenobaenus                 012 Sightings/03 Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant: population stable. 

After records from an encouraging 6 sites last year, this year the number of sites where the species was 

recorded fell to only 3, with all but two of the records from Otley and with no reports from the Washburn 

this year.  This was a species whose breeding season was seriously affected nationally last year with the 

BTO CES survey showing productivity falling by 28%.  It was encouraging that there were records from 

Otley throughout the breeding season from 20th April until 29th June although most were probably of 

single birds (from rushes at the northern end of the Conservation Lake): there were three higher counts in 

the first half of May with 3 on the 5th (PP), 4 on the 4th (BOG birding group) and 6 on the 11th (RP**).  

Later there was a late Otley record (of a passage bird?) on 26th August.  A prime site for this species is 
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Chelker and, although there were no reports of the large numbers (6) recorded there in some previous years 

the only breeding record came from there with an adult seen with a juvenile on 3rd August (J&FTo).  After 

a gap in 2012 there was one northern record of a bird singing opposite Swinden Quarry on 6th July (GL*).  

Reed Warbler Acrocephalus scirpaceus                 010 Sightings/01 Sites 

Passage visitor/Scarce breeding migrant. 

This is essentially a single-site species with a small colony now well established at Otley for some years.  

Although the BTO CES survey showed this species was also badly affected nationally by last summer’s 

atrocious weather the small Otley colony continues to thrive with regular sightings between 10th May and 

16th July with up to 9 birds (E&PS) on 2nd June. This peak was 2 higher than last year’s. Birds were 

recorded in the reed beds around the Conservation Lake and in the large and small reed beds near the 

Sailing Lake.  There were no records of breeding this year. 

Lesser Whitethroat Sylvia curruca       002 Sightings/02Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population fluctuates but currently in decline. 

It is with some relief that I can report a sighting from the only regular and reliable site for this species, on 

Quarry Hill above Lindley Wood – after a gap last year – one seen and heard there on 30th April (PBR).  

One was also heard at Weeton on 6th May (AJ) where one was recorded last year. 

Common Whitethroat Sylvia communis     018 Sightings/09 Sites 

Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable. 

This was another species that suffered very badly during last year’s breeding 

season with the BTO CES survey reporting a massive 57% reduction in national 

productivity.  Although the number of sites where the species is recorded was 

down slightly (i.e. from 9 sites c.f. 5 year average of 10) and with no records from 

the north, there were nevertheless some grounds for cautious optimism.  This is a 

species which is not common in our area: there are no strongholds and several of 

the records were probably of passage birds.  In the past Gallows Hill has probably 

been the most reliable place to see this species but there had been no records from 

there for the last two years: this year an adult was seen with 4 young in the 

allotments on 18th June with 2 further singing males in the nature reserve with one 

possibly visiting a nest site (E&PS).  There were also sightings from Otley of 2 

birds with a bird seen carrying food on 24th June (PP).  There were three reports from the Washburn, albeit 

either early or late in the season so they may have been passage birds.  Finally, there were reports of 4 

birds at Weeton on 12th June and an adult with 2 young at Pool on 19th July (both RF) and 1 in riverside 

trees at Wharfebank Mill, Otley (PP).  There was also an unusual garden record with a male in Addingham 

on 17th May (DLR), reported as only the second garden record and the first in the spring. 

Garden Warbler Sylvia borin                   040 Sightings/17 Sites 

Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population stable. 

This species, more than most, highlights some of the limitations of our annual exercise collecting sightings, 

especially in the north where the density of observers is rather lower than in the south.  During the BTO 

Atlas work this species was recorded at 14 sites in the north in 2010; this year, the number of northern sites 

was three, slightly down on the more typical four. This was another migrant warbler massively affected by 

last year’s wet weather, with the BTO CES survey suggesting a 54% reduction in national productivity 

(second only to the next species of those seen in our area).  There was some evidence of this locally with 

sightings slightly down this year, with a northern birder reporting the species well down (GL*) and a 

Washburn birder (PBR) reporting a maximum of 5 on their walks which was ‘not as good as usual’.  In the 

north the Grass Woods complex remains the stronghold for this species with a possible pair in Grass Wood 

in late May and 4 birds including 1 carrying food in Lower Grass Wood in early June: the only other 

northern record was of a bird singing in Arncliffe, also at the beginning of June.  The best places to see this 

species in the south are in the three main birding areas, i.e. the Washburn (35% of southern sightings), 

Otley (15%) and Bolton Abbey Estate (25%).  High counts in these areas were 6+ in Park Plantation on 

Barden Fell (J&FTo) and 6 from Bolton Abbey (RP**) and Norwood Bottom (JP).  The main sites outside 

these are Gallows Hill, which continues to deliver an excellent set of sightings (usually E&PS) with up to 3 

birds with 1 seen carrying food, and Ben Rhydding gravel pits.  In addition to the already-mentioned 

records of birds carrying food there were also reports from Folly Hall Wood and Strid Woods. 
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Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla                   108 Sightings/49 Sites 

Common breeding migrant/passage visitor/winter visitor: population increasing. 

This was the worst hit of local warblers during last year’s breeding season with national productivity 62% 

down on the long term average
31

.  Despite this awful statistic, sightings appear to have held up remarkably 

well in most of our area with average sightings and sites.  There were reported to be good numbers in the 

Washburn again (PBR) but the area which appears to have been significantly affected was the Grass Wood 

complex: the highest count from there was 4 on a walk through the three woods (although none were 

recorded in Bastow Wood) compared with last year when two visits to Grass Wood in early June produced 

5 singing birds (and 6 territories) and 8 birds.  In the north the majority of sightings were from the well-

watched Grass Wood complex but with records from across the region including very respectable early-

June counts of 5 on the ‘Postman’s walk’ in the north of the Dale (c.f. with 2 last year) and 7 between 

Barden Bridge and Water’s Laithe (c.f. 5 last year).  The species can be seen right across the south of the 

region, with over 50% of records from the three main southern areas.  The highest count this year was18 on 

an early-May walk from Barden Bridge to the Cavendish and back along the back road.  There were also 

counts of 10 around Swinsty, 7 along Norwood Bottom and 6 at Otley in late May, and 9 in the Gallows 

Hill area in early June.  This is a species which is well recorded in our gardens but primarily in the winter: 

in the summer the species prefers to breed in rural areas and may only stop-over in gardens for short 

periods.  The winter appearance of this species in our gardens is a fairly recent feature with the first record 

for WNS in 1959.  Wintering birds that have come from Central Europe to winter, tend to return to their 

breeding grounds before birds wintering in the more traditional wintering sites around the Mediterranean.  

This means they get the opportunity to select the best breeding sites and, also, that they tend to breed 

together.  The amazing feature is that the offspring are also likely to winter in the UK.  Consequently, 

wintering birds have tended to increase fourfold since the 1970s.  In recent years around 25% of gardens 

sending in records to the BTO have recorded visiting wintering birds with the south-west favoured because 

of its warmer climate.  Comparable figures in Wharfedale in recent years have been around 15%, so it was 

particularly surprising (and disappointing) that no records were received in the 2012/3 winter (defined by 

the BTO as between December and February inclusive) – the first time this has happened this century, 

although there were to be two records at the end of 2013, both from Menston. 

Yellow-browed Warbler Phylloscopus inornatus (NEW SPECIES)              001 Sightings/01 Sites 

Rare autumn passage migrant in small numbers along the coast with an occasional record inland 

On 6th October a wedding reception was being held at Denton Hall: the bride-groom was a bird-watcher 

and there were several bird-watchers present.  

One of them, Steve Blain, the Bedfordshire Bird 

Recorder, heard the warbler calling from trees 

surrounding the visitor car park.  Several bird-

watchers were called, including the bride-groom, 

and the bird was seen well and its song recorded.  

Details including the recording were passed to 

the BOG Recorder. The species breeds in Siberia, 

eastwards from the Urals, and leaves there in 

August and September to winter in SE Asia.  

However, the status of this bird has changed 

significantly with more now moving through the 

UK to unknown wintering grounds.  At the start 

of the last century it was described in birding 

books of the time as an ‘Accidental visitant from 

Asia of rare occurrence’ – a fair description since 

a record in Yorkshire in 1948 was the first for 

over 40 years: the first inland record for Yorkshire was in 1952.  Since then the numbers visiting each year 

                                                      
31  The only species whose national productivity was worse was Cetti's warbler with a 66% reduction on the long term 
average: the largest reduction on non-warbler species were the reed bunting with a 50% reduction and the long-tailed tit by 
44%. 
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have slowly grown.  It was estimated that in the 70s there were ~76 each year across the UK, while 

Mather reports 5-10/year in Yorkshire around that time. From time to time numbers have been much 

higher – 1985 and 2005 were such years.  A detailed analysis of sightings of the 615 birds recorded in the 

1985 invasion is interesting: 362 (59%) of birds were recorded in England with 44% of these along the 

eastern coastal counties between Northumberland and East Anglia, 23% along the southern coast from 

Kent to Cornwall and 22% in the Scillies; only 5% of sightings were in inland and western counties.  This 

implies birds tend to move along the coast with inland sightings much rarer. Could 2013 be another 

invasion year? The above diagram shows the BTO BirdTrack sightings this year c.f. the long term 

average: Spurn is the most reliable Yorkshire site with 19 there this year c.f. 26 in 2005. There were 

reported to be 160 in Shetland, including 40 on Faire Isle on 26th September as well as numerous reports 

from inland counties including Surrey, Berkshire, London, Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire, 

Cambridgeshire, Leicestershire, Staffordshire and West Yorkshire, and plenty on western headlands. 

Wood Warbler Phylloscopus sibilatrix                  011 Sightings/03 Sites 

Uncommon breeding migrant: population declining at an accelerating rate in recent years. 

When I looked at this year’s list of sightings of this species in Strid Woods I was 

reminded of the piece in the introduction about the disastrous impact of last 

year’s breeding season on a fragmented population of marsh tits in 

Cambridgeshire.  Was I being over-pessimistic in wondering whether we might 

be getting to the end of the line in seeing this species in our area?  Observers 

were divided about whether there were one or two birds recorded, with most 

opting for one but with two recorded on 7th, 12th and 31st May by reliable 

observers: all the records were from around the stone shelter on the eastern bank.  

To add to this rather gloomy picture we were to hear that a ringer from the East 

Dales Ringing Group who rings in the woods had said that there had only been 1 

bird in the woods this year, that it had been caught and it was found that it had been ringed in the wood last 

year, and that there had been no mate.  Further, there were no records from Grass Wood this year.  There 

were two records of passage birds: a bird was heard singing in a Burley garden for several minutes on 20th 

April (SB), whilst a member of the public, an English Nature employee, Steve Peel, reported one in  

Hebers Ghyll on 17th May.  The latter record raised temporary hopes that the species might have returned 

to a former regular breeding ground, but it was not to be and nothing was found there subsequently. 

Chiffchaff Phylloscopus collybita                  116 Sightings/44 Sites 

Common breeding migrant/passage/winter visitor: population increasing. 

The perceived wisdom is that this is primarily a bird of the south of the region and that the majority of 

sightings in the north have generally been of passage birds.  The number of sites in the north where the 

species was recorded was a now typical six sites but there was encouraging news from Grass Wood of a 

bird heard singing on a number of occasions during the breeding season between 10th April and 12th July 

(when 2 birds were heard).  In the north and before early May there were records from Hebden, Hebden 

Beck, Grassington and Howgill: at the other end of the season there were records from Grimwith and 

Grassington from late September.  In the south the species is widely distributed but with a very definite 

bias towards the east, being very common in the Washburn (which accounted for 30% of southern records 

this year) and well recorded from Otley (15%) but less common in the west – sightings from Ilkley and 

Addingham and up through the Bolton Abbey Estate are less frequent with the majority at the start and end 

of the season.  The BTO CES survey of the 2012 breeding season reported good numbers of adults present 

but an appalling 41% reduction in productivity c.f. the long-term average.  This manifested itself this year 

with some reduction in the number of sightings but especially on peak counts around the region.  The peak 

annual count is always along Norwood Bottom: it has been 24 for the last two but this year it was only 15 

in mid-April (RP**). Elsewhere there were 7 at Otley and 6 in Middleton Woods during April and 5 at 

Gallows Hill in June.  There was a record of a nest at Fewston, of a bird carrying food at Knotford Nook at 

the start of June, and a family party at Pool in mid-July.  There were sightings in 25% of reporting gardens 

from Otley (2), Menston (1), Burley (4), Ilkley (1) and Addingham (1) – rather reflecting the eastwards 

bias of this species.  Once again there were no records of wintering birds. 

Willow Warbler Phylloscopus trochilus                  137 Sightings/62 Sites 

Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population stable/possibly increasing. 
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The species was one of the late arrivals this spring. The average arrival date over the past decade has been 

3rd April with a spread between 26th March (2006) and 12th April (2008); this year the species was not 

recorded until the 13th at Otley and Hebden Beck.  Subsequently, records were received from right across 

the region and, unlike other warblers, it seems quite happy to spread up onto the moors.  The difference in 

the number of sites where it is recorded compared with the previous species reflects the fact it is far more 

widespread in the north, i.e. while the two species were recorded at 38 and 37 respectively in the south, the 

comparable figures in the north were 6 and 25.  The species was badly hit by the poor breeding season last 

year, although not quite as severely as the previous species, i.e. 26 c.f. 41% reduction.  High counts can 

occur anywhere in the region but this year all but one of a number of standard walks showed some 

reduction on the previous year’s count (shown in brackets).  The exception was 30 between Linton church 

and Grass Wood (24): elsewhere there were 37 around Grimwith (41) and 22 around Strid Woods (37) in 

May, and 13 between Barden Bridge and Howgill (19) and 18 on the Postman’s Walk from Buckden (23) 

in June.  The earliest breeding records were of a bird carrying food at Timble Ings on 16th May and 

juveniles seen on the edges of Denton Moor on 9th June.  Garden records from Otley, Burley, Hebden and 

Grassington were less than half as frequent as for the previous species: there were 2 birds reported at the 

last garden where it was described as an uncommon visitor to the Grassington garden 

Goldcrest Regulus regulus                   056 Sightings/31 Sites 

Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population increasing. 

It was a fairly average year with more records from the south, i.e. from 24 sites in the south compared with 

a typical 7 northern sites.  However, the northern sightings were more widespread than last year when most 

were in the Grassington area.  There were sightings from Beckermonds and Greenfield at the top of the 

Dale, with 3 in the conifer belt along the eastern side of Grimwith in February and 6 there in late 

September; an April garden sighting in Grassington was reported to be unusual.  Sightings in the south 

were well distributed across the region but with almost 40% from the Washburn and with 20 ringed at 

Timble Ings on 30th October (AJ). Records from the Bolton Abbey Estate are uncommon and they are rare 

at Otley.  The species were reported in ~1/3 of reporting gardens and with rather differing experiences 

reported.  There were very few in an Addingham garden this year whilst in Burley a young bird was seen 

sitting on the ground outside a garage. It subsequently flew and perched on the reporter’s shoulder, 

disappeared into the hall and luckily only went as far as hiding behind a radiator before it was persuaded to 

fly away (AB&KR)! 

Firecrest Regulus ignicapillus 

Rare passage migrant. 

There was a second-hand report (via AJ) of a bird being seen regularly in a Deerstones garden during 

January: it has not been included in this year’s list. 

Spotted flycatcher Muscicapa striata                  078 Sightings/36 Sites 

Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population decreasing at accelerating rate but with a good 

presence in the north of the region. 

It is a delight to be able to report that one our most 

attractive migrants
32

 is holding its own in our area as 

can be seen in the adjacent chart.  This is a species that 

one is more likely to come across on a walk in the north 

than the south.  This difference may have reduced 

somewhat in recent years, although in 2013 submitted 

records from the north were up and those from the 

south were down which resulted in 60% of sightings 

and sites being from the north.  The species was late 

returning this year – a little strange since it is one of the 

latest returning migrants, so any effects from the cold 

spring should not have affected it.  In fact what was 

described as the migration spectacle of spring 2013 and which is described in the Introduction didn’t take 

place until 1st June.  Locally, the first sighting was 16th May (from Lindley trout farm and Barden Bridge) 

compared with the long-tern average since 2003 of 28th April (the earliest and latest dates being 14th April 

                                                      
32  I would be tempted to use the word ‘iconic’ if that wasn’t a much abused word nowadays!  
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(2005) and 9th May (2004).  In the north there were sightings from across the region albeit with 40% from 

the Grassington area; there were several sightings form the top end of the dale but records were scarce in 

Littondale and rare at Grimwith (where there was an end-of-season record): it was recorded as far up the 

valley as Greenfield and up to Foxup in Littondale. Densities are quite low, with most records of only 1 or 

2, although there were some impressive counts around Hebden with 6 in late July and 5 in mid-August 

(RL&TF). In the south 75% of records were from the Washburn and the Bolton Abbey Estate. The highest 

mid-season counts in the Washburn were 4 – 2 pairs around Dob Park Bridge and 2 in Folly Hall Wood, 

and 2 in Strid Woods. As in the north there was a high end-of-season count of 7+ on Coney Warren in mid-

August (J&FTo). Otherwise sightings were scarce in the south with 4, i.e. 2 pairs at Langbar, 2 in a 

Beamsley garden, and a presence in White Crag Plantation (Addingham Moorside). There were breeding 

records from Langbar where 2 young were ringed, Denton Moor where a pair bred in a hole in the wall, 

and of an adult seen feeding 3 youngsters at Barden View Point. The species is a rare visitor to gardens and 

perhaps symptomatic of its prevalence in the north. Three of the four gardens were in the north with a 

Kilnsey garden recording 2 broods with 3 newly-hatched youngsters on 17th June and with the bird on 

eggs again on 20th July; there were records from Hebden and Threshfield gardens and from Beamsley in 

the south. 

Pied Flycatcher Ficedula hypoleuca                  049 Sightings/14 Sites 

Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly declining. 

The variation in the return date for this species is usually quite small, i.e. 

the earliest arrival date since 2003 was 9th April (in 2010) and the latest 

20th April (in 2004) with an average date of 12th April: this year the 

first record was not until 22nd April.  The situation for this species is the 

reverse of that for the other flycatcher species, i.e. it is rarer in the north 

with only 15% of sightings from there.  It was reported to be a 

disappointing year in the north with numbers well down (GL*):  there 

was only one pair in the species’ northern stronghold of Grass Wood 

(and one pair in Lower Grass Wood) compared with the five territories 

reported there last year.  Slightly more encouraging was that there were 

three widely dispersed reports of breeding pairs including Grass Wood, 

Kettlewell and Scargill House. In the south all except one of the records 

were from its two strongholds in Strid Woods (which included 2 sightings from the Bolton Abbey area) 

and the Washburn with sightings equally split between the two areas: the only other record was of a male 

in the plantation upstream of the Ilkley tennis club on 28th April.  Many more pairs breed than are ever 

observed on birding walks.  In Strid Woods peak counts were 11 or 12 (the lower count comprising 2 pairs 

and 7 males), but there were second-hand reports that the East Dales Ringing Group who ring in the area 

had reported 20 occupied nest boxes.  The same applies in the Washburn where there were wide-ranging 

records from Norwood Bottom, Low Snowden and Dob Park Wood, Scargill and Hanging Wood below the 

Thruscross dam with counts of 4 singing males along Norwood Bottom and 1 or 2 birds elsewhere.  By 

comparison Pete Roe and Colin Harrison ringed birds in 8 and 20 nest boxes respectively in the 

Washburn
33

 producing 39 and 74 young, i.e. a combined productivity of 5.65, which was fairly typical of 

recent years. 

Long-tailed Tit Aegithalos caudatus                  102 Sightings/38 Sites 

Common breeding resident: population increasing. 

The species had a poor breeding season in 2012 with the BTO CES survey showing national productivity 

reduced by 44%.  Locally, sightings and sites were significantly down on the five-year average of 133 and 

43 respectively. The pattern of sightings between north and south, though, was much as usual with only 

15% of records from the north.  In the north over 50% of the records were from the well-watched 

Grassington area with 8 in Hebden and Grassington gardens at the beginning of the year and several 

scattered pairs in Grass Wood in mid-April: there was a single record of the species seen in Greenfield, 

otherwise there were no records from Littondale or Grimwith. There were highish counts in early autumn 

with 8-10 in Hebden and Threshfield gardens and 12 between Barden Bridge and Appletreewick. In the 

                                                      
33  There used to be a small number of nests in Nell Bank/Middleton Woods but 2008 was the last time birds were 
ringed there. 
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south the species was most frequently recorded in gardens (25% of southern sightings) with high counts at 

the start of the year of 14 and 10 in Otley gardens, 10 daily in January in Burley, and a peak count of 15 in 

an Otley garden in July: there were fewer records and fewer numbers in the second half of the year.  

Elsewhere sightings were widespread across the south but with counts usually in single figures. The largest 

count were of a flock of 30+ in Strid Woods in early January and 20 at Otley in late October. 

Marsh Tit Parus palustris                   005 Sightings/03 Sites 

Scarce passage visitor/possible breeder (?): significant decline in recent years. 

2010 was an unusual year with 11 sightings from 4 sites, but in most years the 

species has been recorded at only a couple of sites, one of which is the usual site in 

the woods below Scargill whilst the other one can be from anywhere: this year there 

was an additional and very welcome addition to the list with a rare sighting from the 

north.  In the woods below Scargill a single bird was recorded on 18th February (JP), 

two birds were calling loudly in a mixed tit flock on 26th February (J&FTo) and two 

seen briefly on 13th April (SR**). The other southern record was from a Burley 

garden three days later when the bird was first heard and then seen well at the top of 

a swaying tree for about 5 minutes by someone (SB) who’d heard them frequently in 

the North Yorkshire moors during walks in the 1980s when they were much commoner.  However, the 

exciting development this year was a northern record when a YDNPA employee, Mark Hewitt, saw 2 birds 

on feeders at Long Ashes near Grassington in mid-November, the first northern record since 2008. The 

most reliable site used to be Birks Wood near Buckden with 4 recorded there as recently as 2003. 

Subsequently there was a record in 2004 with the last record from there in November 2008 (an Atlas 

survey). The only other northern sighting since I became recorder in 2003 was a bird I saw on a garden 

feeder in Litton in December 2004. This sighting, once again, raises the prospect that the species is 

probably under-reported and there may be more around than we realise, though not in large numbers. 

Willow Tit Parus montanus                   005 Sightings/01 Sites 

Scarce passage visitor/possible breeder (?): dramatic national decline in recent decades mirrored here. 

All the records this year were from Otley, but only until 8th February and always of a single bird with a 

ring on its right leg (it was ringed by AJ last autumn). 

Coal Tit Parus ater                    095 Sightings/36 Sites 

Common breeding resident: population increasing. 

The species can be seen anywhere across the region, although sightings are 

usually sparsely spread.  There are no particular hot-spots for this species, 

although 15% of sightings were from the Bolton Abbey Estate with 20+ at 

the year's start; elsewhere, there were August counts of 14 around Haverah 

Park and 8 on a Timble circuit.  If there is a location where the species can 

be fairly reliably seen it is in members’ gardens: it was reported from almost 

50% of gardens and over 20% of all sightings were from there.  Birds were 

most often reported weekly or rarely but with a number of gardens seeing 

them daily. 

Great Tit Parus major (C) 

Common breeding resident: population stable. 

I reported last year on the dismal breeding this species had had in 2012 and that national productivity was 

the third lowest ever reported (the final figures for last year being 34% below the long-term average), 

while local productivity, measured from Pete Roe’s ringing records was only 4.84 young/nest or 31% 

below the average of 6.45.  It is therefore pleasing to report that the species had a much better breeding 

season – as shown in the Introduction – with 6.16 young/nest, i.e. 10% above the average for the previous 

5 years and slightly better than the preliminary national figures.  The news from another local ringer, Colin 

Harrison, was not quite so encouraging.  He reported only 32 pairs breeding in his nest boxes c.f. 60 pairs 

last year and a fairly constant 50 over the past 8 years. Quite apart from any effects from last year’s 

abysmal breeding season, the species has also been affected by Avian Pox, although Colin reported he had 

seen no sign of any infected birds. The species remains very common, widespread and successful 

throughout the region, as well as widely reported in members’ gardens.  It is not usually recorded in large 

numbers in walks through the countryside but there were 17 in Middleton Woods  and 14 in Haverah Park 
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(February), 11 in Strid Woods (March and November) and 10 at Knotford Nook and Otley (both January): 

in the north there were 6 on the ‘Postman’s Walk’ at the top end of the Dale (June). 

Blue Tit Parus caeruleus (C) 

Common breeding resident: population stable. 

This species is one of the commonest small birds both in the wild and in gardens, which did almost as 

badly as the previous species in 2012; like the great tit, there was a significant improvement in Pete Roe’s 

breeding figures this year’s to 6.16 youngsters/nest, very slightly above the five-year average.  Colin 

Harrison also reported around 120 pairs nesting in his boxes, which was similar to last year and did not 

show the drop in numbers reported for the previous species. 

Nuthatch Sitta europaea           107 Sightings/42 Sites 

Locally common breeding resident: population probably stable. 

This species appears to be doing well throughout most of Wharfedale and the Washburn and is recorded at 

a consistent number of sites usually between 42 and 44.  The species is less widespread in the north (with 

25% of all records), with most of the records from the Grassington area (~55% of northern sightings) and 

with occasional records from Littondale and the top end of the Dale, but none from Grimwith: most 

sightings were of single birds.  In the south 65% of records were from three areas – the Washburn, the 

Bolton Abbey Estate and members’ gardens.  In the Washburn the peak count was 7 between Lindley 

Wood and Folly Hall (April) and there were 9 in Strid Woods (June).  Elsewhere the one other high count 

was of 9 in Middleton Woods in April. Colin Harrison reported 43 young ringed in 6 nests, i.e. an excellent 

productivity of 7.2
34

. About 50% of reporting gardens recorded the species, usually of single birds seen 

weekly or less frequently, although there was one Burley garden with daily sightings in January and 

February. The species remains extremely rare in Otley (and there were no records from Otley gardens).  

Treecreeper Certhia familiaris                   053 Sightings/26 Sites 

Common breeding resident: population stable/possibly increasing. 

Survival rates for this species are reduced by wet winter weather followed by overnight 

frost.  The population peaked in the early 1970s after having recovered from the 1962/3 

winter. Since then numbers have been fairly stable with some peaks and troughs
35

.  The 

species is less obvious than the nuthatch (with records from an average of 33 sites c.f. 

41 for the previous species) In our area there has been some decline in the records 

received over the last 3 years, i.e. to 70% of the long-term average this year.  In the 

north the vast majority of sightings were from the Grassington area (with 50% of those 

from gardens): there were also sightings from Appletreewick and Burnsall. It is present 

throughout much of the south, albeit with a high proportion of sightings from the 

Washburn (almost 50% of southern records), and also with regular sightings from Strid 

Woods (~10%) and members’ gardens (~10%): unusually, there were three records 

from Otley this year. The majority of sightings were of single birds, with several 

records of 2 and 3 recorded on a circuit of a small private Washburn Lake (December). 

There was one record of breeding with adults feeding young in the Dob Park Bridge 

area in late May. Rather surprisingly, it was recorded in 25% of members’ gardens. 

Jay Garrulus glandarius                   085 Sightings/27 Sites 

Common breeding resident: population stable. 

They are widespread and successful throughout the south of the region with no strongholds, but extremely 

rare in upper Wharfedale, possibly linked to the generally sparser woodland cover.  For the second year 

running there were no records from the north (down from a peak of records from 6 sites in 2009). In the 

south the greatest number of sightings were from the Washburn (30%) and from members’ gardens 

(~25%), where they were seen in 45% of reporting gardens. There were several high counts in gardens 

with 5 seen in Addingham during the first four months, 4 by the roadside at Addingham Moorside 

(September) and in two Ilkley gardens in February and August. 

 

                                                      
34  This compares with 58 young last year from 9 nests, i.e. a better productivity this year but only 2/3 the number of 
nests. 
35  I was rather taken by some of its local names: in the West Country it is known as ‘tree mouse’ whilst its Welsh 
name means ‘little climber’. 
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Magpie Pica pica (C) 

Common breeding resident: population stable but increasing in urban environment. 

It is a species which is seen far more than it is reported; for example, yet again, 

there were records submitted from a smaller proportion of gardens this year 

(~35%) c.f. the significantly rarer jay (~45%)!  This species is widespread 

throughout the region with, unlike the jay, a presence in the north, although 

northern sightings tend to be thinly spread.  In the north a significant proportion of 

the northern sightings were from the well-watched Grassington area with the 

occasional record from Littondale and the top of the Dale and with none from 

Grimwith. The peak counts were 4 at Cosh (January) and 5 at Threshfield 

(October).  In the south a significant proportion of the sightings were from the 

Otley area with all the high counts from there and almost 30% of southern records 

from the Wetlands:  peak counts were 14 on the Chevin, 9 at the Wetlands, 6 along 

the old railway line to the east of Otley and 5 at Knotford.  25% of records were 

from gardens with several in the east of the area (Otley, Menston and Burley) 

recording garden counts of 4, but the highest count of 6 was from Addingham.  Records from the 

Washburn were less common (~15%) and, as is often the case, there was only a single record from the 

Bolton Abbey Estate. 

Jackdaw Corvus monedula (C) 

Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing. 

It often seems the most obvious bird throughout Wharfedale with large flocks in winter (although few 

people bother to count flock sizes): large flocks were also reported in the Washburn.  The species is less 

obvious on the moors where the crow is the commonest bird.  Most of the counts are of tens of birds but 

there are also fairly regular counts of large flocks (some > 100).  In the north the species was particularly 

obvious in Littondale and at the top end of the Dale.  In the south high counts can be seen anywhere in the 

valley.  The species is recorded in ⅓ of reporting gardens with peak counts of 15 in my garden at the start 

of the year and 100 overflying an Otley garden. 

Rook Corvus frugilegus                    062 Sightings/32 Sites 

Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population probably increasing. 

Rookeries are common at suitable wooded sites throughout much of Wharfedale and were well recorded 

along the length of the Washburn and Littondale: in fact a significant proportion of records (30%) are of 

rookeries.  These tend to be quite small, with the nest count often in single figures, and with the largest 

counts being from 2 sites in Middleton Woods totalling 28, and 25 in Linton.  The species is an 

opportunistic feeder.  For example, they are rare at Grimwith except during the summer when red-legged 

partridge are released in large numbers prior to the autumn shoot and large amounts of grain are scattered 

around and there were counts of up to 40 between late August and early October: further, the highest count 

of the year was of 130 in newly-mown hayfields in Norwood Bottom in early July.  The species is a rare 

garden visitor as can be seen in the following table showing the % of recording gardens (of overflying birds 

in the case of the raven) for the different corvids: 
 

Jay Magpie Jackdaw Rook Crow Raven 

45 37 35 9 45 5+ 
 

Carrion crow Corvus corone (C) 

Common breeding resident: population increasing. 

It remains numerous throughout the area, including the high dales and moors, notwithstanding the 

inevitable competition with game rearing interests. As usual there were very few records from the Bolton 

Abbey Estate (although in some years there are none). Sightings are often of pairs and counts are usually in 

single figures: the peak count was 27 over Haverah Park in January. 

Raven Corvus corax                    058 Sightings/29 Sites 

Scarce breeding resident: population increasing. 

Although sightings in the south have increased in recent years it is still easier to see this species in the 

north.  Records were received from moors right across that region but not from Grimwith; peak count of 4 

and 5 during August and early September were presumably of family parties.  In the south ⅔ of the records 
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are roughly split between Rombalds Moor and the Bolton Abbey Estate.  One of the birds over Rombalds 

Moor was reported to be doing an acrobatic display (April) and their presence there explains the odd record 

of birds seen over gardens in Burley: one was heard this year and seen overflying last year, in both 

occasions in February.  Records from the Washburn are unusual but there was 1 over Fewston (March), 2 

over Stainburn Moor (August) and Timble Ings (September).  In the north almost 60% of sightings were 

equally split between the Grassington area and Littondale: there was one northern garden over-flight 

reported from Grassington in April.  There were pairs at several traditional nesting sites in the north with 

young raised at two of them: at two other sites pairs did not breed, in one case they may have been 

immatures.  In the south a pair that bred at one site in recent years may have moved to another one just 

outside the area. 

Starling Sturnus vulgaris                   126 Sightings/48 Sites 

Common breeding resident/winter visitor: serious national decline but probably stable in area. 

The species is common throughout the region with good numbers of records from all parts and with high 

counts primarily in the first quarter and from the late summer: during the breeding season counts were 

usually in single figures.  The highlight of the year was a massive roost in the north, located by the UWFS 

bird recorder, Gerald Light.  The first record was of 2,000 flying westwards over Grassington in mid-

November, seen early in the morning by Gerald’s neighbour who was walking his dog.  At the end of the 

month other large numbers were seen flying towards Yarnbury in the evening.  Further investigations 

located the roost in the plantation in the NW corner of Grimwith with an estimated 30,000 flying in in the 

late afternoon on 1st December.  Gerald’s neighbour is also a film-making enthusiast and he subsequently 

filmed the event and posted the results on YouTube – the photographic record suggested even this count 

could have been an underestimate.  At the start of the year there were rather more counts of flocks of a few 

tens of birds from the south than the north with peak counts of 100s from Hebden (RL&TF) in mid-March 

and 760 on Middleton Moor earlier in the month (KM**), and with a couple of sightings of 100 in the 

Menston area. In the second half of the year the north also recorded two other large flocks of 500-600 birds 

in the Tennant Gill area at the head of Littondale in mid-November.  In the south there were quite a few 

counts in the hundreds, the largest being 400 at Thruscross, 300 over Menston and Hawksworth Moor and 

hundreds over Chelker between mid-November and mid-December. The species was recorded in ~35% of 

reporting gardens and often in good numbers. At the start of the year there were 18 in Menston, 15 in 

Burley with 70 in the ash tree in a neighbour’s garden in Addingham.  In the second half of the year 22 in a 

Grassington garden was reported as being the most seen at once, suggesting there had been a good 

breeding season but, up the road, a Threshfield garden (GL*) benefitted from the giant roost reported 

earlier with 500+ over on 12th December and 250-350 over on several subsequent dates in month. 

House sparrow Passer domesticus                  058 Sightings/26 Sites 

Locally common breeding resident: population has decreased but probably currently stable. 

There were reasonable numbers of records from across the region although it is a 

species which is not well reported.  The pattern of reporting is very different in the 

north and south.  In the north 75% of records are from the villages right across the 

region with none recorded from Grimwith: in the south 50% of southern records were 

from members’ gardens, there were no records from Otley or the Bolton Abbey 

Estate and all the Washburn sightings received were from the Haverah Park area.  

Counts of a dozen were fairly typical in northern villages, whilst the highest count in 

both areas were in gardens in the late summer with 20 at Hebden in mid-August and 

12 adults and juveniles in an Otley garden in September.  The first sign of breeding was of a bird carrying 

nesting materials at Hawkswick on 13th April with 3 young ringed in Menston on 13th May.  The species 

was reported in slightly over 25% of reporting gardens. 

Tree Sparrow Passer montanus                   051Sightings/19 Sites 

Rare breeding resident: local population recovering in line with national trends  

This remains a species of the south but it is to be hoped at the present rate of 

expansion it won’t be very long before it starts to appear in the north.  So far 

there have been two sightings there both probably as a result of post-breeding 

dispersion in the autumn – in 2009 and 2011, the last sighting being in a 

Grassington garden on 15th October, 2011. However that day may be getting 

close: there has been a small colony on Addingham Moorside and this year a pair 
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bred in a Beamsley garden (AP).  Overall, the species rather marked time this year.  The number of young 

ringed by Pete Roe increased to an amazing 206 from 57 nests, a remarkable rise from the 6 nests 

producing only 41 young in 2008 as is shown in the adjacent diagrams.  It was a good year for productivity 

– 3.6 young/nest c.f. 3.13 for the four-year average between 2009 aand 2012. In addition to Pete’s breeding 

records, another ringer, Colin Harrison, reported 5 broods successfully raised at Castley, the same number 

as last year.  However, on the down side, the number of members’ gardens where the species was recorded 

fell from 8 to 5, though birds bred in two of those gardens and were seen carrying food  in a third!  The 

garden records were from Otley, Burley (2), Addingham and Beamsley – a pair each raised two broods in 

the Otley and Beamsley gardens, while in Burley a garden recorded a conflict between tree sparrows and 

blue tits for the occupancy of a nest box – the latter won but then did not use it!  Around 40% of sightings 

were from the Washburn where it was recorded from Leathley and Farnley in the south to Fewston and 

John O’Gaunts in the north. Elsewhere there were records from Weeton in the far-east and from Clifton, 

Otley, Menston and Burley in the east with a small population in the west around Addingham..   

Chaffinch Fringilla coelebs (C) 

Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing. 

The species is common and widespread in all parts of the region and is a common garden visitor.  Large 

counts on walks across the region abound, although numbers tend to drop in the late summer when the 

species stops its familiar song.  In the north high counts included 40+ around Grimwith (September), 32 in 

a walk at the top of the valley (April) and 47 between Barden Bridge and Howgill (June).  In the south 

there were 47 on a circular walk from Barden Bridge to the Cavendish (March), 20 in Middleton Woods 

(April) and on the Chevin (May), 32 in Timble Ings (May), 36 along Norwood Bottom (June) and 28 

around Haverah Park (December). 

Brambling Fringilla montifringilla                  039 Sightings/14 Sites 

Scarce passage/winter visitor. 

As I wrote this section a year ago there were developing indications that the beech seed crop had failed in 

northern Europe and that 2012/3 could well be a ‘brambling winter’; this was supported by records of birds 

arriving along the east coast in early November.  I further reported that these expectations had yet to be 

realised in our area.  In fact they never were and it was to prove a poor season with birds difficult to find.  

Indicative of how few birds were around was that there was only one record from the north (a Hebden 

garden), there was only one count in double figures, and 80% of records at the start of the year were from 

gardens.  Counts there were generally low, usually only of single birds but with several counts of up to 7 in 

a Menston garden (AMG).  Away from gardens the highest count was 18 in Norwood Bottom on 4th 

March.  The only other non-garden records were from Sun Lane with a peak count of only 2.  About 25% 

of reporting gardens recorded the species in those first four months of the year with records from Otley (2), 

Menston (2), Burley, Ilkley (2), Addingham and Hebden Beck.  Highlights of garden sightings were 2 seen 

on a daily basis in January and February in Burley, the highest seasonal garden counts at two gardens in 

Menston of 7 on 13th January and 8 on 24th February, and gardens in Otley and Ilkley enthusiastically 

reporting being visited by a male in bright breeding plumage. The autumn season was a distinct 

improvement, although with all the natural food in the wild garden records were few and far between: 

single birds were seen in four gardens, two in the south and two in the north.  There were several counts of 

impressive flocks.  The principle one was in Strid Woods, where watchers had a bonus of good counts of 
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mandarin as well: the flock was very mobile and there was a wide range of counts ranging up to 220 

(RP**).  Elsewhere there were at least 100 on the Chevin and several records from around the Washburn, 

albeit in quite small numbers. 

Greenfinch Carduelis chloris                   055 Sightings/25 Sites 

Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population increasing. 

Much has been written in the past about the Trichomonosis epidemic and it is worrying that counts of this 

species this year seemed well down on recent years. This is very much a garden species with over 50% of 

all records from members’ gardens; these sightings also provide the highest counts, although several 

people commented that numbers were poor this year and well down on previous years. In the north there 

were a sparse number of sightings from across the region, all either in gardens (⅓ of total northern 

sightings) or villages, with a peak count of only 5 in Litton and with most records of only between 1 and 3. 

It was reported from a Grassington garden that it was now a rare visitor and then only by single birds.  

Apart from garden records the situation was not much better in the south with sightings, never of more than 

3, from Dob Park Wood, Gallows Hill, Otley Wetland, the Tarn on Ilkley Moor and Langbar.  Peak garden 

counts were 9 and 8 from Burley (January) and 6 from Otley (April) and Ilkley (July), and 10 from 

Addingham (August and October) all well down on last year's peak counts of 16 in Burley and 12 in 

Askwith. 

Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis                   110 Sightings/48 Sites 

Common breeding resident/migrant/passage visitor: population probably increasing. 

This is a popular species which is significantly more widespread than the 

previous species; it is typically reported from ~56 sites cf. ~32 for the 

greenfinch. It was recorded throughout the north and was proportionately slightly 

more common there, though counts are generally smaller than the south and 

usually in single figures.  There was one exceptionally large and compact flock 

of 150-200 in the fields below Mossy Moor, 45 at Ghaistrill’s Strid and 26 along 

Hebden Beck (all September), whilst circuits of Grimwith usually produced 

counts in double figures. In the south records were thinly spread across all parts 

of the region but with the highest proportion of records from gardens comprising 

30% of all southern sightings. There were several high counts at the start of the 

year with up to 60 at High Royds, Menston and 40 at Clifton.  However, the 

highest counts, as in the north, came in the late summer with 137 at Haverah Park in late-August and 300 

at March Ghyll in mid-September. It is a particularly welcome garden visitor throughout the region being 

recorded in over 50% of people’s gardens and with several gardens recording high counts: there were daily 

counts of up to 18 in a Menston garden at the start of the year, 15 and 16 in two Otley gardens and, in the 

north, peak counts of between 5 and 8 in Hebden, Threshfield and Kilnsey gardens.  The first record of 

breeding was of a nest containing 1 egg near Otley on 13th April and the first record of young in an Otley 

garden on 14th June. 

Siskin Carduelis spinus                    104 Sightings/31 Sites 

Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: breeding population increasing. 

As was the case last year, this year’s report is dominated by records from members’ gardens. Last year it 

was for unexpectedly high numbers visiting in the summer: this year saw a massive influx of birds arriving 

in the spring as is discussed in the introduction.  

The position of this species has been transformed 

with a big expansion of its breeding range 

coinciding with the large-scale planting of conifers 

across Britain and Ireland after the War: the 

recently-published breeding atlas shows the species 

present in 60% of squares during the breeding 

season. This has been accompanied by a big 

increase in garden visits. The species didn’t start 

appearing in gardens until the mid-60s but BTO 

Garden Watch now shows visits to members’ gardens peaking in the spring at around, on average, 20-25% 

as can be seen by the thick line on the adjacent diagram.  The pale lines indicate considerable variability 

with the species largely missing if there is plenty of natural food.  This year a combination of increased 
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wintering numbers and shortages of alder and birch food, compounded by the long and cold spring, led to 

one of the highest-ever reporting rates in gardens with a peak of just under 40% in the second week in 

April, which was the second highest number in 15 years
36

. Garden records dominated this year’s scene 

with 35% of northern records and 70% of southern records from gardens – and numbers were impressive 

too!  This is a species I can rely on people reporting when it visits their garden and an amazing almost 75% 

of gardens reported such visits.  During this start-of-year period there were reports from 22 southern 

gardens, i.e. Pool, (3), Menston (3), Burley (5), Ben Rhydding (1), Ilkley (7) and Addingham (3).  Several 

reported daily visits of up to half-a-dozen, but it was the peak counts that were most dramatic.  In the first 

three months there were several southern reports of large flocks with a peak of 70 in several adjacent Otley 

gardens on 8th March (E&PS); also 30 in Ilkley (January) and 20 in Pool (January and February).  The first 

half of April saw the greatest numbers of southern gardens reporting good numbers in visiting flocks with 

20 birds ringed in a Pool garden on the 10th and 11th, and one of the Ilkley gardens reported big flocks 

coming into their feeders in waves on the 18th.  A feature of all the reports was of a dramatic fall in 

activity from around the 20th April.  A Burley garden with regular sightings throughout the first four 

months reported a last sighting on 16th May.  Northern gardens could not match this level of activity but 

all four reporting gardens recorded the species.  Birds were seen from early February with counts in 

Hebden, Grassington and Threshfield peaking at between 4 and 6 (and 2 in Kilnsey) at varying times, and 

all dropping off from early May: subsequently there were occasional records from Hebden and Kilnsey 

during the summer with a peak count at Hebden of 6 in late July.  Overall, almost all of northern sightings 

were from the Grassington area with most counts in single figures but with 12 reported in the village in late 

February: there were rare records from Littondale and the top end of the Dale, with a peak count of 4 in a 

walk round Oughtershaw and a juvenile on a Halton Gill feeder on 17th July.  The last northern sighting 

was in mid-August.  In the south peak counts in the early months were 60 (Norwood Bottom, High Royds), 

40 (Otley) and 30 (Farnley).  Sightings crashed after May and the only counts not in single figures were 

from Otley with a flock of up to ~50 at the end of November.  There was one sighting of a juvenile just 

south of the aqueduct in Strid Woods on 31st May. 

Linnet Carduelis cannabina                   020 Sightings/10 Sites 

Uncommon breeding migrant: population declining. 

This is a species which is getting increasingly rare in our region as the 

number of sites where it is recorded continues to decline, as does the 

peak number counted.  As recently as 2009 there were 44 sightings from 

24 sites: now the presence in the north is minimal, although the 

reductions have also been severe in the south.  It is a summer visitor that 

mostly migrates south for winter.  There were only three records from 

the Grassington Moor/Moor Lane area over a six-week period from mid-

June and with a peak count of only 3 on 8th July.  The speed of the decline in the south can be measured in 

terms of the reduction in peak counts over the last 12 month period.  In 2012, there were 50+ at High 

Royds (mid-April), this year only 15 in the fields opposite Ben Rhydding gravel pits in April and from the 

lower parts of Barden Moor in August.  The Washburn, which yielded ⅓ of all records last year with a 

peak count of 18 on a long walk could only manage a peak of 4 with the report that numbers were ‘really 

low this year in the breeding season’ (both PBR).  Other than that there were several records from different 

parts of the Menston district, but always of small numbers with a peak count of only 6 at High Royds in 

mid-July.  There was one record of breeding with a single juvenile at Whetstone Gate on 20th July. 

Lesser Redpoll Carduelis cabaret                  064 Sightings/25 Sites 

Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population may be in shallow decline. 

Records were received from across the region with the species slightly more common in the south.  In the 

north over 70% of the records are from the Grassington area and 20% from Grimwith (in fact the only 

other records were from a Kilnsey garden with up to 4 birds seen in early May and 1 at Oughtershaw in 

August). Counts were generally small with the largest up to 12 during April and early May in a Hebden 

garden (where a juvenile was being fed on 17th July) and 30+ in Bastow Wood (November).  Counts from 

Grimwith peaked at 9 in early July and there was a family party of 4+ there in early August.  Peak counts 

                                                      
36  These are not necessarily local breeders as many return to other parts of their breeding range in central and 
northern Europe and as far as Russia. 
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elsewhere were 4 in a Threshfield garden and in Bastow Wood in late April/early May but most other 

counts were only of 1 or 2.  In the south records were thinly spread across the region with over 40% from 

members’ gardens and some very large counts reported in the spring.  Elsewhere the highest counts in the 

few records received were 9 at Otley (early February), 7 on the Chevin (April), 4 at Thruscross (early 

May), 10 on Barden Moor (early August) with the highest count of the year of up to 50 from Timble Ings 

in mid-November and with 26 ringed there on the morning of 30th October (AJ)
37

.  Garden records in the 

south were widespread with the species seen in a surprising high 55 % of reporting gardens from Otley (2), 

Menston (3), Burley (4), Ilkley (2), Addingham (3) and Beamsley.  The introduction describes the severe 

shortage of natural foods in the cold spring and this was massively reflected in members’ gardens over a 

very short period which started during April and was over by mid-May with the most impressive counts in 

Burley but spilling over to Menston, Ilkley and Addingham.  In Burley, 5 were reported daily during April 

(AB&KR), increasing rapidly after the 19th when there were 9, to 20 on the 22nd and a peak of 50 on the 

24th: thereafter there were 5 daily in May up until the last sighting on the 14th.  Another Burley garden 

reported (PBR) that the species was absent until April but then with a peak count of 20 on 15th April.  

Elsewhere, there were 5 in an Ilkley garden after the 18th April with a continuing presence until a final 

count of 6 on 4th May, whilst the species was described as a rare garden visitor in Menston where there 

were 8 on 4th May: in Addingham the first sighting was of a male on 11th April with a peak of 6 up until 

the end of the month.  Counts outside this extraordinary peak were usually of only 1 or 2 birds but with 8 

in an Otley garden in January. 

Mealy (or Common) Redpoll Carduelis flammea    001 Sightings/01 Sites 

Uncommon and erratic winter visitor 

Timble Ings in the south and Grimwith in the north are two of a kind.  On four out of five visits birding is 

routine and, sometimes, even a touch boring, but then on the fifth visit something special can happen  

Several people have commented to me about how few birds were around Timble in the mid-year, but on 

30th October Andy Jowett hit gold.  His ringing exercise produced not only 26 lesser redpolls and 20 

goldcrests but 5 mealy redpoll.  As though that wasn’t enough a snow bunting flew overhead, 50+ crossbill 

were showing well not to mention 10 brambling!  

Common Crossbill Loxia curvirostra                  017 Sightings/07 Sites 

Scarce breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population erratic due to irruptive behaviour. 

It was a remarkably poor year for this species with records from only 7 southern sites (c.f. the five-year 

average of 12) and with no northern records submitted.  In the first half of the year there was a dribble of 

reports, mainly from the Washburn, with a peak ~20 from Swinsty (in late April).  Elsewhere there were 

single records of a small flock at Park Plantation (Barden Fell) and an unusual record of 7 over Rombalds 

Moor in early May.  The scene started to heat up from July with national reports of a good influx of birds 

from northern Europe spiced up with exceptional numbers of the much rarer two-barred species being 

recorded not only from the usual Northern Isles but right down the east coast of England from Spurn to 

East Anglia: later it transpired that there were also numbers of parrot crossbills in the country.  In the north 

there were inland records from the Bowland area but the location attracting the greatest attention was 

Broomshead Reservoir NW of Sheffield where there was an impressive flock of 9 birds on 15th August.  In 

the autumn we had to make do with the common variety, despite some searches for the other species but 

the autumn did at least produce a few more counts in the tens in the last two months with 50+ at Timble 

Ings, 40 at the mast on Norwood Edge and 20 in Stainburn Forest. 

Bullfinch Pyrrhula pyrrhula                   075 Sightings/26 Sites 

Common breeding resident: population stable with stronghold in Washburn. 

This is one of the most popular of visitors to members’ gardens, seen in 50% of reporting gardens from 

right across the region (including Grassington in the north where the species is significantly less common): 

garden sightings also account for ⅓ of all sightings of this species.  Some fortunate gardens report daily 

visits by up to 4 birds especially during the winter months and with an Addingham garden reporting 8 birds 

regularly in the first quarter but reducing to 4 in April. A Menston garden reported 3 pairs in September.  

Sadly, for many others it was a rare visitor.  Outside gardens, there are regular reports (25% of all southern 

sightings) from the well-watched Otley with a peak of 8 at the start of the year (when there were 6 on the 

                                                      
37  Earlier in the year a bird ringed in Timble on 10th May had earlier been ringed on 5th October, 2012 at Lockerbie, 
Dumfries and Galloway (166 miles away after 217 days). 
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feeders). Elsewhere southern sightings are not particularly common but can occur anywhere.  Records 

tended to be clustered around the east from the Washburn through Knotford Nook, Gallows Hill, the 

Chevin and Menston to Sun Lane with only two (non-garden) records of single birds in the west from Strid 

Woods.  In the north there was a single January sighting of a single bird at Buckden but all subsequent 

sighting were from the Grassington area.  There were occasional sightings between May and the end of the 

year from the Grass Wood complex with a peak count of 3.  The other sightings were from Grassington 

with 3 in a garden there in mid-January and reports in April that it was still an occasional visitor.  

Snow Bunting Plectrophenax nivalis      003 Sightings/03 Sites 

Rare passage migrant/winter visitor. 

This is a species that can turn up anywhere across the region but almost invariably in small numbers, 

recorded towards the end of the year as shown in the above chart.  First recorded in 1958 and seen in a high 

proportion of years since then and in all but one year since 1997.   The adjacent chart shows the autumn 

arrival of these species.   Records in recent years are summarised below: 
 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Sightings 1 2 1 3 1 2 7 0 3 1 3 

Sites 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 0 3 1 3 
 

This year there was a record of one over-flying at Timble Ings on 30th October in the morning (AJ).  The 

other two sightings were particularly welcome.  

There were 7 at Little Crags on Great Whernside 

on 23rd November (BT), by someone who’d been 

up to the summit over a number of years looking 

for them without success.  The other sighting was 

of 2 on a stony track on Burley Moor on the 25th 

(J&PC) by someone who’d walked on the moor 

twice a week over 20 years and never seen them 

here before!  There was also a male on the road 

near the quarry below Whetstone Gate on the 

18th, a few yards south of the WNS boundary.  

Indicative of the widespread nature of sightings, 

birds have been recorded during the previous five 

years from Stainburn, Addingham Moorside, 

Barden Fell, Grassington Moor and Yarnbury, 

Pen-y-Ghent Fell and Buckden Pike.  The largest counts in recent years have been 15 on Barden Fell 

(2009) and 8 on Pen-y-Ghent Fell (2011). 

Yellowhammer Emberiza citrinella      006 Sightings/02 Sites 

Scarce breeding resident whose population is declining and is probably close to disappearing from area. 

We thought we had lost this species from our area when it disappeared from its regular spot near Leathley 

several years ago, so it is a great relief that is now being reliably recorded from Weeton, near the eastern 

boundary of our area.  There were reports between April and late November of up to 4 and possibly 5 birds 

(RF, F&CH, AP). There was an unusual record from the Washburn of a bird in mixed finch flock on 

Snowden Carr Road on 21st August (PBR). 

Rock Bunting Emberiza cia 

Extremely rare vagrant 

The October issue of British Birds reported that the 8th May, 2011 sighting at Bolton Abbey has now been 

accepted. The issue reported that the record had been submitted to the BBRC via the BTO and their 

communications officer Paul Stancliffe.  The picture arrived on Paul’s desk on 11th May 2011 – he knew 

the observer as he and they had frequented the same nature reserve 30 years earlier.  The photographer was 

not a birder and had been surprised at the excitement/incredulity engendered by his picture. Some hopeful 

souls visited the site to try and locate the bird. They failed but did find the twig on which the bird had been 

perched. The claim has been investigated and the observer interviewed and it had been concluded that the 

record was genuine. The photo has been accepted as the 5th record for Britain (and the 6th bird): it is 

almost certainly the rarest bird ever recorded in Wharfedale.  
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Reed Bunting Emberiza schoeniclus                  073 Sightings/25 Sites 

Uncommon breeding resident/passage visitor: population probably stable. 

Records are dominated by those from two sites: 55% of northern records are from Grimwith where the 

peak count was 6, whilst 40% of southern records are from Otley where the peak count was 8.  Elsewhere 

throughout the region records are thinly spread.  In the north there were also records from Mossy Moor, 

Hebden Beck and Hebden in the Grassington area and also from Hawkswick – sightings were mostly of 

single birds.  There was a report from a Threshfield garden with a male and female at various times in the 

first half of May.  In the south there were occasional records from the Washburn, Knotford Nook, Menston 

and various spots on Rombalds Moor, and from Addingham, Draughton Heights, Chelker and Barden 

Moor in the west.  The first record of breeding was of an adult carrying food on Rombalds Moor on 11th 

May with a juvenile at Whetstone Gate on 27th July: later, there was a record of a pair at a nest at Chelker 

on 3rd August.  It was an interesting year for garden sightings, as reported in the introduction, with more 

birds found in gardens in the spring than usual because of the shortage of natural foods.  There were 

southern garden sightings from Otley (2), Burley, Ilkley (4) and Addingham.  Although there were none of 

the very high garden counts of siskin and redpoll, up to 4 reed buntings were reported in an Ilkley garden 

as occasional visitors during April, whilst it was reported from Addingham that a mid-March sighting 

(followed by 2 males at the end of the month) was only a second record for the garden. At the end of the 

year there was a single garden record from Ilkley in December. 
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